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to

understand
the Science ofwe theare Mo¬
HYDRAULICS
tion of Fluids , and the Construction
of all Kinds of Instruments and Machines
relating thereto ; also the Nature of Springs,
the Theory of the Tides , &c. are usually
explain ’d under this Plead.

The Motion of Fluids, viz. their Descent
or Rife below or above the common Sur¬
face or Level of the Source or Fountain , is
caused either (i .) By the natural Gravity
or Pressure of the Fluid contained in the
Reservoir or Fountain ; or (2.) By the
Pressure or Weight of the Air on the Sur¬
face of the Fluid in the Reservoir, when
it is at the same Time either taken off, or
diminished , on some Part in Aqueducts,
or Pipes of Conduit . (3.) By the Spring
or elastic Power of compressed or con-i
densed Air , as in the common Water -En¬
gine . (4.) By the Force or Pressure of

Pistons,

Hydraulics

*

Pistons, as in all Kinds of forcing Pumps*
&c.

(5 .) By the Power of Attraction ,

as
in the Cafe of Tides , &c. Of all
which
in Order.
I. The most natural Motion of
Fluids
is that arising from the Force of their
own
Gravity , by which those Parts which stand
highest press upon others below them , till
by that Means they rife to the fame
hori¬
zontal Level. Thus Water in a Fountain
A BCD by its Pressure raises that in
the
^
Aqueduct FGH to the fame Height IK Flg.
5/
L M , in every Direction or Position of
the
Duct GH or GN ; unless the Orifice
of
the said Duct be below that Level , in ■
vctnch.
Cafe the Water will continually
flow torn
the fame. The Reason hereof is
evident
from the Principles of Hydrostatics,
where
it was shewn , that the Pressure of Fluids
was
in Proportion to the Altitude only, and
not according to the Quantity thereof ; and
therefore

the Effect or Rife of the Fluid in the
Duct
must be equal thereto . Or thus ; Fhe
Velo¬

city of the Fluid in the DuSl at L , is
to that
in the Fountain at IK , as the
Quantity of
the Fluid in the Fountain is to that
in the
Dudl in given Altitudes ; whence (from
the

Principles of Mechanics) the Momentum of
the Fluid in each will be equal, and
conB 2
fequently

3

4-

H YDRAULIC 8.
fequently an Equilibrium will
ensue at
equal Altitudes K and L in both . (LX1X .)
Hence

(LXIX .) 1. Since the Particles of Fluids are to be
consider’*! as small solid Bodies, they must observe the
same Laws of Motion , and have their Momenta deter¬
mined in the fame Manner , as Bodies of larger Mag¬
nitude ; that is, by the Masses or Quantities of Matter
drawn into their Velocities.
2. Now ?tis evident the Velocities of the Fluid in
PI. XV.
the
Reservoir AD , and in the Duct SL , must be as
Fig . 5.
the Quantities of Matter , or of the Fluid , contain ’d in
equal Altitudes in each inversely; that is, as the Cylin¬
der T V W L to the Cylinder IC D K . For when all
the Fluid in the Cylinder ICDK is pafs’d into the
Tube SH , it will fill a Space above V W in that Tube,
or make a Cylinder equal to the former. Now since
all Cylinders are as their Bases and Altitudes jointly ;
if B be the Base, andH — the Height or Altitude of
the Cylinder ICDK; and b, h, the Base and Altitude
of the equal Cylinder in the Tube above V W ; then
because B X H = b X h, we have H : h : : b B: , but
the Altitudes H and h are the Spaces pals’d thro’ in the
fame Time , and will therefore represent the Velocities
of the moving Fluid ; but b is to B as the Cylinder
TW to the Cylinder ID ; (for C ' finders of equal Al¬
titudes areas their Bases) therefore H : h T: : W : ID.
Or the Velocities are as the Quantities of the Fluid
contain ’d under equal Altitudes inversely.
3. Or it may be otherwise easy to understand that the
Water can rise no higher in the Tube S H than in the
Reservoir AD , because( supposing the Duct every where
of an equal Bigness, and therefore EQ _— Th ) ’tis
plain, if we continue FE to O , and R Q_to P ; that
then only that cylindric Body of the Fluid in the Reser¬
voir which stands over the Orifice of the Duct E Q,
that is, only the Cylinder of Water O E QP can affect
or press upon the Water in the Duct ; for all the Fluid
(besides this Cylinder ) stands over, and therefore presses
upon the Bottom of the Reservoir, as C E and QJD,
and

Hydraulics.
Hence

we have Conduits

5
often

foppSied

with Water from Springs which lie above
them ; and Cacks to supply the Inhabitants
of a Town with Water by Pipes of Cosduct proceeding from a Reservoir In a Si¬
tuation
and so by equal Re-action has all its Farce destroy’*!.
The Water therefore will descend through the Orifice
E Q_, till by its Pressure it has raised a Quantity in the
other Leg S H equal to the Cylinders OQ _T QF » 2nd
therefore to an equal Height ; and thus the Pressure
at F R and SG being equal, there must be an Equi¬
librium.
4. That it ought to rife to the fame horizontal Level
MZ in the inclined Tube SN , whether that Tube be
less, having an elliptic Base whole longest Diameter
is 8 X ; or whether it be equal to the Tube SH , as
having the fame Base; or, lastly, if it be greater, as
having a circular Base on the Diameter SG ; I lay, that
in every Cafe it ought to rife to the fame Level ZM is
evident, because there can be no Equilibrium till the
Pressure of the Fluid in each Tube , or on each Side
the Base S X , or S G , be equal ; that so, being con¬
trary , they may destroy each other. But there can
never be an equal Pressure on each Side the common
Base, unless there be an equal perpendicular Altitude
of the pressing Fluid on each Side, because ( as we have
shewn, Annat. LIV . ) the Pressure of Fluids on any
given Area or Base is ever proportional to the Altitude
of the Fluid , and that only.
5- Hence it appears, that an Instrument like this in
the f igure may serve very well to take a Level for a
small Distance, or to draw a Line truly horizontal ; for
the two Points I and M will always be in a true hori¬
zontal Level or Line . But for this Purpose the Tube
SG should be at least y of an Inch Diameter, to avoid
the rising of the Fluid by Attraction ; it should also
move very nicely by a Joint fixed on to the Part b S.

B Z

6

Hydraulics.
tuation above the highest Part of the Towit
(LXX .)
Hence

pi XVI
(BXX .) i . Let ACDB Le a Reservoir with a
pjg. g ' Duct or Conduit -Pipe F K L , and at L turn ’d off from
- " the Perpendicular to give the Water by a Stop-Cock
into a Cistern for the Use of a Family . It is plain the
Water will issue out from L with the fame Force as it
would be made to rife to the Height LO , were the
Tube or Pipe continued upright to Oj for on one
Side the common Base K , the Pressure (when the Cock
is shut ) is proportional to the Altitude E K , but on the
other it is only LK ; the Difference therefore, El —
LO , is the Force of Pressure by which the Water is
protruded from the Cock at L . In the fame Manner
it is shewn, that the Force by which it is made to spout
from the Cocks at M and N is proportional to the Al¬
titudes H E and G E, or M O and N O, of the Fluid
in the Reservoir above them.
2. The Running of Rivers is upon the fame Principle
as the Descent of Bodies on inclined Planes ; for Wa¬
ter no more than a Solid can move on an horizontal
Plane , the Re-action of such a Plane being equal and
contrary to Gravity entirely destroys it, and leaves the
Body at rest ; here we speak of a Plane of small Ex¬
tent , and such as coincides with the curved Surface of
the Earth . But if we consider a large Extent or long
Course of Water , then we shall find that such Water
can never be at Rest, but when the Bottom of the Chan¬
nel coincides every where with the curved Surface of
the Earth.
Fig . 9.
3- Let AD F be the curved Surface of the Earth , C
its Centre , C D , C E two right Lines drawn from
thence , and E G a Tangent to the Earth in the Point
D . Then ’tis plain if BD were a Channel of Wa¬
ter, the Water could not run , or move, because they
are every where at an equal Distance from the Centre
C , and therefore equally affected by Gravity . But if
there beany Place above the Surface of the Earth as E,
where Water can be found, ’tis evident that Water

Hydr

Hence

au

Lies*

also the Descent of "Water in

Rivers , Streams , and Canals , from Springs
and
can descend in a Channel to any Part of the Earth ' s
Surface between B and D , because every Point in the
Line E D is nearer to the Centre of the Earth , and
therefore below the Point or Place E >and its Velocity
will be so much the greater as it tends to a Point nearer
B, and (lowest of all, when it moves in the Direction
of the Tangent ED.
4. Hence it appears that the Source E of all Rivers
and Streams must be more thanaSemi
-diameter of the
Earth CB distant from the Centre C . And since all
great Rivers run to the Sea or Ocean , where they dis¬
embogue their Waters at the Point D , the Line DC
is a Semi- diameter, and — 4000 Miles nearly. Also,
the Course of all long Rivers being in the Direction
of the Tangent at the Point D , if they were represented
by the Tangent -Line E B, then the Height of the
Source E above the common Surface of the Earth at B
Would be easily found. Thus , suppose E D were the
River Niger in Africa, whose Source is more than 30OO
Miles from the Sea ; but put ED — 3000, and since
CD — 4000 , we (hall have CE = 5000, and CE —CB 1000 — BE ^2 the Height of the Source. But
since we know of no Mountains above three or four
Miles high, it is plain the River Niger, and all such
long Rivers, are so far from moving in a Tangent , that
their Course must be very nearly of the same Curva¬
ture with the Earth ’s Surface, and insensibly distant
from it.
5- Since Bodies move on Planes ever so little in¬
clined, except so far as they are prevented by Friction,
and since the Friction of the Particles of Water among,
themselves is inconsiderable, it follows that the \Vater
situated on a Plane ever so little inclined will commence:
a Motion ; and if the Plane be considerably inclined,
and the Quantity of Water great, its Velocity will be
proportional, and its Momentum such as will soon begin
to wear away the Earth , and create itself a Course
or
B 4
Channel

7

8
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$std Sources above the common Surface of
the Earth ; and the Breaking out of Springs
at
Channel to glide in. In Rivers that are made, it is
usual to allow the Rail of one Root in 300.
6. If we allow the fame Declivity to Rivers which
make their own Way , then we find their Height at their
Source above the common Surface of the Sea, as in Ex¬
ample of the Niger thus : As 300 : 1 :: 5280 : ——° —

the Height at one Mile, or 5280 Feet . Then again
r 5280
280
X 3000
_
iay,
as 1 : i — ; : 3000 : <5280
—— —
X IQ
300
300
~ 10 Miles , From whence it is evident, that the
Continents and Islands ought to be much above the Sur¬
face of the Sea, to give a necessary Descent and Course
to the Waters through them.
PI. XVI ,
7. Let ABCD be the Section of a Reservoir, and
Fig . 10. B QIK the Section of a Canal of Water supplied from
thence , and A B N the horizontal Line . Now since
the Particles of Water are governed by the common
Laws of Gravity , the Velocity of a Particle at any
Part of the Bottom of the Canal , as F or H , will be
the fame as it would acquire by falling through the per¬
pendicular Altitude OF or LH , ( by Annotat. XXVII.
Art. 9. ) that is, as V OF to ^ LH (by Annotation
XXVI . Art. 4 .) Hence the Velocity of the Stream
is accelerated.
8. For the fame Reason the Velocity of a Particle at
the Bottom of the Stream H is to the Velocity of a
Particle at the Top G , as \/ LH to F MG ; conse¬
quently the Stream moves with a greater Celerity at
Bottom than at Top.
9. The Quantity of Water which passes through the
Section of the Stream H G is the fame that passes
through the Section of the Reservoir B C in the fame
Time . The same may be said of any other Section
FE j therefore the Quantity of Water passing by any

'
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at the Bottoms and on
the Sides of Hills,
from Cisterns and
Reservoirs in the inter¬
nal
two Sections of the Stream
F E and G H in the fame
Time ' is the fame.
10. Since there runs the
fame Quantity of Water
by
G H as by F E in the
fame Time ; and linos the
Ve¬
locity at GH is greater than
the Breadth of the Canal is at F E ; and lastly, fince
supposed
to be every where
the fame; therefore it
follows, that the Depth G H
must be less than the Depth
the Stream must continually F E , and so the Depth of
decrease as it runs.
11. As the Stream
proceeds, the Depth H G de¬
creasing, the Lines MG and
LH will approach nearer
to an Equality , and
the different Velocities of
the Water at Top therefore
and Bottom will approach
much
faster to an Equality , as
Square Roots of those Lines.being proportionate to the
12. This Approach to an
promoted by the upper Parts Equality is much farther
rated by the lower, and the being continually accele¬
lower Parts retarded con¬
tinually by the slower Motion
of the Waters above,
Incumbent and pressing upon them,
13. Since the Difference of
the descending Velocities, or the .relative
Velocities, are greatest near the •
Beginning or Head .of the - Stream,
there fall or descend
Waters will
wish the greatestthe
Impetuosity , or
cause the loudest Noise.
14. In the Course of
Rivers, the accelerated Velo¬
city is quickly reduced to an
equable or uniform Velocity , by the Resistance it
and Sides of the Channel ,meets with from the Bottom
which Resistance will be as
the Squares of the
Velocities, and therefore soon
be¬
come so great as to equal the
accelerating Force , and
he communicated to the
middle Parts of the Stream,
causing the Whole to move
15- Hence in Rivers the uniformly.
Motion of the Water is
kslowest
at the Sides and Bottom
of the Channel , be¬
cause there the Resistance
begins,
and is communicated
all other Parts,
16. In
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nal Parts above them , which receive their
Waters from Rain ., Dew , condensed Vapours,
melted Snow, & c. distilling
or percolated
through the Pores or Crevises and Chasms of
1the
upper Part of the Earth (LXXI .)

By

16. In different Parts of the fame River the uniform
Velocity is greatest where the Bottom of the Channel
has the greatest Inclination or Declivity , because the re¬
lative Gravity of the moving Particles is here greatest.
17. In those Parts of the River where the Velo¬
city of the Stream is least, the Depth of the Water is
the greatest, and vice versa: Because equal Quantities
pass through unequal Sections of the River in the same
Time .- Hence also it follows, that the Momentum of
running Water must be every where the fame, or a
given Quantity.
(LXXI .) 1. Various have been the Theories , or ra¬
ther Hypotheses, relating to the Origin of Fountains,
many of which have favour d so little of Philosophy,
that they scarce deserve to be mentioned or confuted.
Those who pretend to derive the Waters of Springs
from the Waters of the Sea by subterranean Ducts,
seem either wholly ignorant of the hydrostatic Laws
of Fluids , or resolved to maintain a Theory by meer
dint of Hypothesis.
Pi . XVI .
2. For let ECAF be a Part of the Earth ’s Surface
Fig . 11. covered with Water at A ; suppose ABC a subterra¬
nean Duct , by which the Waters descend to the internal
Parts of the Earth towards B ; if B be the lowest Point,
or that nearest the Centre of the Earth , the Water will
be forced to rife from B to C by the Pressure of the
Water in the Part AB . But when the Water is ar¬
rived to C it will there stop, and an Equilibrium will
necessarily ensue (from what we have shewn in Annotat.
LXX .) Consequently no Water can rise above C to the
Top of the Mountain D by the Force of Pressure; and
we can shew no other Power in Nature to drive it
thither } and therefore ought to suppose none.

3- They
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By the Pressure of the
Phiid it may
easily be convey’d over
Valleys and ^ s
z. They who advance
the Capillary Hypothesis,
or
suppose the Waters rife
from the

Depths o t e a
through the porous Parts of
the Earth , as it ri es m
Capillary Tubes , or Tubes of
Sand or Aftes , seem
not to consider one
principal
Property
of this Kind ot
Tube , or this Sort of
Attraction ; for though the Wa¬
ter rise to the Top of the
Tube or Sand, jet will it
rise no higher, because it
is ,hy the Attraction
Parts above that the Fluid
rises, and where to a ise
wanting it can rise no farther .
Therefore , tho the
Waters of the Sea may be
the Earth by Attraction , drawn into the Substance o
this means into a Cistern yet can it never be railed by
or Cavity to become the
of Fountains .
source
,
,
c
4. The true Principles
which supply the Waters of
Fountains or Springs, are
Rain - Water, and condensedundoubtedly
V^p
1 .
tempted to solve the Phenomena ourS* eve t .
by Snow or Rain only ,
but others making an
Estimate
of the Quantity or
and Snow, that falls in the
Space of a Year, to fee if
it would be equal to that
which the Rivers discharge
annually into the Sea, found
that it was much fcort of
that Quantity .
,
5. But that which was
,
most extraordinary was,
ia
they found by their
Experiments , that the Rain an
Snow which fell in one
Year would not produce
more
than | of what was raised in
ment it was found, that the Vapour ; for by Experi¬
Rain and Snow that sell in
a cylindric Vessel, raised
a
Inches higst; whereas the Column of Water about 19
Water raised in Vapour was
yearly about 32 Inches in
Altitude . This great De¬
ficiency of 13 Inches plainly
indicated another Way,
by which the Waters
circulated from and to the Sea.
6. This ( among many
other Things ) was left to t e
Discovery of that sagacious
being on the Tops of the Naturalist Dr . Halley, w 0
Mountains in the Isle of t.
Helenain( South Lat . 16°)
making his Observations
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by bended Pipes or Syphons , from Ponds
or Reservoirs in a higher Situation ; which
the
for a Catalogue of the Southern Stars, (about 800 Yards
above the Level of the Sea) found that Quantity of
Vapour , which there fell in Dew , was so great, as
very much impeded his Observations, by covering his
Glasses over in 6 or 7 Minutes , even when the Sky was
clear.
7. Upon this he was induced to determine by Ex¬
periment, the Quantity of Vapours raised from the Sur¬
face of the Sea, as far as it arises from Heat ; for other
Causes, as Wind , and the Warmth of common Air,
contribute to exhale the Water , as the fame Gentle¬
man found by making the Experiment in a close Room,
where 8 Inches Altitude of Water was exhaled in one
Year ; and ’tis well known from common Observation,
that a strong Wind will carry off a great Quantity of
Water in a few Hours time, as in the late January
Storm several /hallow Ponds had all their Water blown
away by the Wdiid in one Day . Also, we find by
Experience , that one windy Day will make the Ways
dryer after Rain than 3 or 4 Days Sun-/hine.
8. But the Doctor ’s Design was to fee what Quantity
was evaporated by the Heat of the Sun only. For this
Purpose he instituted the Experiment in the following
Manner ; He took a Vessel of Water , and made it salt
to the same Degree with Sea Water , by Means of the
Hydrometer. In this he placed a Thermometer , and
by a Pan of Coals he brought the Water to the fame
Degree of Heat with that of the Air in the hottest
Summer.
9. This done, he affixed the Vessel of Water , with
the Thermometer in it, to the End of a Pair of Scales,
and nicely counterpoised it with Weights in the other ;
then at the End of two Hours he found by the Altera¬
tion made in the Weight of the Vessel, that about the
both Part of an Inch ,of the Depth of the Water was
gone off in the Vapour , and therefore in 12 Hours, one
Tenth of an Inch would have been evaporated. Ncte,
2
Hours
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tfoe Ancients

being ignorant of, were at
vast Pains and Expence very
often to
effect.
Hence the running of Water
through

12 Hours only are here allowed
for the Time of Exha¬
lation, that being the Length of the
Day at a Mean;
and in the Night , as much , if not
more
YVater returns
by Dew than is exhaled.
xo. Upon this Supposition, every
io square Inches
of the Surface of the Water yields
a cubic Inch of Water , which in Vapour , per Diem,
weighs 253} Grains
Troy, therefore every square Foot
will yield I a Pint
"Wine Measure; every Space of 4 Feet
and every square Mile 6914 Tons . square, a Gallon ;
A Degree square
{reckoning 69 Englijb Miles to a Degree)
will produce
33 Million of Tons ; and if the
Degrees long, and 4 broad (the Mediterranean be 40
narrow Parts com¬
pensating for the broader) which is the
least that can
be supposed, then will there be in
its Surface 160 square
Degrees, which will evaporateper Diem,
5280 Millions
of Tons in the Summer
Time.
11. The . Mediterranean receives
Water from the fol¬
lowing nine great Rivers, viz. The
Iberus, the Rhone,
the Tyler, the Po, the Danube, the
Neifler,
the Borijthe.rm, the Tanais, and the Nile ,- all
the rest being of
no great Note , and their Water
inconsiderable. Each
of these nine Rivers ( together
with all the smaller) are
supposed to bring as much Water to
the Sea, as is
to ten Times the Water of
the Thames, at least. equal
12. In order to estimate the
Quantity of Water,
which pastes daily through th cThames,
the Doctor affirm es
the Breadth of the River at
Kingston Bridge (where the
blood seldom reaches) to beioo Yards,
and the Depth 3;
so that the Section of the
Channel is 300 square Yards,
and allowing the Velocity of the
Water to be at the
Rate of a Miles per Hour, there will
the Length of 48 Miles, or 84480 run in 24 Hours,
Yards ; therefore
84480 X 300 = 25344000 cubic Yards
2030.0000 Tons which the River Thames , which make
yieklssw Diem.
13. Now each of the above nine
Rivers
being sup¬
posed to bring ten times as much
as the Thames, will
yield
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through the bended Syphon accounts for the
odd Phænomena of intermitting and reci¬
procating
yield 203000000 , or 203 Millions of Tons , and there¬
fore all the nine will produce 1827 Millions of Tons j
which is but little more than § of the Quantity ( 5280
Millions of Tons ) evaporated every Day from the Sea.
The | nearly of this prodigious Quantity of Water,
the Doctor allows to Rains which fell again into the
Seas ; and to the Rain imbibed by the low Parts of the
Earth , and spent in Vegetation in general.
14 . The Quantity of Water exhausted from the Me¬
diterranean, being so much greater than what is return’d
by the Rivers , is the Occasion of the Water ’s setting
in from the Ocean , to supply the Deficiency , by a con¬
tinual Influx or Stream, which before this Discovery
was quite unaccountable . Also , hence it appears, why
the Caspian Sea , though it receives the Waters of many
large Rivers , is yet never liable to overflow ; becauie
the Waters , brought in by the Rivers , are exhausted
by the Sun , Wind , &c. Yea , the Difficulty is on the
other Hand , since the Exhalation is so much greater
than the Supply by the Rivers , why the Sea does not
appear diminished , or its Waters continually wasting?
which Thing has never been observed.
15 . The prodigious Quantity of Vapours raised by
the Sun ’s Heat , and otherwise , being carried by the
Winds over the low Lands to the very Ridges of Moun¬
tains , as the jPyrenean, the Alps, the Appennine, the
Carpathian, in Europe; the ‘Taurus Caucasus, Imaus and
others in Asia ; Atlas, the Mantes Luna, or Mountains
of the Moon , with other unknown Ridges in Africa ;
I fay, the Vapours being compelled by the Stream of
Air to mount up with it to the Top of those Moun¬
tains , where the Air becoming too light to sustain them,
and condensed by Cold , they precipitate in Water , and
gleet down by the Crannies of the Stone ; and Part of
the Vapour entering into the Caverns of the Hills , the
Waters thereof gather as in an Alembic, into the Basons
of Stone it finds, which being once' filled, all the Over¬
plus
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procuring Springs; and also
in that Instmment call’d the TantalusCup, The B-ise o£

Water
plus of Water that
comes thither , runs over
Y
lowest Places* and
breaking out by the Si es
Hills, forms single
Springs.
.
.
, „ , y,,.
i6 . Many of these
Springs running down by
Vallies between the Ridges
of the Hills,
to unite, form little
S
Rivulets , or Brooksan
;
these again meeting in
.
one common Valley, an
ing the plain Ground ,
g
being grown less rapi ,
ec°‘
River ; and many of these
being united in one
Channel , make such
common
enormous
Streams as t e
the Rhone, the Danube,
»
&c. And it may a
mo P
for a Rule , that the
Magnitude of a River , or
Quantity of Water it
discharges, is proportiona o
Length and Heights of the
Ridges from whence
fountains arise.
_ . .
17. This beautiful
and Rivers has been Account of the Origin ofSpnng^
and Satisfaction in the received with umver a
^
learned World
a Word or two
the d.fferent Sorts of
Whichwe find concerning
bpnngs
in divers Parts of
the Country
. But
one Thing I shall
first remark, and thatis ,
it
has
asserted, and often taken
been.
for granted, that there
■Springs of Water upon
are
the very Tops,
Summits, or
Parts of Mountains;
which Position is contrary highest
to t e
Hydraulic Law of
, by which
Level of the Fluid Fluids
rife to e
in the Reservoir, they
but no higher ;
and not only that , but
is undoubtedly false
in
For I have myself
examined most of the remarkab fact:
in the West, South,
e u
and
could never discover any Best Parts of England, but
such Thing ; though
found them on the Sides,
not far below the loi erl
hut low enough to
ops,
account for their being t
And Mr . Cafivell
ere.
carefully
Mountains in Walesat( . theexamined the Tops ot the
could find no Spring there. Desire of a Friend ) an
I shall therefore
there never was, nor
can he any such Thingconclude
tare.
in
-Q
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Water in Wells also is owing to the Weight
of that in the subterranean Cisterns from
whence
18. The several Sorts of Springs observed are ( i .)
which either run continually , and then
they are called Perennial Springs; or else run only for
a l ime, or at certain Times of the Year , and then
they are called Temporary Springs. (2.) Intermitting
Springs, or such as flow and then stop, and flow and
stop again, by regular Alternations or Intermissions.
(3. ) Reciprocating Springs, whose Waters rife and fall,
or flow and ebb, by regular Intervals , or Reciprocations
of .the Surface. All which are produced after the follow¬
ing Manner.
Plate
19. Let AB C D E represent the Declivity of a Hill,
XVII . whose Section, from Top to Bottom perpendicularly,
Fig . 1. is shewn in the Figure ; in which let F G H be a Ca¬
vern or Bason near the Top which collects the Water
gleeting through the Crannies , and has a Drain or Duct
leading from H to the Side of the Hill at B . ’Tis
evident when the Water rises to the Drain H, it will
descend through it to B, where it will break out in
Form of a Fountain or Spring , and will continue thus,
so long as the Reservoir is supplied with Water above »
the Level F H, and after that it will become dry. Thus
we fee a Spring may be generated, near the Top of the
highest Hills or Mountains . Of this we have a not¬
able Instance near the Top of Landfdown Hill by
Bath .
1
20. There is one odd Pheenomenon of such Springs
that is sometimes observed, and that is, that they rutl
in dry Weather, and are dry in wet Weather to
;
account
for which, we need only observe, that while the Wea¬
ther continues wet, the Waters are gathering into the
Bason or Reservoir, till there is a sufficient Quantity
to run over and make the Spring play, by that Time
the Weather is altered and become dry ; during the dry
Weather , the Remains of the last Rains (for these
Springs proceed chiefly from Rain -Water ) are conti¬
nually feeding the Reservoir, and by that Means sup¬
plying the Spring , but by the Time these are all spent,
the
Common Springs,

Hydraulic
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the Weather again
alters to wet , and the
of course, till it
Spi ing ceases
meets a fresti Supply
from the preceding
Rains, and so on.
2,0. The
Intermitting
accounted for : Let I KL be Springs may be thus
a Cavity in the
to which at I there
Mountain,
is

a
Water from other Parts ,feeding Stream that brings the
and at K , on the
lower Part,
there goes a Duct K
k C , which is of
a curved or
crooked Form, and
the Hill at C , whereconveys the Water to the Side of
it breaks out in a
tis evident, that as
the Water rises in Spring . Here
Wll rife in the Duct
at the fame Time , the Cavern , it
of the Water IL
be level with the till the Surface
highest Part k of
the Duct , aster
which the Water will
to C, which Point
descend from k
C , being lower
than the
the Duct K , will
exhaust the Cavern of all Orifice of
and then the Spring
its Wrater,
will stop till the
feeding Stream I
replenishes the Cistern to
the fame Level I K ,
the Fountain will
and then
play again ; this
supposes the Duct
RC to carry eft' more
Water than the other at
to the Cistern ;
I brings
and then every
Thing follows from
Nature of the bended
tbte
Syphon as explained
m the next
•Annotation.
2i . The ,
_
Reciprocating
after this Manner
are occahoned
. Let M N Springs
O be a Cavity
by a feeding Stream
supplied ,
P M , and also by a
which brings Water
Syphon K. k O,
from
another Cavity above,
I K L ; the Duct
as
of the Hill at D , ND carries the Water to the Side
and there makes a
W Virtue of a
Spring,
constant Supply of Waterconstant.
,
k M . The Water
at D will also flow by the Drain
and ebb alter¬
nately, for when the
Syphon K k O works,
of the Water
the Surface
MO will be suddenly
raised, and press
upon the Water at N
Means it will issue outwith a greater Force , by which
at D with a
and raise the Surface
if confin’d ; but greater Velocity,
when the Syphon
intermits, or.ceafes, the
Adamentum of the W ater
is not so great as
at D
before, and then the
or dccFE«ii'&
Spring will stnk
LL. In like Manner
we account ,for the 1
ter in Wells . Thus
ising
' fj £)
suppose a Well be sunkof
Foot of the Hill at E ,
at h~ ^
to such a Depth E
Vol , II.
V, « ^

/

st
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bring the Diggers to an Eruption of a Spring at V,
whose Water is brought by the Duct R V (or many
of them ) from a Cavity Q_R S in the Hill , ( or other¬
wise from a Pond , a River , the

Sea , (Fr . ) ’tis evident

the Water in the Well will rife from the Bottom V, to
an Altitude V T , where the Surface of the Water at
T is upon a Level with that in the Reservoir Q_S, and
thus constitutes a Well.
23. If those Reservoirs of Water in the Body ok
Mountains be situated where Mineral Ores abound, or
the Ducts or feeding Streams run through Mineral
Earth , ’tis easy to conceive the Particles of Metal will
mix with , and be abforb’d by the Water , which being
saturated therewith , becomes a Mineral Spring or Well.
If Salt, Sulphur , Lime-stone, &c. abounds in the Stra¬
ta , through which the Water passes, it will then be sa¬
line, sulphureous, Lime-Water , c. If Sulphur and
Iron should both abound in the Parts of the Hill,
whence the Waters come, the Waters will partake of
the Warmth or Heat , which is occasioned by the Mix¬
ture of two such Substances in the Earth , where they
are found. Now , though every Thing may not hap¬
pen precisely in the Manner , as here represented, yet
that it is in some Way analogous to it, I believe no
Person will doubt, who has been at the Peak in Derby, and seen the
- Hole in Somersetshire
shire, or at TVookey
wonderful Caverns, Receptacles and Streams of Water,
which Nature has there furnished in the Bowels of the
Mountains.
Scholium.
24. I fee but one Objection which can be made to
the foregoing noble Theory of Dr . Halley, and that is,
that a Body of Water heated to the fame Degree with

the hottest Summer Air will certainly evaporate more
from a given Space in a given Time than the deep
Waters of the Sea, whose Surface only is affected by
the Heat of the Summer Air ; and therefore in all pro¬
bability the Doctor ’s Quantity of Water raised in Va¬
pour was much too great. To which I answer, ( 1.)
The Rivers are supposed to return much more Waters
to the Sea than they really do, for no one can imagine
there

Hydraulics
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Whence they are supplied by proper Canals
or Springs (LXXII .)

* ROli

there can be oo Times the Water of the TTjslm/w brought
to the Mediterranean by all its Rivets . (2. )
oc
tor accounts for Springs by the Quantity of V apo
exhaled
by the Sun alone, whereas if we.^ j f
half
this Quantity
, and take in what is raised by
Wind and Agitations of the Sea, togetherwith the large
Supplies from Rain , melted Snow,
we lha un¬
doubtedly find sufficient Matter for the Sources ot a .
the Rivers and Springs. (3.) As the Vapour is ex ae
from the Surface of the Water only, it will be pro¬
portional to the Heat in the Surface only, which mult
be nearly the fame for the most Part of the Lay wi
the contiguous Air, and therefore the Case is not lo
■Widely different from the Doctor ’s Experiment as might
be at first imagined.
(LXXII .) 1. The Nature of the bended
shortof( which we have made so muc
“t , ■
,
ceding Annotation) will easily appear by con
£
follows. A B C D is a Vessel, into which is mserted
at
the Bottom a bended Pipe BGHIK
to represent the
Syphon. Now if Water be poured into the Vessel, it
will as it rises in the Vessel rife also into the Pipe
Duct , till the Water in the Vessel be upon a Level F E
with the upper Part G of the curved Tube ; what more
is poured in after this will run over the Bend at G down
the lower Part G H ; and from the lowest Point H it
Will, by the fame Principle as before, be forced into
tbe fifing Part H I, where at the Bend I it will again
tun over, and descend through the Part IK , and at Jv
it will run out , as being lower than the Level 01 the
Bottom of ,the Vessel CL .
2- That the Pipe must necessarily be full, to the 'Mi„
Altitude everywhere as the Watef stands ih the Vessel*
by the Pressure of that in the Vessel, is evident from
What we have shewn in Annotation LXX . And since 1
tail rise ho higher in the Vessel than in the P ‘P<;> an“
the Pipe it can rise no higher than the bended art
£ 2
tjr or

w.

Plats
XVIII;
Fig . L»
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From the Pressure of the superior Fluid
we have the Invention of a Natural Foun¬
tain^
G or I , therefore it can rise no higher in the Vested
than those bended Parts of the Pipe. Again, because
the Pressure of the Air upon the Water at FE in the
V' esicI, and upon the Orifice at K is equal, therefore if
the Orifice K were in the fame Level with the Bottom
of the Vessel CL , the Water , having the fame Alti¬
tude E B and M L , would not run out at the Orifice
L , but remain in Equilibria with that in the Vessel.
3. But , lastly, since the Orifice IC is below the Level,
the Water at K will have a greater Altitude MK , and
therefore a greater Pressure, or Momentum, and so will
prevail against the equal Pressure of the Air , and run
out ; and will continue to run out, till all the Water
in the Vessel be exhausted, because the Pressure of the
Air upon the Surface F E will force the Water into the
Pipe to prevent a Vacuum, which must otherwise hap¬
pen in some Part thereof, which is absurd or contrary
to Nature.
4. For suppose the Water were not to enter at B as
fast as it runs out at K , there must happen a Separation
of the Water in some Part of the Pipe, as at I for In¬
stance ; then the Water running out at K will cause
the separated Part to descend from I towards L , and
since nothing can get into the Space between the sepa¬
rated Surfaces of Water at I and L , all that Space must
be a pure Vacuum, and therefore the Water must be at
rest in the Pipe between B and I , though the Pressure
of the whole Atmosphere acts upon the Part at B, and ,
nothing at all at the Part I to resist or counteract it,
which is contrary to the Nature or Definition of a Fluid,
as has been abundantly strewn in Annot. LIII . and all
the subsequent ones.
5. This bended Syphon is usually called a Tanta¬
lus , from the Semblance of the Experiment made
with a Man in a Glass to the. Case of Vantalus in the
Fable, who, according to the Poets, was sentenced for
his horrid and unnatural Crime of killing , boiling, and
serving
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taln^ which playing
from the small Orifice
of an

Adjutage
J
0 at the Bottom , will
ip°
- ut
vrerv

serving up his own Son
in a River of Hell up at a Feast of the Gods , to stand
to
he is not permitted to his Chin in Water , which yet
sip to quench his
Now this Tantalus is the
eternal Thirst,
Man in the Glass,
with a Sy¬
phon concealed in his
Body, beginning in the
of one of his Feet ,
Bottom,
and ascending to the
his Breast ; there it
upper Part or
makes a Turn , and
deicends thro
the other Leg on
which he stands, and
from
down through the Foot
of the Glass , where thence
out, and causes the
it runs
as soon as it rises to Water to subside in the Glass,
the sleight of the
the Chin of the Man
; and thus aptlySyphon, or to
■Fable.
expresies the
6. This Syphon may
very easily be concealed
the Handle of a
also in
it is called the common Pint Pot or Cup, ^and then
Tantalus
- Cup : For the l op
of the
Handle being a little
below the Top or Run
Cup , and the lowest
of the
low the Bottom or Part of the Handle or Syphon
be¬
Orifice by which it
with the Cup , will
cause the Cup to havecommunicates
the Property
of emptying itself
to understand from when filled to the Brim ; as is easy
what has been said above.
Scholium.

7- The Nature of .
of Fluids, on which this Syphon, or the hydraulscLaw
it depends, was
not understood by
the Ancients ; for
though we read surprising
of the Roman
Aquæducts and Pipes, by Accounts
which they
convey’d Water to the
six Miles, yet we find Distance sometimes of five or
no mention made
than horizontal and
any other
descending Pipes or ofDucts
, and
never of any rising or
be convey’d where a ascending. . If the Water was to
Valley interposed, they
with gteat
Expence and Labour
the same, supporting constructed a Water - Gourfe over
it with
sometimes frorp the Depth of vast Piles and Arches
an xoo beet .
a single Pipe laid
Whereas
ever the Vale would
have done the
■ c, 2
Business
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very beautifully nearly to the Height of
the Water from the Fountain ; but it can¬
not quite reach that Altitude , by reason of
the Air ’s Resistance (LXXIIL)
From

Plate
XVIII.
Fig - 3-

Business most effectually - If a Mountain interposed,
we find they would sometimes carry their Aquæduct
through the very Body of it by Dint of Labour , which
surely could not have been their Choice , had they
known that a Pipe laid over the Top coming from a
Reservoir of a proper Height would have answered the
same End . Such Reservoirs indeed suppose the Use of
Pumps to raise the Water into them ; and Pumps they
had of various Kinds , but could not apply them fop
want of knowing the Theory . They who would ac¬
quaint themselves with the Magnificence of the Ra¬
mans in regard to their Water -Works and Aquæducts^
may consult Frontims , and others who have wrote on
this Subject.
' ' ( LXXIII . ) i . The Theory of Natural Fountains,
or Jet d’Eau’s, depends on the following Principles!
It has been shewn , that Water coming from a Reser¬
voir ABCD, through the Pipe EFGH, will rise
from the lowest Part G to the fame Altitude H , in the
Part G H , as is upon a Level with the Surface of the
Water AB in the Reservoir : And also that it thus rose
from the Point G by a Force of Pressure proportional
to the Altitude of the Water in the Reservoir, which is
equal to the Altitude G H . Annot. LXIX.
2 . Now

I presume

’tis very evident

that the Tube

G H itself can contribute nothing towards the Water ’s
rising in it ; but , on the contrary , it rather impedes the
Ascent by the Friction it occasions to the Particles
which move against the internal Surface thereof. 'There¬
fore if' the Part GH be taken away, the 'Water would
rise to the same Height H , excepting so far as it is
obstructed by other concurring Incidents ; for in all
Fountains the Height G I is somewhat less than G H,
the Height in the Tube , for the following Reasons. 12 "
Z- First*

2Z
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From this Preffure of
Fluids* as ttic

Cause , we

can estimate

the various Mo¬
menta

3. First, The

Air’s Resistance is
the Jet , and
an Obstruction to
diminishes its Height ; and
that the Resistance
since we know
of

Fluids is proportional
Squares of the
to the
Velocity , (Annot.
LXVIII . Art. 4 .)
Mid the Deficiency
of
HI is proportional to
Resistance ; therefore Height
the
a Jet that plays
with a double
Velocity will have that
3nd with three
Deficiency four Times as
Times the Velocity,
great;
nine Times as
great ; and so on .
4- The second
_
the Sides of the Impediment is the Friction against
Hole, and the
Adjutage at G ; and
since this is in
proportion
to the Quantity of
the Hole, it will be
Surface in
0rte, in respect of greater in a small Hole than a large
the Body of the
Jet , or spouting
Water ; because the Jet
will increase in
the Square of the
Magnitude with
Diameter of the Hole,
Resistance will increase
whereas the
only
with the Diameter
Or a Hole of twice
imp y.
the Diameter
emits four 1 lines the
Water , and gives but
twice the Resistance.
a small Jet rife to
This makes
a
the fame Reservoir. less Height than a large one,
from
5. A third
Impediment arises from hence,
dll the Particles
set out from G
with an equal that since
and this Velocity is
Velocity,
that the Velocity of continually diminishing, it follows
the inferior Parts is
the Velocity of the
greater than
Parts
above them, and
ttmst in some Degree
therefore
pulse ( since Fluids strike against them ; by this Immove
every
way)
be urged sideways,
the
and the Column of Particles will
come wider, and
the Jet be¬
consequently shorter than it
otherwise be.
would
6. The fourth
Cause why Jets do
not rife to the
Height of the Reservoirs,
is because the
Top of the Jet does
Water upon the
not immediately
run off, but
spreading into a Head,
lies with its
Weight upon thy
ascending Water below,
and hinders it from
high as it would do.
rising so
This
C a .will appear by inclining
the
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merita or Forces pf several Jets spoutingthrough the Sides or Bottoms of Vessels at
different
the Jet a little , that the upper Water may not bear
upon the rising Stream, for the Jet will then play higher*
but be less beautiful.
7. If the Hole of the Adjutage G be less than I of
an Inch in Diameter , the Force of the Attraction of
Cohesion will extend itself through the Body of the Jet
at the Hole, and greatly obstruct its Ascent ; hence
the Rise of Jets in Models for Experiments cannot be
expected so high as others, because of the very small
Holes made use of in them. Whence all Jets of larger
Fountains ( such as are in Gentlemens Gardens ) ought
to exceed' J of an Inch in Diameter , and that in Pro¬
portion to the Height of the Reservoir, as will be shewn
hereafter.
8. If the Conduct -Pipe E F G be not of a proper

Size to supply Water , as fast as it can be expended at
the Adjutage G , the Jet will likewise be checked, and

wilbwiot rise to the full Height . To ascertain the
Proportion of the Conduct -Pipe to the Bore of the
Adjutage , is the Business of Experiments ; and what
has resulted from thence, in regard to this Matter , will
be shewn in a Table by and by.
9. And one Thing more is necessary to be
known,
that the Jet may play the highest possible, viz. that the
Part of the Conduct -Pipe at the Adjutage does ■not
turn up at a Right Angle, but with a gentle easy
Curve ; that is, not as at G , but as at L , where the
Jet plays to a greater sleight at K . The upright Part
at G directly resists the Water coming from F , where
the Curve at L causes the Impulse of the Water against
it to be very oblique ; and therefore a less Part of its
Momentum will be destroyed, and consequently, the
greater remaining Force will throw the Jet the higher.
10. From what has been said in Art. 4. it appears
(cisteris paribus) the Hole .in the Adjutage ought to be
made in a thin Plate of Brass, and not through the
Bore .of a Tube of any Length , because of the Quan¬
tity

Hydraulics.

different Depths below
the Surface : For
the Momentum of
Fluids , as well as solid
Bodies,
tiiy of Surface in
such
greatly retard the Jet , an Adjutage-Piece, w ic
and diminish
is a Fault which
most People have the Heig run into or
an experimental
iake of Beauty Knowledge of this Leienee.
they screw
presented at M , of an on such a cornea
.
Plate of Brass, whose Inch in Length , in
Thickness need not
40th Part of an
exceed the
Inch for
Friction will therefore be very large Jets , and whole
40 Times less.
11. If the Jet be
Plate
play’d from G , the
V elocity jvith
which it sets out from
Plate^
and throw it to its the Adjutage , will be as
^' Q~. Fig * 4•
full Height G C at
. the Pipe
once
;
but
it
descends
turns upwards againbelow F G to HI , an t enc
to the same
Jet be play’
Level F ’ j1'1. ,
. out from Kd from K , the Velocity with
at first will not
winch rt sets
be the some as
theVelo
city from G , that
is, it will not
be
as_
/OH
<^ _Jf
- F Hf but
which is less, and it will be as V Q_H
V
I H,
therefore the Height at
first will be
only KL , from
whence
by Degrees it
upon the same Level
will rife to iVL
KM will be equal with C , lo that its last eig
to
the Height G C
from G .
of the Jet
12. The Truth
,
,
of the last
Article is thus demon¬
strated. The Water
in
the
Legs
Fe consider’d as
two Non -elastic QH and I K are to
Bodies, whole IV 0menta (being as the
and I K ; and since Pressure) are as the Altitudes
Q_
of Matter moved both the Velocities and
Quantities
in a given Time ,
are
Roots of the Altitude
( as will be shewn as the Squar
in the next Annotation ) therefore we
have QH — s/
QH X vQ .H,
and IK = -yiK
X / If , and
since the Difference
of the Momenta,
divided by the Sum
gives the Velocity
of
after the Stroke the Bodies,
XXIII . Art. 4.)
( Annotation
which we will call
*, therefore
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Bodies , is compounded of the Quantity of Mat¬
ter and

v/qh

Vdocity ;

xn/qji

but

v/ik
—■

the
xn/Tk:
'

+ v/Ik
— \/TK

, (because v/QH

Fluids,

in spouting

X N/QH

—n/IK

X

\/Tk- s/Q~H+ >/1 k x v/QH- y/TKi
which is the Velocity of the Water at first setting out
from K.
13. But since Fluids act not by a single Impulse, as
Solids do, but constantly ; the Velocity of the Water
at K will not be equable at first, but accelerated for
some Time , that is, till all the Water in the Leg I K
shall be brought to move with the same Velocity with
that in the Leg Q_H when it comes to be uniform :
For as the Velocity in the Leg IK is accelerated, so by
its Re-action does it retard the Motion or diminish the
Velocity of the Water in the Leg Q_H ; but as it can¬
not totally destroy the Motion of QJrlj that which re¬
mains must be equable or uniform ; and what that is
will easily appear if we only consider, that that Part of
the Motion which is destroy’d inQ _H by the Re-action
of the Leg I K must be equal to its own Momentum,
which is as I K ; (because Action and Re-action are
equal ) therefore the remaining Momentum of Q_H will
be Q_H — IK — QjH — F H = Q_F , wherefore the
last Velocity will be as \/ Q_F , and therefore equal to
that at G , and so carry the Water as high ; that is, the
Jet will rife from L to M , as high as from G.
14. To give an Example : Suppose () H — 25 Feet,
FH - IK - 9; then Q_F = (QH — H F = ) 16;
therefore the first Velocity will be to the last Velocity as
::
%
(= /Qj
: V7
V/QJ1 — \ /lK

\ / zs —s/

9—

5 — 3 = 2 q:

—

-

— 4. Consequently the Height of the Jet K L is to
the Height at last K M , as 2 to 4. And thus you carry
on the Calculation for any Length of the Leg I
whatsoever.
*5- 1
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the Quantity of
the Fluid issuing
throug
fame Hole in the
same “Time is
always
Celerity of its Motion,
as is easy to
Whence the Momenta of
spouting m f
proportional to the Squares
of the Ve ocities,
Quantities of Matter
issuing out tn a
Time: But since
the Momenta are
t e
15. I shall here
which Jets will rifesubjoin a Table ° f
in Feet and deci
Reservoirs of an Height
of five Feet to 15
J * -j | ^ 7 et4,91 22 20,58139 34>93i56
48,24 73^60,735>7457
61,42
136.55 S8
62,13
62,84
2523,20
43 38,14l6ols , )24|
77|
63 >S4 i
38,93!6i 5 ^ 99 78
64,24;
6z 52.73 79i64.9> |
63I53. 47 8o 6S>b+
64154,20)
81(66,33
48(42,09l6 ; i54 >9318
2;67. 02
-r
67(56,39 84168,40
‘7116,13 34
44,42 68(57. 12 85(69,08
‘T7 .P3 35
45. 19 69)57. 84 8669,76
45.96 70(58,56
z0| i8 ,8 2137133**9
46,72 71 59,28
aMi9>7ol38lu,ii
47. 4s 72*60.

16. By various
that have
Mr . Mariotte, Dr Experiments
,
found, that if the Desaguliers,and others,
duct-Pipe 11 Inch Reservoir be five Feet htg ,
Diameter will admit a
no
Adjutage from 4 of an
Inch to | of an Inc on as in the
,
following Table.

73. i;

107,87

been
^
^
XXatft ht

aS
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sect of Pressure, it is evident, the Velocity,
or Quantity of scouting

Fluids is ever pro¬
portional

Height of
Diameter of the
Diameter of the
Reservoir,
Pipes of Conduct.
Adjutage.
5 Feet — i to a 1| Inch.
—
io2 Inches.
* to | Inch - 2 Inches.
~ an Inch 15 20 2 § Inches.
Inch
an
~
| Inches.
2
—
Inch
an
£
25 -"
f to 3of an Inch 3 Inches , or 3 s,
30■| of an Inch — 4 | Inches.
40 - | of an Inch — 5 Inches,
5o 605 1 Inches.
I Inch
80>6 f Inches.
1 J Inch ,00 -1 J or 1 j Inch 7 or 8 Inches.
17 . Here the Jet is supposed to be within 100 or 15O
Feet of the Reservoir ; but if the Conduct - Pipe muck
exceeds this Length , it must be of a larger Diameter
than what is here assigned. Thus for Jets from I of an
Inch to those of an Inch , and from Reservoirs from 40
to go Feet Height:, if the Distance be from 150 Yards
to 4 of a Mile , the Diameter of the Pipe should be of
6 Inches ; from r of a Mile to two Miles , it must
be of 7 Inches ; and from 2 Miles to 5, it must be of
8 Inches Diameter for the fame Jets.
18 . If it be required to keep any Number of Jets
playing , whose Adjutages are given in Diameter , by
one common Conduct - Pipe , we must find the Diame¬
ter. of an Adjutage equal to all the given ones . Thus
If there be four Adjutages of | of an Inch Diameter
each , then the Square of 3 is vc* which multiplied by
the Number of Adjutages 4 , makes 4f ; the Square
f = the Diameter of the Ad¬
1
Root of which is %=
jutage equal to all the four small ones . A Pipe of Conduct of xo Inches Diameter will supply all the Jets , as
beiiw a little more than six times as great as the Dia¬
meter of the one large Adjutage now found . Afret
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portional to the Square
Root of the Pressure
or Altitude os the
Fluid [ 12LW)

From
rtiis Manner the
Dimensions of a Conduct Pipe may
be found for any
other Number of
Adjutages.
(LXXIV.)

To

represent

these Propositions in
ools may render them
Sym- PI. XV.
more perspicuous, and,
more elegant.
perhaps,
Fig. 6,
let
Side of a Vessel atTherefore
spout from the
two differentWater
Depths B and E from
the Surface of A ;
the
will be as the Force whMomentum of the spouting Fluid
' ch protrudes it,
and this Force
is everywhere
proportional
therefore the Momentum of to the Altitude of the Fluid,
the Water at B and E
Fe as AB and AE ,
will
let be denoted by m
Then letu and V be which
and M.
the Velocities with
which the Wa¬
ter spouts ; and q and
istg out in the fame Qjthe Quantities of Water iffuTime from the Adjutages
then we shall
B and

have m — vq, and M
—V Q.
therefore ^ —v, and
V.
2 . Now

E,
And

the Quantity

of Water
Hole in a oiven Time
spouting
muss necessarily be as from any
the Velo¬
city

with which it flows
for the
the o-reater will be
the Number of greater the Velocity,
Particles which come
to tire fame Point
in the fame Time , or
the greater will
be the Quantity of
Water which passes by
of the Adiutage,
the Orifice
as is very easy to
conceive ; therefore
™ M
M
? • Q_:: n : V
M
consequently ^ X y — —
X Qj or M a q — m
Q_Q_i whereforem\
M :: qq :
v v : V V , as is
evident from the
% of the Roots .)
ProportionaTherefore also q : Q . -- rJ *•
m
v/aB
: \/ ~KT.
.
3- Hence if AB
,
„
AE
:: x ; 4» the
will double the
Velocity
,
at
h
Velocity at B, and the
Water which flows
ot
from E will be twiceQuantity
as
that which flows from
B in one Minute , or great as
'V
any gwen
- hme. IfAE becq ua
lM9 AB . .he V. l<.
o,^
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From hence

it appears , that the Velocity

of a Fluid spouting

Plate
XVIII.
Fig . 5.

Plate
XVII.
Fig . I.

at any Depth

below the
Surface ,

Quantity of Water will be three times greater at E than
at B, and so on.
4. Hence ’tis very evident the Velocity of a Spouting
Fluid , and that of an heavy Body, which it acquires
by falling from the Surface of the Water A to the Ad¬
jutage B or E (in Vacuo) will be both the fame, as be¬
ing both equal to s/ A B or >/ A E , See Annas. XXII.
Art. 4.
5. Hence also, if AB DE be a Vessel of Water
whose Surface is A B, then a Parabola D C E described
on the Bottom D E and Height of the Water O C , will
express by its Ordinates ac,df , g i, km, ED , the Velo¬
cities with which the Water will spout from the Vessel
through Holes G , I , L , N , D , made in the Side upon
a Level with those Ordinates respectively; because these
Ordinates are as the Square Roots of the AbscissaeC S,
Cr , C h, (Ac. that is, as the Square Roots of the Alti¬
tude of the Fluid above the said Holes. Thus if C / =
4C b, then ac : km :: \/ C b : \/ C / : 1 : 2 Ve¬
locity of the Water spouting from G to the Velocity of
that spouting from N ; And so in every other Place.
6. Hence, if A B the Axis of a Parabola be equal
to \ B C its greatest Semi-ordinate , the Point B will be
the Focus, and B C the Semi-parameter of the Parabola.
Now since Water , or any heavy Body, falling from
the Height A B, or Water spouting at the Depth A B
below the Surface, will acquire at B a Velocity that in
an uniform Motion will carry it over a Space equal to
2 AB or B C j and since in one Second of Time a
Body falls through 16 Feet ; therefore if we divide
A B into 16 equal Parts , and B C into 32, and Ordi¬
nates be drawn through every Point of Division in the
Axis A B, and Perpendiculars to the same Point B C,
then there will be exhibited at one View the uniform
Velocities acquired by the several Falls or Jets of Water,
from all Heights to 16 Feet.
7. These
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Surface, is

equal to the Velocitya heavy
^ Body
would acquire byfallingfrom the fame hetg t\

because the Velocity , as was observed,

lS

always as the Square Root of the Space ^
descended through . If therefore on the p;g. 6. '
Altitude of the Fluid AR , as a Diameter,
we describe the Semicircle A F K ; and
from any Point therein , as I, we draw
the Perpendicular IH , that shall be pro¬
portional
7- These Velocities are expressed by the respective
p rdinates, and their Measure in Feet shewn by the
perpendiculars in the Scale B C on the Base. Thus,
for Example, a Fall of 4 Feet gives an uniform VeloClty of 16 Feet per Second ; a Fall of 9 Feet gives 24 ;
and so of the rest. Also the Time of the Falls, bemg
proportional to the Ordinates , might have been ex¬
pressed by another Scale of 60 Thirds '(equal to one
Second) in the Base B C ; but to avoid Confusion, I
have given the Scale of Time upon the Curve of the
Parabola : So that any Question relating to the Time,
Velocity, or Height of a Fall or Jet of Water less than
16 Feet , may be readily solved by Inspection , and
*bat to an Exactness sufficient for the nicest Case in
“tactice.
8. After the same Manner may a Parabola b
structed for all Heights to an 100 Feet , but that
to the Reader, that which I have given being.
sufficient
for wanting
all common
Occasions.
Suc sunerbeen
greatly
in Books
of tins Sort,
a
sedes the Necessity of those large Tables whic
in some voluminous Treatises of Hydrostatics >
of M . Belidor, &c. Note also, the ieveral O dmates

of this Parabola
Lengths
of a Cya
Column
of Waterexpress
issuingthe
from
an Adjutage

those Depths in one Second of Time , as being p
tional to the Velocity at each respective 1 lace-

>^
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portlonal to the Distance to which the
Fluid will spout from an Adjutage at H;
For the Vdocity will be as the Square Root
of A H , and the Time as the Square Root
of H K ; whence the Product of these two
will express both the Space pass’d over by
the projected Body, and also the Line H I,
as is well known to Geometricians.
Hence

it follows , that a Fluid willspout
from a Hole or Adjutage D in the Centre of

the Semicircle, or middle Point of the Altitude
A K, to the greases horizontal Diftance K M
possible; because the Perpendicular F D is
the greatest that can be drawn to the Di¬
ameter A K. Also ’tis evident , that from
two Holes B and H , equally difiant above and
below the middle Altitude D , the Jets of Wa¬
ter will be made to the fame horizontal in s¬
tance K N ; because the Perpendiculars to
these two Points , viz. C B and IH , are
equal.
Moreover,

,

the

horizontal

Distance

KM , to which the Water spouts from V
the Centre , is equal to the Diameter or
Altitude A K, or twice D F. For since
the Velocity of the Jet at
is equal to
that acquired by falling through the Height
AD , or DK , it will , as being uniform,
carry the Fluid in an horizontal Direction
over

Uu. 1171
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over twice the Space D K or D ^
And therefore, since the i
tances of Jets from D and B are as D .
B C, and the Distance of the Jet from
is equal to twice DP , the Distance of the
Jet from B will he also equal to twice B C,
or K N = 2 B C (LXXV .}
fame Time :

vI

SHALL,

(LXXV .) i . The Velocity , of tile Fluid spouting
from B we have shewn to be as \ / A B, and the Time
takes in going to the horizontal Line will be as PI . XV.
V B K , because that would express the Time if it were Fig . 6.
to descend to K in the Perpendicular B K , by Annot.
XXVI .. 4. And though it goes not in the Perpendicu -*
Ut , but is projected from B with an Impetus in an ho¬
rizontal Direction , it will not by that means be any
longer arriving to the horizontal Line , but only go in.a
different Tract , sfe is evident from what has been said
in Annotation XXIV . Therefore the Ti me of its coming to the Ground at N will be as V ^B K , that i9j
as the Square Root of the Altitude of the Spout B K. ;
2. Now the Spaces which spouting Fluids pass over
in an horizontal Direction must be consider’d as uni¬
form, because it proceeds from a single Impulse ; for a
Particle of Water , after it has made its Exit from the
Orifice of the Adjutage , is no more affected by the
Preffu re or Impulse of the confined Water , and conse*
quently its Velocity in the Direction B C will be imior,n . But in all uniform Motion the Spaces described abe
“ ‘^ Rectangle under the Times and Celerities, or as
Lhre^^ C^

^ ^ - but this Rectangle is' also as the

, 3- ^ or let there be drawn A C and C K , ’tis evident
the Triangle ACL is similar to the Triangle B C K , PI. XIX
6 the AnSles AC K and C B K are right , and Fig. 1.
^ ^ B is common to both ; therefore AC :
C K. B C *.B K . In the fame Manner we Ihew the
Voi . II .
i>
Triangle
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I shall
only observe farther in regard
to spouting Water , that the Jet will go
farther through the bare Hole in the Ves¬
sel
Triangle ACK is similar to the Triangle ACBj
therefore also AC : CK :: AB : BC. Consequently,
AB : BC :: B C : B K ; therefore AB X BK = BC *.
And so B C = \ / ABXBK
= v/ABX
\Z1Tk '.
4 . Now because the Space the Fluid describes ac¬
cording to the Horizon , and the Line B C, are both
proportional to the same Thing , (/'. e. to \/ A B X
\/ B K ) therefore they must also be proportional to each
other ; and so the horizontal Distance of any Jet , as B,
will be in Proportion to the Line B C ; and the Jet
from D will be proportional to the Line D F , and soon.
5. If now D be taken into the Centre of the Circle
A F K , the Velocity at D would (as being uniform)
carry it through twice the Space AD = zDF = D P
in the horizontal Direction or Line D P , as is evident
iromAnnot. XXVI . 7. Because the Particles of a Fluid
observe the same Laws of Motion with larger Bodies.
Consequently , though the Fluid goes not in the Direc¬
tion or Line D P, it will go to the same Distance from
the Perpendicular D K on the Horizon ; because D K
— AD , or the perpendicular Spaces, and consequently
the Times of the Fall , are equal . Whence , because
the horizontal Distaftces described by Jets from D and
B are as D F and B C , and the horizontal Distance of
the Jet from D is, a D F = D P = K M , therefore the
horizontal Distance of the Jet from B will be equal to
2BC = KN.
6. From what has been hitherto said, ’tis easy to
observe that the Motion of a spouting Fluid is every way
similar to that of a projected Solid. The Path of the Fluid
is a Parabola, because it is impelled by two Forces , one
horizontal , the other of Gravity in the Perpendicular,
in the. fame Manner as was Ihewn of the projected So¬
lid. The Impetus of the Jet B, D , H , E , is the
Height of the Reservoir AB , AD , AH , AE , the
greatest horizontal Random K M is that from the Jet
D , directed
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sel at P , CL,
or R , than
through the Ad¬
jutage P B
inserted
in
those Holes ,
farther still in
and
Proportion as the
Adjutage
is

f

v , directed to
the middle
and any two
Point F of the
Jets
Semicircle ;
equally
fame Distance
K N on thedistant, as B, H , go to
the
tage be
Horizon
.
If the Adju¬
horizontal ,
oblique, it will be a the Jet will be a Semiparabola ; if
lars were
whole Parabola .
observed to be the
All which
Particu¬
solid Projectiles
; a Jet of Properties of the Motion ot
fame as a
Water being every
Discharge of small
Way the
7- But to
Shot.
apply this
"e a
Fountain and more particularly : Let AtarriT
Conduct -Pipe with
kroveable on a
an Adjutage
Pendicular, as Joint , to be set in any
at
I
Position
;
; as per?? at L . In
oblique ,
the first Cafe, as at K ; or horizontal,
a Jet will
P i the
play upright to
Height of which
Jet
I D is the
^easure
of
the
p luid. If the Force of the
Impetus, or
Machine to project the
Adjutage be placed
^e Jet of
obliquely, as at the
Water will be the
K-,
Placed
Parabola
KFH
horizontally , as at L ,
it will form j but if
Parabola L N ,
Now in this
the Sam latter Cafe it will
: MN -- M
be LM
N
LM = Lotus Return of the
UN when
Parabola
But itcompleated.
has been shewn,
that the Impetus
•force by which
1 D , or
the
one fourth
Part of the Parabola is described, is
Lotus Helium, (
equal to
,
12,1 therefore
Jnnot. XXXlil.
it will always
MN “
be
r
ID
cone "
quently , 4 L M :
M N :: M N
lee a Jet of
: 1D . So
Water at any
that if we Time , and would
Height of the
know
Reservoir
the
find it by the
whence it
Proportion above, comes, we can easily
1 erms are
because the three
always advert by
first
9- By this
Measurement.
Means also we can
£ „,h any
estimate/the Force by
Fluid is
Pressure of Fluids
is concern
projected,
where
’
d,
no Reservoir
*s the Force
but the Action
or
of Solids;
by’ which
the
n 9.Urine is protruded ;
F ^tne
cs

.

xlXl
^
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is shorter and the Bore larger . On the.
contrary , if a Pipe be inserted perpendicu¬
larly
Force of Resilition in the Blood spouting from Veins
and Arteries in Bleeding ; the Force by which the
Chyle ascends from the Receptaculutn by the Thoracic.
Duct to the Left Subclavian Vein , or by which the
Blood ascends from the lowest Parts of the Body to the
Heart . In short, nothing in the Animal Oeconomy can
be well understood but by an Acquaintance with the
Hydraulic Laws of Fluids : For an animal Body is the
most curious and compounded Hydraulic Machine in
Nature.
10. A signal Example of the Use of Hydraulics in this
Respect I shall produce from the admirable Experiment
of Dr . Hales in his Hamajlatics. The Doctor caused
a Mare to be tied down alive, and laid open the Left
Crural Artery , in which he inserted a Brass Tube , and
on that fix’d a Glass Tube; and then cutting the Liga¬
ture on the Artery , the Blood rose in the Tube in an
Instant about 4 Feet , and continued to rise till it attain¬
ed the Height of 8 Feet and 3 Inches . In a Gelding
he tried the same Experiment , and the Blood rose to
the Height of 9 Feet 8 Inches : This was in the fame
Artery as before. In another Mare he fix’d a Pipe and
T ube into an Incision of the Left Jugular Vein, and the
Blood rose to 4I Feet ; and then he fix’d it in the Lest
Carotid Artery , where the Blood rose to 9 Feet and
6 Inches . In an Artery of a Doe it rose to 4 Feet 2
Inches ; in a Dog , to 6 Feet 8 Inches ; in a Sheep,
to 6 Feet 51 Inches ; and he conjectures that it wist
very probably rife in a Man to the Height of 7 Feet and
6 Inches.
11. Now to estimate the Force with which the Left
Ventricle of the Heart (of the first Mare ) propell’d th®
Blood, the Doctor found by means of injected WaX,
that the Capacity of the Ventricle was 10 Cubic Inches,
and the Surface on the Inside was equal to 26 Squai'e
Inches ; also the Area of the greatest Section of th®.
Ventricle from Apex to Base was 6,83 Square Inches t
Consequently the whole Pressure upon the internal Sur-
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larly into the
Bottom of a Vessels
it will
discharge itself sooner
through h , tiian
through
face of the
Ventricle was equal to
26X114 —2964 Cubic Inches . (
or Preffure Seesaw *. LV . 10, 11. )
Also the Weight
downwards was equal to
6, 8zX 114—
Cubic Inches, that is,
77° AG
to
the Height
Area of the greatest
multiplied
by the
Section of the
12. Now a
Ventricle.

Cubic Inch of
Blood weighs
Grains ; wherefore
267,7
2964X267,7 = 113,22
'unrdupois,allowing 7008
Pounds
yfGrains to a Pound ;
therefore is the Force
of Pressure
which
upon
the
Ventricle when dilated.
Surface
Again, 6,83X114 of the
Pounds the Force of
— 29,7
Weight , or the
Blood which the
muscular Fibres of theMomentum of the
resist in
Ventricle must
an Area supporting
of Base. such an Altitude of Blood, on
such
13. The Velocity
of the Blood
thus computed
entering
: The
10 Cubic
Ventricle each Systolethe Aorta is
Inches of Blood,
and the Area of athrows out
Section of the Aorta
transverse
at the Heart is
1,036 ;
ere or
9,64 Inches = the
Length of the
Cylinder of
Blood form’d in
passing through the
Aorta’s Orifice at
each Systole of the
Ventricle . " The
ed, or the Pulse
in
Ventricle
or 2160 times in the Horse beat 36 times in acontract¬
an Hour ; but
Minute,
9,64X2x60 —20819,4
Inches, or 1734,9
Feet
would
Time of the
Contraction of the pass in an Hour , if the
the Time between
were equal to
two Pulses : Ventricle
But it is but a third
°f that Time ;
Part
therefore three times
5204,7 Feet , will
1734,9 Beet, 01
be the Velocity
per Hour , or
Mile nearly, or
one
T4- But this 86,7 Feet per Minute.
Velocity is abated by
the Divisions and
Subdivisions of the Artery
into numberless
so that in the
fine Capillaries it
Branches,
ed, did not other
must be
Powers take place tonearly destroy¬
augment it ; such as
continue and
the Re- action of
of the
the elastic Coats
Arteries, the
Attraction
of Cohesion,
haps an electrical
and per¬
Virtuer \ arising
„
from constant Attrition,
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through the bare Hole , and still quicker
as the Pipe is longer and larger (LXXVI .)
II. The

PI.XIX
Fi "
°'. ■?.
b ter

Fig . 4 .

trition , and extended through all the tubular Compages.
(LXXVI .) x. Let AB be a Vessel filPd with Water,
it will run out at the Bottom through a Hole with a Ve¬
locity at first proportional to the Height A C , which
Will constantly decrease with the Altitude till the Vessel
.
emptied . If another Vessel NK , equal to the former,
- as a Tube inserted at the Bottom , as LM , the Wawill begin to run out at M with a Velocity propor¬
tional to IM ; the Vessel NK will therefore be exhaust¬
ed sooner than the Vessel A B . If another Vessel E H
be of an equal Diameter with the Vessel N K or A B,
and equal in Length to the Vessel and its Pipe , the Sur¬
face of Water in each will begin to descend with equal
Velocities ; but that in E H will soon become greater
than that in N K , because of an equal Altitude of the
Water , and a freer Exit at the Bottom , as having no
narrow Tube to retard it.
2 . The Theory of Water running through a Hole
E F in the Bottom of a Vessel A B D C is of a curious
Consideration , and may be thus explain ’d. A B is the
Surface of the Water , or Diameter of the Orifice of the
Vessel ; and since the Water must move from the Sur¬
face to the Hole E F , it must move in a Body of a par¬
ticular Figure AMEFNB , which is call ’d the Cataratt
of descending Water . Now the Nature of the Curve
A M E or B N F is thus determined.
3 . The Momentum of moving Water is every where
the same, (Annot. LXX . 17 .) viz. at AB , MNjjss
E F ;_ also the Velocity at MN or E F is as t^ HR
or v/HG , (Annotat. LXXIV . ) If we now take MN
as an Ordinate to the Curve AME, and put MR^
y, and HR — x; then sinee the Quantity of Water
■stowing by M N in a given Time is as the Area of the
Section or Square of its Diameter , vi %. M N >
yrhich is as y y , and also because the Velocity
i? as •V/HR — t/x , therefore the Momentum of the
Water will bey y X
And because this is every
■
wherf
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IL The second Cause
of the Rise or Mo¬
tion of Fluids is the
Pressure of the Atr on

the

V'^lerc the fame in the
moving Cataract , the
Quantity
* ^ •/ x is given or
constant ; and so y1 ^/x =
I,
\/ x —— whence x
which
shews the Curve
is an }jyperf,0l0lj of
the fourth Order , whose
■Asymptotes are X I parallel
to the Horizon , and
Perpendicular thereto.
IG
4* To find the Quantity
ratt we proceed thus ; let or Magnitude of the Catam n be drawn infinitely
near
^ N , then will Rr — x,
and because x we
—— ,
have
y*
x :=: —
R “ — ——— r. The
Area of the Circley
y4
uP° st the Diameter
MN is pyy ,
butpyyXxsz
pyy X - L - - ^ - - 4/y
'
>
=
2
y'
y3
w yy
^ ^ the Cataract :
But because x — — r =—
yv y l f-X —»
'th
"ereforex y y = —,
X
2fi
consequently
2 xpyy — Ca^ act ; hut 2 x — 2 I R ,
and pyy is the Area of
ircle M N . Therefore the
the
whole Cataract from any
*®ction to the
Asymptote
X
X
, is equal to a Cylinder
»
Base is the Section of the
Cataract , and its
en gth twice the
Height of the Cataract.
-5* Now ’tis very
evident from what has been
®Nature of the Curve
Y AME, that as soon said of
as the
v „ ter begins to run out
at E F , there will be at
that
th /■
ar' ta ^
' n all Parts of the
pso of theelocity
Cataract
Surface A B.
even
in
For let A — Area of the
J rc* dpon AB, or
Orifice of the Vessel, and a"
Area
th
Hole EF j V —Velocity of
the Water in passing
^ols , and v —the Velocity
at the Surface
* , ’ Then because it
is A v—a V ; we have
V : v ::
sa " a d tberesore
a has to A, the
Proportion whatever
will thereProportion
be
till A becomes infinite, or between v and V . So
till A B coincides with
D 4
XX,
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the Surface of that in the Fountain or Re¬
servoir. Thus is a Syphon or Crane be
imXX , there will always be some Degree of Velocity in
the Surface of the Water . But when A is infinitely
greater than a, v will be infinitely less than V , that is
nothing at all.
6. Since the Asymptote XIX ( or the infinite Sur¬
face of the Water ) is the highest Part of the infinite Ca¬
taract , and where the Velocity commences, it is evi¬
dent the Velocity will be in all Parts below as at A B,
EF , as ^ IH and \/lG ; consequently the Velocity
of the Water is different from that of Bodies falling
from the Height of the Fluid , fqr of such a Body the
Velocity at EF would be as V'HG , and at AB it
would be nothing.
7. Let G si = H = the Height of the Water in the
Vessel, and IH —2, then will H -j-L—IG . And so V :
IG : \/ IH : : ^/H -j~z : »/ z ; or V* :
: a ::
v A:
-f- z : z; whence by Division pf
: :
?? : : A* : a1 H
::
: 1-—v~ A*
Proportion , we have H + 2 : H : : V 1 V
V* H
: A? — a*5 consequently H + z — I G —."y zS- s' *
_ A1 H
^A "—a1?
8. According to Sir Isaac Newton Bodies fall in Va¬
cua at the Rate of 1934 Inches , or 16 £ Feet , the first
Second, which Velocity becoming uniform will carry a
Body over twice the Space in one Second, viz. 32s
Feet . But uniform Velocities are as the Spaces describ¬
ed by them in the fame Time : and the last acquired
Velocities of falling Bodies are as the Square Roots of
the Spaces descended through ; therefore 32s : V : :
_ .
/ A? H
_
__
Wher efore 32 jy/I G
t/isii : F lGor y,

s/Tei

,
/ A * H - _ eet»
*
, or 8,02773 U
V k-4-.sa V ^ 8*027736
/ aFh
s/
vr 96,33276J A,__ ~ Islehes per Second.
When
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immersed with the
shorter Leg *** ^
and the Air
_
sucked out of the
Instrum
9 - When A
is
may he rejected very great in respect
*>£ xpref_
as
inconsiderable
^ an
be « d»cea
,
\/H Inches, for
,o
the Velocity
^
of t^e ,
j ancJ is easy
Second. Bo, (a,
Sir
Ifi* N ' - « S
to observe) ,
”n’ p ‘^ E >»
hb Velocity °
' "
»“'JÆ
the Hole in
‘ i. e itl
Experiments, as * ep J,
Reason is, because
The
ent \v atcr
the Vein of
contracts
itself, and grows
effl
0f about a
Diameter of the narrower to .the D
,
Hole helow it ;
Sir Isaac found
wh > J measuring,
!*r
Isaac found the
the Diameter
HnU
rhe £
of
« °| e as ax
the Vein
Diametertheof the
cbonrp
to
Votein
25 ; whence
Area
u>
.
a
ein there towill
w.— ot
ve, that
- - -■
Area of a Section
be to the the
of
Area
the
of
the Hole as 441
^ 25, that is,
as 1 to /
to
fy of the
consequently, the Veiocw
Vein is to the
Area of the Hole
m that Part ,
as v/ 2 to 1
of equal
to . Hence,because
Momentain both
if
I
G
=
48
Cales.
°f the Hole 1
and the
Inch ; then Inches,
Diameter
48 + X—49
the Height
Inches will be
from the Place
E - Now the
where the
natural Velocities
Velocity is greatacquired by Water
pending freely,
de¬
Areas 69 to jo , from the Heights of 48 and 49
and therefore
Inches,
nearly equals
^quently
, the great
Conf-hminution
Inequality of 1 to
of
the
ln§ to the
2, or the
Velocity in the Hole,
re isting mRetardation
occasioned by the must be owfome
JI - Hence themeasure its perpendicularlateral Water
. _
very nearly equal Velocity of ihe Water inDescent
the Hole is
to that which
Icending through 4
would be acquired
IG ; because
m deby descending
the Velocity
thro' «IG is to
acquired
that
ing through
acquired by descend¬
IG as" t to y'
T
>njhe Hole
Whence
the Velocity
is
^ 2 — I ?414> to be diminished in the
Ratio of 1 to
Thus , as 1,414
'• 1 : •
;,5 >6? 73 j and
8,02773
as 1,414 : 1 :
that the
true Velocity
.
of the 96,33276
68’ 12? Vf
Water in : the
5’6773 \/H
Hole is
Feet, or 68,1278
cond,
v/H Inches per
Se¬
W . We
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the Fluid

will

Space by

the

ascend into
Pressure of

the

vacuou*

the

Air

on

the

12. We obtain an Expression of the Velocity also in
otherTerms , thus : The Quantity of (Q_) of Water
discharged is greater in Proportion to the Area of the
Hole (a), the Velocity (V ), and the time (T ) which
it spends.

Therefore Q_= TV a ; and so V — 5 ^ sS
_
Ta
68,1278 v' H; and consequently Q _= 68,1278 T *
H . Or , because a — 0,785398 d d, therefore CL
=53,507476 d d T
H Cubic Inches of Water.
And because a Cubic Inch of Water weighs 253;
Grains , the Weight of the Water discharged will be

W = 13555,32d d T */ 7 s.
13. Suppose a Vessel 10 Inches square, 4 Feet or 48
Inches high , and having an Hole at the Bottom 1 Inch
square. Then will A = 100, a = 1, and H = 48;
.. .
,
, ,
A1
also A*= xoooo, a*= i , and so -j- - 10000
=A1—a1 9999
1,0001 , which may be rejected as inconsiderableWherefore 68,1278 \/H — 472 Inches (fere) th®
Velocity of the issuing Water per Second . Q = iooX
48= 4800 Cubic Inches : Whence 4^° °.S^
— = T = It?
472
v
Seconds, the Time in which such a Vessel would dis¬
charge a Bulk of Water equal to its own Bulk, if k®p*
continually full all the while,
14. Now because, when a is given, Q = TV ; and
when Q> given, T V = 1, and T = y , and V = ^ '
it is plain all these Cases are the same with those of Bo¬
dies moving uniformly, as in AnnoU XXII . And sin^
V is a given Quantity when it increases or decreases if
a given Ratio , therefore the above Theorems will h®
equally adapted to the uniformly accelerated and retard¬
ed Motion of Bodies, whether solid or Fluid . Froth
whence we can estimate the Time in which the aboV®'
mention®d
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the Water in
the Vessel,
and fill the
whole Cavity of
the Tube ;
cause there is a
and be¬
greater Column or
Water in the longest
Body
Leg , it will
derate and descend
prepon¬
through it ; and
will
keep flowing out,
till the Vessel is
to the Orifice
exhausted
of the shorter
Leg (LXXVII .)
The
"^ ntioned

Vessel full of
Water will be
discharged by
only.

Us 0Wn
Gravity

, 1S* Thus it is
r 7., .
evident, that the
that stands over
the Hole will
Column of
j111 a Second,
descend alone
through it
because Bodies fall
at the Rate ot 4
I? t a Second,
r eet
and
_ e Vessel
that the Height
of the
contains any isNumber
Column.
of equal
lldfh the Time
Columns e” al S that is, Q_of their Evacuation
will always be as will ^ pro? ort,oT , becauseV
^afes ( uniformly
m all
k ° ots of the
decreasing
with
the
Altitudes
(
)
s/
is a given
H ) Sua*e
cause there are 100
such Columns inQuantity ; and be*
the
Vessel, it will
^uire I00 Half *1 the
or 50 Seconds
Discharge. Seconds,
for the Time
This would be the
Time, were
]Vater to set out
the
with the Velocity
the Height of 4
of
the
Feet
:
Descent
But since the
is less than
initial
that in the
Proportion of l toVeloj . •9-) and
\/2,
the
locities Wnensince
Q _ or theTimes are inversely as the Ve¬
Quantity of Water is
I4 *) therefore
given,
as
1
true Time of the s/ 2 = 1, 4 *4 * • 5° * •
7° > 7
Discharge.
(LXXVII .) 1. It has
been already
W en a S)'Phon >s
shewn, that
VVater, it is thefirst fill’d with ,
and
then
Pressure
of
the Air
immersed in
Continue full, and
that it runs out of that causes it to
-r
the
longer Leg by
—erancy
Preponderancy
r''•XXlI
tws.il .) I shall of Water in that ..iLeg
--eg., 1
only
.
add
1
'*
.
.
‘•awn out by
- that when f (Annot*
here,
the Mouth - Piece,
of ®
the
the
Air-A.is
h the Surface
it
the
of Water in the
Pressure ot
Vessel causes 1 the .mr
*to and sill
the Syphon ; to
evince which , we
%
ng?
*
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The Effect of the Common Pum p is
from the fame Principle : For the Bucket
or Sucker , raising a Column of Water
above it in the Barrel, makes a vacuous
Space , or greatly attenuates the Air in the
Barrel and Pipe below it ; whence the
Water must necessarily rife in the Pipe , by
the superior Pressure of the Air on the SurThe Water
face of that in the Well .
ascending in the Pipe , passes through the
Valve in the Bottom of the Barrel, which
shutting upon the Depression of the Suc¬
ker , the Water is thereby forced through
the Valve of the Sucker into the Cistern
of the Pump , and discharged through the
Spout . All which is clearly sliewn by the
Model of a Pump in Glass (LXXVIII .)

HI-

only put a Syphon, while working , under the Receiver
an Air-Pump ; for upon exhausting all the Air, th5
Syphon will cease running.
1. Or if the Syphon be equicrural , or has both thef
Legs of an equal Length , the Water will not run thr°
it , because the Force of Water against the Air at eadj
Orifice is equal. The fame Thing will be effects
with a Syphon of unequal Legs, though the shorter
be immersed in Water , if the Syphon be so inclist^
that the Orifice of both Legs be on the fame horizo^
tal Level. I need not after this give the Reason vvh/
the Water will not run out of the shorter Leg , if
,
longest be placed in the Water .
(LXXVIII . ) i . I shall here give the Theory 0
Pump-Wori , and the Structure of such Pumps as
found to be most useful for the various Purposes of
The Theory depends in a great Measure upon th° ®
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IH. IV. But
the most
all Water confidfitabie o£
Engines is that call’d
New-

Jham
’s

of
U*

he
(0
c"
ei

1ed
n'
Wf
n«
of

fe-

Properties of the
inverted Syphon, or
ed m Anmu
Fountain , describ¬
LXXIII
Art. i 'i, 12 , 13,
ABCDEFG represent .the
'. j
inverted Syphon Hthere
scribed i Only here
de¬
the
Part
lumn of Air, and
ABCD represents a
DG the lower
Co¬
t*UmP
Part
of the
immersed in the
Water of the Well Pipe of a
5 be the Piston
H I . Get
tl0n, and at F in of the Pump at E
its highest.
in its lowest
Now as
Situacommunicate with the°
Water , one by both these Parts
the other by
pressing
on it,
opening into it, they
as
may be looked
communicating
with
one
upon
2. Now
another .
ABC, the Column
.
; of Air ,
,eight or
would by its
force
the Pipe DPressure
up
a
G to the Height Column of Water
of
exhausted from the
' said Pipe , 33 Feet , were the into
and continued to Air
He>ght; ( the
that
sc the Weight Weight of a Column of Atr
of such a
bemgequ
Column of
J *se, as will be
be thus thrust strewn hereafter. ) Water of the la
down'
to E , meetingIf nmv the Piston P
a»idfrom
the Water
thence it be raised to
there,
F with an
tion, the Water
uniform Mo¬
will rise from E
to follow the
With a variable
Piston
Velocity ; the least: of
which is as yfAC
V ^DE , and the
greatest as %/AC —
(by Annotation
DE — y/ABr
LXXIII . 12. )
3- If in lifting
up the Piston
be less than
the
that of the Piston
of Water
, it Velocity
will not. be able
tollow it, hut will
to
leave a void
Space between
)ybich will
increase
them,
more
Water becomes less
and
as
than thatmore
Velocity 0
of the the
Piston .
sconfequence of this will
I“ e
of the Piston
be, that a Part
will be lost ; and
of
Stroke
not only thatthe
iston, when the
, but theWater leaves it ,
as having the
will rife very
hard,
Weight of Water
m greater
Density above than upon it , and the Air
Equilibrium ,
below ;
t e
ed, and the which ought to be in Pumps ,whence
is destroy¬
Balance
csn
hagainst
the
Bus can happen
annfm
w raw - - ". ^
WArkmen
the Di &niCter
of tllS Now as
Pipe is equal to where the Diameter
of
the
■
that of the Pump barrel, muc

-
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foam's Engine , from the great Improve"
ments which

Mr. Newfoam made

in it;

the
will it happen when the Pipe is less than the Barrel,
because the Water rising through a less Paflage will
be no longer in filling the Pump -Barrel, and therefor®
quit the Piston, and leave the greater void Space be¬
tween.
4. On the contrary , if the least Velocity of Water
rising in the Pipe be greater than that of the Piston,
there will be no void Space ; and the Pump-Barrel may
be made in proportion as much wider than the Pipe as
the Velocity of Water is greater than that of the Pist¬
on . Now that this may be the Cafe, we shall slieW
by Calculation what Diameters the Barrel and Pip®
Pl .XIX . ought to have compared with the Velocity of the WaFig . 5. ter and Piston. Let A represent the least Altitude o(
the Atmosphere' ACr =3i Feet of Water ; B= DF th®
highest Elevation of the Piston above the Surface of th®
Water HI , which let be 16 Feet . And let the great¬
est Velocity of the Piston which can well be given to a
Pump be that of four Feet in a Second—v ; and V ra
the least Velocity of Water that rises in the Pipe ; Ds®
the Diameter of the Barrel ; and d —
Diameter
of th®
Pipe.
5. Now here we have y/ A— >/ B = V = the least
Velocity of Water ; and the Fall which will produc®.
that Velocity is the Square of that Expression, viz. A
-f- B— zV' ABT that is, 31+ 16—2^ 31X 10= 2 Feet 6
Inches , the Height of the Fall required. Whereas by
the common Way of taking the Square of i/A —B>
viz . A—B for the Height , we have 15 for the Fall,
which extraordinary Error must be of very bad Const'
quence in Practice.
6. Here the Velocity v' A— B— gi —\/ ifiss
5,6 —4 = 1,6 per Second. The Velocity of the Wa¬
ter at the Bottom of the Pipe D is as y' A = 5,6 ; that
also must be the Velocity of the Piston at D , that th®
Water may follow it ; whence the Piston moving with
the same Velocity at F, where the Velocity of Wat®1
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the Nature and
easily understood
Effed of p *
from a

( en
P F dtato

is but 1,6,
we have
therefore4 Parts in
t Ctroke
would be,loft
5,6
or
ineffectual. We may of such
here observe bv tbe Way , that
since the
»
Velocity of the
and the
Water a
greatest Velocity
tv,e piston (
which
can be
without damaging
the Machinery)given, 0 therefore
a
Piston working
lS
",
pj„
at the lower
e 0r Barrel
"will always
End
0
,
have W ater
t0 prevent
»ny void
Space or Loss ofmore than e
7- But since
Labour.
^hc Pip®at
we sind so
P of the fame
great a ,
tis
Diameter.
evident if
with
We contract
the r
»
all
^ Pipe as
&D, and let the Parts below F in
the Part FG
was for the
Barrel of the
remain
foat then
Piston to play m
the Water
’
a®, r q w ith
will rife into
a greater
the Barrel r
Velocity than before,
pipe IS lessi
in propor 1 _
consequentlyif the Bore
^ ta that of
of the P
the
Barrel FG , as
p > or the
the Velocityof^
Water
th- Barrel, is
]VaUr in the
to the V
Therewill
f Water to Pip,
always be a ^ J
a Vactium in
prevent
Sufficiency ^
the
^ gymbol
s^
thus expressed Barrel.
\s • v ‘
; DD : da
whence D * v —
*V for a
f which
general Canon ;’
Quantities being
any
found
given,
the
8. Thus , for
fourth may be
•
Example, suppose?
were
,
a
^
given to siudd,
Py
/ v. Let the
we
Diameter
have
^ .
of the Barrel
~
D = 6 Inches.
And foppo^
gives Lo Strokes
in a Minute,
spending as much
each a twCU r
ent then
Time in its
Will the
Ascent as
Motion
of
the
Minute,
ot 14 per
Piston be BoF e
;
^
the ValueSecond
v —ib ? a® P obtain
of U , wewhence
T ’ c tbe Pipe
must six on the
Pp, which let
Long
he
16
jrfovaFeet
, then the
tion of the
Piston will be
ng
t0 the
18
Bottom of the
Barrel, as itFeet ( if 1therefore
Jn Height of
Pl -XI -A'
ought
to o, ; /j p a
Water of 18 Feet
cts Fig - 3'
in the
rump
a„afost
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Section of a Model , with some Variation
•which I have made of the Structure thereof
The
against the Weight or Height 31 Feet in the Leg A C>
Now the Velocity V of the Water in the Pipe FD being,
uniform , or constantly the same, we must find whas
Difference of uniform Velocities will be generated b/
Falls from 31 and 18 Feet Heights . Thus 4/16 ^'

: : v/JT :

nearly s andvW

:

■ Vl

: 32s {

32
whence the Difference of these uniform Velocities W1'1
be 43 —■32 * — lot — 10 Feet 3 Inches per Second 1
43

therefore V — icy .

Wherefore

32

V
s/y

1-'* h >'

ches for the Diameter of the Pipe FD.
17 . The Reason why we make no Use of the E *'
pression v/AC — y ''DF in this Cafe , is because thjS
gives only the Difference of the instantaneous Veloc£
ties , or the least Velocity with which the Water at “
can begin its Motion upwards , whereas we here W»N
to find what the constant and uniform Motion of ^
Water will be, or how much it will supply every
cond uniformly , which is done by the Method abo^ j
For since a Fall of 161 gives an uniform Velocity 0
32 Feet per Second , a Fall of 31 Feet will give 4Z^
thus a Fall Of 18 Feet will give 32 ?, and their Din^
rence must be that of the Water at F,
18. If we know the Velocity of the Piston v , t‘>.
Diameter of the Barrel D , and the Diameter of c[\
Pipe d, we shall find the Velocity of the Water in n*
Pipe

V— V ,

mor.

thus in Words , Multiply $

Square of the Diameter of the Barrel by the Velocity of
Piston ; divide the Product by. the Square of the
meter of the Pipe , the Quotient will be the Velocity sow,
V elocity when f° uIw
from the Wit er in the Pipe. This
must be taken from 43 , the Remainder 43 — V will ^
the uniform Velocity produced by a Fall from the high®
Situation of the Piston to the lowest Surface of the ^ .
'ter in the Well , and which is found by faying , as 3^7
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The Motion of
the
gme is effected the
by the P
’j tnl0fphere,
\Z ~lbl

43—V
DFi
Elevation of the V
Piston will bewhence D F the h.ghest
know *
19. When we
find v t he

know D , V ,
and
^^
Velocity of thePiston
by this
is, in Words,
Theorem yy D ^
meter
of the Pipe by Multiply the Sqvare of t
e md divide
the Velocity os
the Product
by the
the
t y jgarre l,
Square of the
the Quotient
D>
is the
J ired.
Velocity
of
the
2v. Having
1j
in the
Pipe v, the given the Velocity oWater
Diameter
of
Velocity
of
the Piston V ,
the Pipe ’
to find the
Barrel
D
,
we
Diameter of the Bar
.
„
have this
that is,
Theorem D = \/ v
Multiply the
Square of the
v’
-i cit of its
Diameter of
P,f '^ Velocity
Water, { nd divide
of the Ptson ; the Square that P
/° df %J tient is
Root
of
the
the
the Barrel
Diameter of
fought.
. ,
2 t . if a
or
Piston Barrel
Pipe AD of the
wo * s m a
W

Diameterfrom

Ban

t J n We

Top to Bott ,
can find
the Height to
^ ^ every
which
the
Stroke of the
Piston playmg Wat
e above the
atany
Surface of the
the lowest
Part to which Water 8 D . ThuSf! Pt
ED = 14 Feet
the Piston
,
comes, an
Distance
;
Length of
• StrokeE from the Water, and UPP
F=
p ;fton is at
l»
the lower Part4 Feet. Then when‘
* e V * °Air ^ E,
of the Pipe E
u fame
D
^
is
si
Density
»-r which
Spring with the
call s ; When or
comm
the
t¥ F
Piston is raised
Co that
D = i 6, two
'f now
Effects will follow from Ewt ' ^ •^
; om■
expand itself into a
i!
^ p ._
larger bpac
fton, and have
. ;Sthat
its Spring
,1,
since the Spring
i„flrerl’d it
of the Airweakenedj
will
in the
press less on
the
f the
Surface of the Pipe is
than
Water
external
m -ur ater
Air presses on
y , rife so
will
that withon ,
far into the
tv,er with
y
Pipe,
till its Weight ,
Vol
. II .
tog
L

• ■
Fig . 6.
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Atmosphere ,
by the Spring

by the Force

of Pistons , and

of condensed Air , in the fol¬

lowing
the diminifh’d Spring of the Air , be equal to the Pres¬
sure of the external Air.
22. Suppose the Water rises to C ; call its Height
C D = x ; then the Space into which the Air is expand. ed will be F C = i6— x. Let its Spring thus diminiftthe Spring of the Air being inverse¬
;
w ed be call’d s then
::
ly as the Spaces which it takes up, we have S : s I®
Weight of a
— x : 12 ; therefore ID- X— s. The
Column of Water 32 Feet high is equal to the Prefllise
of the Atmosphere, that is, equal to S ; whence 32 : Weight of the Water
—
:
:: x the
Z2
added to the weaken’d Spring of the Air
thatis, ' I~—432
16—x

this

x.

But

is

equal to S >

S ; and dividing by S, we have

—k — — x ; or 384 s -1fix—^ = 512— 32* ; or*

.
•—48*= — 128, and by adding on each Side the Squaf
of 24 (to compleat the Square) we have x%—48#'’
576= 576— 128= 448, and extracting the Root , x—^
= ± \/ 448 = ±21,166 . Wherefore ^= 2,834 —V
the Height of the Water required.
23. This Height taken from I2 = :E D ; leaves E ^
=9,166 , and calling the whole Height to which th*
Water will rife by the first and second Stroke togethe
x ; we shall have this second * determined by the Eq ur
16—x 32

tion ■-’* 1 - — = , investigated and resolved aS
16—a: 32
before. For since the Water CD cannot recede yl
reason of a Valve below) when the Piston a feco^
Time comes to E , the Valve in the Piston wist ^
opened, and the Part E C again fill’d with com&°st
—x : 9,166 , &c. as befos'
::
Air ; whence S : s 16
, from wh>^
=
at 5,098
gives
resolved
Equation
The
, there remains 2, - 64, sot t‘\
—
taking the first x 2,834

Hydraui

4\-

*i cs *

lowing Manner, viz.
When
is raised, a Vacuum
would he

®a ig

5*
V ^
arxel

lg Height
it rises the second
Stroke. In the sameMan*
.f.
We calculate that the
*
Water rises,

fit
d'
h'
fe"
16
a

.re
S

bis

8>

tv«
/

-c>

■C

¥
¥

>j4

toi1

,rk
ici'
tbe
■rl>
1

First Stroke
Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth ——

2,834
2,264 2,0252,043
2,413
3,620

- 2,834
—- 5,098
- 7^ 23
- 9,166
- H '579
- tZH 99

Tim * ^ Ut to ^ave the
Trouble of a Calculation
every
fist £ Wj wou^ find x
for the various Heights
et us raise a general
of
the
Theorem for all Cafes
;
feast 6t a ~~ greatest
{|e- ’ a b ~ p ~ the Elevation of the Piston, b zxz
Length
th 1of
a Column of Water of the Stroke, and h —
e Atmosphere
equal to the ’Weight of
; then the foregoing
Theorem will
become
:
i
,
and
so
ax —»’• -j- —ah —xh ;
Tx + V
aj- - h
0r ax ^ bx — xx — ab
— bh = ph- t putting
__
— bh ■and
77 A we have
~ x x -J b, . antt dchanging the
Signs we have x xx—
^
pleating
2sx — —
, r
the Square, x x—2 s ar-J-r
r—r s p han
^_ - E_ ^
± N/ 's s—p h j and
finally x t= ±V ’ s\ ~~
25. Now this general
■
T heorem finds no
.
®“t any of the other
Quantities
,
Thus suppose the highest
having
5 ,L
Elevation of the Pt 0
5 »t =4 1= 3= i Ad I
Stroke 10 Feet ; Snusre would
raise kWwg
p the Length
'l
of the
Here - - , 6 and f ~
i±i2 — 24 ; then above
we had
2 s x — x x zz p by
whence

p —

2 sx-—* * __ jj 0 , or
J}

hear 12 Feet for the
Length of the Stroke £e<J'
26. Since after every
Stroke or Ascent of fp$ on
the Air in the Barrel is
v in
-> a dilated Sa >
wju-a
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Barrel TV , did not the Water follow it front
the inferior Canal E M (through the Valve
H)
when the Piston descends, the Water by its Tendency
downwards carries down the Valve at D , and by this
means cuts off the Communication of the Air at D,
and supports the Column of rais’d Water , ’tis plain the
Valve in the Bucket of the Piston will be affected ofl
its upper Part by the Weight or Spring of the common
Air, and on the under Side by the Spring of the dilated
Air only ; and therefore, upon the Descent of the Piston
the Valve of the Bucket will not rise but compress th®
internal dilated Air into a Space gradually less till its
Spring by that means comes to be equal to that of the
external Air , and then as the Piston descends it will suf¬
fer no farther Compression, but force up the Valve, and
make its Escape.
27. Thus for Example , by the first Stroke (in Art'
23. ) the Water rose 2,834 , which fubstracted front
16, leaves 13,166 for the Space into which 12 Feet of
Air was dilated. Now its Spring being weaker than
that of the external Air , upon the Descent of the Pi¬
ston, it will be compressed into the former Space of
Feet before it can recover its former Spring, the Piston
will then have descended through 1,166 ; and su> cC
the Stroke is 4 Feet , and the Air will now be no far¬
ther compress’d, therefore 4— 1,'166= 2,834 will hr
the Quantity of Air which will make its Escape thro
the Valve of the Piston ; which in this Cafe is equal
the Column of Water raised.
28. The Piston being now again at E , upon its A"
feent, it will permit the Column of Air E C = y,i66 .d
expand itself into a Space= 16—5,098 = 10,902 ; aS>'
upon descending it will compress the Air again in^
9,166 Feet, before it can escape. To do this the Pist0*1
must descend through the Space—1,736 ; and therefo^
4— 1,736 = 2,264 is the Quantity of Air that will be
exhausted the 2d Stroke ; and the Column -of remaininfj
Air E C will now be 9,166 —2,264 = 6,902 Feet . A^
in this Manner are the Numbers found for every f°*'
lowing Stroke.
29. FIeh c5

s
H ) she
which

.
,
,
rises through
immersed in the
Water

a
i
a

ie

ts

\6

st

id

u
ttf
i
st
i'
st
st
•c
v
J6
o'
to

V'
10
id
■0
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st
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5

V
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Glass Tube
Vessel by
a
t| ie

, sUat .
2.9. Hence ’
tis
whenever the
Space thro’ whicheasy w observ ,
-tS j) escent
the Piston mu
to reduce the
p
t0 a Denstty or Springinternal Air, by C° mPr
_
^
f
ay , when
equal
to
the externa ,
this Space
’t en<rth os the
happens to be greater
+ an p mrip°
Stroke, there can
no W ater
because
in that Case,
a^ e to make
the Air will berife m t
nSEscape .
no
a
*
-b rea s0n of
W the Valve
of -hthe greater
Pressure of the
A.
30. When this
externa
j
is the Cafe
of a Vn p , et x he the
greatest Height to
^ ^ it .
whcn the highest which the ^ atepCft ,
s
a
the
Elevation of the Pi
est b, the
lowof the
the StrokePressure
of the Piston,
Atmosphere b, **&^
as betor .
the
Piston is down, the
.g conta m’d
Space
in
w ic
is b~ x ; and
^ ^ «,o a—x when up, U 15
i ts
r,
exp
. b
Pressure
is
f
—v
Pressure is then
0f
then the
the -—
what
it was belore,
^- Pa
ra
that is of the
As
the Weight of
w tcr
tne Water
Atmosphere j u
£
,
•
* and both
being tbe other
Part , viz
together being
b
equal to tbe
^ x , * = j
1
+ T
Atmosphere, we have -’
therest
a —x
"ore bb—b x-\ -a x
»_
—-Jf* —+ ^' 7 '^
« b—b h= p b.
’ J— ph- and And
changing the S g » ~ - axzz
x+
compleating
the Lqn
\a a ~ la a —
——- -y ^ .
ph ; wherefore
x %a—\ / +
therefore x ±■
=
\ / ba a—$}
+ %•+ _
31. Hence if
1 :ts Height
the
above the Water Stroke of the Pi on
greatest
Height to which the be given, we k "°
Water can rise, a d consequently,
if such a
Pump can be
“ . ]et
effectual. For_
«= 28 , i = 25 ;
±10 + 14 ; that then #= 3» an i PHte
tht 3to , which
is,
the
Water can rife— 14 the greatest H « 6
other Root,
14+ 10= 2.4, is - ^ 10= 4 ?eet ’ ,,
x4
e; 0^ts
4 and 2.4 will impossible, because a
» between.
he too great.
E 3
Again,
'
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the Pressure of the Atmosphere on the
Surface thereof . The Water of the Bar-!
re!
32. Again, supposea 24
=
, b. — 20 ; then , p4»
=
and h — 32 ; jc = ± 4+ 12, that is x 12
=
— 4= $
F eet> the greatest Height . If a —20, b—16, p— 4}
then we shall have ,*• = ±
J a 6 — p L+ \a
y/ 100— 128+ 10 “ v/ — 28+ 10. Now the squats
Root of a negative Quantity being impossible, shews the
Cafe in Question ha’s no Place in Nature , or that bets
is no Space between x, and the lowest Situation of th?
Piston.' Nor can there*ever be any when/ >h is greater
than La a, the Water rising to the Piston in all those
Cafes. When {a a —p L, then s/
-ph—o ,■and
aa
or
and in this Cafe, p—
t ’- 3 ''
a~ ib, \ 6 —8, —x, the
Height the Water
r6«
6 4.
will rife to, and p—~ 7—= — —2 Feet, the Length
*
■ rb , 32
of the Stroke.
Note, If we make the Fluxion of the Equation
xr—-ax r —ph, equal to o, (viz . 2xx—ax—0) it give?

,66-

2x — a, or

x — \ a, when

a Maximum,

as before.

33. From this Theorem we learn this general Rul?
concerning Pumps, 'That no Pump can raise Water, bA
when the Length!of the' Stroke of the P.ijion exceeds0
Square of the highest Elevation of, the Piston divided bf
128. Thus if that Elevation be 16 Feet, the Square of
that is 256, which divided by 128, quotes 2 ; therefore
the least Stroke of the Piston must be greater than %
Feet ;- If the Elevation be 20 Feet , then 20X20 = 40®
and^ 2 = 3,i3 , which shews the Stroke of the Pi'
■ : 120
.
.

.

,

fton must be in that Cafe greater than 3,13 Feet . ss
the Elevation be 12 Feet, then 12X12 —144, and ^| |

—i,i2 , which is less than the least Length of th&
Stroke of the Piston. And these Things , I think , finifl1
the Theory of Pumps ,
-.
- I
ri ’ j 34
'

:# S ?i
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rel T V , by the
Depreffion of the Piston
is forced through
the superior Canal R,
O N,

4
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34- I (hall now
proceed to the
three most useful
Description of two or
Pumps , but first
that Sort of Valves
give an Account o
which I find are
and ought to be
exceeding good,
used in Pumps
and all Kinds of
■kngines where
Valves
are necessary.
the Bucket of a
Let Aot - iJ be
Piston, or any other
Xi -r~
valve is required ; in
Part where a PI.
Fig . 7.
the Middle there
is a circular but
tapering Hole from
Top to Bottom , in
t“e tapering or
which is fitted
to be fcrew’d conical Piece EF GH ,
in and out of the
with a Piece1
Bottom Part HI . It
to he screw’d
is
3ts Place or out , when the said Solid E G
Hole in AC ; and
is put into
afterwards screw’d in,
^hen the Whole
together appears as in
UMNO. The Piece
E G now
figure
becomes athe
capable of permitting
Valve
, or
the
Prevent its Descent.
Water to ascend,
and to
„
, 35- That the
f
the Valve
Water pushing
will raise
it upwards, isagainst the Bottom of
nical Form thereof
evident from the co¬
, and its
lying in the Hole
«s own Weight
; the Length
only by
of the
sufficient to permit
such a Rife of theKey at K being
admit a Space
Valve as will
t° pass as freelybetween it and the Hole for the
as required :
Water
And that the Valve
not be thrown
quite out of the
may
Hole, the cross
ls sddcd5 of a
Piece
I
Lengrh
West Part of greater
than the Diameter
the Valve.
of the
3 b . If the
_ .
Valve EG and
its Socket
AC be of
^nd fitted, by
Brass,
giinding them with
Putty afterwards,
with a Drill -Bow Emery first, and
mey will not only
into
be
Water - tight , but even each other,
und that too if
but slightly touch’
d with fine Air- tight ;
Putty ; for if they
Emery or
are
tion of Cohesion will ground to a Polish, the
take place, and
Attrac¬
rom rising fo
prevent the Valve
those Surfacesfreely as it ought to do ; yea,
have
that the Force of been found to cohere sosometimes
strongly,
ft , But all this the rising W ater could not
will be prevented,,
overcome
E 4 ' ' and' every thing succced
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to enter by the Valve I into the Air-Vessel
abcd\ and the like being done alternately
by
pi. xix.
Fig . 8.

ceed to one’s Wish , if they are made as above directed,
as I have learn’d by long Experience and trying every
Way.
37. The Common Sucking Pump (as it is call’d)
is so far described in the Theory, that scarce any Thing
more can be said to explain it. However, I have
given the Figure of such a Pump , in which A is the
Cistern , A B the Barrel or Pipe standing in the Water
E F, the Piston G D with its Bucket and Valve D,
and the Valve C open for the Ascent of the Water
through it.
38.

Fig . 9-

Fig . io.

A Forcing

Pump of the common Sort is thus

constructed : A B is the Barrel standing in the Water
of the Well or Mine at B ; G C is the Piston ; and C
a solid Piece without any Hole or Valve, because no
Water is to pass through it, as in the other . This
Piece should be well leather’d, to fit the Barrel very
nicely, that in its Motion neither Air nor Water should
pass between. At a Distance below, a Valve with its
Diaphragm is fixed in the Barrel, as at D . Between
this and the lowest Situation of the Piston C there goes
off a Pipe at H, in which there is fixed a Diaphragm
and Valve , as at E . Now the Piston being drawn up
from C towards A, attenuates the Air above D , by
which means the Water rushes into the Space C D >
then when the Piston is forced down, as the Water
cannot repafs at D , it is forced to ascend into the Pipe
at H, and through its Valve E into the Cistern F,
(which may be situated at any Distance above the
Pump ) from whence the Water will run off by the
Spout.
39. A Lifting Pump is a Forcing Pump of another Form or Structure . A B is a Barrel fixed in s
Frame IKLM, which also is fixed immoveable, with
the lower Part in the Water to be exhausted. GEXL
HO is a Frame with two strong iron Rods, moveabR
through Holes in the upper and lower Parts of the

Pump
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by tHe other Barrel W X, and its Piston 8,
* e Air-Vessel is by this Means continually
filling
is^ ^ n ^ a.nc^^ ^ - ]'n ihe Bottom of this Frame QH
Valf 6 an ’ nverted Piston B D , with its Bucket and
Barrpi T n t ^leP^ ° at Upon
the Top of the
Barrel
goes off a Part E R , either fixed to the
Presenr^ mr? veable by a Ball and Socket, ( as here rethat n
^ ut in either Cafe so very nice and tight,
v/hirV,0 ater orir^ can possibly get into the Barrel,
Part WpU^ ippil the Effect of the Pump . In this
■tyfien
V VJ. *s ^ xed a Valve opening upwards. Now
the P-fl16 PEon -Frame is thrust down into the Water,
Upt L1 0n U descends, and the Water below will rush
^ough the Valve D , and get above the Piston j
Will f5 UPon t^e Frame ’s being lifted up , the Piston
Cist ‘01s e the Water through the Valve C up into the
g0 ern P , there to run off by the Spout. Note, this
°f Pump is set so far in the Water , that the Piston
y play below the Surface of it.
bvr >‘ The Mercurial
Pump , or that which works
T Xpickfilver, is the next which I shall describe. It
its S^ nvent i°n of Mr . Joftwa Hoskins, and brought to
his t*e^ nt Perfection by Dr . Defaguliers, together with
the

®rkman Mr . William Vreem. As this is one of
most
morecurious of modern Inventions , I shall be a little
—

. .

t rt,/,U

she more prolix in its Description ; whicn
jq ature
from a Model that I have madej :o exP , re who atand Manner of working in this rump
Twtociel works
my Lectures
in Philosophy.
. Tits lS
,M g
Magnitude
stend
« y well,
and is here
represented m
real
W the Figure.
f a Brass PI. XX.
4 1- AB is a Cistern placed on tM 1 op
^
Fig . I.
Tube P O QR , open at each End P R and U^
Qr
Wards the upper Part of the Tube at L 1S f ^ fube !at
solder’d) a curved Pipe F G , opening into
beG ^
F ; and in the End G is cementeu a Glm
T4rles for
fixed
the Admission
below
in of
an Water
hollow, into
Box L
K , ful
which
it !-• • merfed.
MNST
-- —
ls an exterior Tube, open at the Top M T,
and
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filling with Water , which greatly com'
presses the Air above the Surface of the

Wat^
and close at the Bottom NS ; in which Bottom *s
firmly fixed another hollow Tube VXYW, close o$
the Top X Y . This inner Tube may be a solid PieCe
of Wood , as in my Model it is. This inner Tub e
or Cylinder of Wood goes up into the Tube Q_Q PKt
at the same Time that this is invested by the exteri°s
Tube MN S T , as is seen in the Figure . In the lou^
Part of the Pipe at H is a Diaphragm , and a Valve »
opening upwards for the Ascent of W ater when a V$'
cuurn is made.
At C D in the main Tube , above
Insertions of the Pipe, is another Diaphragm and Vah e
E , opening upwards also to give Passage for the Wa [£(
in the forcing Part of the Stroke.
42. The constituent Parts of the Pump being tb“*
described, we are next to view the peculiar Manner fj
working by Quicksilver, which for that Purpose is pour **
into the exterior Tube M S, which , when applied
the Pump in its Place, will be made to rife in two cf
lindric Shells ; one about the Tube of the Pump out'
wardly ; the other within , about the innermost T u j
or Plug X Q , as represented in the Figure at a, b, s.
c, d. At the Bottom there is but one cylindric Shel"
because the middle Tube does not reach the Bottol^
leaving the Space VOWQ.
43 . From this Account ’tis easy to observe, that ^
Part C O QD answers to the Barrel of the Comrn 01’
Pump , F G H to the Pipe, the inner Tube X Qjro
Piston, and the Quicksilver at Bottom to the Deaths
of the common Piston ; for it prevents all CommuU^
cation of the external Air and internal Part of the
rel, where .the Vacuum is to be made. Whence ^
evident, that upon letting down the outer Tube M
it carries down the inner Tube X Q_at the fame TiU’fj
and makes a larger Space in the Barrel and Pipe, ^
which the Air will be expanded or become rarer, & ^
its Spring thereby weakened. In consequence 0
this, the Water will rife through the Valve at I
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Water in the Vessel,
and rfiereby

tionably augments
its Spring , ^
^

^

Pipe, and also
the Mercury
will rise
Shell by the
Pressure
of the Air
tSe

till
on t
Equilibrium
of the
restored : An
Water raised will be
be nearly 14 >
| at as that
°f the Mercury .
im
&
.
.44- When
.r ,
the
Air
ydh be comprefs’dTube S M is ral e the
?
tg
gp
r
within
ing
the Barre ,
'ncreasing, it will act
’ g Mercury
upon the
the inner Shell,
a
Water above
and the Valve
stte Valve I it
L ,
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length is so far increased, as to re-act with
great Force on the Surface Y Z of the subjaceirt
of the middle one , of an Inch , and of the inner one>
tVu of an Inch , and the Bottom of the Tube Z O i0
come within an Inch of the Bottom N S of the outet
Tube .
.
.
46 . These Dimensions afford sufficient Strength u
the Tubes or Barrels are made of Copper, or cast Iron*
and of such a Diameter , that the Distance between each
may be f the Tenth of an Inch ; and this should he
nicely effected by having the Tubes truly turned in a
Lathe . A transverse Section of a Part of the Circuit1'
science of those Tubes , their Thicknesses, and Spac eS
between , you fee represented in the Fig. 2 . whc{C
A B is the outer , C D the middle, and E F the inn ef
Tube . The Spaces between are so narrow, hecau^
otherwise too great a Quantity of Quicksilver would be
necessary, and yet of no Use ; because Fluids press odty
according to the Altitude , and not the Quantity.
47 . If now every Part be fitted for Work , and Mer"
cury poured in to the Height of 24 Inches , as stre^ss
by a N S d ,- and the Barrel and Pipe sill’d with Wass 1"*
so that the whole Pump be full, and in Equilibria .
the Atmosphere ; if the outer Tube M S be moVe
down through the Space of 14 Inches , at the Cod1'
mencement of the Motion , the Equilibrium in the Puss?
is destroyed by the greater Space which would enf^
upon the Descent of the Inner Tube X Q_, and
cannot be suffered, because of the Pressure of the •A1’,
on the Water at H , and on the Mercury in the ou t&
;
Shell at «, d. And because these Pressures of the
outwardly at H and a are equal, but there is not ^
equal Pressure inwardly on the Valve I , and the tfsse..
Shell of Mercury
c ; the Valve being press’d with
the Water in the Pipe above it, and which is prop0^
tional to the Altitude C g ; and the Surface of the Mf*.
cury of the inner Shell at b, c, being press’d only " st,!
the Altitude of Water C b,tis’ plain the Water V1
4
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jacent Water ; which ascending
through
the small Tube ef to the Stop- Cock e g,
is
J there,
to •ru h * in at I til ] the Pressure on b,
e, becomes equal
Shell asl<^ .^ iat w 'ii he when the
Height
>
at b is greater than that of the outer of the inner
Shell at <?,
tt Part of the Difference of the
Altitudes b g ;
]w J en Pressure
being equal at b and I , upon the
he f ° n tthe
°
Tube X ( ^ downwards , the Water will
°rcA
ed up through the Valve at I , and
the Height
that ^ ■ercur y in the Inner Shell
will always exceed
cess
outer
, in such Manner , that the ExWill be about Shell of
l>g, or the Height of the Point
6 aW the Water at H.
^hen the outer Tube is in its lowest
Situation,
'po ^ cury in the inner Shell will
ty-it , Y of the inner one , and in be nearly at the
the outer Shell it
^ have but a small Height as a
O, or Q _d . And
X
uhe M S is drawn up again , the inner
-I W Will^ force
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upon
V * u Pper Part of the Valve I , the
under Part of the
a've E , an d the Surface of the
Mercury at b in the
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till it has first reball the iUercury in each Shell to a
Level , when they,
ejffcancin § uach other , produce an
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cu
"^ ’r idling equally on the Surface
of the -Merte/tw "
outer Shell at
on the Valve E . Af, ls» aa the Tube M <?,3 and
continues its Motion upp reh. s’ lhe Mercury will rife in
the outer Shell , the
on the inmost being greatest . And
1Vc|^yUrc
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f
eet
the
for
the
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torceu—-n
above
aouvc
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lh- ' .the
\-n Surface
inner Shell
the Mercury will rife in miter
the outer
llej one Foot.
49 - Because the Structure of this
Pump makes the
teory of its Operation not quite so easy
and obvious
0 those who have not considers it
very thoroughly,
as I have found by frequent
Experience in my LecUfes) I have contrived to represent it
more plainly , by
' wind of Syphon or Pump of a
very simple borm , and
yet

6i
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there , upon turning the Cock , suffered to
pass through a Pipe -5, fixed to a Ball an&
Socket)

yet acting on the very fame Principles as this comply*
Pump under Consideration . The Syphon is HGF^
N S M , where H GF is the Water Pipe as in the Pump >
Z N represents the inner cylindric Tube , and M S th?
outer one ; OFZ Q_is the Barrel in which the Pistol
V X moves (which is a Forcer , or without a Valve)
and C R a Conduct -Pipe to carry away the Water forced
through the Valve E . In all this it is easy to see thS
PI. XX.
Analogy between this Syphon and the mercurial Pump'
F ‘g- Z, Its Operation likewise is the same.
50 . For let Mercury be poured into the Legs M ^
and4 to¬
sup'
gether. and Z N , it will come to a Level at a, b. Now
pose the other Part of the Syphon full of Water , aU®
the Piston raised, ’tis plain the Water at H cannot op eIt
the Valve I , till a Column of Mercury be raised in the
Leg ZN above the Surface of that in the outer L e$
M S, sufficient to balance the Weight of the Wa^
in the Pipe H F , then will the Pressure of the Air he
equal upon the Water H , and the Mercury in the Le5
MS ; and as the Motion of the Piston is continues
the Water and Mercury will continue to rife with eqU^
Momenta, and therefore the Mercury will rife x In ctl
for every 14 Inches nearly , till the Piston stops.
51 . When this happens , the Surface of the M es'
cury in the Leg Z N will be at c, and that in the
MS at d ,- and now , if the Piston be puslied doV|J
again , it will cause the Water to shut the Valve 1, ah
to act on the Mercury at c, and on the Valve at
but the Presture of the Air at E will not suffer ^
Valve to rise till the Pressure there be greater with*1)
than without , which it cannot be till the Surface °
Mercury in the outer Leg MS be higher than that ***
the inner one ; wherefore , before the Valve E can op eflj
the Mercury in each Leg must come again to the L eVsC
a, b ; after which , the Mercury will rise in the ot&
f
Leg M , so as to be always in Equilibria with the V/ ^
ter in the Conduct - Tube RC , and the Part C ‘ ,

th6
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from the Orifice of which it ifiues
witfi a great Velocity ,

to

a very great
Height

inner Leg ; supposing the Mercury now stands at e
that , and at/in the other : And then the said Height
the Water will be nearly 14 times the Height df,
ce' I think all this is very easy to understand from
the common Principles of Hydrostatics, and if this be
understood, the Nature of the Pump must, as being
the
very fame Machine with a different Disposition of
"s Parts.
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52. From this Theory of the mercurial Pump , ’tis
a’y to infer, that in constructing one, the Part ZF O Q_
®"ght to be placed in the Middle of the Height from
the Water H to be raised, to the Cistern AB which
Reives and delivers it ; or more nicely, tke level Sur,a<ii a ^ c ^ the
Mercury when the Pump is full, and
1 l Zniug to work, oueht to be in the middle Point of
^ Line P g ; the Reason is, because in the Descent and
Ascent of the Tube M S, the Differences between the
■
^■
Litude cf the outer and inner Shells a d an r ar
*> al, and in each Cafe a 14th Part of the Height of
. e Water below or above it.
5Z- Suppose the whole Height from the Water to
Piston be P | - = 60 Feet ; then a P = ag 30
—
. eet, or 360 Inches ; then also 14)360(26 nearly, that
cu
Difference of the Altitudes in the mercurial
shells will be about 26 Inches . The Place there°re where they ouo-ht to be on a Level is at least 13
. ncbes belowM , or file Quicksilver must never be poured
ln to a Height N a greater than about 15 or x6 Inches,
• °r7* at most. If the Height V g be greater than 60
larg
Tubes M S> & c- must be proportionahly enn, 54* To compute the Quantity of Quicksilver in the PI. XX.
e‘ls ; let A C B D be the Area of the Top of the Fig. 5Tube X Y , and E H F G the Area of the Surface
the inmost Mercury Shell surrounding it ; then bee A B == 6 Inches , we have A B1 X 0,7854 =
X 0,7854
28,274 = the Area of the Circle A P B C*
Again,
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Height or Distance , in a small continue^
Stream , directed every Way , or to any par
ticulsl
Again , since the Diameter E F is 6,r , the Area of the
Circle E H F G will be E F * X 0,7854 — 29,224 ; bid
29,224 — 28,274 — 0,95 of an Inch , the Area of th£
annular Surface of Mercury ; wherefore 26 X 95 ^
24,7 the cubic Inches of Mercury contained in V3
Inches Altitude of the inner Shell ; which as it is M5
than the Area of the Plug 28,274 ; shews that befofs
the outer Tube MS can descend one Inch , the Watff
will begin to rise to H , near 30 Feet below.
55. Also because the Circumferences of Circles
as their Diameters , and the Diameters of these Shell* .
|
are as 6,1 to 6,36 (Art. 45 . ) therefore 6,1 : 6, 36
0,95 : 0,99 or 1 Inch ; that is, every Inch of Altitud * j
in the exterior Shell is 1 cubic Inch , and therefore whe*j j
the Tube M S (in the forcing Stroke ) has defcend£(JJ
near 1 Inch , the Water will force up the Valve
the Mercury then ' being about 26 Inches high in tl^
outer Shell.
56 . If the Water be but 30 Feet below the Cisteflh
the Heights of the Mercurial Shells will then be hd
half as great as before, viz. 13 Inches one above ca
oth «r ; and then 12,35 cubic Inches of the inner She
will equal

13 Altitude

, which

therefore

will rife with s

less Descent than £ an Inch of the Tube MS , in
inner Shell , and of Ascent in the outer Shell . Ther e'
fore if the Stroke or Descent of the Tube M S be I?
Inches , there will be less than a 30th Part of the Stro^
lost , or a 30th Part of the Labour bestow ’d in pumpif^’
And if the Mercury Shells were but half as thicks
here supposed, the Part of the Labour lost would h
of the Whole , which is far less than in al1'
but
, 1
other Pump of this Kind .
57. Since the Area of the Piston XW is 28,27^
Inches , therefore every Inch of its Motion raises ^
Parts of a Gallon , or the - -I?'74 p ar (-s 0f 3^
1
x 17766
282
Inches
628,4
=
(
I7766
)
28,274
Hogshead ; that is,
Mot*0’
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potion for an Hogshead, Hence 52 fs Strokes, each
;ur^ nc^es’ W1^ raise one Hogshead. And this, 1_ ie
eight be not greater than 10 Feet to which the
ater is raised, may be done by an able Man m one Mt ^utey working so as to be able to hold it all Day ; as
has been found by Experience .
And therefore this is
|,0 he looked upon as the greatest Effect, which Per°ns can expect from any Hydraulic Engine , to raise
ater of any Kind whatsoever, unless he can invent
t'^ phing more compleat and perfect in this Kind , than
e Pump we have now been describing,
58. Another excellent Pump , of the listing Sort, is
ne Invention of Messrs. Gosset and de la Demllt, and let
pp ln the Kino- of France’s Garden at Paris. This
t ^ mp has this Peculiarity , that its Piston works without
7 nct 'on. The Form and Structure thereof is as fol'oivs : ABC DEFGHIKL
is a fort of Box mciosing the Piston. This Box consists of two Parts,
upp er A B C I K L , and the under orse DEFGH,
* h«h shut upon each other, The Piston within is ab>
3ndS‘ a circular Piece of Wood , about the Curcumferf nce of which is nail’d a Piece of well seasoned Leafe r, of a circular Form , and so wide, that when the
I >Hvn is placed at the Bottom of the Box, the Leather
£ay lie o; er the Sides thereof at D H all around ; the
j. ' fton and Leather thus placed on the upper Part , is
r° rced down upon the Leather , and then both Parts
-rew’d very fast together . The Manner of which is
yc'y ea sy to apprehend from the Figure , where *gfdh k
!s Leather
goinotur eoftheBol
. ° from the Piston through the Join59- Upon the upper Part of the Piston is fixed a ciryUaror( any figured) Piece of Iron or Wood , denoted
deA in the Top of which , at <?, is fixed the Rod
the Pist0n Q^C , by which the Piston is drawn up
owards the upper Part of the Cavity I », and from
lence forced down again in working the Pump . Now
p . Diameter of the Piston is less than that of the
lt:*s P^ iu that in, its Motion up and down, no
nction can happen, as there are no Parts for it to rub
against5which is occasioned by the Contrivance of sus¬
pending it on the Leather.
■Vow. II.
F
60. In

66
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60 . In the bottom Part is fixed a Pipe F O to brills
up the Water from the Mine or Well at O , which ic
delivers into the Box by a Valve at c. In
the MiddR
of the Piston is' likewise another Valve m opening up'
wards . A L M N is a Tube or cylindric Pipe , in which
the Water is raised to a Cistern to run oft’. ’Tis easy ^
observe , that as the Piston is drawn up, the Water W>D
run in beneath, through the Valve c, to prevent a Va'
cuum and
;
also, that when the Piston is forced doWrti
the Water in the lower .Parts must be forced up through
its Valve , and when the Piston is raised again, tbe
Water above it will be forced up the Pipe AM t0
the Cistern.
61 . Another Thing peculiar to this Pump is, the
Shortness of the Stroke of the Piston , which is co0 '
pensated by the largeness of its Area , and the greats
Number of Strokes that may be made in the farts
Time . The only Objection to this Pump is, that it 15
always charged with the Weight of so much Water , ^
is equal to a Column of Water , whose Base is equa
to the Area of the Piston , and the Height equal to th^
of the Reservoir above it, as is evident from what ^
have said in explaining the Hydrostatic Paradox . ^
that the Tube ALMN
has no Advantage in bsirt -1
small , unless any particular Circumstance or Convert1'
ency require it.
62 . Archimedes ’s Screw deserves aConsideratio 11
’
not only for its Antiquity , but its Usefulness in raist1^
Water . It consists of along Cylinder , with an holl ° j
Pipe , Tube or Groove Coil’d about it, as represent
in the Figure ; where the Cylinder is AB , and w
Tube C I) open at each End . It is placed in an obliQ1^
Position to the Horizon with the lower End in the
ter to be pump ’d away , the other End being support
on the lower Part of the Winch I K , by which ^
Screw and Cylinder is turned round.
63 . As soon as the Screw is immersed in the
it immediately rises therein by the Orifice C , to ^
Level of the Surface of the Water E F , and if
Point of the Helix or Spiral, which in the Beginning 0
the Motion is coincident with the Surface of the
happens not to be on the lower Side of the Cyli 11^
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! 1C Water will upon tlie Motion of the Screw move on
m the Helix, till it comes to the Point which is on the
Side, and coincident with the watery Sur ace ,
WlCn it rs arrived to that Point , which suppose at w , 1
cannot afterwards possess any other Part of the Spiral,
tnan that which is upon the lowest Part of the Cylmer, for it cannot move from O towards H 01 G,
. ecau fe they are situated higher above the Horizon ;
ftnce
/
this will ever be the Cafe, after the Surface
c tne Water in the Helix has attained the Point U,
c “ Plain it must always be on the under Side oft o
64- But since the Cylinder is in Motion , every Part
sPiral Screw from O to D , will by Degrees fucff ed to the said under Part of the Cylinder ; the Water
or ? ore in the Helix must succeed to every Part there5 from O to D , as it comes on the lower Sice ; ihat
n mu ft ascend on the lower Part of the Cylinder
c r°
the Length of the Pipe, till it comes to the On,, Ce"
,
Where
it will run out, as having nothing far^ er to support it. Hence it appears, how much those
Centlemen are mistaken, who (affecting the Wonder¬
’s1
that the Water ascends by descending-,whereas,
they would have made the most of the Wondei , they
mi ght have said truly , that the Water ascends
, because it
cctn >m ascend
, i. e. that it ascends one way, because it
Ca nnot ascend another ; but then the Wonder is lost.
65. I observe farther, with respect to Pump - Vv ork,
thst no single p ump, though perfectly tight , will rails
Yfater by a Piston playing at a greater Distance than
32 or 23 Feet ; aud even then the Stroke of the Piston
must be more than 8 Feet (for since

f =? .8 Feet,st>an a -n 32 — L. Zee/, -, . 30, Zi , 33-) ^ say, no
hump will raise Water to a greater Height than 32 r eet
by a single Piston only ; nor can this be remedied by
lever al Valves in the Pipe below the Piston , as some
Qentlemen have pretended*
66 . For let A B be the Barrel of a Pump , G F the PI.XXI.
Piston, B E a Pipe going from the Barrel to the Water
Fig .- 3.
60 Feet below it ; and let B , C , D , E , be 4
Valves .placed in the Pipe at 20 .Feet Distance from each
F 2
other.
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other . Now when the Piston is drawn up from B to Ft
a Vacuum will be made between, bat the Valve B W>H
not rife by the Water below it ; for the Water in the
Part B C cannot rife itself, much less can that in th6
Part C D below it, as being prefs’d with the Weight
the Column above, and its own Weight downwards?
therefore no Part of the watery Column B F can moV®
of itself, or by itself. Now no Power can be applss3
any where but at E to move the whole Column ; n°(
can the whole be moved without raising all the VaM 5
at once ; therefore the Power able to raise the Valve ^
E , and consequently the Valve at B, must be able to
overcome the Pressure of a Column of Water 6o Fe £t
high : But the Air can sustain a Column only of 3,3
Feet high ; therefore the Air cannot raise the Valve Ft
nor any of the rest ; therefore the Water cannot rise tO
.
the Barrel A B of a single Pump .
67 . However, we may raise Water by a compound
Pi.XXi.
such as is represented in the Figure , where A
Fig. 4- Pump , Rod
of the Piston, , which at B is divided in t0
is the
two, one of which goes to the Barrel D E , and dra^ 5
up the Water from the Cistern EF ; the other P3'.
B C goes down to the said Cistern, where it is divides
at C into two other Parts ; one going to the Pump F
supplies the Water to the Cistern E F ; the other P3^
C H goes to another Pump I K below, and draws
the Water from K to the Cistern HI . Now the*
Pumps all working at once,, will draw Water
any Depth , provided each Pump does not exceed 32
,
Feet in Height .
68 . I shall conclude this Subject with an Account °,
Fig. 5one othtr Method of raising Water , by the natttrfl
Jgency of Heat and Cold only . It is as follows, A "
C D is a pretty large Vessel filled with Water to tFe
Height E F , the Space above being possefs’d of Ass'
On the Upper Part of the Vessel is a tall Tube inserss1
G H , and descends below the Surface of Water to A
On the nether Part is another Tube or Pipe I W.
each Tube is a Valve opening upwards, as at I and
The Body of this Instrument being nicely closed ev^v
Where, so that no Air can escape, and placed with tjss
lower End in the Watej-W , and thus continued in c ,
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ticular Place,

by means of the Ball and
docket (LXXIX.)
There

Jot Sun Of a Summer’s Day , the Air will he rarified
!y the Heat of the Sun in the upper Part , and will
compress the subjacent Water , and force it up through
Valve G into the Tube GH , and by the Cold of
the following Night it will be condensed again, and
en the Preilureof the Atmosphere will force the Wh¬
et at W up the Pipe W I , to replenish the Vessel each
ay,‘ And in this Manner may Water be raised in a
considerable
hot Climes. Quantity in the Summer Time , or in very
By such a Contrivance as this, several curious
nects may he produced. Thus if a cylindric Cover
c annexed to the top Part of such a Vessel (divested
0 bs Tubes, ) it may be raised to collect the Sun-Beams
at Noon on the Top of the Vessel, which will so
greatly rarity the Air within , as to make it produce a
Considerable Stream of Water through a small Adjutage
ln the Side thereof ; which Stream may fall on a Wheel
to play an Organ at Dinner , A c. Thus also, an
^ agc may be made to weep in the Sun-Beams, or at
Ki ^ pproac’n ok Fire ; with other Devices of the like
. (LXXIX .) The greatest Artifice of
Fig ^ *
Contrivance to produce a
. - Air in the
'» done by Compression, and Elasticity of Air m ^
Bwrel, called the Air Vesselo bed 1 £
in
"tg an elastic Fluid , will be capable of Con£ ValveS
« bDegrees
K ; and
the Force
of mthrou
the An &b
any
bysince
the Water
forced
^
Us

always be inversely as the Space whic .

P

^

(as iswill
shewn)
it follows,
M
halfbefull
with Water
, the that
Air w.ien
will be - com? *^
into half the Space it possefs’d at first, and tnereto ,
Spring
willthis
he Spring
twice asatgreat
at equal
firsts to the posture
2. But
first as
was
r -

of the Atmosphere ; for st st was not . It Ltmofpherv
Vve fustain’d or resisted the FPressure
of th
which
i
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is another Sort of Engine fof
There
raising Water , which works by Fire , M
the
.which stood over it, and consequently could not haV >
stll’d the Ve'ssel before the Water was driven in ; which
yet we find it did, and maintain ’d an Equilibrium with
the common Air . The Vessel then being half fill “j .
with Water , or the Air compressed into half the sit"
Space, its Spring will be in this Cafe equal to twic®
the Pressure of the Atmosphere ; and therefore whe)1
the Stop-Cock at p is turned , the Air within pressing
on the subjacent Water with twice the Force it meets
with from the external Air in the Pipe ef, will caul®
the W ater to spout out of the Engine to the Height o*
32 or 33 Feet , if the Friction is not too great.
3. That it must spout to that Height is evident froJp .
hence, that only one half the Force of the internal A1®
is spent in overcoming the Resistance of the extet'
na ] Air ; and this being destroy’d, the remaining Hd
of the Force will be exerted in projecting the Watt *'?
th®
which now must be considered as spouting in Vacuo(
Resistance of the external Air being taken away). B11
in Vacuo Water will rife to the Height of 32 or 3^
Feet ( as will be strewn hereafter ) by the Pressure of th®
common Air ; therefore since the remaining half For®6
of the internal Air is equal to the Pressure of the cosst
mon Air , it must cause the Spout to rife to the Heigh
of 32 or 33 Feet ; and because the Water keeps entesi
ing the Vessel as fast as it spouts out, it keeps the Als
under the fame Degree of Compression, which thessj t
fore must constantly act with the fame Tenor on "V
Water , and produce a continual Stream to the la lTl
Height.
4. When the Air - Vessel is j full of Water , the Spasij;
.
which the Air takes up is x Part , whence its Spring
be 3 times as great as that of the common Air , thefe_
th®
fore it will now project the Water with twice
Force of the Atmosphere, and therefore to the HdZ") >
of 64 or 66 Feet . Whfen the Air - Vessel is 3full °‘ i
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following Manner .

AB C is a Copper
Vessel, partly fill’d
with Water to
DE,
which
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^Yater, the Air will
be
protrude the Watercompressed into \ Part , and so
with a Force
equal to 3 At¬
mospheres, and
therefore to the
l ^ t. And
Height
of 96 or 99
when
f ’ss Wi11 take up the Vessel is $ full of
Water
|
, the
Part , and will have
as strong as at
its Spring 5
first, and will
*3* Feet high .
therefore force the times
Water
0 5* Hence *tis
.t .
easy to observe
the Law by
s£ ring Of the Air
which the
will act on the
Surface of the Water
bel° ',V^
according
to the Numbers
in the Ta *
thsic ?

‘^e*■
^ r

compressed
* Proportion
tl?a Air *$
1
-

is

■—

-

-

2

of

-—Spring.
— -—

Height of
the Spout.
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^us for any
greater Degree of
Sheai
tre‘am
J^'"s the
t^'
” e Air
Comprestion,
Air- ™
is infer,
W£A
turallv
the Caule
maF- Vessel
Cause
that -or
of
if ui<
onturally infer,
.n ..an... . .Airsuch
' - continual
that
if- the
such
an Airvou^j
adapted
to
the
ixtip ,
Common
Fecome a
House Pump,
ttouP v ng ^ ires Fire -Engine, or very useful it
for.
that
raaF ha PPen * n
the fs. Flow this
or near the
may
be
effected in a
Aspm w ith , or
analogous to , that Manner either
P ‘ston o tHe
which follows. PI .
Barrel os the Pump ,
XXI»
the W >1 ^ the
PH the Rod and
Pipe
going down to the
F >§. 6.
M is 6/i at
Towards
the lower Part ofWater of
^Pd *k0’' 0l1
^l U^e’ Fy
the Baran<
which
communicates with
the , Air
the-Vesses
FofF the
Barrel
is
F 4
Pump,
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which being set over a Fire, and made tst
boil , will fill the upper Part D B E with ?
vastly elastic Vapour , the sufficient Strength
whereof is known by its forcing open ?
Valve at e: This
heated elastic SteaflV
is, by turning a Gock at F, let into the
Barrel abed , where by its elastic Force A
raises the Piston G, which drives the Ah
above it through a proper Clack at the
Top . After this , that the Piston may hf

its

Pump . AMNL is a Collar of Leathers so fixed op
the Top of the Barrel, and adapted to the Rod, that?
may move freely in the Leathers , without permitting t?e
Air to pass in or out between. The Nozzle or Spoct
D has a Stop-Cock 8 to shut off the Water , or let ?
pass out as required . Q_ is a Piece screw’d on to dir
rect the Stream by a small pliant Leathern Pipe at tbe
End.
7. Now ’tis plain, when the Piston is raised from tUj
Bottom of the Pump Barrel, the Water above it W1'
be forced into the Air Vessel, and there compress th
Air (the Stop-Cock being shut ) ; it will also comps° j
the Air on the Top of the Barrel, for the Water W1
not be higher than the Spout D at first, when the Stoss
Cock is strut : But afterwards, as the Air is confiu’0.’
it will be compress’d at Top , and the Water will r?
to I.
8. This compress’d Air, in each Place, will act up0?
the Water by its Spring, and, upon turning the St°P^
Cock , will force it out in a continual Stream, through '
a Pipe at Q_, and that with a greater or lesser
of Force , as Occasion requires, that being absolutejn the Power of the Person working the Pump . T? 1:
Invention we owe to the late Sir James Creed.
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Weight descend, a little cold
Water,
r° mhe* Fountain fg h /,
is
let in at the
°ttom by turning a Cock at ky
which , in
. ° rrtlf ° a Jet , condenses the
hot Steam
^ the Barrel into 13000 times
an before it took up , -which less Space
makes a
efficient Vacuum for the Piston to
descend
th*
o , and Lever H I, being
US put into Motion
, do accordingly raise
an(i depress the Piston K in the
Barrel of
*E forcing Pump L M on the
other Side ;
^uich , by the Pipe N , draws the
Water
r° m the Depth W , and
forces it to rife
arid spout through the Tube O,
continued
t° any Height at Pleasure .
This
used to draw the Water from Engine
Coalits and other Mines . Besides
these, there
Jlre various
other Water - Engines of a
complex Structure ; but as they all
, t u° the same Principles
with these two
Crisied, ’tis needless to
fay any thing of
' em here (LXXX , LXXXI ,
LXXXII .)
T
F ire -E ngine * s ihs most adsnd
curious> and compounded Machine
that we
t0 tkan'Ss.S
those whose Inventions have been
owing
affo ? tJisc° veries of Modern
Philosophy,
■Sgreatest
which
.
Advantages to Mankind . and
The Fire18 two
Sorts, which I shall here give
the
Perfects ^ an<^ ^"'Sures of each
aboy s° n ' n w^ich they are made.according to the latest
The Account given
e eing only in relation to its first
State and original
Simplicity;
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Simplicity : But it is now of a very different Ford * j
though acting upon the fame Principle , as will appeal j
from the following historical Theory thereof.
, in his Century
2. The Marquis of Worcester
.) is the first that 1
'
of Inventions, (printed A. D. 1663
know of who proposed raising great Quantities of W >"
ter by the Force of Fire , turning Water into Steam!
and he mentions fo'mp Engine of this Kind , which he
saw play’d a continual Stream in the Manner of a Foun*
tain , forty Feet high . He also fays, that a Person at'
tending it turn ’d two Cocks ; that one Veslel of Water
being consumed, another begins to force and re- fill with
cold Water ; and this alternately and successively, the
Fire being tended and kept constant by the same Pel'
son in the Interim between turning the Cocks.
3.

Plate

XXlil.

Captain

Savery

, having read this Account , iM'

mediately attempted to raise Water by Fire , and WaS
the first who erected an Engine for this Purpose, of th?
Form we have since had them. To secure the Invention to himself, he bought up all the Marquis ’s Book®
that he could find, , and burnt them and then gave out
that he discovered the Method by Accident . He mad?
many Experiments to bring the Machine to Perfection,
and erected several for Gentiemens Seats, but could not
succeed for Mines , the Depth from which Water WaS
to be raised from thence being so great, that it required
the Steam too dangerously strong to be attempted in DS
.
Way .
4. Thus the Progress of the Engine was stopped, tm
•long afterwards Mr . Newcomen an Ironmonger , and
John Cowley a Glazier , (both Dissenters of the Bastir
Denomination at Dartmouth) contrived another W a/
to raise Water by Fire , where the Steam to raise th?
Water from the greatest Depths of Mines is pot
quired greater than the Pressure of the Atmospherej
and this is the present Structure of the Engine,
which is now of about 60 Years standing.
5. We have already shewn (Annot. LXXVIII . tyo ^
that Water may be drawn from any Depth by a Cotf1'
pound Pump . Suppose the Depth = 150 Feet , and th?
Diameter of the Pump -Barrel at p be 7 | Inches , tb el1 the Weight of a cylindric Column of Water 150 Fee£
’

- big 1?*
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* S , and 7 |
ib.
Inches Diameter , will
be about 3000
th
t^ie Pod of this
Pump were hung by
at)6 K ^ a ^
a Chain to
as at H ,
p other Power ever ^
were applied, as atand at the other End
the Pump
P , with a
might be worked,
ra* d by that
and the superior
Water
Power . S
»■. Now this
Power cannot be
human , or the
g e en for
Strength
;
it will require
too
.Men to pull
ftlQaril5 each
down the
polling with a Force
^ e to relieve
of 30 Ib and
;
these
xoo
when
ex’ne not
weary ; for the
Pump in a
stand still : But
200
to fj lve* ^ we
Men would be too
a^ ow Horses ,
timeVe Men )
( and one
Horse equal
there must
her ’
20 more to relievebe 20 Horses working at a
these;
W f° dorses ,
though less expensive which great AumsieithUn<
than the Men , will
i\ t0° reat an
j . er Men S
Expence for most
°r Strokesnor Horses
Mines : And
would be able to give
in a Minute.
more than
ar>d l 0rne other
Power
A' r>
must be
Philosopher readilytherefore
!r' “ ump,
;
antl Pressure of offers his Service applied
Air . His Proposalwith his
0l.arS? Barrel or
is to fix
A;j? p eet long Cylinder C C , truly bored, about
and 22 Inches
8
wide, on
BodT ^ P 5 an<l in
> a tJUain
s a Piston well the Top of his
etted' to
L U ‘S
fastened ' to a Chain nxcu n,leather’
_ _ d, whose
fixed to the
sfur
UrVey at p -•
End of the
Now
,
"
fays he,
L~ allowing
upon every square
-' 11'->117
Jno- is
15 Ib. of Pres¬
Inch , the
Preswhole
th ° V*'UCk 3 P^
Pressure of Air
otce to be on W*B he 5800 Ib.
overcome. But this
which
is near twice
must
be effected
Wj.f^haustirjg fQ }
arge a Barrel by
th'at\ ^ cannot
the Air -Pump ,
do
and
96o ' ecan produce more than twice in an Hour ; so
only
two
Strokes in the Time
t he Mj6 Iiecessar
y t0 hcep the
that
Water from
overflowing
Ihco'mfp 5’ though
the first Expedient
l 0Ws
fails, he makes a
proposition , and that
uncje- j . s a
succeeds
large Boiler, whole ; which is as folCyj.;ir ,lt ’ s
Water by the Fire
into elastic Steam.
b * 9 ^ 9converted
*s Bxed upon
The great
it , and
Ayjjl'
.
Pipe , D
,
ln etae
on the lowercommunicates with
Boiler) moves
a broad Plate
Orifice
which
, by of
means
the;
of
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the Steam-Cock or Regulator E io , stopping or open"
ing the Passage, to prevent or permit the Steam to pa*"5
into the Cylinder , as Occasion requires. The Diame'
ter of the ripe D is about 4 Inches.
9. The Steam in the Boiler ought always to be a
little stronger than the Air , that , when let into th®
Barrel , it may be a little more than a Balance,to th®
Pressure of the external Air , which keeps down its
Piston at the Bottom dn. The
Piston being by th*5
means at Liberty , the Pump -Rod will , by its gt ei,t
Weight , descend at the opposite End to fetch a Strok®■
For the Weight of 70 or 80 Yards of Iron -Rod amount*
to about 9 or 10 Hundred ; whereas the Piston,
other Weights at the other End , js not above 4 or 4 *
Hundred . The End of the Lever at the Pump ther®'
fore will always preponderate the other , and descen®
when the Piston is at Liberty.
10. The Handle of the Steam-Cock E 10 being
turned towards », opens the Pipe D to let in the Steam*
and being turned towards O , it shuts it off, that n®
more can enter . The Piston is now raised towards tb®
Top of the Barrel at C, and the Barrel is full of SteamThe Lever O 1 must then be lifted up, to turn by itS
Teeth stie Injecting -Cock at N , which permits tb®
Water brought from the Cistern £, by the Pipe g
to enter the Bottom of the Barrel at n, where it flies
in the Form of a Fountain , and striking against £b®
Bottom of the Piston, the Drops being driven all oV cs
the Cylinder will by their Coldness condense the St ea,1
|
into Water again, and precipitate it to the Bottom 0
the Barrel.
II . Mr . Hen. Brighton made an Experiment to d®'
termine the Rarity of the Steam, and found the Com
tent of the Barrel of Steam was 113 Gallons ; aJld
since there were 16 Strokes in a Minute , therefore l J?
X 'i6 =a 1808 Gallons of Steam per Minute . Pie
.observed, that the Boiler required to be supplied wm’
Water at the Rate of 5 Pints per Minute ; and since
cubic Inches make a Gallon , 35 p make a Pint , and j' 1'
35 + =
in 5 Pints ; also the cubic Inches of
are 1808 X 282 —509856 ; if then we fay, As i? 6*/
509 ^ ?

H Y D R A
u I*1 C S*
„
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Steam) there are two Gage -Pipes at G ; one going i
little below the Surface , of the Water when at a pr°'
per Height , and the other standing a little above
When every thing is right , the Stop-Cock of the shorts
Pipe being open’d gives only Steam, and that of thj
long one, Water ; but if otherwise, both Cocks wd
give Steam when the Surface is too low, and both g> vS
Water when it is too high ; and hence the Cock whi^
feeds the Boiler at P may be opened to such a Degree
as always to keep the Surface of Water to its
Height.
17. The cold Water , constantly injected into st5
Cylinder to condense the Steam, is carried off by tl^
Eduction -Pipe d T Y , going from the Bottom of
Cylinder to the Waste Well Y , where going a list/
under Water it has its End turned up, with a Valve *
to keep out the Air from pressing up into the Pipe’
but permitting the injected Water coming the otb e(
Way to be discharged ; whereby the Cylinder is kepf
empty.
18. Lest the Steam should grow too strong for.t^
Boiler, and burst it, there is a Valve fixed at b, with/
perpendicular Wire standing up from the Middle of’ 1’
to put Weights of Lead upon, by which to exami*1
the Strength of the Steam pushing against it from wst^
in . Thus the Steam is known to be as strong as th6
Air , if it will raise up so much Weight on the V^ /
as is at the Rate of 15 Ib. to an Inch square ; bec&u
that is the Weight of Air (nearly) on every fqu®r
Inch , as will be strewn in its Place. When the Ste^
becomes stronger than what is required, it will list
the Valve, and go out . This Valve is called ^
Puppet- Ckck. ,
19. The Steam has always a variable Strength , J.(
never
stronger or weaker than common Air : F° r 1
has been found that the Engine will work well,
there -is the Weight of 1 ib. on every square Inch °t
the Valve L. This shews that the Steam is th est"st
Part strong m than the common Air . Now as
Height of the Feeding-Pipe from the Funnel F to t ,
Surface of tire Water Sr is not above 3 Feet , and

Hydraulics.
^ ect Of Water is A of the Pressure ' of _the Air j -if
t o Steam were T\s Part stronger than Air, it v/ouPush the Water out at E ; which since it does not
it cannot be stronger than Air , even in this Caie,
^ere5
hned. the Regulator being shut, it is most of a* con
20. When the Regulator is open’d, the Steam gives
^Piston a Push , which raises it up a little way j then
tailing a greater g
;t comes to be of the fame
and so a Balance to the Atmosphere ; thus
Tv.^ ton’ being at Liberty , rises to the Top
•
j he Steam, now expanded into the whole Capacity of
Cylinder, is weaker than the Air , and would not
^Pport the Piston were it not for the greater Weight
o„ the other End of the Lever, which keeps it
up. I he
co? 01 eacb Stroke drives the injected Water of the predmg Stroke out of the Eduction -Pipe dT Y , and
itself follow , and blow out at the Valve Y,.
J y’ch is not l oacled) if it were stronger than the Air,
gT ch it never does. If it were exactly equal to the
tlehgth of the Air, it would just drive allthe Water
■'ut at Y , but could not follow itself, the
Pressure be,ng °n each Side the Valve equal by Suppoution . Ii it
^ weak er than the Air , it will not force all the Water
ut 01 the Pipe dT Y , but the Surface will stand lupPose at
wjj ere t Vje Column of Water I Y added to
, e Strength of the Steam is equal to the Prestore ot
tK6 When
the Steam is T‘5 weaker than the Au,
e WeightT Y = ° { Feet . Now since the whole perDistance from d to Y is but 4 feet , and the
p. a,n always sufficient to expel the Water ; it is plain
A: Can t >
ever be . more than -A Part weaker than tne
L when weakest.
tb
T ^ re is Air in all the Water injected ; and tho
o a Air cannot be taken out or condensed
witn the
toTiT’ yet will it precipitate, and fall through the Steam,
p- . Bottom of the Cylinder , as being much heavier.
~or ^"" as been shewn, that Steam is to Water , as x to
of tT
ln its
Water
. Densitya , ^but
. tbe Density
^ of Air is to that
^itv ^vfT ^ 1 t0 (
as will be shewn) therefore the
<-vatn is to that of Air , as 289I to 864 ; the
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Air will therefore fall through the Steam to the Bot¬
tom , and from thence be driven out through a small
Pipe opening into the Cup at 4, on which is a Valv^'
Now when the Steam first rushes into the Cylinder
and is a little stronger than the outward Air , it Wd*
force the precipitated Air to open the Valve at b
and make its Escape ; but the Steam cannot folloW?
because it is weaker than the outward Air , as th®
Piston gives it room, by ascending, to expand . Th )S
Valve (from the Noise it makes) is call’d the Sniftittt
Clack.
22. Among the greatest Improvements of this Ess
gine, we may reckon that Contrivance , by which th®
Engine itself is made to open and shut the Regulator at1
Injection -Cock , and that more nicely than any Perst^
attending could possibly do it. For this Purpose th esC
is fixed to an Arch Z , at a proper Distance from th®
Arch P, a Chain , from which hangs a perpendicul as
Piece or working Beam Q _Q_, which comes do^
quite to the Floor , and goes through it in a H
which it very exactly fits. This Piece has a long ^
in it, and several Pin -Holes, and Pins , for the Mov®
ment of several small Levers destined to the said Off c
of opening and shutting the Cocks , after the follower
Manner.
23* Between two perpendicular Pieces of Wood 0
each Side P, there is a square Iron Axis AB
following Fig. where this Part is represented by J1* }
for Distinctness )' which has upon it several Iron Ps®E>
of the Lever Kind . The first is the Piece C E
called the Y , from its representing that Letter inv'ef£6?
by its two Shanks E and D ; on the upper Part >s a*
Weight F to be raised higher or lower, and fixed:
th®
Occasion requires . This Y is fixed very fast upon
laid Iron Axle A B.
24. From the Axle hangs a Sort of an Iron fitM ^
I K L I , by its two Hooks 11, and having on the 1°^ ' *
Part two Holes K , L , through which passesa long *r t
Pin LK , and key’d in the fame. When this Pin EPj;
in , it is also pafs’d through the two Holes in thess 11^
E , N , of the horizontal Fork or Spanner E QN , j01^

Ti
■
z’"
H
^
T£9A.
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p
Q _ to the Handle of the
Regulator V ro,
fj ^ Q~ t0 O are
several Holes, by which theftinat c6 may
said
6xe6
to
that Part of the End
°nvenient.
which is
Upon the Axis A B is fixed
at right Angles to
Oursa an Handle or Lever G
4,
Aiinfh
t^le Piece Q ^Q , and which goes on the
lies between the Pins.
Z'^ jV r Handle also is
fastened
upon
the same Axle,
rnQ
r' p S, and placed at
half a Right Angle to the
for-Oq j r 4-> this passes
through the Slit of the
v lng on one of its
Pins . Hence we fee,Piece
that
Jif^
Working Beam goes up,
its
so
Pin
in the Slit
Spanner H 5, which turns
about the Axle
to g ,as to throw the
Y with its Weight F
ast;er’. 10 which
Direction it would continue tofrom C
move,
by a q P^ s’d the
Perpendicular , were it not
prevented
at
p3P of Leather fixed to
it at O E , and
Y t0 n’ n^ s m a nd n, in
made
such Manner as to allow fall:
of aorate
'
the
backwards and forwards about a
t- lrcle, at
0f their1
Quarter
"’ ^ equal Distances
on this Side aud
that
2s. ^ erPendicular.
Re As
’
Things are represented in
the Figure , the
Side ? 0r ' Sopen , its
Th e p - Pipe S whichPlate T Y being shown on one
joins
its o.ron
'^ is now up , and the Cylinder and Boiler,
also the working Beam
near
the gHeight;
'
the
Pin in the Slit has so far
raised
Y is h3nner H 5, that the
cu|ar r°ught fo far from-A,Weight F on the Head of the
as to be past the
it ,3 aiH ready to fall
Perpendiover towards m, which
when
string!>,
ky its Shank E , with
a smart Blow,
horj2 e ,,° n Pin K L ,
and drawing the Fork
ON
to of ttf ' towards the
Beam
Q _, will draw the
by ft; . e Regulator
towards 6, . and thereby shutEnd
it,
Pipe g^ln£
iJiate ^ under the
Holes of the Throattistng- ^ rnediatelyafter the
the
ic higher, with itsRegulator is shut, the Beam
Pin S on the Outside upon
the Inje£p
bifts up the End k 1 of
the Handle of
G'o p" tng~Cock , and
opens it by the turning
of the
isig a p r SP
^ th . The Jet
immediately
Voj ac^,Umi the Beam again
mak<TinO'
G descends, and .5n
the«rnPin
r
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depressing the Handle k i shuts the Injection -Cock;
the Beam continuing to descend, the Pin p bears doW?
the Handle G 4, and throwing back the Y , its Shank "

throws forward the Fork N
and again opens th6
Regulator to admit fresh Steam. After this every ThifS
returns as before ; and thus is the Engine most wondef'
fully contrived to work itself.
28. After the Engine had been made, as above &e'
scribed, for many Years, it received another Impro''e'
ment of very great Advantage ; and tfiat was, inst ea
of feeding the Boiler with warm Water from the T °?
of the Cylinder ( as related Art. 15 .) by the Pipe
above, and F f below; they contrived to supply it wn
the scalding hot Water which came out of the Edu^
tion -Pipe d T Y , which now, instead of going to
waste Well at Y , was turned into the Boiler on t*1 1
top Part ; and as the Eduction - Pipe before went out J •
the Side of the Cylinder , it was now inserted in
Bottom of the same; and though the Pressure of
Steam in the Boiler be somewhat greater in the Cylind es’
yet the Weight of Water in the Eduction -Pipe be^ '
added to the Force of Steam in the Cylinder , will c3lg
the Water down continually , by overcoming the
sistance in the Boiler.
j
29. To conclude this Theory of the Fire -Engine
shall here add a most curious and useful Table of
Calculation of the Power of Fire-Engines for the v2 sl
ous Diameters of the Cylinder , and Bore of the pue1?!
that are capable of raising Water from 48 to 440
_
heads per Hour , at any Depth , from 15 to 100 Y3Ij j
It was composed by Mr . Henry Beighton; and is fouNW,
on this Principle, that the Ale Gallon of 282 cii^
Inches of Water weighs 10 Ib. 3 oz. Averdupois,
superficial Square Inch is pressed with the Weight •
14/ ^. x3 oz. of Air when of a mean Gravity . But *\
lowing for several Frictions , and to give a considers,
Velocity to the Engine , it is found by Experience, t*1' [•
no more than 8 Ib. of Prefiure must be allowed iU
an Inch Square on the Piston in the Cylinder , th<d
may make about 16 Strokes in,a Minute , about 6
each.
1,

,?o. ^

an**

)WI*

kP

th6

ling

ie!'
de-

s

r5
rl>
A'i1

j- 30* These Calculations
are but for common PracZcV ^°r ^
arge Boilers the Piston Will
make 20 or
and tL°'Ces Minute
and each of them 7 or 8 Feet,
t' len a Pump of 9 ,Inches
Bore will discharge more
j.
320 Hogsheadsper Hour, and
for other Sixes propos’0nabl>'- The Use of the
tL e ‘ r required to draw 150 Table is easy; for fupHogiheads per Hour ; at
the
9° Tards ; theft in the 7th
Column I find
j UnjIleareft N umber 149, and
against
it,
in
the r? ^
a 7 I rich Bore for the Pump ; the first Cofind
9° on t^ie Right -Hand , in the then under
fame Line ; I
the p ^ ^riches for the Diameter
of the Cylinder fit for
Urpofe, and so for any
other.
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(LXXXI.) The Method of constructing
aFire-Ens *ne according to the original Institution of the Mar¬
ly113 of JV)rcefter and Capt . Savery, wherein the Water
3s to be raised solely by the Pressure of elastic Var or Steam, is very useful, and cheap in respect of
yy otll«' Sort ; and when the Height , to which the
th at6r !Sto raised , does not exceed ioo or 150 Feet,
it 611 this Engine is applicable with great Advantage,
re quirlng but a small Fire (not bigger than what is
and erally used in a Parlour Chimney ) is of a very simple
of
Structure , and admirably adapted for playing
°uiitains to very great Heights.
£
Hefaguliers has given us the Structure of this
:iricff 16 °n a Copper Plate , with his last Improvements,
f0r^- ec ause I think this better than that which Profesi¬ Plate
es ■ffl len l>roek has exhibited in his EJsai de Physique, XXV.
Cla 'v for raising Water , I shall here give the said
.
^Ur l^and its Explication .
”
buj ^ be Boiler B B is a large Copper Body of a glog ar Eorm, which will best of all withstand the very
at Force of Steam, that is in this Case necessary.
- onnd the Body of this Boiler the Fire and Flame are
vey
as shewn at TTT.
It has a Copper Coand ('crcw5d on, which contains the Steam-Pjpe CD,
Ougo-Pipes, N , O , which , by turning their
strew the Height of the Surface of the Water
. uh as in the other Engine,
stes 0 n tbe fame Cover at P is a V^alve, over which
St r£a ^ teel- yard with its Weight Qjto keep it down, the
estirn^t l
t^le Vapour being this Way most exactly
stsirdV^ : Eor being in the Nature of a Lever, of the
v'ded ' °rt’ ,,:’s the
Beam of the Lever be dithe i\/r'-n,j0 10 equal Parts , and the first of them be upon
the
^ of the Valve, and the Weight Q_hangs at
the St *
4th , &c. Divisions , that then the Force of
4,
wbich can raise up the Valve will be 2, 3,
the yV, *
as gre..t as the Weight . If the Area of
the 2(jlV^\0e,3 Square Inch , and Qj = 15 Ib. hanging at
Va] ve * ’ vjst0P *s mised by a Steam pushing up the
Force of*’
st iew the Steam will then press with the
’
2 Atmospheres, and so on to 10 Atmospheres ;
G 3
but

§6
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great Care must then be taken about it , lest the
Steam, so very strong, burst the Boiler to Pieces.
5. The Steam is carried from the Boiler to a Cop¬
per VesselA by means of the Pipe CD , and is let into
the fame by turning the Handle K of the Steam-Cock
D I . The Key of this Cock is kept down by the Scre«r
L , held up by the Gibbet D L . The Handle turn ’d
from K to k admits a Passage to the Steam into the Cop?
per Receiver A.
6. The Receiver A communicates at Bottom with
the Sucking-Pipe Z H going down to the Water H iff
the Well X ; and above wjth the ForCing-Pipe E E?
which goes up a little above the Water of the Reservoir
R ; between these two Pipes are two Valves F and G»
both opening upwards. The Steam being let in upon
the Water of the Receiver A, forces it up through the
Valve F , and the Pipe EE to the Reservoir, and then
the said Receiver is full of hot Steam.
7. This Steam in the Receiver is condensed by a J ct
of cold Water coming from the Forcing -Pipe by the
small Pipe M I , being let in, and shut off by the Cock
at AL The Steam being condensed by this Jet , wiH
be reduced within a very small Space, and so make a V#'
cuum, upon which the Water in the Well will rush up
the Forcing Pipe to restore the Equilibrium , and thus
again fill the Receiver A ; the little Air being corN"
press’d within a small Compass at the Top above ab8. That there may always be Water in the ForcePipe for the Jet , there is a little Pipe which brings the
Water to it from the Reservoir, with the small StopCock Y to shut it off upon Occasion. The Valves at
F and G are, examined at any time, by unscrewing th6
Pin 1' to loosen the Strap 2, and let down the Flancfy
3, all which Parts are strewn larger in the Figures be¬
low.
9. By the peculiar Contrivance of the Cock at D ^
and its Key , the Water is made to pass from tbc
Force -Pipe to the Boiler, to supply the Waste in Stealth
This is plainly shewn in the Sections of the Cock aim
Key , where 5 is the Top of the Key ; 6 is a Hole oft
one Side, which goes down to the Bottom, to convey
the Steam or Jet of Water alternately to the Receiver *
■but

slate
XXV .
Fig . 2.
'

- .

'

y )S
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8?

7S* a Notch on the other Side to take in the Water
iom the Force -Pipe, and conduct it to the Boiler B.
th°W^
' *s *s ^ onej is ealy to conceive from a View of
,e two Sections of the Cock and Key in two Positions
^thin it.
3
lo . The Boiler may hold about 5 or 6 Hogsheads,
jj
Receiver x Hogshead ; It will work 4 or 5
°Urs, without recruiting ; about 4 Strokes per Mi•y., e tvill produce upwards of 200 liogfheads ^ rr Hour.
yy IS Steam makes a Vacuuin so effectually, as to raise
a , ater fr°m the Well to the Height of 29 or 30 Feet;
^ , Oppose the Steam able to lift up the Steel-yard,
th
Weight hanging at the 6th Division, it will
hi»k ahle to raise a Column of Water about 50 Yards
0pb as
’
being then 6 Times stronger than the Pressure
laid ^ 'r’ as ‘s easy to understand from what has been
/ <> °n this Subject of the Common Water -Engine
-dnnotat. LXXX . 5.) the Water being raised in a
yy 1ar Manner in both Machines ; there by the Pressure
rSpndenfed
.
elastic Air ; and here by the Pressure of
ri hed elastic Steam.
jy 11- The Elasticity of the Steam increasing with its
- eafY and the Space into which it endeavours to ex't Mf being as its Elasticity or Strength , and since
y ittiow ( by what precedes) that Water expanded into
of the same Strength of the Air , occupies near
stle° Q times the Space as before, it follows, that when
int V^ am has twice that Strength , it will be expanded
it o .ovOgj if it f,e $ times as strong as the Air ’s Spring,
and r become expanded into 15000 times that Space,
a]] ?.°n> beyond the reach of Experiments . From
aPPr ■ ^ ^ aPPears how near a perfect Vacuum we may
rar]’p0ac ii by this Engine , or any other, by means of
ed Vapour.
there
t^ie P ^^ '{f0P^lca^
'
ra,1s a,^'ion5 -)N "461. Plate
■ire. t'ls an Account of an Improvement .made in the XXVI.
trjvve 'j<J tWn
nSine by Mr . Payne,
asi _ follows.
He thas
conpig-,
8.
. .. Vessels
_
• ) Form
?_
:
"
two Iron Pots or
of a_ conical
inVe rted
Whin’. represented by A B E F., on the upper Part of
round gioDuiar
globular C
p ls”*““Tedu a11 rouna
Copper Head ( of about
rk^ T p' ameter) as L M N . There is then placed
>
e Inside a small Machine H, call’d the Dispenser.
with
G
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with Spouts a, i , c, d, e,c & . round the Sides fix’d
to it, and the Bottom thereof rests on a Center - Pin OIn this Machine is fix’d an upright Tube G , with
Holes at the Bottom, and a Funnel P on the Top to
receive a Spout of Water from a Conduct -Pipe Q__, by
the Stop-Cock R.
2. 1 his Veslel being compleated, two or more of
them are placed in a reverberator^ Arch for conveying
the intense Pleat of a strong Fire , the Flame whereof
encompasies the Iron Vessels, and keep them in a red
Heat , during the Time of their Use ; at which Tim?
the Cog-Wheel I, being turn ’d by proper Machinery,
whirls the Difperfer about with great Velocity, and
causes the Water in it (by a centrifugal Force ) to fly
thro ’ the Spouts against the Sides of the red-hot Pots.
which immediately converts the greatest Part thereof
into Vapour or elastic Steam, which is conveyed by a
common Pipe or Cock to the Barrel of the Engine to
put the Piston in Motion ; and thewaste Water is conveyed away at Bottom, by means of a Pipe C D , with
a Valve at D to keep out the Air.
3. By many Experiments made on this Engine , MP
Payne has proved the following Particulars , viz. Tba£
such an ignisied Pot or Veslel will rarify or expand 5a
Gallons of Water , Wine Measure, per Hour.
4. That a Cubic Inch of Water will make in Practice 4000 Inches of Steam ; and therefore 50 Gallon5
will produce 46000000 per Hour , or 770000 per Rd1'
nute ; hence two such Pots will produce 1540000 cu¬
bic Inches of elastic Steam per Minute.
5. That by an Experiment made at a Fire-Engine
40 Gallons of Water per Flour, made into elastic Steam?
will effectually give Motion to a 24 Inch Cylinder E*1'
gine.
6. That ut . Ib. of Coals is sufficient, in this Me¬
thod, to rarify 90 Gallons of Water per Hour in^
Steam, whereas . in the common Fire -Engine , M" 1
Boilers, ’tis ulual to expend three times as great 21
Quantity.
7. That 95 Gallons of Water expanded into Steam
will work a 36 Inch Cylinder Engine ; from all whin"

Hydraulics.
60 C°stC^U<
^es’ t^lat ’ ^ s new Invention will save at least

Per Cent. in Pit -Coals to work a Fire -Engine.
c The
'
Method by which he found how much Steam
tj-j- “ be Produced from a given Quantity of Water was
j^ isHe procured a Copper Globe A 12 Inches in
0J ameter, with two Brass Cocks B B opposite to each
£ ler by
> one of these the Globe was fasten’d to a Pipe'
\rshich
^
was fix’d to the upper Part of one of the Steam
j,®iels ( as at N ) and was sill’d with Steam by the Cock
fjP uP°n the other Cock was fixed a small Valve D,
Qr J 1to a Bore of one Inch Diameter ; and C is a Handle
to suspend it by.
or^' The whole thus fitted weighed 15 Ib. 3 oz. Troy,
V'as'V ^'
°'z ' dverdupois the
;
Capacity or Content
t0ut ° g25 cubic Inches . The 'Globe being fix’d
e Steam Vessel, all the'Cocks were turn ’d, till the
Pa®ng thro ’ had sufficiently heated the Globe;
^tiin.eing stopp’d, the Steam condensed, and the Air
When weigh’d in a very nice Balance, the Weight
Ste *5 I' t Z SL. 2 dwt. so that the whole Quantity of
Tt-o^ Was but 2 Penny W eights, or -Q of an Ounce
Whence 1 Ounce of Water makes 9250 .cubic
; hes of Steam.
The Globe filled with Water weighed 45 Ib. 7 oz.
C0 5 this , it being fill’d with Steam, and one of the
Qjo^s put under Water , the Water rufh ’d into the
of -G;5and the Cock being again turned , and the Globe
\vij- , ater now weighed, the Weight was 44 Ib. 9 oz.
Hfiu ducted from the former Weight , gave 14 oz. ,f<Ut ^ ow’d that all the Air was nearly excluded, or
/j * 3 Vacuum was approached to in the Ratio of 713 to
of ti; °r the Part possessed by Air was but the
Part
j eVhole.
^
G]0^‘ ^ be Air being again thus excluded out of the
th e by Steam, and both Cocks turn
’d, the Globe was
^tie(g■^ Cl gh’d, and the Weight was 12 Ib. iof oz. then
the
Was open ’d and the Air let in, upon which
tQgj a e tRfcended, and f an Ounce Averdupois, being
to tbe other Scale, restored the Equilibrium,
tic T, ^ as therefore the Weight of the Air, or 925 cuj 2'cJ es Air
°/
v/eigh’d about 220 Grains,
Sfe brut
'
it was found above, that the Giobe full of
V/eigh’d only 2 PennyWeight Troy, or 40 Grains;

whence
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The

abovementioned

*prodigious

Raft'

faction of

a small Quantity of Water
be made very sensible by the Æolif
whose Nature and Use in - the Producti 0ll
of a continual and most powerful Bias V
Steamyor vaporous Windy is a Phanome^
equally curious and surprising , as will as"
pear from the Experiment (LXXXIII .)

V . Th^

whence the specific Gravity of elastic Steam is to ^
of Air as 40 to 220, or as 1 to 5 nearly ; and
that of Air is to Water as 1 to 860, therefore the fpe
cific Gravity of Steam is to that of the Water , as 1 c°
,
860 X 5 = 4300 .
>
13. Again , since t S of an Ounce of Water expels
near 925 cubic Inches of Air ; then one cubic
of Water (which weighs feVe of an Ounce Troy) vf,
expel about 4630 cubic Inches , but Mr . Payne
4000 for a Standard in Calculation .
.
(LXXXIII . ) 1. The Æolipile is an Instrum®
contriv ’d for Use, as well as Jucundity . It has j
Name from the Fable of Æolus , the God of
and Tempests , who was defcrib’d as having his f
lace in the Caves, and locking up the Winds in
Hollows of the Mountains . The Word literally >n^
preted is, the Gates of ÆolusAioXts
(’
tst-jXch) bec^ ^
of the Similitude of its Effect:. For it consistsy jj
Copper globular Body, in which is inserted a
Neck or Pipe, with a very small Orifice, from wh^
(when the Vessel has Water in it, and heated) a ^
pour issues with prodigious Violence, Impetuosity? *
Force , and blows m the Manner of a terrible temp el
ous Wind .
'
£S)
PI .XXL
2. The Body of this Instrument consists of two
Fi ». 7.
A and B folder’d together with hard Solder, to en ,
0a
great Heat of Fire . On. the upper Part is ass0 ' -s
der’d the Pipe C D , whose Orifice or Hole at f (j
about the 40th or 50th Part of an Inch in Di aIIie. p
The Way to fill it with Water is, to set it first? ^ 0^t
empty, on the Fire, which will heat it, and drive ^

Hydraulics,

9*

$1y * The last Cause of the Motion of
j. Ulc}S which I mention ’d was that of Atnon. We have
have already
already seen
seen how by
*ls Means any Fluid will ascend above
the
^

common Surface in Capillary ‘Tubes,
the most notable and obvious

.^°tion of Fluids arising from Attraction,
iin^ t
the Tides ; the Waters of the
^ . en^e Ocean , forgetful , as it were , of
natura^ Quietus, move , and roll in
j> lrig Tides obsequious to the sovereign
of er of the Moon , and weaker Influence

* '= Sun.

Plate

jfe 0 illustrate this , let NESQ^ repre¬ XXII.
ss the Earth , cover ’d over with Water Fig . 3.
^
• NS the Axis of the Earth , EQ^
f
Equator, TR the Tropic of Cancer,
t^e Tropic of Capricorn, M the Moon
in
J th eA.
l0ef [r^ r >
then with a Pair of Tongs you take it off
5 and hold the End of the Pipe D under Water,

J will

run in to possess the Space

deserted

z, ph -ir, by the Pressure of the Atmosphere,
full of °J, an Experiment , it need not be more than half
wuiui
ater, which
WUI be
uc a
a xconsiderable Time
will
ruiv in
m
thebe!l ^n§et^ into Vapour . The stronger the Fire,
Jt fly0(j er Will be the Steam, and the more forcibly will
Jt is'w-'h*^li an<* ^ will continue this surprising Blast, till
hfie£ 0y> evacuated ; then the Noise ceases, and a still
l a follows the Steam. Great Care must be
^
■he jf- ot to have the Hole at D stopp’d in putting it in
"UiH
for if that Ihould happen, theÆolipile will
*Ud uj.1j a S reat Explosion (equal to that of a Cannon)
oo very great Mischief, as I have twice expe' and once it was like to have been fatal ; for
then

Hydraulics.
in her Orbit , 8 the San in his. Now
all Bodies are endued with an attracts
Virtue , the Moon will attract all the
ter in the nearest Hemisphere FAB , vsi^
Degrees of Force which are inversely
the Squares of the Distances from all Parts'
and therefore with the strongest F oi cS
'where the Distance is least, viz. in ^
Point A directly under her ; and this
traction being in this Hemisphere contra^/
to that of the Earth , the .Water in all P^ 5
from B and F towards A will have th^
$
Gravity gradually decreasing, and be light?H
of all at the Part A ; and consequently
5
there stand higher than at the Point
where they are more attracted by the Eat ^ ’
and so heavier, , as is evident from the
of Hydrojiatics.
Ac Al*’

to
then , when it burst, the Power was so great,
rend asunder the Body of the Instrument , not *n
Jointure , but in, the solid Metal , which was at leal^
Hundredths of an Inch thick . It happily stood so ji
sty against the inner Part of the Mantle -Piece,
beat it both Sides together by the Violence of the Bso f),
which , had it flown into the Room, must havey , £S
fatal to any one or more who should have been 111
Way .
'
4. To give an Idea of the great Force neccsthUjt4
hurst the Æolipile in the Manner above mention eC
)’ ,,
us proceed to Calculation . It has been found byb 3is |»
riment , that a Copper Wire -/ 0 of a Rkine- Land Ir>c,
Diameter was broke asunder by the Weight of 299^ ,5
hung on to it. Now the Rhlne- Land Foot is t0
LondcK Foot , as j 39 to 135 ; the Diameter th.eso Q
{
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. Again la
:
the other Hemisphere FDR*
E Attraction of the Moon conspires with
^ of the Earth ; but decreasing as the
shares of the Distances increase, the Joint
°rce of Attraction will every where deCse ase from F and B towards D, the Point
^Pposite to the Moon ; where , again , the

aters will be lightest, and therefore stand
F§hest to preserve the Equilibrium. Whence
aPpears, that by this Sum and Difference
Moon’s and Earth ’s Attraction , there
\Yj]l
^
necessarily ensue a Protuberance or
^Mling of the Waters , which we call
^
'if Flood, in the two Points A and
Erectly under the Moon . Also in the
Points F and B, as the Waters are
most attracted , so they will be
^ ajiest, afK] consequently rise to the least
ei §ht from the Earth ’s Surface , whence
they
Of

,

in Englijh Measure was -,yA of an Inch,
tile Area of its transverse Section will be
5-S°Tk’ °r verY nearly Act of an Inch Square.
^'' rc Umf6‘ ^ ameterf ° the Æolipile is 4 Inches , its
*b 0ut gere nce therefore is 12,566 ; its Thickness
^
0r 0,08 of an Inch , whence 12,566 X 0,08
the Area of the rended Circumference of
iff , or°
Then fay, by the Rule of Three , If
tssll j o rrs ' tequire 2991 or 300 Ib. to break it, What.
for^ 8tiare Inch require ? The Answer is, 38250 Ib.
A
1 : 38250 Ib.--So the Force of the
End
, lc 1 burst the Æolipile was Tbirty-eigbt 1 'bouhrid J)' A
undred and fifty Pounds, or one ThouTlf " ^^ ted and Twelve Tons and an half.
ls tnay serve as a notable Instance of the incre¬
dible
P^ lre
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they are call’d 'tides of Ebb, or the EbbM
of the Water.
If to the Power of the Moon we add th jt
of the Sun , we shall have the Tides cod 1'
derably augmented at the Conjunction io j
or Oppoftion in H , that is, at the New $
Full Moons, which ate call’d the Spring fid ^ ’
cts those which happen when the Sun is ^
O or P are call’d Neap fides, the Waters
A and D being then lowest, because the A1
traction of the Moon is then countera# e
by that of the Sun.
It is farther to be observed, That of f
two fides of Flood at A and D, that at A f
greatest to any Place T in Northern
tilde, when the Moon is in Northern
and above the Horizon ; for the Point A
then nearer the Zenith of the Place ’
than the opposite Point D is to the fr1**

pl^

.

s j5

dible Force of elastic Steam, it being three T »t> ^
great as the Force of Gun -powder in the largest
non , as calculated in Amiotat. XXV . Hence it apP^
of what prodigious Use this expanded Vapour
could we rarify Water into Vapour as soon, and
;;
the same Ease, as we can set Fire to Powder.
^
with
us
Property of Air has already supplied
and with much greater Effect might we have o‘ tl
Guns, and other Instruments, if that could be
7. To try this, one need only take a Vial v/sth ^
Drop of Water in it, and set it over the Fire,
Drop begins to rife in Vapour , and drive out
then putting the Cork fast into the Mouth of th® j
set it on the Fire , and incline it to the farther bj
the Room z after some little Time the Steam

Hydraulics.
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^ace at R twelve Hours afterwards ; and
c°nsequently, the Height of the Tide S G is
j^ ea ter than that of the
opposite Tide R g.
he contrary happens when the Moon is in
S°uthern Signs.
That there are two Tides of Floods and two
^ Fbbysucceeding each other alternately at
e Interval of fix Hours , is obvious from
Figure. That
they happen later each
near an Hour, is owing to their exact
despondence to the Motion of the Moony
j^ ich daily culminates so much later. That
si happen not when the Moon is in the
eridiany but about three Hours after , is
°Mng t0 t ]ie Force of the Moon being then
|j €ater than when in the Meridian of any
^ ace; as the Heat of the Day is greater
^ Three o’CIock than at Twelve ; and the
eat of the Summer is greater in Augufi,
than

CV

the Cork with a considerable Explosion, and
"lone 11 as ^ar as a Grain of Gun - Powder would have
>* ,0 , thus ; let a few Drops of Water be put
into
^adeL^
° un -Barrel, closed on the Breach- End , and aa
of tjj Bullet thrust hard into
the Barrel ; let the End
pandt j~ arrel then be put over the Fire to heat and
exe°itie ”e ^ ater into Steam, which when it
begins to
all ejc°iUt: Bie
Touch -hole, will shew the Air to be
C
» fhen let the Hole be stopp’d with a small
Sullgj. 3 * • n ^ome Time the Vapour will discharge the
f’owde Wlt^ as much Force as a common
Charge of
f a"d with the fame Report and Execution.
Moth.
though it may be difficult to contrive any
of making Vapour of a sufficient elastic
Force

in
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than at the io ,h of June. Lastly , that th1
greateji Spring Tides happen not at the i o th °J
March , and 12 th of September, but in FebW
ary and Qctober , is because the Sun beist£
nearest the Earth in December, his Influent
is then strongest, and so must quicken
Time of the greatest Vernal Tides and
;
W
ing weakest in June , the Time of the
tumnal Tides will necessarily be retarded.
Such

are

the

Phenomena

of

the

Ti^

according to a general Theory , and ^
found to be verified in those Parts of ^
Earth ’s Surface which are wholly coves 61
with Water, as the Theory requires ; *
mean the vast Atlantic and Wefern Oce$S
(LXXXIV .)
in large Quantities , so as by Conduct -Pipes to cha^
large Guns therewith , at a Distance from the Ltea
Vessel ; yet something of this Kind maybe effected ’ Jf
expanding a small Quantity of Water at the Botton 1
the Cannon into Vapour , by first' putting a red -hot st
Bullet down the Bore to the Water , which it soon
pates into Vapour , and when confin ’d at the T° uC(j
hole , and another with which the Cannon is chatg 6^
it will soon become strong enough to drive it,with If
enough for any proposed Effect . So that the Steam' s jy
or even a Steam- Cannon, is perhaps a matter not meJ (
in pojfe, but may be hoped for in Reality , if all ss^ l
Expedients be tried , and Experiments made for that *
pole .
.(
(LXXXIV . ) x. The Theory of the Tides is
of great Curiosity , and Importance , and has th eie^^
excited several learned G entlemen to endeavour an ^v-r"
p ’anation thereof , in such Ways , as they think th ^ ^
nous Phjejipmena will be best and most easily v’l°A
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^?od. I have consider’d them all , and can find none
hich I think so natural and obvious as that which I
th V<D^ ere proposed.
Nature herself here points out all
a ehænomena
^
, and that too plainly to want any Aflistc c,e the
various Contrivances of Art ; which I
acp by frequent Experience is more apt to puzzle than
°rd any Eclaircijsement in this particular Case.
f ,?■ The Mathematical Principles of Theory are as
°w * Let T be the Centre of the Earth , O the Plate
and ACBD
the Circumference of the Earth, XXVI,
Icb suppose all around environ ’d with Water , whose Fig . i.
its Tv^ Surface is represented by the dotted Circle , and
fin i7 . nce from the Earth ’s Surface is indefinitely
in respect of the Earth ’s Semidiameter . Now ’tis
Jj-arth Were the Moon away , or her Attraction at the
6i 1othin
■w
"
^, the Waters would every where have an
the
he p ^ aref° the Earth ’s attractive Power ( supposing
ft l ^tth quiescent ) and so would take their Place at art
«qu
the distance
from the Centre , and therefore conform
« utielves to a spherical Figure , agreeable to what Was
Under the Laws of Hydrostatics.
abf ' ®ut since the Earth is not quiescent , but rhtjvetJere 'JP° n its Axis , the Centrifugal Force generated unthe p e Equator (where it is greatest ) will there diminish
th ern ? Wer of Gravity upon the Waters , and render
the q heavy
there than on any other Part, and as
Vyej ^ trifugas Force decreases towards each Pole , the
derht? of the Water will increase , and be greatest unCate . er Pole . And since Fluids , which communithey^ ^h each other , maintain an Equilibrium , and if
t >eniy e of different Weights , they have also different
to sust le^ and consequently require different Altitudes
that t}f ln eacb other in Equilibria ; therefore it follows,
must if haters under the Equator , which are lightest,
Earth’ T a g reater Altitude ( Or Distance from the
Unj er S
sitface) to be in Equilibria with the Waters
havga 1 r
which are heavier , and will therefore
0 Ce cfs Altitude . Hence the Figure of an universal
that ofW‘U not be spherical , but a flatted Spheroid ( like
^ nn °tat Earth
, and for the same Reason , in
the c ' ^ XXlV . ) whose longest Diameter is that of
yMuator continued .
*
0t *n «
H
4 - But
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4. But as this results from the diurnal Rotation of
the Earth only, which is always uniform, and ever/
where constantly the fame, it can cause no Alteration*
in the Depth of the Water , in any particular Place*
and therefore can have no Share in the Cause of th6
Flux and Reflux of the Sea, at least so little as not t0
deserve Notice , and cannot be discern’d by the Senses*
However, what that is will be shewn in the Sequel o»
this Note.
5. The alternate Rising and Falling of the Wate rS
is therefore owing to some other Cause or Causes th a’1
what can be found in or upon the Earth ; that is, l£
must be owing to some of the heavenly Bodies, whic^
we fee at a Distance from us. This the Ancients mad®
no Doubt of ; and ascribed it to the Influence of th®
Moon , with good Reason, as they saw so plain a Col1'
gruity between the Motion of the Waters , and that
the Moon . They could not also but observe, that a£
each New and Full Moon the Tides were greater thah
at other Times , and were therefore assured, the
was likewise concern ’d in the Cause of the Tides . Yc3f
Pliny assures us, that they were so nice as to obsess
the annual Phuenomena of the Tide ; and knew that th®
Tides were greater in Winter than in Summer. n u
they had no Theory to account for the diurnal , mel1'
strual, and annual Differences of the Tide . This
reserv’d for the Invention of the celebrated Author ®
our Philosophy, whose Footsteps, therefore, we st)3^
here insist on as near as possibly we can , in explicates
all the particular Phanomena of the Tides.
6. Since ( as we have strewn) all Bodies mutually 3*s
tract each other , the Moon at O will attract the Ear£
at T , and its Waters , as well as be attracted by l£'
But since the Law of Attraction is to decrease,
the Squares of the Distances increase, the Water 3
A, P, C, B, or at A, D , p, B , will be differed
affected by the attractive Power of the Moon , at K’
the Attraction at A will be greatest as being neat? ’
that at B least, and at C or D , it will be at a M®3?’
and the fame nearly as at T the Centre of the Ea rt Jbecaufe of the very great Distance T O in respe$
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£ Let us consider the Cafe of one aqueous Particle
th'rt an<^ comPare it with that of A in the nearest
1phere CAD; and of another at p compared Hewith
v ,at of B in the farthest Hemisphere CBD, Draw
the
uies O P and Op in O P continued out let O K rea j ent the mean Attraction , or that of the Particle
*et it be made as O L : O IC :: O K * ; O P C,
1;
tllen Will O L ; O K
or OK
" OP 51‘
OK 1’
OK 1
0 L : -JL wherefore O K and O L will represent
the .
attractive Forces of the Moon on the Particles
Jv ft atd P, as being inversely as
the Squares of the
trances.
then
Manner , if we take O I : i :: OP : O pr,
af H » > O / be the Force with whichO the
Particles is
Lj^ bythe Moon . Continue out O T , and
draw
P0rc Parallel to P T , and lm to p T . Then is
the
resolvable into the two Forces LM , and,
’ and the Force O / into lm, and m O . Now
F-p L M and lm directly conspire with P T ,
and
Att’ they will express Forces to be fuperadded to the
of the Earth upon the Particles P and p ;
Whgj
.^ ^ fore unless these additional Forces were every
Catl Ho^ ie tame, the Waters
about the Earth ’s Surface
Aart^, have an equal Power of Gravity
towards the
9. j En
^ tre ; and so cannot exist in a spherical Form.
L0 \ „n order to fee this, we have ( by similar Triangles
^ and POT) LM : PT :: LO : PO; whence
lM ^
xlo
I
py=;— ; but since LO is as
(by
y. )
LM
^ p

or sinceP T
PO 3,PO

is given

LMrc ^-yr-’
3

or the fame Reason lm — ~ , that is,
LM :
‘to
~
PO'
Wj]l
: P O 3; but since P O is less than p O , LM
at p a rntrch greater than Im, consequently the
Water
and
P will be affected with very different Forces,
L-’entfg nrct°re will not tend equally
the Earth ’s
this TVc-’ or he. ratr > an equal Distance tofrom
. 41 .
n n /* it. _ i.And
*.l . a
;nce of Forces will be greatest of all at the
H 2 Points
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Points A and B, for there these perturbating f orce*
will be as Act 3and BO 3inversely, which Cubeshav«
the greatest Difference of all others.
10. Now this is only one Part of the Attraction e*
the Moon which disturbs the Waters ; the other Pars
M O makes this Perturbation still greater ; for if T 0
be the Force with which the Earth ’s Centre is attracts
by the Moon O , ’tis plain the Waters can never accede
directly towards the Moon with the fame Velocity that
the Earth does, unless when M O and m O are equal
to T O , that is, at the Points C and D . From M O
subduct T O , the Remainder T M will be the E *'
cess of Force , by which the Waters in every Point P*
of the Hemisphere CAD will be accelerated toward*
the Moon more than the Earth itself j and T m wd*
express the force by which the Earth tends toward*
the Moon mbre than the Water at any Point p in tl>s
remote Hemisphere C B D.
11. The Proportion of the Part of the Force M
in respect to O P, is thus found ; as MO : O T :: L ^
:P T ; wherefore MOs
- p~Vp i but since bod*
O T and P T are constant, we have MOas L M , /•
M O is as —q- . Therefore

at A, M O will

be

a*

5- , that is, in fC'
A O 3i and at B, m O will be as 7^
U- D3
fpect to the Points A and B, we have M O : m 0
OB 3 : AO 3; and since these Cubes are the great®
of all others, the Waters will be accelerated in A t0'
wards the Moon with the greatest Difference of A*\
traction , and at B with the least ; consequently ^
Water will there on this Account also recede most fr 0lIt
a spherical Eigure .
(
12. Therefore , since both Parts of the Moon ’s P° rL
are proportional to the Cubes of the Distance of ^
Luminary inversely, they will both conspire to
the Waters at A and B recede from the Centre of
Earth T , and put on a spheroidical Figure , whosel^ ljL
est Axis B A goes towards the Moon ’s Centre O . 3 ■Force MOsMT
-fTO,
but since the Part TO '
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alw;
will be only
'r» a7S t^le ^amc-> the perturbating Part wil
M, which will be as MO — T O , and so when
0 =
T 0 , then TM = j; which happens whenP
s at C or D ; and then also L M coincides with P T,
. . both with C T ; whence since in that Case the
■ne.OK becomes OC = OT , the perturbating Forces
LlU n ^ art van ‘^1 (Vl%%T -M — o) and the other Part
'will make the Waters at C heavier than in any
Place ; and since every thing happens inversely,
^ regard to the Particle p, it follows, the Waters
the 1?
points C and D will be at a less Distance from
.Earth ’s Centre than anywhere else, whence CTD
^

^b^ the shortest Diameter of the aqueous Spheroid
of V3- The Sun at S is strewn to produce the fame Sort
a ] ir e<^ s uPon the Water , about the Earth ; only in
j , effer Degree .

For tho ’ the Momentum , or absolute

rCe0^the Sun upon the Waters is much greater than
«of the Moon , yet the Parts of the Force which dis^ r° the Figure of the aqueous Globe , viz. L M and
and TM , and T m, will in this Cafe be less than
th e’ on account of the much greater Distance T S
atl T O .
As the perturbating Forces of the Moon in
o e Points A and B are as B 0 J to A O 3, those of the
^es
ke aS S B3to S A3. But the Difference of
be 6 ktter Cubes is much less than that of the former,
of their vastly larger Soots S B and S A. For
an fO’Ple, Suppose OA = io , OB = ii; and S A—roo,
th°

.

^B= 10I . then OA 3 OB
:

3 :: iooo

: 1331

:: ICO

nearIy- But SA3SB
:
3:: 1000000 : 1030301
• *03 nearly.
a
Hence we see, that both the Luminaries produce
a, id ft
two opposite Parts of the Earth ’s Surface A
Sp, > *n a Space of a Day proper to each, i. e. in the
the M°^ a Lunar and Solar Day, or the Time in which
CQpj'^0011
* or the Sun, after leaving the Meridian,
t0 again
. The Lunar Day ( because of the
^'dnh) S-tiU'c^c Motion conspiring with that of the
Of, Jj Sabout 50 Minutes longer than the Solar Day
the TH °urs. And those Tides will always he moving
asoe Way , sometimes together , sometimes sepaH 3
rately,
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rately, that of the Moon always following after that
the Sun.
15. In order to compute the Forces of the Sun an®
Moon to raise the Waters , we will suppose ( at present)
that P is the Moon , and T the Earth , then L M vdl*
be the Addition of the Moon ’s Gravity to the Earth
arising from the Action of the Sun S. When P is
C , then L M will be at C T , which let us call AThe Gravity of the Earth towards the Sun will be e%'
pounded by T S, which call F , that is, let C T : T S :
A : F . Let P be the periodical Time of the Earth about
the Sun, and p that of the Moon about the Earth ; all®
letf be the Force of Gravity in the Moon towards th6
Earth ; then will F
F

:LT
(by An. XXXI ^ >
A
F*
H ; consequently,

6.) therefore F :f :: p2
A
/
_ F/
— -5T
whence A :/ :: p* : P ■. sf
P 1P’, that is, — “=
the additional Gravity to the Moon at C , is to the Gravh1
of the Moon towards the Earth , as the Square of
Moon's Period to the Square of the Earth ’s Period.
p — 27 Days 7 Hours 43' ; and P == 365 Days 6 Ho®^
9', whence^ 2 P: 2 1000
::
: 178725 :: 1 : 178,^
''
A : /.
®t
16. Now the Semidiameter of the Earth being p1
— 1, and G = Power of Gravity on its Surface ; sin®
e
the Mean Distance of the Moon from the Earth is ^
Semidiameters of the Earth , we shall havey : G ■■ ’

f

60 * :: 1 3600 ; therefore 3600/ == G , and / —
which being put for f, in the Proportion above, we lWe
A 3600
’
’’ 1 ^' 78, 725 ; whence 178,725 A
Therefore A : G :: 1 : 178,725 X 3600 — 643400i 7•What we have hitherto said is upon SuppofM®.
that the Moon revolves about the Centre of the E®tt
at Rest ; but this is not the Cafe ; for both the E®(£
and Moon revolve about one common Centre of Gra ^'S
(as we have {hewn An. XXXVI . ) and allowing the
of Matter in the Moon to that in the Earth as 1 £(0
39>7
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S9v/ 88, We find the true Mean -Distance of the Moon
p 0ia the Earth revolving about the common Centre of
- ra^ty , to -be 60,5 Semidiameters of the Earth ; but
mVl' ° rCC which
it is retain’d in its Orbit at 60 Sevjhameters
'
, js to the Force retaining it at 6o | (re0 Vl ng in the fame Time as before) as 60 to 6o | (as
as shewn Annotat. XXXIV . 8.) wherefore 60 : 60 j- ::
/ : °° >5/
,
,
. r? . 1.
, 66 f
.
Jf
truly equated , cut here/ = -g——, and
60 f
G
r
kefore we hady — ^—
^ , therefore - - — -— , and lo
6o *
60,5
6o*

ho,5G

f j wherefore A : G : : 1 : 643400 X

00

G

6^ " = 638059,78: : L, that is A — —.
b
p
After the fame Manner it is shewn, if any Body
ev olve about the Earth at its Surface, it would at C
an additional Gravity a, which would be as -^ - ;

ave

th
ere

fore A : a :: 6o| : z

G G
— : —; whencex = 6o | a

^ ° IX638o 59,78 — 38602616,7 . Now because the
a i? ters will be affected just in the fame Manner as such
of v revolving at the Earth ’s Surface, by the Influence
F0 e Sun (because both will yield to an impress’d
Qr v therefore the Power of the Sun to increase the
Qrayy of tbe JVaters at C and D , is to the Poiver of
as 1 to 38602616,7.
ttlufr'c
order to estimate this Force at A and B, we
at a the
.
Value of LM there, by which the Particle
is • Is dupe]I’d towards T ; and ofT M , by which it
Win
' n a contrary Direction towards S. Then
be th v^ '^'Crence rhele two Forces, viz. T M —L M,
s1(je Et orce required. In order to this, it must be conO in A ^ at on account of the prodigious Distance of
c£e(i- ' w0m parison of P, the Angle POT will be exUp 0l^n§ 6r>
all, and the Lines OL , O M , maybe looked
as parallel, and therefore L M — Pi , and P L
""
very nearly.
• u 'T
20. Then whenP
coincides withA, andK with 1,
We

We L M = A T = P K, andT M- P L— AT stH 4

K L ; wherefore T M—L M = KL , which therefore^* j
the whole Force by which the Waters at A are draws* j
from the Earth ’s Centre T . In the fame‘‘Manner it 13 J
shewn thas T m— Im — kl — tQ the whole perturbating
Force at B.
21. Again , since SP is nearly equal to SK , and it is SL
; SK :: SK 2 : SP2, and therefore SE —LK : SK :: SK*
—SP 2: SP2, that is, KL ; SK :: PKXSK + SP : SP‘
(because the Difference of the Squares of any two Num -'
hers is equal to their Sum multiplied by their Diff ®' j
rence ; thus s -j- KXa— b — aa — bb,) Therefor®
since SK = SP, we have KL : SP :: PKX2SP : SP1=
?
2? K : 8 p ; wherefore KL == rPK , and PL = TM^

3 P K.
22. Hence when P coincides with A, we have P#
=AT =rPT = LM , and therefore TM = P K = qL Mi
whenceTM — LM = KL =
2LM
= :2AT = 2CT.
But C T expresses the additional Gravity at C ; there'
fore KL ~ 2TC , is the Force by which the Waters ar®
drawn from T towards S ; and since T C = a ^
G
2G
G
-,wehaveKL =:386026x6,7
38602616,7 19301308,3
that is, the Diminution of the Gravity at A is double
the Increase of it at C , and is the —Part of
*9301308,3
the whole Gravity.
23. Hence the Sum of both the Forces K L -J- L M

-

2o o
38602616,7

, _

_

386026x6,7

_

3 G _.
38602616,/

;= —7T7-5 ~ > or the whole Force
12867538,9

of tlie Sun

■

to ag»'
■

tate the Waters of the Ocean will be the -■—
12867538,9
Part of the Gravity or Force of the Earth ’s Attractio*1'
si his is,the Force in any given Place to which the Susi
is vertical, and in his Mean Distance from the Earth;
In other Positions of the Sun, the Force will vary *h
the Proportion of the versed Sign of double the Sun *
Altitude above the Hori%on directly, and the Cube of $
Distance front the Earth inversely.
' " ..

24

It
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5,4- It has been shewn that the centrifugal Force of
^ ^ arts
Cr , •

of the Earth under the Equator

is

—Part

of

280

trif VlY > (Annotat. XXXIV . 20.) wherefore the cenas uSal Force is to the Sun’s Force to agitate the Sea,
finCg2^ 67538,9 to 289, or as 44524,4 to 1. Also
az tile Diameter of the Equator is to that of the Poles
^ 3° to 229 ( as was there shewn), if we fay, as 229 :
4ooo : 4017,5, the Difference 17,5 Miles, or
°ccas°0 ^ eet’ ls the Effect or Elevation at the Equator,
4^. l0sted by the centrifugal Force . Say then, As
2^ jj^>4 924000
:
:: 1 : 2,07 = 2 Feet 4 of an Inch =n
jSu’n ^ nches, which therefore is the Height which the
atm
elevate the Waters to at A and B above that
J Poi ms C and D.
°u K nis^' Computation, Professor Euler has
to find great Fault with Sir Isaac NewIiicjjg
his Principles , calling this Altitude of 25
C. , ari enormous and erroneous Effect, because his own
for at *on produces but f a Foot , or a little more,
Height to which the Sun can elevate the Sea.
tije1Uce Messrs. Bernouilli and Mac Laurin have each
thep ^ separately instituted the Calculus , and resolv’d
°t|)er oolem, with such an exact Agreement with each
Pf
Sir Isaac, there is no Room to doubt
!aiti p • ru.th of it ; and it appears to depend on as cerMr, pri;nc iples, and more evident than those which
^io tr Uer has advanced in Contradiction to Sir Isaac
^cenc^ e Power of the Sun to move the Waters has
£artp, 0stlPuted by means of the periodical Times of the
torr,.
Moon ; and after the fame Manner might be
^fire
t*le Force of the Moon to disturb the Waters,
CQfripa.r ^
any Satellite revolving about the Moon tp
Picas'p. tts periodical Time with the Moon ’s perioPoursp. lme hut
>
as there is none, we must have reM eI to other Methods , the easiest of which is, to
of the Force of the Sun and
.hT A roportion
r,lon
of their Effects on the Waps
,
1UUOI
S' » > that
that is, by observing the Heights to
PH C0
; ^nlv
eynfe• when
they act together , and when they
thus Stirmius observed
/^Kfr»rxr^»/4 at
at* the
flip Mouth
A/sstlltH of
of
thus
3
the
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the Avotiy at the third Stone below Bristol, that ^
Water in the Syzygies was about 45 Feet , and in t\
Quadratures about 25 Feet . Also at Plymouth,
tain Colpress observed those Elevations to be as 201 }
ix f , or 41 to 23. At Havre de Grace the AltiW |j
have been observed as 17 to n . Hie Mean of ^
these Proportions is xo to 6. Let S — the Sun’s F° rCj
and L — the Moon ’s Force ; then will L -j- S :
: : IO : 6 :: 5 : 3 } whence L : S :: 4 : 1, or the $0<D(
of the Moon will be about 4 times greater than tha{
, m
the Sun.
27. And this would be a Determination suffici^ ■/
, in^ j
Equator
were the Sun
exact,
were the
also
Earthin ;the
theMoon
fromand
Mean Distances
to be greatest and least in the Syzygies and Quadrats t
and the Distance of the Moon the fame in each > ^
u
since all those Things are found otherwise in Fact )<V
shall have the above-mentioned Proportion varies »
them, in such Manner , that it will become a£ j,
1,017522 L -f 0,7986355 s : 0,9830427X0,85703^
*— 0,7986355 S :: 5 : 3 ; or, putting Letters sot ,
, c ~ 0,983 , *
=
, b 0,7986
—
Numbers , a 1,0175
8 :: 5 : 3.
—-^
cdL
:
S
b
-f
haveaL
we
,
0,857
28 . Hence a L -j- - 8 — 5, and cd L— bS ' '

5—

whence -

;-

...
... the
— ..... .. in
.. ....... substituted
=
_ , S, which

$

5 -j- « L —3, or cd LT
Equation gives cdh —
c—
8
— — 4,301 ; then -—77
— 8, whence L 00 —7—
"

cd 4" a j-

.

,

0,7808 — S. Wherefore S : L :: 0,7808 : 4-,3oI -i'/
5,508 ; but if we take the Mean Proportion of
as 9 to 5, as Sir Isaac Newton has done, then S : A
I : 4,4815 .

Since

the

Sun

elevates

the W a£e ^

Inches , the Moon wilj_elevate it 25 X 5,508 InC^ 0i!^
i _5/,y _ ii f Feet . The Sum of both Forces
elevate the Water 13I Feet at the New and Full
and the Difference of the Forces stiould raise the
9§ Feet , as in the Quarters ; and these Heights s s
pretty well to Observations : For in the Atlt> nilC yst
Æthiopic Oceans the Tides are found from 6 to *5 ji )'
Altitude , and generally higher in the great PacificG P
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t^ at Phænomena
of the Tides , in this
sho niay
answer to the Theory , the whole Globe
Oce a covered
with very deep Water ; at least the
0 an should not be less than qo Degrees wide, or one
sterns
the Globe.
R
Sum of all that has been said is this : If Plate
I j> Q_be the Surface of the Earth , T its Centre, XXVI.
SUrp G L H C E a Circle representing the spherical Fig . 2.
oni Ce of the Waters covering the Earth , and affected
the Gravity of the Earth upon placing an
tyjlj lng Body as S at the Distance S T , the Waters
iiw
longer continue their spherical Figure , but be
in Jh<
Vate ty drawn into a spheroidical Figure A CBD,
and j? 1Planner , as to be deprefs’d at C and D to M
hl ev ? and elevated from L and I to A and B ; and the
b ]yatl0n A L or B I is double the Depression C M or
"Bhat if S be the Sun, then AP — OKr
AL
Tha,
25 Inches ; or 11 £ Feet , if S be the Moon.
0ffa at the Points E, F, G , H (which are call’d the
the Water is neither elevated nor depress’d.
in ^ any other Body be placed at O ( as the Moon)
etiCj sa me Right -line T S ; then by the joint Indu¬
cer of both S and O , the Elevation at A and B will
Bafl.y rea fed, and the Depression at C and D likewise.
I'oiA 'f S be in the Situation S, or vertical to the
be(jjrtis>’ plain its Action to raise the W ater D will
the re,contrary
to that of the Moon in depressing it
bef0re
5therefore the Depression will not be so great as
&\yjjj' bor the fame Reason the Elevation at A and
°f tbe be diminissied, being now only as the Difference
burn, tw° Forces, whereas before they were as the
^ a^ now consider the Phænomena of the
**hf t ^ich remain ; and first, it is evident, that if
°f the Jr C^ x‘s of the Earth , and Q _0 the Diameter
if the mH,ator> then the Moon situated at O , over one
fo]e oles , would accumulate the Water over each

bSWT

he

spheroid would be

so

posited as

to

have

®5ftb pit Axis A B coinciding with the Axis of the
*berg y • In this Position of the Spheroid, ’tis plain,
tbsq uA be no such Thing as a Tide in any Part of
ean over all the Earth , for every Section of the
Spheroid,

io8

Plate
XXVI.
fcig- 3-

Fig *4*
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Spheroid, parallel to the Equator , would be a
consequently in any Parallel of Latitude , the
would be at an equal Distance from the Earth ’s S3 '
face every Moment of the diurnal Revolution , or 11
tural Day.
31. Suppose the Moon were removed from the y
>
rection of the Earth ’s Axis* and posited at 8, then
the Axis of the aqueous Spheroid A B be turned ^ :
wards S, and make an Angle with the Earth ’s Ax>st,
A T P or B T N . Then we observe, that since C, '
are the Places of lowest Water , that Parallel I K
passeth through the Point I on one Side the Equ ^ j
and LM which pastes through M on the other, y
divide the Earth into three Zones , in two of wb'^i
viz. E N K and L P M , there will be but one‘Tide L |
Day, of the fame Kind ; for Instance, in the P 3fa jj
E F , a Person at F will have high Water , and
low Water ' 12 Hours after. Again , in all the 2 °j
IK ML , there will be two Tides of the fame Fh
each Day , as is evident from the Figure . These y
mits , or the Arch Q_I or O M , is the Complem eJ1
^
the Moon ’s Declination from the Equator .
32 . If the Moon at S be over the Equator*
longer Axis of the Spheroid AB will now coiP j
with the Plane of the Equator QO , and the
Axis C D with the Axis of the Earth N P.
obvious, that in this Situation of the Spheroids p,
Waters in the Parts A, B, with respect to those at t£f
will give the greatest Difference at high and low v ))(j
possible to all Parts of the Earth ; and that there ,s ^>
Place but those two at the Poles N , P, but wb3^,
two Tides of Flood, and two of Ebb every 24 W jr
And this Difference of the Flux and Reflux v"'
crease from the Equator to the Poles.
33. I have already observed that the greatest F $
tion of the Waters is not when the Luminary is $
Meridian , but about three Hours after, becawe y
Motion communicated to the Waters during tFf pi'1
rival to the Meridian is not immediately destroyc3’^ '
remains some Time , and receives a farther
tion from that which ic imprefs ’d for about three P J
after. For the fame Reason, we observe, the Sr ^

Hydraulics*
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or Tides
happen not on the Day of the Syzygy,
^>ihr adrature=' ^ut on 3
^ or 4th after ; the Sum or
litlt^ nceat of
the Forces of the Luminaries not being
a Maximum.
,. 34- Fet S F E G be the Orbit of the Moon about
«sy. E«i>
. lr^ QN OP , which as it is not circular but P’ate
XXVI.
V?ay 1CaAe
>
Centre of the Earth T will not be alrig.
Moo 3t , an equal Distance from the Moon ; but the
8, a Will be sometimes nearest the Earth , as when at
is Ca jj foretimes farthest off, as at E .
The Point S
4p0„ ea the Perigaum, or Perigee ; and the Point E the
Perf^ ^ ’ or Apogee. The Power of the Moon in her
T
*s to that in the Apogee nearly as TE 3to
the jj’ and consequently the greatest Tides will be on
the
°f the Perigee, or rather a few Days after, for
■Jre^s° ns above-mention ’d.
IsOrj t nis is very nearly agreeable to Experience,
the^ the Year 17x3, February 26 , the Elevation of
, ater at Brijlol was 22 Feet 5 Inches ; and on
the/ . t3 , it was 18 Feet 2 Inches . The Moon , in
Earth1*^ al'e» was *n f |er perigee , and distant from the
tOQQ 953 Parts , of which the Mean -Distance contains
her A . In the latter Cafe she was in her Apogee, and
^et . ance was 1032. Now 10323953
:
s 22s
::
the a’, *7 Feet 8 Inches , which is but 6 Inches less than
t(lUa
) • ltu de observed. All other Circumstances were

3h/T ^oth Cafes.
55
* Fke Manner , since the Earth moves about
the §ail» in an Orbit in some small Degree elliptical,
that;S11 y^iH be at one Time nearest to the Earth (and
tile Perihelion) and at another Time farthest
w. rom it (which is then call’d the Aphelion.)
a rv
tlle' ^ ar tF *s *n Fer Perihelion, ( December)
Watersfter
^ , the Force of the Sun tcrmove the
Jkne \ 5Will be greater than when in her Aphelion(
in
tl>nber 5o*' llus it was observed in the Year 1712, De~
^June
tlle Water ascended 19 Feet 2 Inches , and
!he f *9of( the preceding Year ) it ascended but to
k^°°n
of t8 Feet 4 Inches : The Distance of the
found C'**e'nS the fame in each Cafe, which will
nearly to answer to the Ratio of the Cubes of
the
the

no

Plate
XXVI.
Fig . 6.
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the Distances inversely, or of the apparent Dialv^ |
of the Sun directly.
!
37. For since the apparent Diameter A B of any y '
dy decreases with the Angle ACB under which h jj :
seen, so that at C and D it will be as the Angles A
and A D B ; and these Angles decrease as their
,
(or the Distances CF , DF ) increase ; it follows t*1;
the apparent Diameter A B is every where inversely *
the Distance , that is, at C or D we have A B as .jjf
or —^= . Whence if the apparent Diameter of the
Dr
^
be — D , and T S the Distance of the Sun, then I*1’
D =

Fig . 7.

and the Sun’s Force (F ) to move the Se*^

- P 5>
(as strewn in Art. 9 .) therefore F — _
TS J .
x - TS 3" A
that is, the Force of the Luminary to move the Sea r'r
reclly as the Cube of the apparent Diameter thereof. .
38. As the Force of the Moon to move the W*£^.
is at a Medium about 5 times greater than that of ^
Sun, which is the tzssttts Part of Gravity ; that of £
Moon will be the 7ts<58 Part of Gravity ; and th e£ ^
fore by far too small to be sensible in the Motion
Pendulums , or any Kind of Static or Hydrostatic F
periments. In the Motion of the Waters of the e
only can it produce any sensible Effect .
.(
39. To estimate the Elevation of Waters which
Earth will produce in the Moon ; let us suppose £
Quantity of Matter (QJ in the Earth to be to th*£1
the Moon (q) as 40 to 1, that is, Q_: q :: 40 : J
and let us first suppose the Earth and Moon of
Bulk , and represented by AIK and B D E , and L
Force (F ) of the Earth , at the Surface of the Moon ’
will be to the Force (f) of the Moon at the Sutf*.^
of the Earth A, directly as the M affes of Mattel .
each (because of the equal Distances T B and l>
that is, F : f :: Q _; ^ 40 : 1. Again , let LB
L C as the Diameter of the Earth to that of the ^ °°i0
which is as 365 to 100, then will the Force at B /
the Force at C as L B to L C, which let be as F tof

Hydraulic
feen

p.

/

365 : ioo , whence F ~

s.

III
ioo ■and a-

fe j We haveF = 40 f, therefore 4000 f — 365f ; and
0'f :: 3 ^5 : 4000 :: 1 : 11 nearly ; that is, the
ike Earth to raise the Water at the Moon C,
Hear
j 'atf° the Moon at the Earth A as II to I, very
If then

the

Moon

can raise the Water

I

here 10

of * t^e Earth can raise the Water there to the Height
a°et- . ; but because the Moon always turns about
>n the fame Time as she revolves about the
to feeV,aild by this Means shews always the fame Face
Oir ar th, the Waters ( if any there be) will be raised
Over.Is and the opposite Side, and always continue
tan jjg feme Part of the Moon ’s Surface, so that there
fenu. .n° different Heights of Water there, and conPen uy no Tides , except what small ones may hapOusT st acc ount of the Sun’s Attraction , and her varihirr^ E^ualities of Motion , and Distance from the

her

ter * ^ he Air , which is 860 times lighter than Wa¬
in,
yield in Proportion more easily to the attractTj de 0r ce of the Sun and Moon ; and therefore the
Very
in this profound and vast Aerial Ocean be
^■e^ ^ fiderable and importing . But of this the
to expect
a further Account when we come
fere,
directly of the Atmosphere
, in the next Lee-
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LECTURE

VI.

©/ "Pneumatics
, or DoSlrine of the A
or Atmosphere
in general . Of
clal or Factitious Air ; the great
tity thereof in Natural Bodies ; vaf ^y
Experiments
relating thereto .
Of y'
Weight of the Ai R ; of the Nature of ^ ■
Barometer
for estimating the saute 7 *
Account of the several Kinds, viz . the
pendicular , Diagonal , Horizontal , Pe{l
dent , Wheel , and Water BarometÆ 1^
The best Way of making the Common ^
rometer . The Nature and Use of K
Nonius , applied thereto, explainyd. *■y
Use of the Barometer in measuring *(
Heights of Mountains , &c . The SpR1^,
or Elasticity
of the Air accounted] 6^ j
and explain 'd. The Nature of the S #' j
Gage explain'd.
The Altitude of t;/
Atmosphere
determined.
The AA I .
Sailing

in the Air

proved

inipof6,.

The Absolute
Weight
of the Ai f ^
termin 'd by Experiment, variable
]
sure on Human Bodies ; the OB aIt%
thereof computed.
An Account of fil

Pneumatics.
Experiments of rA? Air - Pump relating to
f be Wfight , Spring , and other Properties
°f the Air .
A particular Description of
the Air - Pump ; an Air - Pump of a new

Invention .

1If

st'

¥

The Diving - Bell

explain'd.

The Nature and Use / Thermometers
efiplam 'd,
The Newtonian
Standard
T1

^Ermometer.
Farenheit ’s new MerCu nal Thermometer
explain'd. Hygro¬
meters of several Sorts explain'd. The

Common Ai r - Gun explain 'd. The Mag a - ,
INe
particularly

2 Air
-Gun

st'

>>

d ,

¥
V

-o>
)h

¥

¥

si

i

k

si

T

described.

of

HAT
which

Part
Philosophy
treats of Natural
the Nature
, Pro -

perties

and EffeBs of the Atmo-

£ If-Re, or Body of Air encompassing the
x^ tb>is

called PNEUMATICS

, from

^p reek Word for Wind or Breath.
jj Ji£ Air is generally esteemed a Fluid,
yet differs from the general Nature of
in three Particulars , viz. i ( .) In
ess*, lt * s comPrej] ible, which

ge 'f ^ uid has .

Property

(2.) It cannot

no

be con-

jj. e“» or any how fixed, as all other Fluids
(3*) It is of a different Density in

5 7 Part , decreasing from the Earth '%
of ace upwards ; whereas other Fluids are
au uniform Density throughout . Th?
V°E . II .
j
Air
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Air is therefore a Fluid sui generis, if it
properly any Fluid at all (LXXXV ).
That the Air was created at first wi$
the Earth itself, is not to be doubted;
that ever since there has been a confix
Generation of Particles of Air by the sofi'
tual Action of Bodies upon each other , a5;
in Ferment at ions, and all Rinds of natut&:/
and artificial Chemfiry, Sir Isaac Newt^
thinks very reasonable to suppose;
Mr . Boyle has given numerous Experiment
relating to the Production of artificial oi
fiaclitious Air LXXXYI
(
).
THA*
(LXXXV ) What is here said of the incongeala^
Quality of the Air , relates to the Impossibility of chafes
ing it from a Fluid,to a Fixed State by Cold, as W ak
is congeal'd or converted into Ice ; and melted Me^
are brought to their fixed Statd : And in this partiew' ^
limited Sense, the Air is incongealable
, or uncapabl® j
Fixation . But yet it is not absolutely so ; for we
by various Experiments , that Air has a fixed Stat®
the Composition of natural Bodies, from which , vd1
set at Liberty , it becomes a fluid elastic Air , like <• f
common Air ; and this again , from a Fluid, ma}' ^
reduced to a fixed State in Composition with other
ter , though not per fie; for we know , as yet,
fixed Body consisting entirely of Air .
,(
(LXXXVI ) i . Since Air is absolutely necessarf ^
the Life of Man , and most Animals, yea, and
tables too, it was necessary at the first Formation ^
the Earth to render it a Habitation for Animals,
^
proper Matrix for the Production of Plants . Now
there is a constant Generation of Air from all terl'£ fi,
Substances (as we shall shew by and by ) it
sing
that the original Atmosphere must be always increa ib

IIMUMUM

MM

5J
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That the Air is a heavy or ponderous
&°dyymust follow from the Nature of the
Master
n Quantity and Bulk , unless we suppose all that is geerated is again abforb’d or refixed in the Substance of

of^

s. And this alternate Transmutation of
State
Air iSextremely manifest from numberless the
Experi' uts which have been made by Mr . Boyle, and Dr .of K’ of which I shall here give an Account of some
principal of both Kinds , as follows.
Oa^r
Production of artificial or factitious Air is
^Ndp Zither ( l .) by slow Degrees from Putrefactions
tj fermentations of all Kinds ; or (2.) more expedidi v by some Sorts of chymical Dissolutions of Bo£ 1 0rZ( ' ) afid lastly, almost instantaneously by the
j>..Plosion of Gunpowder , and the Mixture of some
Ve‘^ s of Bodies. Thus , if Paste or Dough with LeasQn placed
in an exhausted Receiver, it will , after
Uie Time , by Fermentation , produce a considerable
jjjP'Urtity of Air , which will appear very plainly by the
A . ng the Quicksilver in the Gage . Thus also any
VV-j! rtlal or Vegetable Substance, putrifying in Vacuo,
produce the fame Effect.
Va ' Ounpowder , fired in Vacuo, instantly generates a
qJ 6.Quantity of Air in the Receiver, which causes the
Arri ^ ver t0 subside. And in the remarkable Exper^ stt of Dr . Slave, half a Drachm of Oil of Car8PiS‘ Seed>poured upon a Drachm of the Compound
Air S°
s Nitre , produced such a prodigious Quantity of
luc? as. In stantly blew up the Receiver, which was six
siire s ,!l1 Diameter , and eight Inches deep. The Preftne refore, of the Atmosphere on the exhausted
kofti Ver> which it overcame, was above 400 Ib. rec^ n§ 15 Ib. to a square Inch.
6)cCe ij
P)r. Hales, in his Vegetable Statics, has greatly Piate
iVletj,6, *n Experiments
of this Kind , and in the XXVII.
S° ,s them
- One of which was by Dif- Fig . 1.
tiQfi
tl'e other by Fermentation. That
by HiJiiUatsie ^ asll^° °ws : the Matter to be distill’d is put into
ftort r, and then at a is cemented very fast the
I 2
Glass
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Matter of which it .doth consist: ; and smc£
those Particles arise from Bodies of every
Lincl
Glass Vessel a b, which was very capacious at b,
had an Aperture ed , or Hole at the Bottom. Th *'
Bolt -Head ab being thus immersed in Water , , wst®
one Leg of an inverted Syphon put up as far as z, st ,e
Water would rife in the Bolt -head, and drive out tbe
Air through the Syphon, which being taken out , th6
Water will remain in the Vessel to the Part z ; at the
fame Time , while the Bolt-head is under Water , it >s
.
placed in the Vessel x x, which with the Bolt-head an®
Retort is carried to the Chymical Furnace , where th®
Retort has the Heat and Fire gradually communicate®
to it, and the Bolt- head ab and Vessel xx well screen®
from the Heat of the Fire.
5. As the Matter distill’d, all except the Air,
go down into the Water of the Bolt- head and Vessd'
the Air that was generated or destroyed by the ProC et
would be shewn by causing the Surface of the W ate
in the Bolt-Head to stand below or above the Point
as at y, when all was set aside till it became quite col '
Thus if the Body distilling generates Air of an elam
Quality , that added to the former will not permit
Watery to rife so high as z, and the Space between j
' and y below will shew how much Air was produc®
from its fixed State.
6. But if, when all is cold, the Surface of the W
ter y be seen above the Point z, it then strews that iP ^
distilPd Body did destroy, that is, imbibe or absor^A
Part of the natural Air above z ; and the Space betrV®
z and y, fill’d with Water , will shew what Qu a,1 sty
was changed from a repellent elastic to a fixed State, ^
the strong Attraction of the absorbing Particles of x
distilled Body. This Quantity of generated or abfost ^
Air it is easy to measure in Cubic Inches , by stopP1^
the End of the Bolt-head with a Cork , and then 0%
a Quantity of Water of a known Weight to fill lt . j,t
to z, and afterwards toy ; and the Difference ofV^ el| ;c
in the two Bulks of Water gives the Number of Cu s
0 In
cpe
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Kind in or upon the Earth , ’tis evident '
constituent Parts of Air are of a most
betcronc

hes from a Table of specific Gravines , iri the Man-

We have formerly shewn.
. 7- The other Method which the Doctor made use of
°f estimating the surprising Effects of Fermentation
®nsing from various Mixtures of solid and fluid Sub. :ir>ces, in generating and absorbing Air, was as folo\vs : He put the Ingredients into the Bolt-head b, and
run the long Neck thereof into a tall cylindric
j afs a y, and inclining both almost horizontally in a
arge Vessel of Water , the Water ran into the Vessel
and driving out Part of the Air would possess its
'ace upon turning them up and placing both in a Vessel
p Water xx, as you fee in the Figure , where the Sur,' ce of the Water stands in the inverted Glass ay at
the Point a . '
8. If the Ingredients generated Air, then the Water
'v°uld fall from z to y, and the empty Space z y was
eclual to the Quantity of generated Air ; but if on Fer¬
mentation they absorbed or fixed the active Particles of
^ lr> then the Surface of the Water would ascend from
the Cylinder z n would be the Bulk of Air
;
to n and
torb’d, which is easily known in Cubic Inches.
9* When the Subjects for trying these Experiments
ere a burning Candle , burning Brimstone, Nitre , GunPowder fired, living Animals, dsfr. the Doctor used to
*ake use of a Pedestal, on the Top of which was a
v ate whereon he laid the Matter to be fired ; then inyy tlng the tall cylindric Glass over it, and.drawing the
ater up to z z with an inverted Syphon, he set fire to
batters lying on the Plate by means of a Burningthe Sun’s Rays in its Focus upon the
s concentering -nre.
j-_ a*"
See f-h*>TPio
10 .
-- But the Way that I make use of, and which is
P16 most easy and expeditious possible, is instead ofhavthe cylindric Glass close upon the Top at b b, to
ftave it open by a small Neck , on which a brass Cap is
cemented with a Female- Screw to receive a Stop-Cock
Iler

13

to

Plate
XXVII.
Fig . 2.

Fig - 3*

n8
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heterogeneous Nature,

and infinitely

in their specific Gravities ;

various

Whence also it
will

to take off the Communication of the external Air ■
when Occasion requires. Thus the Use and Trouble
of the Syphon is superseded; and in case of noxious
Fumes, Vapours, &c. from Jqua forth, burning Brim¬
stone, (3V. a Syringe screwed on to the Stop-Cock will
draw oft' the Air , and raise the Water to what Height
you please, without the cumbersome Use of a large Pair
of Bellows, as the Doctor made use of.
II . I shall

here

subjoin

the Quantity

of Air

which

various Substances produce by Distillation , which I have
collected from the Doctor ’s Experiments , and reduced
to Cubic Inches.
A Cubic Inch of Hog’s Blood
33
Tallow
25
Deer ’s Horn
234
Oyster- Shell
324
Heart- Oak
216
Pease
—
396
Amber
270.
Dil of Aniseed
22
Pil of Cloves
88
Honey
—>
—
144
Yellow Bees Wax
—
54
126
Coarsest Sugar
—
Newcastle Coal
—
36°
Frelli Earth —
—
43
28
Antimony
———
Pyrites
- r
>—
83
Sea-Salt mixed with Bone-Calx 64
Nitre , with ditto
-180
Sal Tartar ditto 224 Rhenijh Tartar 5 —>
—
°4
Calculus humanus645 — —>
Stone in the Gall -Bladder
648
12. These are the principal Experiments by Distil'
lation . Pthers were made by Fermentation in various
Mixtures*
z
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wiH follow, that as the Matter which com¬
poses the Body of Air , or Atmosphere , is
always
^ ■xtures, some of which generated Air , others abA ’k’d it) an(} so me did neither generate nor absorb Air.
**le principal Subjects, which of themselves absorb Air,
?se the Fumes of burning Brimstone or Matches , the
j. arne and Fumes of a burning Candle, the Breath of
iVln g,and expiring Animals, as Rats , Mice , &c.
Thus the Doctor found that Linen Matches
ii
*Pped in melted Brimstone, and fired under a Glass in
. Xpantity of 594 Cubic Inches , absorb’d 150, which
as full one Fourth of the Whole .
A Candle burning
, *t went out, its Fumes afterwards consumed -?r Part
j
whole Quantity of Air, which was 594 Cubic
. stc hes. A half-grown Rat expired in the confined Air
ten Hours , and absorb’d 45 Cubic Inches of Air,
blch was T*j Part of the whole 594.
■h*4- From what has been said we see with how much
season g;r jj aac fijewton philosophized on this Subject in
following Words . “ True permanent Air arises
by Fermentation or Heat from those Bodies the Chyt(ists
^
call fixed, whose Particles adhere by a strong
,, Attraction , and are not therefore separated and rari,c hed without Fermentation ; those Particles receding
„ fr«m one another with the greatest repulsive Force,
„ and being most difficultly brought together , which
a uPon Contact were most strongly united .” And
{§ain ; tc Dense Bodies, by Fermentation , rarify into
, Ve ral Sorts of Air ; and this Air by Fermenta«s p°n’ 2nd sometimes without it, returns into dense
todies .” See his Optics, Query 30, 31.
15- Now fince Air is a heavy Body, a Cubic Inch
ereof weighs very near i, of a Grain , it follows, that
SuKsl.11* ts bxed State in Bodies makes a Part of their
is i/ ance5 2nd in some of them a very great Part too, as
disT 10Wn from the Quantity and Weight of the Air
charged upon the Analysis of the Bodies. This has
fa^aPed the Observation of Chymists, who have hitherto
But that all Bodies were ultimately refolveable into

I 4

'

what
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always 'variable, so will its Weight or Gra¬
vity be likewise ; as we constantly experi¬
ence
what they call Four Elements only , viz . Water, Oih
Salt, and Earth. But
by the following Table it wiH
appear , that Air is an Element of Natural Bodies in aS
proper a Sense as any of the other.
16. In the first Column of this Table you have the
Bulk of the Body in Cubic Inches and Parts ; in the
second, the Number of Cubic Inches of generated Ait»
in the third is the Weight of the Body in Grains ; h5
the fourth is the Weight of the generated Air ; and th®
fifth strews what Part of the Whole the Air makes.
c. Inch. C. Inch. Grs.
Grs. Prop*
Deer ’s Horn,
’ 117
—
— 241 — 33 ~ 7
i _ 162 — 266 — 46 — i
Oyster-Shell,
I OCO1 *35 — 3° _x 4r
Heart of Oak,
Indian Wheat,
270 ■
— 388 — 77
Pease,
I — 396 — 3*8 — 113 - - j.3
Mustard -Seed,
— zyq — 437 — 77 — S
Amber,
i — i35 — *35 — 38 -3 5
I
I 14? — 44 “ X3
Dry Tobacco,
Honey with Calx ]
I
I 359 — 4i ~ 9
of Bones,
J
Yellow Wax,
1 — 54 —
1
126 —
Coarse Sugar,
i 180
NeaxcaJIl'e Coal,
—
—
Nitre with Calx )
? 9—
° —
of Bones,
j
Rhenijh Tartar,
1 5— °4 —
Calculus humanus,
i 516
—
—

?43
J5 —T®
373 — 36 — 7*6
158 -- 51 _ X
211
26
443 — 144 — f
230 — 147 —' i
17. Thus we fee that different Bodies contain di#®'.
rent Quantities of fixed Air , from a Sixteenth to a
of the whole Substance. From hence we may be fulty
satisfied of the Truth of Sir Isaac Newton’s Reason! 11
?
in the 31st £hiery of his Optics, in these Words : " Th®
" Particles , when they are straken off from Bodies M
5‘ Heat or Fermentation , so soon as they are beyoN®
the Reach of the Attraction of the Body, recede fro' 11
'

‘‘ its
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, of various Kinds

(LXXXVII ).
Since

j

'' A a&d also from one another, with great
Strength,
' ' ah ^CeP at a Distance , so as sometimes to
take up
' l hef Vealllion
^
of Times more Space than they did
‘l Q0° re ln the Form of a dense Body
'• fe?lltraC-tion and Expansion seems : Which vast
unintelligible by
" rrtff1110
? t^le Particles of Air to be springy and ra<l Iv) US
’ ot roll’d up like Hoops, or by any
other
18^ 7 ? tban by a

repulsive Power .”
! A) aat‘, *" the Particles
of Air cannot be thus coil’d
j ^Qdies ain
.
'd in their elastic State in the Substance of
i Et j ’ ls easy to be strewn from
Calculation . Thus,
^' the ance> one Cubic Inch of Oak yields 216
Cubic
j
Now suppose the Pressure of the
At\ sh.,<ije be on every Square Inch about 15
Ib.
(
as
Inch,. . slrew) then in order to compress 216
Cubic
I; 4 s lst to one Cubic Inch , the Weight of 216
Times
*t on°r 324°
which would be the Force to confine
Willfee‘lcl1 Side the Cube, which, as it
has six Sides,
bnd^ >re 6 X 3240 — 19440 Ib, or near
twenty thou?>ie(> f !§ht, to confine this Air in its elastic
State in
,s not *c ^ ncb5 supposing it to
be all Air ; but , as it
P° rce will be greater still. This
Force
HofVf
19440 Ib. must be exerted in every Cubic
^ith a Oaken
Tree , which would rend it in Pieces
{jut
Explosion. It is therefore not to be doubted
^tate. ln Bodies does exist in a fixed and
unelastic
^Wt
tbat it is roused, and put into an active re¬
ly, 7ss te’ by means of Fire and Fermentation.
*s?y be hey who would fee the numberless
Uses that
1 b and”13^6 os this important Doctrine of
As 0 the surprising Scenes of Knowledge artificial
which it
\&&s 11 ln the most abstruse and difficult
Parts of
ah^ ^ insult all the latter Part of the
invaluable
I
.mentioned, viz, Dr . Hales’s Vegetable and
st . tatt eal Experiments,some
of which we shall
I f (E)f
ab° >n the Sequel of these Notes.
1
Reas ^
*• The Weight of the Air is manifest
I
°h and various Experiments.
The Particles
“
o Are
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Since the Particles of Air are such **
being separated from Bodies beyond l

1^
Sp*

,

,

are affected by the Power of the Earth ’s Attraction,
rnuit therefore all gravitate or tend towards its Cein ^
Jt
which is what constitutes Weight in them, 3,1.
other Bodies. The Experiments to shew theW "e>sj^
of the Air are numerous which we thew on the
Pump , among which one is absolute and very exact, aj|
weighing it in a Balance, in the same manner aS
A
other heavy Bodies are weigh’d.
2. The Method I take for this is, I believe, the j#
exact and nice that can possibly be thought of. \$
since ( as we have Ihewn ) the Friction of the Bala sl^ (j)
in Proportion to the Weight with which it is chah^ J
the less the Weight is the less will be the Friction , £jjC
consequently the more nice and exquisite will b®
Experiment . In order to this I take a very thin ^
Florence Flask , whose Capacity is exactly kn
Cubic Inches : This I exhaust of all the Air as n^ ^
can be, and then hang it to the end of a very
exact Hydrostatic Balance, which I counter -balan j,
Grain -Weights in a Scale hanging from theoth
i*
"When the Equilibrium is nicely obtain’d, I list
Valve , and let the Air rush into the Flask, wh'c
sensibly heard, and seen to gravitate in the Glf ^ ’^iO
causing it gradually to descend till it be fill’d '" f
and will then preponderate greatly. Then to T ’, i0
the Equilibrium , I find by Experience ’tis neceÆ 31^)
add about 8 Grains for every Pint the Flask
which shews that a Gallon of Air weighs about a if
because one y1jjC1
;
and a Bushel an Ounce Troy and
28 Cubic Inches nearly, therefore one Cubic I*1
... pfj
| of a Grain , at a Mean .
Air weighs
3. As the Air is a heterogeneous Fluid , it tvr $
in its Weight according to its different
Parts , and also according to its different Altitudes , gj itcc
if must have as an elastic and fluctuating Fluidfew Bodies are lighter than Water , and that
is most .easily rarified into Vapour , it follows, *
Atmosphere fill’d with aqueous Particles will he hS ^

\
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Attraction ,

are

§iy repell ’d from those Bodies ; this Re¬

pellency
He*
9ls0,6, er>erally find it is in moist rainy Weather ; and
vier§ at h must oftner be in this light than in a hea?ti0tl ta te : And that Instrument which shews the Vari%e^°‘ the Air’s Gravity, or its different Weight at
*Wr
e nt Times , is call ’d a Barometer,
of which
various Kinds, which are here described; but

Qf tst gi ve an Account of the most simple StrucACllaf
of those Instruments, which is as follows.
' fill1/ Tube, hermetically seal’d at one End, is to
Air . ^ th Quicksilver, well defecated and purged of
j11iijj' / he Finger being then placed on the open End
p ,*ate Contact with the Mercury, so as not the
og/f^ 6 of Air is admitted, the Tube is inverted,
Midi^ fully immersed with the Finger on the open
'•pojj a Bason of the same prepared Mercury ; then
>ill• Roving the Finger, the Mercury in the
Bason
fye,
'etcj^lri that in the Tube ; and the said Column of
y >n the Tube will be seen immediately to subTtth
ehie
^ ' 'down to a certain Pitch or Altitude, if the
4. I 6 ab °ve 3I Inches long, as it ought to be.
be such a Tube of 34 Inches Length, Plate
]' S^Ur ari Inch in Diameter, (as it ought to be for XXVII.
j^ Cr^ se) hermetically seal’d at A , and open at B ; Fig. 4.
u
e the Bason of Mercury, in which the Tube
t 5asn
^
Everted, the Surface of the Mercury in
F ^ derm/A ’ and m the Tube GH . Now , ’tis easy
ass11
^’ tba'; T till this could be perform’d in
as tbe Tube was inverted, all the Mertill^ i(. ue seend into the Bason, because as a heavy
n it
tend towards the Centre of the Earth,
limits M
some Obstacle, as the Bason, to oblnf^ ^ n, and support it. I say, all this would
t/ ^'ube
any Power in
■ttyn. tufiici, unless- -we can suppose
~ cient to sustain the Column
of Mercury;
Hie? ' ** can be no such Power but
that of Cohesion,
■Sd aK, deed> iu Tubes of a small Bore, has been
a“,e to sustain it ; but in so large a Bore,
as we
suppose
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-Has'

pellency being mutual between tbe 1. .
ticles, they do by this means const afl t

res
to9
j^st'

suppose this Tuhe to have, that Power is by
small to support so heavy a Column , which must
tore of Course sink into the Bason ; and so stand 11
^
the same Level in the Bason, and in the Tube .
5. But since the Mercury does not totally ^ ^
when this Experiment is made in the Air , the Co}
which remains in th'e Tube must owe its Sufpem* y
the Air as its Cause, since nothing within or M ^ji)
the Tube can be supposed (with any Shew of
to produce such an Effect, besides itself. NoW
ing the Air to be a gravitating Fluid , it must nec e)* ji>
cause such an Effect, as the Suspension of Met *'11
the Tube ; for by its Gravity a Force of Pressuf® rif
be produced on all the Surface of Mercury in the ™^
which is contiguous to it, and on every Part o<\
'-'
Now since the Mercury in the Bason is in il
with that in the Tube , it is plain the Weight, 0^
i 11
Mercury in the Tube , and the Weight of the Al£^
every circular Area of the Surface of the MeI”c
f
the Bason, equal to the Orifice of the Tube ,
equal, for else they could not balance each °£ 0fe'(
we find they do ; the Column of Mercury th ere^sustain’d by the , Counter -Pressure of a Column th
of the same Base, and whose Altitude is equal
/
of the Atmosphere.
6. That the Weight of the Columns of AC0,
Mercury , we have now been fpeakin-r of, are prec/
equal to each other, will be farther evident, if ^ (/
sider, that upon Supposition the Quicksilver
roughly purg ’d from Air , when it subsides in tM ^
it must leave a Vacuum in all that Part of the ^ g,^
it , and so there is nothing to act upon its uppf£ 0 fn£
to depress it ; it will therefore always sink or rste Jr *j
an Altitude , as the various Gravity of the Air
and of which it is therefore an adequate bxp re.flll ^
Measure, as its Nature imports. This Inv en pjfcifj
pwing to that happy Italian Genius Terricellh
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Pel each other , and therefore they must

erve an equal Distance among them¬
selves.
Of

tl>e l. far nous Galileo. And hence it is very often call’d
4C *orr icellian Tube, and the Torricellian Experiment,
V.nce
^* ,
we have shewn, this suspended Column
- >_
A j r at
allTercury exactly indicates the Gravity
of the A
Uries> ^ has employ’d the Attention of all Mo...the f
very sensibly find themselves affected with
it ril'
uerent State of the Air ; but more especially has
take rited the Consideration of Philosophers, who have
tty0r, aP Opportunities to explore, by this Means, the
and Xt:rernes of the Air’s Gravity , viz. when it is least
Alt;5reate fk of all, by observing the least and greatest
Perig of this mercurial Column , which by long ExIt' cH Ce We find to be very nearly between 28 and 31
tsej fs> >t being very rarely less or more than those
Altfj S>
whence 29 i Inches is fixed upon as the Meanexpressive of the Mean -Gravity of the Air,
Steata erefore let i'o represented by B H , and let the
tall’j Altitude be B I , and the least B K , then is I K
8
Scale of Variation.
Ptfidi
as there is a Space of 3 Inches in the perand(]CU
' ar Tube for the Mercury to rife and fall in,
a v ‘,nce Fluids will always have the fame Altitude in
fii Ve
>a of any Form or Inclination ; Artists have con“‘'L' 1to increase the Motion of the Mercury,
^Methods
itiy ?n ‘ ng it move over a larger Space ; and thus have
Priuc. 0 several different Forms of Barometers, the
hext whereof
I shall here describe. That which,
the jy 0^ upright one, is in most Esteem, is called
A 3 i ®l °nal Barometer, and is that in A/y. V . where
4 . ^ 1S
_a Tube__feal’d at C a,^_immersed in Mercury at
^Cal
e *s. Tube is perpendicular from A to B, where the ppate
&(j
Variation begins ; from thence it is bent into XXVII
PrQ
Cge*!la king an acute Angle F B C . This Part B C Fig. 5.
v‘z. 1 A t0 the highest Limit in the Scale of Variation,
Arj lri j ,
> and consequently while the Mercury rises
t° I in the common Barometer, it will move in
this

of
as
. .. ivterriiT .». _
m „ : _ j: _/
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selves .

When , therefore , those aerial

ticles are obliged by any impress ’d F°r^
.

At

this from B to C (See Annotat. LXIX . 4.) and so
Scale will by this means be inlarged in the Prop 01’ i
of B C to F B = I K , i. e. of the Diagonal to the
Side of a Parallelogram .
9. The Fault which this Form is subject to J® ^ 5,
that as the Quicksilver is a very heavy Body, an® y
ported on the Part B C , like a Body on an
Plane , it must have a great Degree of Friction,
is the more so as the Part B C is more oblique ^
consequently the very small
nice Variation f[]1j
Air ’s Pressure cannot be so and
well shewn in this
where the Motion 'is not absolutely free ; and st q1
often happens, from the Inclination of the Part P jg
that the Quicksilver divides into several Parts , 311
requires the Trouble of filling the Tube anew i0° 1J,
quently . This Form is the Invention of Sir
Moreland,

Plate
XXVII.
Fig , 6.

10. Another Form of the Barometer for en^ %
the Scale of Variation , was contrived by Mr . yf " \lit
and afterwards compleated by Mr . John BernoutU
1' ^
consists of a Tube A C D F , seal’d on the upper Esl t|jS
and bent to a Right Angle at D , whence it h
Name of the horizomal rectangular Barometer.^
Mercury stands on both Legs from E to B . Th e ■6
of Variation from A to C , is here made of
Part , and then it is evident in moving 3 Inches-fr® jji
to C, it will move through so many Times 3
t(it
the small Leg D F , as the Bore of D F is less th®® g.
Bore of A C , whence the Motion of the El ejrcU
.eJlce,
E must be extremely sensible, but the Inconve®1^ ^
here too is, that the Mercury is very apt to °rl ef}<Ps
in the Leg E , as also to run out at the End F ; ^ flo(
that , here is also a great Degree of Friction , 311
only that , but the Part D F being of a very
ssse
the Attraction of Cohesion will a little impede t
Motion of the Mercury therein .
rfb?
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aPproach nearer to each other , the rewlfive Power will re- act os resist the said
Force
The next Sort of Barometer that I .shall dehgj j is call ’d the Pendent

Barometer

, because

a single Tube only, it is hung'up by a String at
the jind A. This Tube is a little tapering or conical,
Otrd A being a little less than B ; it is seal’d at A, Plate
XXVII.
th^ Td with Mercury from A to F = 31 Inches;
Fig
. 7.
^hen
the
Tube
is
inverted
,
the
Mercury,
if
the
favii
of the Air be not greatest, will sink down in
I; ube;
Hlj
(. ■
uue and abide in that Part C D , which will p/1
th af * ts Length or Altitude C D to be the fame with
% ln the Common Barometer. Thus by reason of
theor
> >ica! Bore of the Tube , as the Air grows lighter
Mercury will descend, till when it is lightest of all,
lercury will stand from the lower Part of the
. B to E, so that B E — 28 Inches. Consequently
3? j^ rcury will, in such a Tube , move from A to E, '
aiy ^ hes, if the Tube be 5 Feet or 60 Inches long,
. the Scale A E is here above 10 Times greater
Hz? ,n the Common Barometer. The Fault of this
C
UQre
>■'- is, that the Tube being of a very small
1^ - ter
5b]ele' ^ Attraction of Cohesion will be very considera,1d prove an Impediment to that Freedom of
Of j^011 as is necessary to shew a very small Variation
flijj. e Air ’s Weight ; for which Reason, when you
Ogaj^le Tube a little, the Mercury will not settle
fore, ?^^ te it was, or have the same Altitude as beoffj’ esides, that by its Weight it is very apt to break
th' 6 ^ ower Lart, and fall out of the Tube . We
’t ijj 's Invention to Mr. dmontons, who first published
lz
i6 95C^l’d t ae next Barometer which I shall mention is
Hicjj .

Wheel
Barometer
, from its Structure,
sily understood from the Figure. Where
the Quicksilver
Q _.
.
"av'n ’ V represents the
in a Glass Tube,
Op a Lrge round Head or Ball at Top, and turn’d
iptL bottom to F ; upon the Surface of the Mercury
e recurv’d Les there is placed an Iron Ball G with
ea

a String

12 $
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Force with an equal Momentum ; and
cause what we call the Renitency,

Plate
XXVII.
Fig . 9.

a String going over a Pulley C D , and is balanced 1
another Weight H hanging freely in the Air . A § .
Surface of the Mercury at A B is very large, and • j
at G very small, the Motion of the Quicksilver , a *
consequently of the Ball G , will at Bottom be vej
considerable ; but as the Weight G moves up a j
down , it turns the Pulley C D , and that a
or Index K L , by the Divisions of a large grad ua •
by which means the minutest
Circle MNOP;
ations of the Air are plainly shewn , if the Instru1*1^,
be so very accurately made that the Friction of the ,
veral Parts be inconsiderable . This is one of the
q
curious Inventions of Dr . Haoke.
13 . These are the principal Contrivances hsthejj
invented for enlarging the Scale of Variation in h^y
Mercurial Barometers . There are otherTnventi °'’s f/
compound Barometers , viz , such as are made of 1^
cury and Water , or other Liquors for that P ur Pje,
but they are so difficult to make, so faulty when i:rY to
and so troublesome to use, that it is not worth wh (1 ^
describe them . However , as the Reader may h^ ^ !
Idea of one of the best Sort, I (hall here give hit 11
which owes its Invention to the Reverend Mr . Ro^
together with his Demonstration of its Theory.
14 . A B C is a compound Tube seal’d at A» w
open at C , empty from A to D , fill ’d with
from thence to B , and from thence to E with V jy
let G , B , H , be in an horizontal Line , then it iSP
from the Nature of the Syphon , that all the coMs^ jt
Fluid contain 'd in the Part between H and Gi $
ever be in Equilibria with itself be the Weight ^ ^
qo'
Air what it will , because the Pressure at H and
always be equal . Whence his evident , that fhe y
lumn of Mercury D H is in Equilibria with the C°‘.
G E , and a Column of Air of the
of Water
Base conjointly , and will therefore vary with the ot

œ ay

b

^/•

~V
'£?
bd£rrd
U
^X
V
m
£-vr■9
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. . .k
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Jicity, or Spring of the Air ; which is
0 sensible by the common Experiment of
a blown
^the Variations of each of these ; all which must now

computed.

^5 " The Variation of the Weight of the Air , which
call V, is measured by the Space which the
■yVoiry moves in the common Barometer in a given
^
Let x be the Space which the Water at E
of<a.eS^
l 'ough in the fame Time , and let the Diameter
the Tube A F be to that of the Tube F C as D to i j
th
x i
etl Will the Space moved through at B be
DD
therefore G E the Difference of the Legs E K
l£ g
x
5Will vary in its Weight by xj - - - . Also since
the o

el

xpnce moved through by the Mercury at B and D is
as
IjA the Difference D H will vary its Weight by
' hut this Variation of .Weight is equal to both the
l0r

>Ue
r,

and since x st- — is an Altitude of Water , if

to i as the Specific Gravity of Mercury to
, X
.
x' * + D*
’ We si!all have m : j :: A- st- —
m
Al Tud e
'
D
' °f Mercury of the fame Weight , consequently.
ni

IT =
§ives

V st.

D ; which Equation j when reduced,VD 1
m

—, which gives this Analogy ;
Is * : V . a m~ D ~
^ ar >ati
■2 a — D J i— , so Is the Scale of
16.
*n th' s> to that in the common Barometer.
v i/ . ,ence 11 m~ 14, and D == I ; we have 4 V
:
^ f anHA 7 ' r 3 which
;
strews that when the st nbes
V0t JTC are Of an equal Bore, the Variation in
'•
K
this

i2g
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this is less than that of the common Barometer in
— 1—■1T*~
— o,
" or 2 mRatio of 7 to 13. If 2 m D
whence
it ap'
— D \ then D — ,/ 2 m - 1 = 5,2
pears that when the Diameter of*• ^A F is to that of Cl
5,2 to 1, the Variation x will be infinite in refp cC
ui that in the common Barometer. If D — 5, th el1
xV
: :: 175 : 1 ; which shews how very large the Seal
of Variation in this Barometer may be made in Co#1.
parifon of the common one. But I believe such
Structure as this will afford more Pleasure in Specula'
tion than in Practice ; and when all is done, the BasC
T
meter of the common Form, as it is most simple, s° 1
will be found the most easy and accurate of all others17. Before I conclude this Article , I shall just mel1^
tion the Barometer invented by the Rev . Mr . CafweU0
Oxford. Suppose A B C D be a Bucket of Water , lsl
which is placed the Baroscopex r e z y 0 s m, which cos
sifts of a hollow Body xr s m, and Tube e z y 0,
of Brass, Tin , Gists , fcst. The Bottom of the T u1^
z y has a Dead-Weight to sink it, so that the To ? ^
the Body may just swim even with the Surface of ^ ^
ter, by the Addition of some Grain -Weights . As 1
Instrument is put into the Water , with the Mouth doyso£
wards, the Water ascends into the Tube to the PR'S1
of y u there
;
is added on the Top a small concave
linder, or Pipe, to sustain the Instrument from siso
to the Bottom when the Air becomes heavier ; vn- tb6
a Wire , and in s,i d e, are two Threads , oblique to
Surface of the Water ; of these Threads there may
several ; and as the Water just touches the T »P , f
Crown of the Instrument , when the Altitude of g
Mercury is least in the Common Barometer, so as e
Air increases in Weight , the Instrument sinks so ^
Water , and a small Bubble is formed on the Tb re^which continually ascends and descends through all 1
Length of the Thread , From a Calculation on 0°
Theory , it appears, that this Barometer is above
Times more exact than the Common Barometer. j s
the whole Calculation in the Professor’s own W°
in the Phil . Tranj a' ttions.
18. Though I have made and tried the Barony
above described, and find it to answer the Theory v

Fc

Plate
XXVIII.
Firn x.
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0 e.J yet
’
is it not fit for common Use, because it can
q y stiew the extreme minute Variations of the Air ’s,
ravity for the present Time, by reason it is affected by
jj 6 Heat as well as Weight of the Air . While the
th' ^ree Heat
remains the fame, nothing can exceed
^.ls Instrument as a Barometer ; but as the Heat of the
^' r, varies, so will the Elasticity of the included Air*
p Icn therefore will cause the Instrument to vary its
s^ity , while that of the Air remains the fame, and
Ca ntiot be of constant Use.
Hj*9* I have already hinted that the Common BaroAh ,er’ a^ter HI , is the best Instrument to measure the
he fs Gravity ; which that it may do to the greatest
*I'w ' ;°n’ the following Things are necessary, ( r .)
^t the Tube be at least of ^
4 of an Inch Bore ; 4 of
Inch
y^ ^oh is a good Size. (2.) The Tube ought to be
tfijs 5vlean , and dry within when fill’d ; in order to
30 be
* Tube should be hermetically sealed at both
at the Glass-House when made ; one End of
t*se' 01ay be cut off with a File when you intend to
they’ (d-) The Diameter of the Cistern that holds
be Mercury , in which the Tube is immersed, should
as ,Hrge as conveniently may be, that the Mercury
cm ln .nray have nearly at all times the fame Altitude ,;
0 *fc the Index will not be true. (4.) The Merbe very pure, and free from any Mixture of
~'®ad, or other Metal . (5.) It ought to be purged
iiio
entirely, as it may be by boiling it, and fillT| e Tube
^
with it while boiling hot nearly. (6.)
Irea>. ube must be heated hot when fill’d, to avoid
by the boiling Mercury . (7.) It should be
tyilj Very hard, to excite the Electric Virtue , which
(8,) -J 1®! the Particles of Air from the Surface within.
Wiej here ought to be a Noniusas( it is call’d) ap¬
hid^ 0 the Index of the graduated Plate , to measure
fp ,Ur. ately
2o.a-r
. . . the
. Rise and Fall of the
. Mercury.
.
.
?stier p niS Artifice is of singular Use in this and many
Na).a It ••
bears the Inventor Nonius’s Name , and
•stjj j u*e and Manner of applying it is as follows.
|Wfa upper
Part of the Barometer, in which the Plate
® of the Mercury is at C . F G is the usual XXVII.
3 Istchcs Extent, from 28 to 31; and D E is Fig . 10.
K 2
the

the small Plate call’d the Nonius, so contrived as 1
slide by the other in such manner that its Index D
be always set on one Part to the Surface of the Mer
cury , and on the other End pointing to the Divisi0
in the Scale of Inches corresponding thereto . Ag 3ls>
’
the Nonius is divided into io equal Parts , which
gether are equal to n of the Divisions of the Sea1®’
that is, DE = xi Tenths of an Inch ; and coiu®^
•quently each small Division of the Nonius is equal
I,I ; two of them to 2,2 ; three of them to 3,3 ; ^
so on. Whence ’tis easy to observe, that if the Ind®
35.

D points between any two Divisions of the Scale
here between 29,7 and 29,8 , we need only look
to fee what Division of the Nonius coincides with
vstt
Division of the Scale, and that will strew how if
Tenths of a Tenth , that is, how many Tenths he)"^
29,7 in the present Cafe : But you observe the
coincides with a Division of the Scale at the fifth ”
vision ; consequently, the Mercury stands at 29’j^
Inches in the Scale ; and so you proceed with j,
greatest Ease to the hundredth Part of an Inch , v/h1
is a great Degree of Exactness .
^
2i . From. what has been said we may easily f£f ^
excellent Use of the Barometer in measuring the H el S,,,s
of Places, as Mountains , Towers , Ejfc. For since Ijs
we shall strew) the specific Gravity of Air ( such aS tsl
near the Earth ’s Surface) is to that of Mercury asjjj^
12040, ’tis plain 12040 Inches of Air in Height
balance one Inch Height of Mercury ; confequ eI) 'J
1204 Inches , or 100 Feet , answers to T'-6 of an I11
Mercury . Therefore if a good Barometer be ect^
to the Top of a Mountain , or other high Place? ^
Mercury will subside near one Tenth of an In c|j. ^
every 100 Feet of perpendicular Ascent, and so M
a proper Index of the whole Height ascended.
22.
— But since Mercury is not quite 14 times M3
than Water , the Number 12040 is somewhat too *
and therefore a less Height than 100 Feet will an^ ^ f;
T5 of an Inch Descent of Mercury in the BaroM®^ ;
and what that is will be shewn from the Expels
made by Dr . Nettleton very exactly, as in the I
below.
Alti £l
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Altitude os 8 t-

Height.
oz —
3
Halifax
WUh“
-40 —
a ot lier ditt0 236
—
4s
312 —
^a . H!h
507 —

T0

A-1

Bottom.
29,78 —
29,48 —
29,50 —
29,81 —
30-02 —

Top.
29,66
29,32
29,23
29,45
29,45

Difference,for
— 0,12 — 85
— 0,16 — 87
— 0,27 — 87
— 0,36 — 86
— 0,55 — 91

Having the Height , to which the Mercury will
Ifejo-V,at any one Elevation , it is easy to find at what
Kand at any other proposed. For since
the ft **•
tj0 estsity of the Air decreases in a Geometrical RalatJeast^le Altitudes increase in an Arithmetical one, the
^ be as the Logarithms , of the former reciprota]] rHl
/■®ut t^ie Weight of the Air is as the Density,
theu- 6 height of the Mercury in the Barometer is as
t't]1g '' eight, therefore the Elevations are as the Logathe Height of the Mercury reciprocally ; and
4]ty(iUeritly, if we take 30 Inches for the Standard
it fa]Me3and 85 Feet for the Altitude requisite to make
^ of an Inch ; then by faying, As the Logarithm
Of 1 i
is to 85, so is the Logarithm of — to the
^
fj ^soon which will make it fall - an Inch ; and so
other.
j
fol]0^ After this Manner , the Doctor has computed the
Ing Tables.

K 3

A TABLE
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A TABLE shewing the Num¬ A TABLE shewing
ber of Ffeet ascending, re¬
Numberof Feet requij .
quired to make the Mercury
to make the Mercury
fall to any given Height in
one Tenth of an Jpc
the Tube , from 30 to z6
from any given He1?'
Inches . As also the Number
in the Tube , from 31
26 Inches.
of Feet descending, requir ’d
to make the Mercury rise,
from 30 to 31 Inches.
£
31
3°
3°
3°
30
3°
3°
30
3°
30
Zo
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
28
28
28
28
28

b

Feet.
1
O 834- 79 28
9 752 53 28
8 670 OI 28
7 587 21 28
6 504 *5 28
s 420 82 27
4 337 21 27
3 253 3 2 27
2 169 10 27
I
84. 72 27
O
OO OO 27
9 85 00 27
8 170 29 27
7 2 55 87 27
6 34 i 73 27
5 427 89 26
4 5i4 34 26
3 601 08 2 6
2 . 688 I I 26
1 775 44 26
0 . 863 OB 26
9 95 1 CI 26
8 i °39 25 26
7 I 127 80 26
611216 66 26
511305 83

b

s?

b

ST
8-*

4 1395 32 31
3 1485 -3 30
2 1575 26 30
I 1665 70 30
O 1756 47 3°
9 1847 55 30
8 >9Z8 97 30
7 2° 3° 72 30
6 2122 80 3°
5 2215 21 30
4 2307 95 3°
3 240I 02 29
2 2494 44 29
I 2388 20 29
0 2682 33 29
9 2776 80 29
8 2871 62 29
7 2966 79! 29
6 3062 32! 29
513158 2 I j 29
4 !3Z54 461 29
313351 O7! 28
2,3448 °5 28
1 3545 41 28
0 3643 H 28
28

!?
b
. \F
\\Dec
\s. et Dec. Inch.
O 82 26 28 4
89 ; ;
9 82 53 28 3 90!
8 82 79 28 2 9° 4
7 83 06 28 I qO r
6 83 33 28 0
9l 2
5 83 67 27 9
91 7
4 53 89 27 8
91
3 84 16 27 7 9* 5
2 84 44 27 6 n2 r
I 84 72
27 5 K oi
O 85 00
27 4 9 I
9 85 29 27 3
8 85 58 27 2
9r
7 85 86 27 I 94 a?
6 86 l6 27 0
9+ g
5 86 45 26 9
9j
7
86
4
74 26 8 9
3 87 03 26 7 95
§
. 2 87 33 26 6
9i I
I 87 63 26 5
0 87 93 26 4 9 i %
9l
9 88 24 26 3
8 88 55 26 2
9? 3
7 88 86 26 I 9/« -0
6 89 17 26 0 9s
5 89 49
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a jloian Bladder, and many others on the
).
(
4 ir ~Pump.LXXXVIII
By
(LXXXVIII ) I . That we may here exhibit a plain
a. char Idea of the Force with which the Particles of
t, lr repel one another , ’twill be necessary to proceed in
ave^°B°wing Manner . If in any Distance A B, there Plate
f c Phced any Number of Particles at equal Intervals
XXVIII.
C°U ° ne mother ; and in any other equal Distance
there are placed twice as many Particles at equal Fig . 2.
j
ti ifirvah also; ’tis plain the Intervals between the Parth n ^ D will be but half so great as those between
p Particles in the Line A B. Hence the Number of
Verf^ es *n any equal Parts of A B, C D , will be infti tP as their Distances from each other . Or , if we
N ~ Number of Particles , and I — to the Inter¬

val

for
between each ; then will N be always as
I,
i or linear Dimensions.
lHes
2- But for Superficies, since they are as the Square
in like
;
g;j es we shall have N 1 as sr and
^beif

It

anncr, since

D

Solids

are as the Cubes of their like

But N 1is as the Den^ es> We shall have N - as
D
fit
the Superficies ; and N 3as the Density of the
“ ' consequently the Density D , of a Superficies of
s Sort, is as 3. . and of a Solid as r- . And to faciI'
];t •H
, let A B C be a Superficies of such Par- Fig - 3^tie^ te Idea
Chi^8’ eclual to a square Inch ; and DF a Solid of a
lc Inch.
tjcj3y Next let it be supposed that each of these Parre pcls those, and those only, which are next to it;
si 0v et this repulsive Force (F ) be inversely as the n
, Ver of the Interval I , between the Centres of two
‘^Hcent Particles that is, let F be
—, Hence ’tis
ut aa -tin
^hfcst so ch an Assemblage of Particles must constitute
K 4
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By reason of the Spring of the Air, lt§
Density
must be always different in dist^

rent Altitudes from the Earth ’s Surface >
for the lower Parts of the Air , being pies'
fed by the Weight of the superior Parts*
will be made to accede nearer to each
othef*
tute an elaftic Fluid,, or such an one as, when compri¬
sed, or acted upon by any external Agent , will,
Virtue of its innate repellent Power, re-act or mi- 2
Resistance with an equal Degree of Force,
4. Now the Force of the superficial Parts is as the
Density D , and the repellent Force F between t^ °
Particles , conjointly , or as DXF ; but D is
F

is

as

p,

as ~ ; wherefore D X F is as

X -r - = rF»
I 2l«
Ft
which therefore will express the elastic Force of the
Fluid . Now the Density D of the Fluid in the cuF c
Inch is as j-r, whence I 3 D

is

as 1, I 3as

and I 95

- = ; which substituted for I in the Expression of i 2
yD
elastic Force

. that is, the elasti
gives D
F -}- ~
-j
or compressive Force is as the Cube Root of that PoW£f
pf the Density, whose Index is n\ i. 5. Hence if E the elastic Force be as the Density
$
,
“ "K.
in any Fluid ; then the general Expression D
3
»-f-2
# - |_ 2
and
becomes E —, whence in that Cafe •—-— ~ 1, aI1
“
so n-{- 2= 3 and n~ i. Consequently , in such a Fl u^
F is as y , or the Particles repel each other with Foi'c£S
that are 1reciprocally proportional to the Distance f
tsieir Centres . Such then is the Property of theAU
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and the more so as the Weight of
incumbent Air is greater ; and hence
Eee the Denjity of
the Air is greatest at
Earth ’s Surface , and decreases upwards
t;jj^*e°metr ical Proportion to the Altitudes
^ en in arithmetical ProgreJJion. Now it is
that the Air is four Times more rare
at
Hofep.-

'yhi^ • ensity is always proportional to the Forces
bty- ^ nipresses it, which is also proved by the fol6 _ ? Experiment.

A^ T et: Mercury be poured into an inflected Tube
Plate
s |ieilpen
’ °
at both Ends , to a small Height as BC . XXIX
sopping the Orifice D very close with a Cork or Fig . 4.
j'icg] "0, measure the Length of confined Air DC very
As 13nd pom- Mercury into the other Leg A B, till
*he
above the Surface of .that in C D be equal to
'MsJ ' Bht at which it stands in the Barometer. Then
Hi/ a]a the Air in the shorter Leg will be compressed
lhe tvh^ ° rce twice as great as at first when it possessed
J^ e Space CD ; for then it was compressed only
^oight of the Atmosphere ; but now it is
l ehh S^
tfi
^t Weight , and the additional equal
°f a Column of Quicksilver . Let E be now
3ce os the Mercury in the Leg C D , and upon
^ E , the Space into which the Air is now
(>S,cf it will be found to be j ust half the former
, 7. b
that is, DE = iDC.
f^bjt eriCe it appears that the Spaces S = DC, and
.'^ergj^ phich a given Quantity of Air possesses
, under
d callv . ^ossuresp and P , are as those Pressures reci'b,
that is, S"; s P ; p. And because the Densities
ip ate r ere ts'e Quantity of Matter is given (An. LVI.
' b eCi procalIy as the Magnitudes of Bodies, viz.
th,
the Densities of the Air are as
k c0m s ■‘- 0^ j therefore
tner,
For
ro o
- —ces directly, viz . a' : D :: p : P6 the TPer T

ot

the Air

is the

Principle

to which

we

ttvention and Contrivance of several very use¬
ful
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at the Height of seven Miles than at ^
Earth ’s Surface ; and therefore at the
titudes of 7. 14. 21 . 28 . 35. 42 . 49 . $ C'
the Rarity of the Air will be 4. 16. 64*
256 . 1204. 4096 . 16384 . &c.
If the
Air were of an equal Denfi^
throughout , the Height of the Atmosph^

Ml/
ful Instruments and -Machines , some of which I ^
exhibit here, and others in the Sequel of this Wot <4^
8. We have strewn in the last Annotation that ,jj
Pressure of the Air , in its State of Mean Gravity , y j
support a Column of Quicksilver to the Altitude of
Inches ; and (in Annot. LXlII .) it was ,shewn that {‘5
specific Gravity of Mercury was to that of Water ? J
14 to 1 nearly ; therefore the said Mean Presfurf 0(
Air will sustain a Column of Water to the Pleigjl cc
14X29,5 = 413 Inches = 34 Feet 5 Inches . But Qq;
Mercury is not quite 14 Times as heavy as Water , ,
may take 400 Inches for the Measure of the Mean ^ ,1
vity of the Air on Water and 29,5 for Mercury ; and t ^
we shall have D C : D E :: P : 29,5 in Mercury W
D C : DE :: P : 400 , in Water ; consequently 40O
= DEXP.
of
9. Aga m, let the Standard Altitude of Mercys
Water be 11= 29,5 or 400, and let the Altitude f -0(i
A; then will P = FI4
and then the above E ^ Ad
will give this Analogy : As S : r H -fT : H, ^
S : S — s :: PI : or DE : E C :: H : h\ consecssfi^ F
by having DE or C E given, you know the An .(ii
h—F G . Thus for Example : Let DC = iO
it is reqtiired to find what Altitude of Water I 1 Q$
by its Pressure raise the Surface at C one Inch ? IEA . h
= 1, DE = g, and H= 400 : Then DE : CE -that is, 9 : 1 ;; 400 : 44,4 ; or F 6 = 44^ Inches 1^
]y, or 3 Feet 8;- Inches . Thus again, Query
titude F G that shall raise the Surface C 9 Inch ^y^ d
of the Whole ? Say, As 1 : 9 :: 400 : 3600 = 1 J e<)
300 Feet . Thus the Altitudes are found Dr 41K
tenth Part of the whole Soace D C , as in the f° xi°
Table.

Pneu
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ght be determined ; for by Experiment
find the Length of a Column of Air 72
J -'et high is equal in Weight to one Inch of
ater of the fame Base : Hence the Den-

ltll

jW °f Air is to that of Water as 1 to 864.
v. ls also found by Experiment, that the
e%ht of a Column of Air the Height of
file
Atmosphere will be equal to the Weight
of
. Feet. Inches.
■
■-

3 . 8
8
4
14
2
22
1

-

33

4

Feet. Inches.
6 —•— 50 O
7—
77 9
8
H 3
4
9 - 300 O
633 4
9^

(1,' °' Hence is deduced the Nature and Structure of
Ea-Gage
ll

>whose

, invented by Dr . Hales, and Dr . Befa¬
Description

thereof

I shall

here

give . AB

fs, 6 Hagc -Bottle , in which is cemented the Gage - Plate
the q , ^ t in the Brass Cap at G . The upper End of XXIX.
W e U^e I is hermetically sealed or closed ; the open I ig* 5*
hvjA ^ t»d f is immersed in Mercury C , on which
the A a hnall Thickness or Surface of Treacle . On
°P ° f the Bottle is screw'd on a Tube of Brass
intoh pierc ’d with several Holes to admit the Water
big e. Hottle -A B. The Body K is a Weight hangOrie gA ltsank
^*'
H, in a Socket N , with a Notch on
Sprjn^at® m, in which is forced the Catch / of the
they'xf • aiu' passing thro ’ the Hole L in the Shank of
Aght K , prevents its falling out when once hung
Whig
tbe Top , in the upper Part of the Brass
atr?’ *s hx 'd a large empty Ball, or full-blown
Wep.,er which
,,
must not be so large, but that the
^ may he able to sink the Whole under
Hlsw ^ he Instrument thus constructed , is used in the
l'*g Manner . The Weight K being hung on,
th?

j 40
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of a Column of Water of the same Ba&
and 32 Feet, or 384 Inches high : Wher^
fore 864 multiplied by 384 will product
331776 Inches , or a little above 5 Mil eS’
for the Height of the Atmosphere,
the Density every where the same as at
Earth.
BV?
the Gage is let fall into deep Water , and sinks so
Bottom ; the Socket N is somewhat longer than t!1
Shank L , and therefore, after the Weight K comes .
the Bottom , the Gage will continue to descend, tl _
the lower Part of the Socket strikes against the Weigh *’
this gives Liberty to the Catch to fly out of the Host 7I
and let go the Weight K ; when this is done, the
or Bladder I, instantly buoys up the Gage to the T °r
of the Water .
(
12. While the Gage is under Water , the
having free Access to the Treacle and Mercury in G
Bottle , will by its Pressure force it up into the Tube r ’
and the Height to which it has been forced by the greH
est Pressure, viz. that at the Bottom, will be fhe-wst jj
the Mark in the Tube which the Treacle leaves beb'si
it, and which is the only Use of the Treacle . Cf
shews into what Space the whole Air in the Tube *
is compress’d ; and consequently , by the Rule (in A ..
9) the Height or Depth of the Water , which by s.
Weight produced that Compression, which is *
Thing required .
u
13. If the Gage -Tube F f be of Glass, a
might be drawn on it with a Point of a Diamond , ibe ^
nig, by Inspection , what Height the Water
above the Bottom , which Scale is made from the Nu ^
bers in the foregoing Table , where the Division ’As
be made for Hundredth Parts , as well as Tenths . . #
the Length of 10 Inches is not sufficient for fath0'1^
Depths at Sea, since it appears by the Tabst , 1 p
when all the Air in such a Length of Tube is comP
2
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^ U t smce the Density of the Air deit will be more
Cre ases with the Pressure,
defied and expanded the higher we go;
^ by this means the Altitude of the At¬
mosphere
fed•

is not more
an ^ nc‘1’ t^'e f^ ePt,n Water
Feet, which is not half a Quarter of a Mile.
If to remedy this we make Use of a Tube 50
rej es long , which for Strength may be a Musket-Bar?4 t arid suppose the Air compressed into an ioodth
: , t °r \ an Inch ; then by saying, As 1 : 99 :: 400
Inches , or 3300 Feet ; even this is but little
teas t^ an half a Mile , or 2640 Feet . But since ’tis
jCablc to suppose the Cavities of the Sea bear some
tvlj] , rt’°n to the fnountainous Parts of Land , some of
hCeare^ more than three Miles above the Earth ’s Surto explore such great Depths , the Doc¬
'
tor therefore
ile ^?ttrlved a new Form for his Sea-Gage , or rather
Plate
li0]j e Gage -Tube in it, as follows. B C D F is a
x,xvm.
'vith'VMetalline Globe , communicating on the Top
oftJ a long Tube A B, whose Capacity is £ Part of that Fig. 6.
sbohe . On the lower Part , at D , it has also a
The h 'leDE , to stand in the Mercury and Treacle.
^ontaln ’d in this compound Gage -Tube is
CQHin
by the Water , as before ; but the Degree of
far Cej| re ®on, or Height to which the Treacle has been
fore P cannot here be seen through the Tube : There Bender Rod of Metal or
^or, !i° an*wer that End,
v, ‘
d>
W
up
Top
the
on
Knob
uQw>tha
h,
*o
,
- , must , be thrust
'‘T''
V
^ of the Tube AB , which will, receive the
of the Treacle , and strew it when taken .out.
Tube A B be 50 Inches long , and of such
"
a i>or'e the
lflch0ras l'nat every Inch in Length should be a cubic
toSeth J^' r’ an^ the Contents of the Globe and Tube
C°'ti Dr^r ^ 00 Cubic Inches ; then , when the Air is
S^ within ioodth Part of the Whole , it is
5
will not approach nearer than
^ Chec t£-le,
ee to
I) e ° u ^ ^ °P of the Tube , which will agr
this dJ ^ , of 3300 Feet of Water , as above. Twice
epth will compress the Air into half that Spa
nearly,
0Z4
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mosphere becomes indefinite , and ter# *"
nates in pure Æther, But
though we caP"
not affign the real Altitude of the Atm 0^
phere , it is certain from Observations af*c
E%f'
nearly, viz. 2 | Inches , which corresponds to
Feet , which is a Mile and a Quarter . Again, ^
that Space, or xj- Inch , will fliew double the fo r!A
Depth , viz. 13200 Feet , or two Miles and a ba ’
which is probably very nearly the greatest Depth of (
Sea.
,
Ts f<
16. A Gage of this Kind may be of very great ^j
in many other Cafes. Thus the prodigious Force
Compression arising from Freezing may be accuracy
tried : Let a Bomb of cast Iron six or eight Inches P' 1*,
meter, and about one Inch thick , besid ’d with W* 11
^
then if a small Gage of this Sort be made and six'u
a Stick , which is to be set upright in the Middle of fj
Bomb , so that the Gage Bottle may be in the ceU^q
Part ; and if then the Hole of the Bomb be fast fete"^
up , the Bomb covered over with a freezing
(which is made of equal Quantities of Salt and St 10
or pounded Ice ) in a little Time the Water will bc£[5
to freeze all round the Inside of the Bomb, and b/
Expansion will produce a greater Force upon the * ■
ter, and a greater Degree of Compression of the
of course, than by any other Means yet known : ^e(i
this may be continued till it shall burst the Bomb,
the Gage taken out of the globular Shell of Ice
Water will be frozen only on the Outside ) will
'•
the exact Quantity of this Force of Compression. e)
17. Doctor Halesthe
(
Author of this Contrh' 3^
actually made the Experiment , but not having
cured the Gage, it was broken to Pieces ; but fss'i
computing the Force necessary to burst an Iron
an Inch thick , it appeared that this Force was *b ° U
equal to 1340 Atmospheres, or the Pressure of 3^
But
times the Weight of 33. Feet of Water . 3J"~£
0'
Computation was made upon Supposition that the ^
hesion of cast Irpn is the fame with that of Iron - ^ ^ ut
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xPeriment , that 45 or 50 Miles is the
ttioft Height where the Density is sufficient

^ refi 'aci a Ray of Light ; and therefore
Air may he esteemed the Altitude of the
^en^lD^e De^

of Density.

SIX ).
Since
ki

'Uta .

^ | If: must be considerably
cotii 6bministied
'
to 1000 ;
its Ptesa’j jnto I000 times
LUra
l State , and must in

less,
and
less
that

so the Number 1340
then the Air mult be
Space than it had in
Cafe have been more

Cor£irnt^lan Water
V at ° n Air was

: For its Density then to that of
as 1000 to I ; whereas the Density of
jjj6r and Air are but as 860 to x.
"With
' Aster the same Manner may be tried the Force
dried Feas , Beans , &c. expand with MoiIfoj,’ wsien confined in a Bomb ; for it must be a very
Vessel indeed , since it has been found by Expe¬
ls jw tkey will burst a Gun - Barrel in swelling . In
a ner also the elastic Force of factitious Air ge’ft stf hom Bodies by Fermentation
may be estimated
°th er nice
and entertaining Manner : With many
'''ill rst bstgs of this Sort , which the ingenious Reader
re adil
st excogitate of himself.
\ la tid
1. The Density of the Air on one
Aq q ar>d the Rarity on the other , are both limited :
f ‘sensation
can reach so far as to cause a Penetraof p
‘M be arts ; the umost Limit , therefore , of Density,
jstLced * Perfect Pieman , or a given Quantity of Air
A>te . ' st 0 a Space absolutely full , or without any
pstp cb is a Degree of Density that has not been,
0 ably never will be, in the Power of Art to
letted n otsior
Hand , the Rarity of the Air cannot
ti°r ths 6,
but has its Limit from its Gravity :
' ebo
'- Rarefaction of the Air be still greater as
!ts .Spr- ance Lorn the Surface of the Earth increafeth,
yVi
\ 1jc,S at length will be so weaken ’d, that the force
'-bo Particles tend upwards from those next
below
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S I N c E the Gravity of the Air is so va>
rious , that at one time it will sustain a P'1'1'
lar of Mercury 31 Inches high , when ^
another it will raise it but to the Heigh *-0
28 Inch eS(

w

below them, will be less than the Force of Gravitfc
which they tend downwards.. The Rarefaction °‘ Q,
Air must therefore He bounded, where these two of?
site Forces come to balance each other.
3. Now though we cannot possibly define the
of the Atmosphere, yet we may still investigate 71^
much the Air is rarefied at any proposed Altitude $ j;
the Earth ’s Surface : For doing which , several
have been proposed; some of which are very tessi0^
and difficult to be understood. I shall here illustra^ p
Isaac’s Theorem for that Purpose, which is very c0lf tu
and plain . It requires only two different Densities ,
Air , at two given Altitudes above the Earth ’s Sun^ j,
to be known , and which we easily obtain by E^P
ment as follows.
,<0\
4. Take a Vial AEFB, fill ’d two Thirds se1'„
Water to C D ; in which let a long Tube I G i°so
at both Ends ) be immersed, and closely cemen te j
the Vial at A B, so that none of the included Ah
escape. This done, blow a little Air through ^
Tube into the Vial , which increasing the Spring 0
contained Air , will cause it to raise and support 2 p
lumn of Water in the Tube , to such a Height H , th*.^
Weight , together with that of a Column of Air
on its Surface H , is equivalent to the increased ^P1
of the confined Air.
5. The Vial and Tube thus prepared are to be
ried up
■ ~
“
to the Top of a Tower , Mountain , or sem6 st
Place ; and in . the Ascent, since the Column
(0
pressing on the Water at H is constantly shortens ^
its Force of Pressure will be diminished, Tlse-Wpii*
of the Air in the Vial will therefore keep the
,lCi>
of Water constantly rising in the Tube ; so that v
you have ascended the Height of about 72 f eet’t),F
Water in the Tube will have risen from H to E, /
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^ Inches, in the Barometer ; it follows
^ at may
take 294 Inches of Mercury
■,*e^ mean Altitude , and consequently its
e‘ght for the mean Weight of a Pillar of
the
Air
oth^ acef° one Inch ; and so in Proportion For any
if. Cr Altitude , as I have several Times found by tryS the Experiment.
IncK* r°m hence it appears, that the Altitude of one
or Water
is equivalent to the Altitude of 72 Feet,
Vit t Inches of Air ; and therefore the specific Grafrj I° Air is to that of Water as x to 864, or, as Sis
vityC^ as stated h , 860 . Now since the specific Gra~
for^ °/^ ater is to that of Mercury as x to 14, therehe_
specific Gravity of Air to that of Mercury will
'thsv* to 860X14 —12040 ; and since the Height of Merif y upported by the Air in the Barometer is 2,5 Feet 5
say’ As 1 : 12040 : : 2,5 : 2,5X12040 = 30100
cv tvsiich
’
would be the Height of the Air were it
ryM* re as dense as at the Earth , or about 5? Miles.
■ ut hnce the Air is not uniformly dense, we must
by
Height by another Method to be taught by and
I st the mean time, a the Air’s Density constantly
b enyases, we shall Ihew how to find the Ratio of its
t ^ y at any Altitude to that at the Earth ’s Surface.
VfjjjJ*bnce the Densities are as the compressing Force,
siir ’" s as the Altitude of the incumbent Column of
*<to and since the Weight of Mercury is to Water as
liiHf^ it is plain that the Air which supports a CoMercury 2,33 Feet , will sustain a Column of
i^r^ f *0 t'le Height of 33 Feet . The Density on the
8, f ^ rface then is as 33.
Air i/° a*n it
» is evident, since 860 Feet Altitude of
eSUal in Weight to 1 of Water , therefore at the
. °f 860 Feet above the Earth , the Air (conti**
t^le i"ame State ) would sustain only 32 Feet of
"ty Qy‘ At the Height therefore of 860 Feet , the Dem*
c 9*H ^ ‘r ‘Sas 32Qiinj
the Density at airy other Altitude is easily
at>ds? y
Hyperbola /a i b, and its Asymptotes SF
the Centre of the Earth , and A its Sur**
Vq, rl etl the
Earth ’s Semidiameter S A 22 4000
0t-Hi
L
Miles

14-6
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Air of the same Base. But a Column
Mercury whose Base is one Square Inch, any
Altitude 297 , weighs about 15 Ib. which 15
equal to the Pressure of Air on eves/
Square Inch ; and therefore upon eves/

Squas*
Plate
XXVIII.
Fig . 7.

Miles neatly , of 21120000 Feet . Take A B s
Feet , and let the Density of the Air he required for afv
other Height , as AC — 7 Miles , or 36960 Feet . K
the Points , A , B , C , erect the Perpendiculars A
B I, C K, which let be made proportional to theDeI\
Pities of the Air in the Points A , B , C ; that is,
AH : B I : : 33 : 32 , and AH : C K :: 33
from the Points H , I , let fall the Perpendiculars Hf> 1j
10 . Then putting 8A —A «— 8B —s, 8C — ^
then A^

SB : SA : : Aa : Rb — thus
— ;
Cc
a
T, ,
ar — rr
, ,
_
brB b—, and Act — Li = -

And pus 1

«
33 : 32 :: AH : BI . Then by the Nature of
th”1
Hyperbola , we have the Area thiu as the Logan'
of

and the Area thkw

as the Logarithm of

the Area thi u \ th kw ' \ L
Coroll. to

Prop. XXII

t hi u : t h kw A
::

.

>°

. Lib. 2 . of the Principia)
aB
— /> A ct ■ "

b— r
b
a ' b '
11 . Now , because a —r AB
—

(b1

But

: L.

it >b'
*■ff

b r-

860
AC

— 36960 , we have

: 860 , and b —'

21120000

36960_

_: '

' 2115696°
mr

._„ nO>

L . — : L . — ; whence we have L.
n
x
x
a, 573 ^
therefore L an —
0,573190 ; whence
0,57319 ° — Li-x 0,945324
—
, the Number aniw
1
to which is 8,817 — x— C K , the Density requ > ^
Or, .the Density at A is to the Density at C as A
CK , or as 33 to 8,817 , which is nearly as 4 to *•
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wiU be 2160 lb. \ and

1^ 1. Square

Feet for

the

alSur-

^ Ce of the Body of a middle - sized Man , it
E sustain a Pressure of 31320 Pounds,
or
tljj jt f r°m the Nature of the Hyperbola it is plain,
grcfr en“ l'ies
», x , must
be in a geometric Prolefgh
But to (hew these Things more generally:
7 ". = x be a variable Distance , and its Fluxion
5 let the Density CK
the compressing
Vitya lri the Altitude C as v, and the Power of Grabe tj. S£ Then will the specisic Gravity of the Air
Q se
gy ; for it will be as the Density y when
sienJ ^ ty g is given , and as the Gravity when the
ls given : and when neither is given , it will be
? 0lI 'tly as both.
“ince the whole ^Weight or Pressure of a Column
any h,
IjpmGgeneous Fluid , of a uniform Density , is as
;
\ J.
Gravity multiplied by its Magnitude , (byAt'ft*
Qr av- ■ to .) and if the Base be the fame as the said
U^ i y multiplied by the Altitude , and therefore its
ste
^ e ^P ec^ c Gravity multiplied by the Fluxion
^
tft^ tude therefore
’
we have gy x i = — - >, bejr £ ^ e density of the Air thro ’ the very small Spaed
J*
“e look ’d upon as uniform ; and since the Press
‘‘'it ^ teassz as the Altitude x increases , therefore it i,
the Fluxion of it negative , viz. —- <i>.
st the
Gravity g be as Xm
—, and the Density y as
y\\
th,

WCrn of the compressing Force v , viz . if y u: - ",

before .

~ , by taking the Fluxions we havd

I >
-"-j.

tion

lSyx:

It

In the Place of g and i in the Equav, let their Values be substituted , and we

I

7'
st . If We

put n— 1, that is, if the Density be as tnd

C°Veir inS for
ce, we have —

Now ,

since'
any
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or 14 cTons, when the Air is of a
Gravity .
This prodigious Force wE
crust1
any Quantities
x-^ a, 4 # -2a, x-\ -$a, in arithn^ 1'
eal Progreslion, have all their Fluxions equal and 1
fame, viz. x ,• therefore if any Quantities —— be ^
*“ffi- - T)ct
1
ken in such a Progreslion, their Fluxions -y"
or

- —i

will

be all the (ame or constant ;

'■

—

±:

(q (C

th^ e

i ; consequently J : 7, that is, the

ions of the Densities are as the Densities themfe^js
which therefore are in Geometrical Progreslion, "
manifest from the Doctrine of Fluxions.
fur
16. If in the fame Hypothesis you put m—i, s'°
pose the Gravity to be every where uniform, or glV
'then
—
If now we take '—- constant, or
x
Jf
: x, then will the Distances x be in Geometrical Pr°S
,

y

■.

non ; and in that Cafe also we have — — 1, or /
y
top
whence also the Densities/are in Geometrical Progt ei
1—
17. The Fluent of the above Equation — _y " 3

n

US
"'
--1 Jfi—1®4Qj aconstantQl13
x”> 1S 1 —n ^
tity . Here, ’tiS plain, it cannot he n 0— , f°r
1
„]tf
y 0 — Infinite ; nor can m~ l, because then i£
be x1—”‘x° zi 1, and so the Density y would h" f0!
where the same, or constant ; neither can n
1’

JZ2

I

cQj

then y “ = y 11— 0. To determine the Value J 0
we must first define the Altitude SF, where the V qJ/
vanishes, or/ —s, and call it «= SF ; then weh ave
m— x

a i —m . an d hence

tn-
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Cr

ush us into a very small Compass, were it
that it is equal on every Part , and coun¬

terbalanced
'V‘leretis’

plain - -

? ought to be a positive Number,

i

jsss than Unity , that while the Distances * increase,
e Densities y may decrease.
bep ^ the Altitude at which the Density y vanishes
‘uPposed infinitp, then Q^= s, and the Equation is

y” i—
—
i *7 \

—#

7)1—I

m,

For if in the Equation (Art-.

.

a x— **

and x — Infinite, then -m—i

^ er efore2-

—. -

771-1

771-X

, and so a ~
.

xz=

.

m—i — o;
Infinite, con' '

ry to Supposition.
cf 19« If now the Gravity be reciprocally as the Squares
1Distance
, or m =; 2, we have the Equation
-

n

yn ~

i

j

7)i— I

——"

^ —« become y
I—n

i

zz >-*j
x

p estcey will be reciprocally as xr-—1, which is a general
for any Hypothesis of the Ratio of the comCo ®ng Power and Density. Thus , if you suppose the
sl> re fling Force in the duplicate Ratio of the Dentfiat is, f ; v, theny = c»f , and »= §•, and therefore

ft

==

r , whence y will be reciprocally as x,

Ceafi those Cases of Scholium to Prop. XXII . Lib. I,
e ^ r indpia are derived, and any others at Pleasure,
it jS° - The Density of the Air decreasing indefinitely,
AtmeV
s dent tfiere is no certain Limit or Boundary of the
orsphere
^
, which gradually rarefies into pure Æther,
bffpA*0’ as' ^ s often called. But since-one principal
the p °Ct^le Air is the Refraction of Lights •and since
of ;naxl lc^es of Light are the smallest Bodies we know
6fwVi^ ature, ’tis reasonable there to fix the Boundary
nat we may properly call Air, in the Altitude where
Of J!

L t

4

i -50
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terbalanced by the equal Re- action of
Spring of the Air within us (XC).
fllS

Plate
XXIX.
Fig . 2.

it begins to have the Power of producing this least
sect in Nature, viz. the refractinga Ray of Light.
21. To discover this Altitude of the Air, we havS
the following Method. Let ADF be the Surface of th®
Earth, S the Sun below the Horizon, S B a Ray 0
Light touching the Earth ; which is reflected by a P®r''
ticle of Air, in the highest Part at B, in the tioriz0*^
tal Line BA to a Spectator at A. The Angle SBv
is the Depression of the Sun below the Horizon in th**
Cafe, which, because it is at the Moment Twilig’5
ends, is known from Observation to be about 18 D®'
grees. But because BA is also a Tangent, the Angj?
ACD — SBN — i8 Degrees; and the Angle A ^ B
— \ A C D = 9 Degrees; which would be true, did th®
Ray SB pass through the Atmosphere without Refracts*
but because it does not, but is refracted or bent towat®
5
H , the Angle A C B must be diminished by the horiz oir
tal Refraction, which is about half a Degree ; w’neIlCe
the Angle ALB — 8° 30'.
22. Therefore in the right- angled Triangle A ^ 5^
we have all the Angles given, and one Side, {viz- A ^
r= 4000 Miles, or the Semidiameter of the Earth)
find the Side BC, thus,
As the Sine ABC — 8i ° 30' — 9.995203
Is to the Side A C — 4000 — 3. 602060
So is Radius
90° — xo. oooooO
To the Side BC = 4044 ! — 3.606857
wherefore BC—HC —HB —44 ^ Miles, the Height
the Atmosphere required.
(XC ) 1. Since a cubic Inch of Mercury weighs ^7
nicely 8,1 oz. Avcrdupois
, a Pillar of Mercury, vvh°
Base is one square Inch, and
Ib. 0%.

1r

14
. 37

Altitude < 29s >Inches, will weigh v 14 15 ? set 1'
^3 * **
ixJ
15 13
2. So that the Air, at a mean Gravity, is equival eI1
j
to the Pressure of 15 ib. upon every square Inch;
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^HE Weight of the Air is proved by a
§reat Variety of curious Experiments , the
principal of which here follow.
(i .) By
upon every square Foot it will be equal to 2x60
^ a^d 2160 X 14,5 — 31320 Ib. or 14 Tons nearly,
\yx^ eight or Pressure sustain’d by a middlc-siz’d Man.
Air is lightest, this Pressure is 13J Tons;
3 the
j Mien heaviest, it is 141s Tons , the Difference is
c’* Ton , — 2464 Ib. the Weight with which we are
‘“Ptess’d more at one Time than another.
^ ' This great Difference of Pressure must greatly affC(
. Us in regard to the animal Functions , and conseftaently in respect to our Health . If a Person, for InaH^rnatical, he will find his Disorder ini e with the Levity of the Air ; for since a pure,
elastic Air, which is very heavy, is only capable
ig/uftend his Lungs in Respiration , when the Air is
]J ^ mpmss’d by its diminifh’d Weight , it will have
the
^ s Elasticity, and so be less capable of expandingDifthe Valetudinarian will therefore find his
ty of Breathing increase in Proportion.
Again, the Reason why we think the Air lightest:
the ^ Eather, when it is really heaviest, is because
5ri d^ eatest Pressure constringes and braces the Fibres
]W serves , and brings them to a due Tone , by which
W* 118 the Blood- Vessels act with their full Power
t0 Natural Vigour ; hence a proper Velocity is given
Qj^sl6 Fluids , and a greater Momentum to overcome
hti ru^ '° ns in the Capillaries ; thus by a brisk Circuf the Fluids , and a due Compression of the Solids0fl°
ud ourselves firm and well, alert and light , and
ther fV£^
fancy the Air is so.
E
lefpgj Whereas , on the contrary , when this Pressure is
CojA~ by near 2500 Ib, the Fibres are relax’d, the
Q[ rcr I 'T Force of the Vessels diminished, a languid
pen Uat '° n ensues, Obstructions , Viscidities, &c. hapaad>an^ Produce Agues, Fevers, Aches, Cc . in some;
bea a^>a Sort of Indolence or gloomy Inactivity , and
therefore we imagine that it results
fr 0tJ)and ;
6 If 6 heaviness of the Air, when it isjust the contrary.
*st be required to find the Weight of the whole At-

^hercfore

L 4

mofphere
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(i .) By

actually

weighing

it

in a nlC*

Balance ; where we stiall see that one GaHoJi
of Air will weigh a Dram very nearly*
(a .) By filling a Glass Tube with Mercury*
and inverting it in a Bason of the sac1®
Fluid , where it will appear that , a Coluiu®
will be supported in the Tube by the
Wdght or Pressure of the Air , to upward
the Height of 28 Inches . (3.) By taking
the Air off from the Surface of the Quick"
silver in the Gage of the Air- Pump , which
then immediately rises by the Pressure
the external Air . (4.) By exhausting a
Receive1"
mofphere on the Earth ’s Surface, we may proceed thus Suppose the Earth ’s Diameter in round Numbers 8°0<?
Miles , the Area of a great Circle will he 8000 X 8C°^
X 0,7854

slate
XXIX.

Dg *3-

= 50266400

square

, which multiply
by 4, gives 20x065600 square Miles
Miles for the Surface 0
the Earth ; but because we took the Diameters li £t .
too large, we may take 200,000,000 for the NuM^
of square Miles in the Earth ’s Surface ; in one fq u3r
Mile are ( 5280X5280 =:) 27878400 square Feet, there7
fore on the Earth ’s Surface we have 557
56800000OOO
0
square Feet , which multiplied by 2160 (the Pressure oi>
each square Foot , Art. 2.) gives
Ib. for the whole Pressure. N .120434688000000000^
B. Since 2240 Ib. »’a'.
a Ton , the Pressure2160 !b. upon a square Foot , 1*vel7
near a Ton Weight ,
7. I shall now present the Reader with a SoIutioUA^
a very curious Problem, viz . To find the Thickness\ P
of an hollow Ball or Globe F D M E, made of any
Metals
whose specific
. Gravity is known) such tbed *
Jhall jwim immersed in Part or wholly in any hotnogent
0
Fluid, whofo specific Gravity is also known. Let A B
the Surface of the Fluid , and let the Globe F D E
therein , immersed to the Depth LM , and let the fp eCl
Gravity of the Metal be to that of the Liquor as 1 co * ■
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.

Reiver placed over the Hole of the Brass
j^ ate on
the Pump , which will then be
fast on by the Pressure of the incumAir. Or , (5.) More demonstratively
Exhausting a small Receiver under one
ar Ser,
an(j letting in the Air at once
it ; which will then be fasten5d to.
Hate as before, though not placed over
^ Hole. (6.) By placing the Hand on
^ , open Receiver , and exhausting , the
^
of the Air on the Hand will be exv ^ ely sensible. (7.) By placing a plain
^. e of Glass on the said open Receiver,
lch> when the Air is a little exhausted,
will
putting the Diameter FM —D , HN —</,
“ '* >We have the spherical Shell equal to the Sphere
■
; also the
■Sphere HIK , that is,
6
^ silent of t}je Liquor DME , is .^%D
* — 3d i and, in
^se 0r
atl Equilibrium between these Quantities , we have
* D xz fix 3
. 6 ' :— : : n 1: . Whence we thai!
,^ 2 D
3D
a u ~ i£ )x*n— 2nx3; and thence D 3—
t^7
, . 2 nx 3,
—
or D 1—7x nA- - — — dl ; whence
D
r~
D —d
2 nx 1
Therefore
%-p
, JV/D*~ 3#*a D
1 hi.
9. j^ ne ss of the Shell required,
^1
vVe Oppose the Body to swim in the Fluid
then * = D , and d - ^/jFx
^ow admit FDE be a Sphere of Copper
' ss Wh lf" Hiameter, and that the Fluid Medium be
° le specific Weight to that of Copper is as I to
8,6q
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will be broke into Pieces by the Weight 0
the Air . (8.) A Bladder tied over ^
fame Glass will be broke in the fame
ner . (9.) the Air exhausted from a ^
Bottle under a Receiver , and then fuddeu;
let in, will , by its Weight , instantly red^
it to very small Pieces. (10.) A Bottle br°^
by the fame means another Way . (11.)
putting a Piece of Wood under QuickC
in the Receiver, and then exhausting .
Air , and letting it in again , it will by 1
Weight force the Quicksilver into the P°r,
of the Wood , and very sensibly increase l,
Weight . (12.) The exhausted Brass
spheres prove not only the prodigy
Weight of the Air , but also the QuaU^
thereof very exactly , (t z.) By exhaust1
Glass Bubbles swimming in Water , and
ing the Air in again , it will force the
.
into the Bubbles, and make them **
t T A1

1

-7—, and therefore

860X9 = 7640 ; hence n
~ I-

-d— —
764 o

*

7640
■and because D =

764 °

10

Feet , °{

1!

^

Inches, therefore 120

™ = d zz 110,09 %>3

n ,

-

- 6,004 = FH , the Thickness of the Met3
2

_

_

,

quisite for the Globe to swim in Air.
. eceS
xo. But in order to this, one Thing more is fli*
fary, viz. that the Concavity of the Globe be a Pu^Q\ofj
sr Vacuum : for if it be filled with Air only , d 16 ^

5
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j*4-). The Syringe with its Weight defcendln V2cuo, and ascending again upon the
^ fission of Air , does very prettily prove
ne Prejsure of the Air, and the Rationale of
yring es j n g eneral (XGI).
That
Milr
_
,
-niC ’n the Air, be it ever so thin ; because in that
Aitmust
“
be heavier than an equal Bulk or Globe of
4s cuce
,"
we see how impossible a Thing is that
fytj
r favigatlon, which Franciscus de Lanh and other
\l Je-Mongers have amused us with , before true
tul^ Phy appeared to deliver us from those vain SpenS’ an<^ ^"ru ^^e^s Attempts that may be grounded
h/I.
I shall here give the Rationale of the seve¬
re,, æn °mena of the Experiments on the Air -Pump , as
$Ujjj
f shewn in the Order of my Lectures on this
The first of which is, to shew the absolute
\f
6f the Air by weighing it in a Balanceof
;
which
l )(^ e already
given an Account in Annotation
2.
EXPERIMENT
II.
^
jC\ . J. X-J A.V. J- XVXXUIN x
XX.
If the
second is, fixing a small Receiver on the Plate
lr -pump, by exhausting the Air out os it. The
“\V
*L
\v a. °f which is, that the Pressure of the Air acts
cHla
rj ° ne on the Outside of the Glass, and perpendi^Ualf °n hs Top , and presses it down with a Force
^es j^0 1° many Times 15 Ib. as there are square In^
Top of the Glass, or in the largest horizon>ipoli° nof it- The Spring of the Air , ( which is always
to the Pressure) being now taken away from
j 'hfep ae Receiver
, will leave it to sustain the
, 0|,ce of Pressure, which will therefore fix it fast
t0ePlate.
^

>,z. -p.

EXPERIMENT III.

%e ^ he Third Exp eriment fixes the Glass firmly on the
, “is .. . - beforef over the Hale, but on one Side of it.
cr°ne, to undeceive People in regard to the commo

W,° US Notion of a Suction, which they su PP°*
th? A
ng w'thm -side of the Glass that draws tt do
A*r passes out though the Hole. But when th y

as
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That Water rises in Pumps, Syph°n!l
and all kinds of Water Engines, by

M

fee the Glass placed on one Side the Hole under a ^
ceiver, and that as the Air is drawn out of the
ver it will by its Spring all escape from under the C
at the same tjime, and then when the Air is let into
Receiver all at once, it falls on the little Glass, and h ^
it down in such Manner that it is plainly seen to »*
into the Leather upon the Plate ; I say, when all, th**(

seen and considered, it entirely eradicates that vU^
Error , and sets the Truth in a clear Light,
IV.
EXPERIMENT
4. The Fourth Experiment fixes a Person’s
is done by the D
the Top of an open Receiver. This
sure of the Air on the Top or Back of the Hand , ^ ^
the Spring of the Air is wanting within the Recei',er{()
counter -acl it . This great Pressure is very fen
the Hand , though pot hurtful ; and the Skin and f
is visibly pressed down between the Metacarpal B0?^
The Spring of the Air in the bland at the fame ^
exerts .itself, by extending the Skin and Flesh °y. j ff
Part of the Hand on the Glass as far down as P° ^ ji'
by which means the Blood flows thither in great
tity , as in Cupping , and makes the Part look very ^
If the Area of the Top of the Receiver be 4
Inches , the Hand will be pressed or kept on by a W B
equal to 60 Ib.
,/
V .
EXPERIMENT
5. The Fifth Experiment is fixing the Brass Hetrujff^
together by the Pressure of the external Air , in suchfj■ -jjis
ner as to require two strong Men to pull them asunder■
is done by exhausting the Air from their Cavity’ (o
thereby taken away the Spring, leaving the Pre** 4
act alone. If the Diameter of the Hemispheres
Inches , the Area will be 12,556 Square Inches,
rpultiplied by 15 gives 188,3 Ib. by which they aTe
pressed together,
F
VI .
EXPERIMENT
6. The Sixth Experiment stews the Spring °sJr lltef l,>
throwing the Air out.of a Glafs- Bubble through there jjf,
vjbich it is placed, in Form of large round Bubbles°J fsst
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the Air only , is made evident by
faj(j Pressure (in the exhausted
off
Receiver)

Assure of

*Th '

•

by taking the Pressure of the Air off the
tb£ Water in the Jar under the Receiver ;
to Dy that means the Spring of the Air having nothing
theAUnter- act or confine it, will exert itself, and cause
of ,r to escape out of the Bubble, and from all Parts
*T0 e Water , in very small Globules rising up to the
is j ’ whence, by the way, it will appear, that Water
by/ ery porous Body, and all its Interstices posiessed
or n !\ which is now expanded into visible Volumes
°oules, and seen to make its Escape.
Vil.
EXPERIMENT
7T
Seventh Experiment is but a Part of the former,
that upon letting the Air again into the Receiver,
frp S°n the Surface of the heater, and by that means comt^>e whole Body of Water, and drives Part of it into
fir acuated Glafs- Bubhle, which then becomes heavier than
little^5 ? nd fab * t0 de Bottom. As there is but very
'A-ir left in the Bubble, its Spring will be very
' and so will yield to the Force of the external Air
the Water , and therefore will give the
hav ^ rtl htance till it becomes so far compressed as
that wt-3P^ r‘ng equal to that of the outward Air, or to
was in the Bubble at first. Its Density will
b'
\ wif t'le ^ ame kihb 5 and its Bulk , compared with
of the Bubble, will (hew what Part of
^
lbe tyL°^eulk
°le Quantity of Air remained after Exhaustion.
VIII.
EXPERIMENT
8. t
Macej . Eighth Experiment Jhews, that the fame Bubble,
fin, u ffh its Neck upona hollow Glass over a small Ba\kant - er the Receiver, upon exhausting the Air theJmall
°f Air in the Bubble will again expand itself
^>1(1
Pressure of the Air,
Hicjj1?* out all the Water. The
Bubble, being now
the
in
Water
the
kept
ore
e^
(jdcen
hnbbjg Way’ the Spring of the Air in the Crown of the
Water ^ dually exerts itself, and at last expels all the
that
it tP ea p Lpure, beFrom ofthis
cf*
Air is equal to
the Experiment
the Spring
-. 2 the Spring drives out all the a
*Use forced into the Bubble,
*S^

CC
3,id K

>re

one

r 57

i 5B
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Receiver ) from a Bason of Mercury,
then will not rise in the Pipe of the 8yri§5
ol>
k). The

EXPERIMENT
Experiment is the

Ninth

IX .

*

Expulsion of the

of an Egg through a small Hole in the little End !>f ■
Spring of the Air contained in the great End of the Awj
While the Egg is new and good, these is always a 1A
1
Quantity of Air contained in the great End between J?
Shell and the Skin or Putamen, which , upon taking
the Pressure of the Air from the Hole, will expand i® u
and drive out the White and Yolk through the said t*
in the little End.

EXPERIMENT

X .

m

io . The Tenth Experiment Jhews, that when h^fah
Shell of the Egg thus emptied is taken off, the said E
of Air will , upon Exhaustion , fe expand itself by its ^reJ
as to raise up the Skin of the Egg , and throw it Ai .js
out as to make the Resemblance of the entire Egg .
$

will happen only when the Egg is quite new ; f°r
the Egg
- grows stale, the Air will loss its Spring
bYn i*
- .
grees, and the Egg will become putrid or addle. *. ^
observed by Naturalists , that this included Bubble of
is absolutely necessary for the Production and
Matu-r^ ,
of the Chick , which is effected by the Warmth and*
mentation occasioned by the constant Incubation of thef1
EXPERIMENT
XI .
g
II .The Eleventh
Experiment is toJhew the great
st

K

of Air contained in all solid Bodies. For when a Pi eCP
Brass, Iron , Stone, (Ac. is put into the Water of £ J*
under the Receiver, and the Air drawn out , the Sps’*
of the Air contained in the Pores of those solid B0'diQ
A
will , by expanding the Particles , cause them to aPPf ii

on the Surface in numberless Globules , and cX^' of
curious Spectacle to the Eye , like the pearly Dp0°„eA
Dew on the Piles of Grafs ; all which suddenly d»aP”
by letting the Air in again.
EXPERIMENT
XII .
,
12. The Twelfth Experiment stews, that a Piete ^fCfe

•with a Weight added to it , to make it just fmk in the jf ^
will be raised to the Top, or made to swim , by exhaiif !fe((><p
Air. For
the 1Bubbles of Air which are expands
^
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drawing up the Piston, as it will in the

°PenAir.

The
,ts

Pn

ilS

®! adhering
to its Surface, render it lighter
'/*ater, in which Cafe it must necessarily rife to the
" °r swim.
,
EXPERIMENT
XIII.
p he Thirteenth Experiment shews, that Glafs-Images
% u°yles, which fink in Water, will, on exhaujling
rtf e t0 ^ ie
an^ s wim'
Eor the Bodies
W' 5t
.e®rmages, c5r. being hollow, are filled so far with
^ vit kS-t0 make them just sink ; and the rest of the
t^ peing possessed of Air, this Air will , upon taking
itiv* ”re Aure of the external Air , exert its Spring , and
JHctj j| ut the Water from the Images and Bubbles ; they
t w C° me hghter than the Water , and rife to the
^ en the Air is let in again, the Water re-enters
0<stes, and they sink down again.
EXPERIMENT
XIV.
Vt
Fourteenth Experiment jheivs that a Bladder
S Of
Implied
and funk
a rrWeight
to ujs
the Batr
U of Air , unu
J t*n'K ’with
WUtJ U
cigut
t-u
hP qm ^ ar f° PFater, with up on Exhaustion, rife to the
The Reason of which is, that when the
0^ the external Air is taken off, the Spring of
°its ^ closed Air will dilate and expand the Bladder
1? its p ^ nlk ; and then the Quantity of Water equal
w*ll he heavier than the Weight and
V dj 5and so will buoy them up to the Top,
s to the Laws of Hydrostatics, which fee.
It
EXPERIMENT
XV.
r he
i ••<rge e. Fifteenth Experiment raises Beer or Ale into
P^ea(l or Froth to the Top of the far. This
•°r tvhe 011 ac count of the great Tenacity of the Fluid ;
thep *tile Pressure of the Air is taken off, the Air
l>art®er expands itself into large Globules , to which
" 0QC’es of Beer adhering on every Side render
S h>he:
5it ^ irheavy to rife from the Surface, and fly away
Werer' 1 be Bubbles of Air being thus raised are,
(Y'veo ’ eongl urinated or stuck together by the ad,klrUltijj
,
tiv
_ thus rife in great
htitu^3ty'
the Liquor
; and
5flsjQ £s’ the upper Part being raised and sustained by
r sthqn of that below. When the Ajr is let in,

the
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The Spring of the Air is demonst^
by various Experiments: As, (i .) By 1 {
. ^

the Air -Bubbles contract , subside, and retire with' 1*-^
Pores of the Fluid . In the fame Manner Soap-^ a
Yeast, £sY. will rife in a Head.
EXPERIMENT
XVI .
f>
16.The Sixteenth Experi ment is exhibiting tkePhœf pi
ef Boiling Water in the exhaujled Receiver. To
this Pj
the Water must be as hot as the Finger can wct' Vft
when put under the Receiver. Upon exhausting ^
Air -Bubbles will be seen to rife very soon, and
(i
very small ; they soon appear bigger, and at last .jC
large, and rife with such Rapidity , as greatly to
ft
the Water , and cause it to appear in all the Circum# 3..^
of Boiling ; which Agitation of the Water will coH 11'jif !
till the Air be let in again, and then it will cease,
all will be quiet and still as at first. Some People *^e,
gine the Water grows hotter by boiling under the ^
reiver , as it does over the Fire ; not considering
Water boils only by the great Expansion and R^ ft
tion of the Air it contains, from whatever Cause ^Jft
ceeds, as from the Heat of Fire , from taking
Pressure of the Atmosphere by the Air -Pump , ^ '
EXPERIMENT
XVII.
17. The Seventeenth Experiment stews, that
Apple will be plums d out, and made to look fatfi -Sft
the exhaujled Receiver. The
Reason of which
Expansion of the Air in the Substance of the APJ
when the Pressure is taken off from its Surfa ce’ ft
though some Parts of the Skin be pervious to
eluded Air , (as appears by the little Streams rising ft
the Pores of the Apple placed in Water)
greatest Part of the Surface is not, and will not ^ cf
fore suffer the Air to pass out, but will yield
,1«
pand to its utmost Dimensions, (and sometim eS^
on which all the Wrinkles disappear, and t^e je[i'1'
puts on a youthful Face, till the Air be.again ftf
when it instantly returns to its former State o*
and fhrivel’d Countenance .
,
EXPERIMENT
XVIII .
u//f
18. The
Eighteenth Experiment exhibits the
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Expansion
of a small Quantity of
in an emptied Bladder , when the Air
is

reat
lr

stt/f rance B
f -Air rising from all Parts of a vegetable
Va/ ance Very copi°usy through the Water in Vacuo. For
P re fl"ure ot the incumbent Air is taken off,
f>i “Pting of the Air contain ’d in the Air -Veffels of
tQ1}ts> will, by expanding the Particles , cause them
f0r rise from the Orifices of all the Vessels, and that
j>rea ^°ng Time together , by which is shewn what a
jJuhst Quantity of Air is contained in all vegetable
Side nces ’ anc^ fince n *s f een to come out of the
y>ejjS 0r all over the Surface of a Piece of Stick , as
P - from its transverse Sections, it is a convincing
'K _ ^ at the Texture of the Stems of Plants anc
h,•Oi1, 3c°nfifi of Vessels in a longitudinal and also in an
°ntal Position.
<v
EXPERIMENT
XIX.
'Vcl'Nineteenth Experiment Jhews the Method of
apj ln£ a vegetable Subsance with Quicksilver. Thus if
knifeCe Stick
be cut even at each End with a Pen¬
ilee Air
A’. ar*d immersed in Mercury , upon pumping out
from the Receiver it will at the fame Time
'■he .
tw ° ut of the Pores of the Wood through the Mer^ as will be visible at each End . When the Air is
a0df a§ain, it falls on the Surface of the Mercury,
\ e0r<es it into the Pores of the Wood to possess the
Vj i of Air . When the Wood is taken out and
”efoje ,"
will be found several times heavier than
si ave changed its Colour , being now of
the q h Hue all over ; and if split or cut transversely,
IC^ l' ver will be seen glittering in all its Pores,
hr °Ogh every Part .
.
■
,.*0,
.< 0< T EXPERIMENT
XX.
C Bfider i twentieth Experiment is the breaking of a
eti g(j y ^ e Weight of the Air. For if the Bladder
^ aa st' 3Ver ° neod
^
of an open Receiver, as the Air is
a PresT^ t’^'e Springwill be weakened, and give way to
i 2^
ladd ^
t^e' '^ r orL ^ ie Bladder ,
which Cafe
6ni Cej ^r will put on a concave Figure , which will
V0j ^ ffherical ; and this will continue increasing,
UM
till
I

i6t
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is taken ofF ffom the external Parts in
Receiver . (2 .) By the Extrusion of a Flu1
till the Strength of the Bladder be overcome by
Pressure, when it will break with a very great Rep° rt'
EXPERIMENT
XXI .
. ,
21. The Twenty-first Experiment is the breaks
Glafs- Bottle by the Pressure of the Air. For

this Purp0

the Bottle ought to be of a square Form , and not y
lindrical or globular ; it should also not be very th>c
if small. Then the Bottle is fcrew’d on to the
in the Plate of the Pump , and the Air drawn out; ^
this means the Bottle sustains the Pressure from with0 ’
so long as its Strength will permit ; then the
yield, and the Bottle is instantly reduced into very Æ®
3
Pieces*
EXPERIMENT
XXII .
u
22 . The Twenty-second Experiment breaksa Bott‘
' l
the Spring of the Air. For

the Mouth of the Bottle ^

ing securely sealed up, so that no Air from within c ^
escape, it is put under the Receiver ; and as the
drawn off from its Surface, the Spring of the Aif.^jy
eluded will take place, and act more and more fot c>Q,
against the Sides of the Glass, which having nbv^
thing but its own Strength to defend it, as soon as *f(t
is overcome the Parts give way, and the Glass is 0
in Pieces.
EXPERIMENT
XXIII
23. The Twenty- third Experiment is

to

. ,
t$
JheW, t"aJ

Bladder being emptied of its Air , all to a very littlh "fy
then suspended in the Receiver, the little Portion °f ‘hst
•will expand itself in such manner upon Exhaustion, ^ J
last it will distend and fill out the Bladder to its uLsy
Bulk , and make it appear as one full - blown. The
p

son of which is apparent from what has been f° 0
repeated above ; as also, of its contracting again ^
the Air is.let in.
EXPERIMENT
XXIV .
. tjjt
24 . The Twenty-fourth Experiment Jhews, thatu°>
Syringe will descend from the suspended Piston in
when the Hole at Bottom is stopped, and a small jf "st
added to overcome the Friction. If the Hole be n0*‘

Pn
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t>ut
^

° f a Glass Bubble , by the Expansion
the Bubble of Air contained therein.
(3-) b 7
theI

°Pen Air, and the Piston drawn up, it will be
Air . \ ky the Pressure of the incumbent Column of
but in Vacuo, where this Air is taken away, the
hjig ®ay freely rife ; or, which is all one, the Symay descend; as it will, if a small Weight be
^. to. overcome the Friction of the Piston.
When
hyrij, lr ls kt in again, it will be seen to push up the
Se Upon the Piston again.
js
EXPERIMENT
XXV.
’Yfj\n he
^ Twenty-ssth Experiment Jhews, that Water
“ Ufnps, and Quicksilver in the Barometer, by the
’jj*tor?i°f
-Air only. For a Glass T ube being screwed
!■ Al 116 above -mentioned Syringe, and immersed in
Crcury in the open Air, if the Piston be then
?'%eUP» it will attenuate the Air contained in the Glass
“yn ? by giving it a greater Space to expand in, and
e seans
^
lessen its Spring. The Pressure then of
rn.al Air will raise so much Mercury into the ‘
l^ Sled* ^ oight added to that of the Spring of the
.' “twoA* 1"is an equipollent Force , and then an Equi¬
ps the ensue
: But if the Mercury be placed unjf^ ttic^ hausted Receiver, and the Piston lifted up , no
5 then

be seen to rise ; which plainly shews

^y , ej viz. the Air ’s Pressure is in that Cafe taken

. *6. T

EXPERIMENT
XXVI.
Twenty-sixth Experiment Jhews, that the
\s >by . -dtr has a Force equal to the Pressure of the
Y^ Ube°'^ '
Quicksilver to the same Height. For
t^ AoeaP,° en at both Ends be cemented into a Glass
C
hlled with Quicksilver, and placed under
ted Receiver, as the Air is gradually ext? Pube kW^l ^ee the Mercury rife from the Vial into
vAd a : a ° Ve the Pump , by the Spring of the in1J
to the samp ."
no If- ie in til . s ^-nrrt * 'T *ntlF!
tf 0\y by
to the fame Height as it is in the Gage -Tube
fy Ae Jrj , e Pressure, and that during the whole Time
Qu an.. P° n" And
this will always happen, let
tty of Air in the Vial be ever so small, or
what
M 2
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(3.) By the Expulsion of the White aIjifl
Yolk of an Egg through a small Hol e
what it will ; the Phænomenon depending not UP
the Quantity , but the Strength of the Spring.
EXPERIMENT
XXVII.
27. The Twenty-feventh Experiment Jhews the*^
thod of making an artificial Fountain in Vacuo,
Air’s Pressure. For this Purpose a very tall Glass yf
is hermetically closed on the Top , and at Botto^ l
means of a Brass Cap screwed on to a Stop-Cock? ^
that to the Plate of the Pump ; then , when all th®{j,(
is exhausted, the Cock is turned , and taken
Plate , and immersed in Mercury or Water : ^ 0 s
upon turning the Cock again, the Fluid by the P,e
of the Air will be seen very beautifully to play ^
the Tube in the Form of a Fountain.
EXPERIMENT
XXVIII .
£
28 . The Twenty- eighth Experiment Jhews, ^ ij
Magnetic Virtue from the Stone, or a touchedPl ^
Iron, affects the Needle in Vacuo , in the fame ,Jl
as in open Air.
EXPERIMENT
XXIX .
.Jl’
29. The Twenty- ninth Experiment Jhews, that t fP
traStion of Cohesion is the fame in Vacuo as in ^ cf
Air. For
this Purpose a large Glass Tube , dra^ ^
into a very fine Capillary at Top , when
Water will sustain it to a certain Height in the J- f
the same be placed under the Receiver, and th
drawn out , the Water will remain suspended
fore ; which strews it to be wholly owing to the .
of Attraction.
EXPERIMENT
XXX.
30. The Thirtieth Experiment Jhews, that
which equilibrate each other in the Air, lose theV ^ j£!>
brium in V acuo. Thus if a Piece of Lead at oh
of a fine Balance, and a Piece of Cork at th® B
are in Equilibria in the Air , and thus placed ulV ed>;<j
Receiver , as soon as the Air begins to be exhah l>.
soon the Equilibrium will begin to be deft^ s .^ V'!
at last, when all the Air is taken away, the Co j
descend, and shew itself really heavier than
Y
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little End , by the Expansion of the
contained in the great End ; and also,

(40 By

£ e Reason of which is evident from Hydrostatic
ty s ; for both Bodies being weighed in Air , each
st u d lose the Weight of an equal Bulk of Air , conbe, et?tly the Cork will lose a greater W eight than the
in the Air ; and therefore when the Air is taken
tba the Weight that is restored to it being greater
W^lat the Lead has retrieved, will cause it to prehe slc erate-» or weigh down the Lead in Vacuo. And
tj)a e We fee that a Pound of Feathers is really heavier
a Pound of Lead, if weighed in the Air.
XXXI.
EXPERIMENT
thef. The ’Thirty-first Experiment spews the Air to be
' of Sounds, For if a Bell be screwed on to
sf.^lUm
lr -Puu ;p, it will ring in the Air , and be heard
tinj ■
the? a thin Receiver : But when the Air is exhausted,
° Und is not heard, which plainly proves it to be
prQ^
eyjfa§ated by means of the Air; and this is farther
|je^ced by letting the Air gradually into the Receiver,
H^ fe if, in the mean time, -you keep shaking the Bell,
will increase in Proportion as the Glass is
fillpa
Air.
*
dith
XXXII.
EXPERIMENT
3
Ar I'• 'hs Thirty-ficond Experiment jheips, that the
Ljj u . Necessary for the Existence of Fire and Flame,
l>Ur tf?• Charcoal thoroughly lighted, and a Candle
pl aced under the Receiver, as the Air is
)?’
e*ha 11
oals will begin to decline and die away,
sti t^1e^
e Candle will go out by Degrees,
XXXIII.
experiment
3
Pap*’ f ' he Tbirty- third Experiment jhews the Rife of
a.nd Smoke to be owing to the Air ;because when
the
Very lr ls taken away, the Vapours, which at first rife
Ss to f nt ifuHy from the wet Leathers of the Plate so
^ec on? ^CUre the Receiver, begin to fall when the Air
firstr es greatly attenuated ; and the Smoke, which at
fi^ ird? 6* rom the Candle extinct , now begins to delict0 1 ai 'd when the Air is all exhausted, the Receiver
es quite clear, and free from all Appearance of
Smoke
JVI 3
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(4.) By raising up the Skin of the J&jjj
(after the Yolk is taken away, and one ha ^
M

Smoke or Vapour . Hence, by the way,
we soej , |
Reason why , when the Air grows lighter , it
lets
the Vapours, and the Weather becomes
misty, ^
and wet or rainy.
EXPERIMENT
XXXIV .
~
34. The Thirty-fiurth Experiment /hews
the
of Gunpowder is owing to the Air. For if
it be kiu ^
in Vacuo, the Air , that so suddenly
expands itself ‘roI,
the Powder, and gives such a Shock to
^
Air , now finds none to encounter , and the cost111
so makes ^
sensible Appe ranee, otherwise than by
the Mercury a little in the Gage by its the sinksoo
Spring.
EXPERIMENT
XXXV .
y.s
35 . The Thirty-fifth Experiment
Jhews
\fi
are produced by refracted Light. Thus if how
a
Cane
16 J
held on one Side of the Receiver, and the
Eye P
at some Distance on the other, as soon
as the Ah e,
gins to be exhausted, and becomes
attenuated and ^
pletedwith Vapours to a proper Degree , the Ins,
^
the Candle will be refracted through that
Mediutd ^
Circles of various Colours, very much
resembling t
seen about the Moon in a hazy Air at
Night.
EXPERIMENT
XXXVI .
^
36 . The Thirty-fixth Experiment
Jhews how theL ^
of an Animal are affected in V acuo
; in what Mann . ]1
dies, and is rev ved again. For this
act
Bladder is tied to a Pipe, and screwedPurpose
into a
"ski;
which then represents the Lungs
Pipe is perforated quite through intothetheThorax . ^
Bladder, e<
is the efore analogous to the Trachea
or Wind ' P.^ j,j
The Air confined in the Bottle about the
Bladder
the fame Circumstances with that in the
Breast A.
the Lungs . When this Apparatus is
placed
Te
Receiver , one or two Exfuctions will attenuateun<
1
in the Receiver and Bladder, upon
which the P^ r,
of included Air in the Bottle will compress
the R
AZ that in the Thorax
does the Lungs j and a
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E the Shell) by the Expansion of the said
to fill
111 eluded Bubble of Air, so as almost
the
T

e the Bladder to be compressed to*"
js f Er. The Lungs being thus compressed, the Animal
tj^ hftble of a prodigious Weight , the Circulation of
js tslood through the Lungs is stopped, the Creature
over convulsed, and at last expires in the greatest
a 1.
j^S°nies pf a most cruel Death . When the Air is let
f a£ain, the Bladder gradually expands , as do the
the n of the Animal ; and if it has not lain top long,
l° od will again pass through them, and the AniWlU recover its suspended Life.
XXXVII.
EXPERIMENT
Jhews Air to be
Experiment
seventh
Tbirtywe do
This
Animals.
of
Sorts
moji
to
by Uteh necessary
g- Exhausting the Air from a Cat , a Rat , a Mouse, a
sr u ^ c' which soon die in the Manner above de^ ‘hed. j t iSnot always, indeed, that Gentlemen can
0vUs suffer their Curiosity to get the Ascendant so far
tl e.r their Humanity , as to desire so shocking a Spec¬
if E. The Ladies (greatly to their Honour ) strew
e Consideration , in generally voting against it.
XXXVIII.
EXPERIMENT
alf/' T 'he Thirty- eighth Experiment Jhews Air is not
necessary to the Life of some Animals : For it is
^ y .known that pumping the Air from a Toad , an Eel,
^i *Pfer, and all Sorts of Insects, seems not immedito affect them. Indeed, the winged Insects cannot
fj,,
they will crawl and run about very briskly. Some
fay
toula • will die for want of Air ; I confess I never
(! 1 kill any. They appear greatly disturbed, swoln,
a11
kept
lc kish at first ; but Mr . Hawkejby says he has
first
their
recovered
they
and
jjj ssh a Week in Vacuo,
as ,, ls> and were at the Week ’s End as lively and alert
°fe Which had been kept as long in the Air.
XXXIX.
EXPERIMENT
Thirty- ninth Experiment Jhews no Winged
Anike,
butr CUn All without Air. For this Purpose a large
put
er 'fly is a proper Subject , for as soon as it is
M 4 Undey

feth"nS

cau
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the Half -Shell . . (5.) Glass Bubbles afl4
Imaees fill’d with Water , so as to
then*
under the Glass it will fly and flutter about, but
the Air is taken away, nothing more of that kind ^
seen. If a fine Silk be tied
about one of the Horns
this Animal, and it be thus suspended in the Middle
the Receiver, it will at first fly towards every Side S
the Glass, but when the Air is exhausted, it cannot
out of the perpendicular Position into which it
brought by its Gravity , though it will be confe nt '
endeavouring to do it.
EXPERIMENT
XL .
t
40 . The Fortieth Experiment is that of Adust or BtAt
Air ; this Air is brought into the Receiver through f j
Fire ; and if a Candle be put down into it, it inst^nm
goes out, and will do so for many times together;
every time the Candle burns longer than before ; vrh>so
seems to shew, that this Air is somewhat of the falT1 i
Nature with that in Mine 's, commonly called Daws’ :
and is, like that , purified again by Fire .
EXPERIMENT
XLI .
..
41. The Forty-firjl Experiment shews that Adust^ i
is injiant Death to mojl Sorts of Animals. Thus
a
row put into this Air tumbles down with a kind ^
Vertigo , is convulsed, and dies directly ; much a j
the fame Manner as Men fall down dead in the coso3
iminated Air of Mines , deep Wells , EsV
EXPERIMENT
XLII .
.
42 . The Forty-second Experiment Jhews that all
descend equally swift irt Vacuo . Thus a Guinea aIJ
Feather let fall from the Top of a tall exhausted
ceiver, come down to the Bottom in the fame time* C
both together . But when let ,fall from thence in i. Q
Air , the Feather will descend much flower than *•
Guinea , and with an oblique or indirect Motion.
EXPERIMENT
XLIII.
43 . The Forty- third Experiment Jhews all Fer#1^
tatiori and Putrefaction depend on Air. Thus
ApP*e ’
Pears, Plums , Cherries, Is' c. which in the Air >°°

I

i
j

\
1
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just
}n Water , will , upon exatisting the Air from the Surface, rise to
the
^ eHow, putrid , and rotten , will , if kept in an
4 ]Q- . *ed Receiver , placed under Water , be preserved
tlloo ^ ’me untainted , appear fresh and in their native
ftalg 151. Thus
Eggs also, which in the Air soon grow

Putrid, and addje, will in Vacuo retain their
i*efS, and be fit for use after a great while.
Pots' - s the Reason why many People keep them in
01

Butter , Lard , is ’c. to preserve them from the Air.

^
4ir I■'

EXPERIMENT
XLIV.
he Fcrty-fourth Experiment fnews how necessary
&tqhjfor the Germination and Growth of Plants and Ve}>' B ° r if the fame Seed be planted in two diffeots of Earth at the lame Time , and one of them
W Pl in an exhausted Receiver, the Difference ber
11^ Appearance and Growth of each will be fuf‘u *y fenfible to any that shall try the Experiment.
4
EXPERIMENT
XLV.
ti'dj ' Bhe Forty-fifth Experiment Jhews, that the Hrri% p aV with Phojphorus upon Paper , laid on the Plate of
7/ in Vacuo appear luminous, and not be
Vij ^p ’Bied like common Fire . It will also fend up
UlUes or Clouds to the Top of the Receiver.
46
EXPERIMENT
XL VI.
V the Paper be wetted by Patches, on which the
Wsj
(i , °e been drawn with Phosphorus, instead of a
iive Plashes in Vacuo . For these ExperiPhosphorus the Room should be made very

r^

r EXPERIMENT
XLVII.
mle.
_■Qj1 ue Forty-feventh Experiment Jhews, that upon
Q>ld
w

>ernt cal

Mixtures afrong Effervescency
, Ebullition,
wid happen in Vacuo . Thus , if to an equal

Quantity of Vitriol , Oil of Tartar per De' ^ud Oil of Cloves, you put two or three small
cton . 0 Bhofphorus , the Mixture will take Fire in
'V. P^ Air. and is put out by the Addition of a little
la,he

i.

• " will not only shine , but boil up into a
tn

r <CUo.

J7Q
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(6.) 'Also *
the Top of the Vessel.
Bladder filled with Air, and just made t0
, ^
XLVIII .
EXPERIMENT
48. Melted Lead, and other Metals, set to cool h*
cuo , have their Surfaces concave; .whereas they are c ^
vex in the open Air . The Reason of which is the if
as of the Expansion of Water when it congeals
Ice . Thus Ice becomes specifically lighter than ^
ter , and swims in it ; as any solid Metal is specij^ s
lighter than when melted : Thus a leaden Bullet J ^
in melted Lead . What Agent Nature employs ,st to
Affair of Congelation , is perhaps as yet unkncm* f
Mortals ; but whatever it be, ’tis certain that one ^
of its Operation is to fever the Particles , and fix l
at a greater Distance from each other in the fixed,
they are in the fluid State.
XLIX.
EXPERIMENT
#” $1 ■
Crystallization
of
Process
Chemical
The
49 .
succeed in Vacuo . If Salts be mixed with Wat #' y evaporated to a Pellicle, and then placed under^ jk J
>
hausted Receiver, and set in a cool Place as use
will not flioot into Crystals, as in the open Ait 1|
dily will.
^
L .
EXPERIMENT
50. The Fiftieth Experiment {hews, that iff ^ o1
of Wood be cemented in the lower Part of the Is"® f
the open Receiver, and Mercury be poured upon 1’si
ter two or three Exhaustions the Pressure of t*1 (ft
will be so great on the Mercury , as to cause it M
d
scend through the Pores of the Wood in F otf 1 vV
beautiful Shower ; which will shine (if it °6
cleansed and the Weather dry ) in a dark RoomAir also will follow the Quicksilver through th6
,
of the Wood , and cause the Gage to sink.

jlr

51. To these Experiments of a Vacuum, I
the following Particulars relating to theCoNDE ^ *
of Air : As , ( x. ) That the Vessel ought to
strong to bear the Force of the Air ’s Spring t [efc^

Pneumatic
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with a Weight , will , upon Exhaustion,
°°n rise by the Expansion of the contained
Air.
J ^ sed; f or wh;ch Reason they are generally made of
jj0? . (2. ) If Glass be used for a Condenser, it will
bm- *n^eed suiter so great a Degree of Condensation,
Experiment will be pleasanter, by viewing the
of
placed in the condensed Air . (3.) The Spring
Q -^ Air will be greater in Proportion to its Conden¬
se °n’. an<^ therefore (4.) The Sound of the Bell will
tljg^ ' ce or thrice as loud as in the common Air , if
Is )
mac^e twice or thrice as dense by Injection.
c0'<A round V ial will be broke by condensed Air , that
(6 ) bs
broke by the Pressure of the common Air.
sal * kough Animals soon die by not having the natuItjjj^ uisite Quantity of Air, yet they will not be easily
t;0 by haying that Quantity increased by Condensajt7
( .) If Air be condensed upon Water in a Bottle,
iii^ j cause it to spout through the Tube of Commuonjatl °n to a very great Height , viz. to 30 Feet , if
«n/ s°ne Atmosphere be injected ; to 60 Feet , if two ;
of 0 on. (8.) A Bladder, that will sustain the Spring
(len^0nimon Air , will be broke by the Spring of conO
■^ ‘r- El short, the Force of condensed Air
st/ be io far increased, as to countervail or antagonise
(9 \ | seate st Power of Nature that we can apply.
atCr with Air condensed upon it will conceive a
Hef heater Degree of Heat than in the common Air,
(l0 st
? will boil much sooner than in condensed Air.
Wat great
may the Degree of Heat acquired in
ft,
ere^r Eds Way be, as to melt soft Solder ; and
Mth ?re Vessels should have their Parts put together
rc^ Solder, that are used about these Experith...
!s vast Power of confined and elastic
e£ls r^ 3111 st 's that we account for the prodigious
fe(iuc'S^

spin ’s Digester

in dissolving Bones and

ftd f*nS them to a Jelly , so as to become a wholsome
a rtiet-m UtV E)iet ; for which Purpose they are put into
njqe Wssel , with a Coyer, which is fast and
strongly

I ?t
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Air . (7.) The Spring of the Air will
itself also by raising heavy Weights k 1
on a Bladder , half filled with Air , in ^
proper Vessel under the Receiver, r'
Beer, Cyder , Water , and porous Bodss5’
th*
do emit great Quantities of Air under de
exhausted Receiver. (9.) Fishes are
so light or buoyant by increasing the Spr 1110
of the Air in their Bladders , upon Pf
haustion , that they rife to the Top of ^
Water , and cannot again descend to
de
Bottom . (10.) Shriveled Apples are
to look fair and smooth by the Spring 0
the contained Air filling out the Wrink^ 9
(11 .) The Spring of the Air in a sq^
Bottle , cemented close, will immedia ^ ^
burst it in Pieces, upon exhausting the ^
cumbent Air . fi2 .) But that curious
periment which shews the Force ot _ {
Spring of the Air to be equal to its
j,
■ eft e(

strongly screwed down, and Air-tight . The V !S M
nearly filled with Water and Bones is set over a
Fire , which by Degrees rarefies the Water into
which with the included Air in a short Space of _$\o
acts upon the Bones with so great an Energy ? i
effect their utter Dissolution, and cause them *ss 0{l>>
arid incorporate so intimately with the Water , or
js
as to make a perfect Coagulum or Jelly when*
cold, which may be then sliced out with * £ So»
They who would fee more of the wonderful E
this Instrument may consult the Author ’s own
upon the Subject.
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^ Pressure, is by raising the Mercury , by
Expansion of a small Quantity of consted Air , to the same Height in an ex¬
isted Tube above the Pump , as that
j^ sich it is ra ifed to in the Mercurial Gage
v the Pressure of the Atmosphere beS it.
The great Action of animal Life , viz.
gashing by Inspiration and Expiration of
^' r> is owing to the Pres u' re and Spring of
Air conjointly , as is evident by the
°nt raSiion and Expanson of a Bladder in a
^ a” Receiver, with a Bladder tied on at
^tom to represent the Diaphragm.
Hence the Necessity of Air for Respira**°n and animal Life in most Sorts of Crea¬
ks , which die very soon in the exhaufled
Reiver; Though some Animals will not
J; killed in this manner ; as Flies, Frogs ,
some sort of Fishes,c.&
^ Th At ir^ passing through the Fire, and
^eated Brass Tube , is unfit for animal
P'raticm, is shewn by the sudden Death
t, aily Animal put into a Receiver filled
Also Candles and living Coals,
ere With.
immediately go.
QU
0 * Hence the noxious and pestilential
^S aHties of Damps and suffocating Exhala~
frequent and fatally experienced in
other subterranean Places.
and
lries»

That
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That Air in its natural State is necessary 1
for Fire and Flame, is obvious from the st* i
den FxtinBion of a Candle, a live Coal, & c’
i
in the exhausted Receiver. Also Gunpowder
;
fired therein will not take Flame , or be
'
plostve, but melt and die away.
That

the different Velocities with whi c^

heavy and light Bodies descend in the A^t
is owing to the Air ’s Resistance only , is m9"
nifest from the equal Velocity or Swiftn e*
with which all Bodies descend in the
hausted Receiver, as is shewn in the Expert
ment with a Guinea and a Feather.
Air is likewise necessary for the Ex id'
ence and Propagation of Sounds ; for a
Bell placed under the Receiver, and run#*,
will not be heard when the Air is dra^
out ; but in condensed Air , the Sound ^
be augmented in Proportion to the Cot1"
de nsation.
That

Fermentation ., PutrefaBion , &c*

depend on the Air , and are promoted
it , is shewn by preserving the Fruit in the1*”
natural Bloom and Perfection through ^
Winter in an exhausted Glass.
The

Use of the Diving - Bell depends

the Pressure and Spring of the Air : ^
fince the Space which Air takes up is tef
procally as the Power compressing it, tlS
eviden(
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^ent that at the Depth of 33 Feet of
j-^ter» where the Pressure of the Atmoere is
doubled , the Bell will be half
e<
^ Mth Water ; at the Depth of 66 Feet
0^iil be two Thirds filled ; at the Depth
99 Feet it will be three Fourths filled;

jj.

^ 10 on . Whence appears the Necessity
£^ av ing the Vessel in the Form of a
^ ' that the perpendicular Height of the
^ ter may be as little as possible. Hence
\,e fee
how necessary it is to have a
6^ §entle Descent of the Bell, that the
f0 ers may have Time to admit the Air,
I^ ^ Eatly condensed, by proper Degrees,
b !*• ssiould burst the fine Vessels of their
Ver | es> and kill them : Together with sehj other Particulars relating to the Na^ttd Manner of using this Machine,
Kt **
more fully explained in the
e below (XCII ).
The
Ca"^ ') *• That the Reader may have a just Idea of
^ t|ie jSparta Urinatoria or Diving -Bell , according
Sli Improvements
by Dr . Halley and Mr. Trie1 Iain
I have here exhibited two Figures of
Ns pf' The first is that of Dr . Halley ’s Form, which
feh - e®t wide at Top , 5 Feet at Bottom, and 8 Feet
sihe^i c.ontained about 63 Cubic Feet, or near 8
j. 2. Tfi-3’ 'n * ts Concavity.
h'keUinfSWas coated with Lead, so heavy that it would Plate
IV and the Weight was distributed about the XXIX
that it would go down in a perpendicular Fig. 4.
Position

Pneumatics.
The Spring of the Air is most evicted
concerned in that Chirurgicai Operasio#
1
Position and no other. In the Top ' was fixed a
but clear Glass D , to let in the Light from above; * (
likewise a Cock, as at B, to let out the hot Ait ^ f
had been breathed ; and below, at L M , was fi^ ^
circular Seat for the Divers to sit on ; and lastly? ' f0(
the Bottom was hung , by 'three Ropes, a Stag®,
the Divers to stand upon to do their Business. 7 .
Machine was suspended from the Mast of a Ship ^
Sprit, which was sufficiently secured by Stays t°Mast-head, and was directed by Braces to carry it jp
board clear of the Side of the Ship, and to bring

again.

3. To supply the Bell with Air underWater, tw
Barrels , such as C , of about 63 Gallons each, ^
made and cased with Lead , so that they might ‘ ^
empty , each having a Hole in its lowest Part to l^ jr
the Water , as the Air in them is condensed infest
Descent , and to let it out again when they were di' ^
up full from below. And to a Hole, in the Top
Barrels, was fixed a Hose or hollow Pipe, well P1^ ), t°
with Bees-Wax and Oil , which was long enoV&
fall below the Hole at the Bottom , being lunk c(
a Weight appended, so that the Air in the
Part ®f the Barrels could not escape, unless the
Ends of these Pipes were first lifted up.
-fy
4. These Air -Barrels were fitted with Tackle,
per to make them rife and fall alternately, stke .yb
Buckets in a Well ; in their Descent, they were dbe
by Lines fastened to the under Edge of the Bell
\,j
Man standing on the Stage to receive them, ^ . o>
taking up the Ends of the Pipes above the Sur *Lf i<*
the Water in the Bell, gave Occasion for the
the Barrels to force all the Air in the upper
the Bell, while it entered below, and filled the
,
„. .. .
And as soon as one was discharged, by a Sig lia^
it was drawn up, and the other descended, to he
for Use.
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call Cupping ; for when a Vacuum is
ade by a Syringe in the Cupping - Glass
applied
i-el'V As the cold Air rusli’d into the Bell from the Barthf Eotv, it expell’d the hot Air (which was lighter)
\n,
the Cock B, at the Top of the Bell, which
A;r ^ en open 'd for that Purpose. By this Method,
Hjj 1* communicated so quick and in such Plenty,
Ho
doctor tells us, he himself was one of five
tli0 together
at the Bottom, in nine or ten Fa'vithS^' aterb f°rhove
^
an Hour and an half at a Time,
hq Ve
° ut any Sort of ill Consequence ; and he might
thin Continued there, as long as he pleased, for any
that appeared to the contrary,
genij S° ‘ng down, ’tis necessary it should be very
y at first , that the dense Air may be inspired to
Ht, .Ipi by its Spring, a Balance to the Pressure of
, lr .in the BelL Upon each 12 Feet Descent, the
byi ls .ftopp’d, and the Water that enters is driven out
thisej^lng >n three or four Barrels of fresh Air. By
tbecans
^
, the Doctor fays, he could (by taking off
tage) Uy the Bottom of the Sea, just within the
ShQof
the Bell, so far dry, as not to be over
y s thereon.
ted LfT the Glass above so much Light was tranfmittvej, sten the Sun shone, and the Sea was clear and
Sr>d ’ that he could fee perfectly well to write and read,
»k>d ^ "tch more to take up any Thing under the Best;
lip the Return of the Air-Barrels, he could fend
Ofr y rs, written with an Iron Pen , on small Pieces
to pj A directing they were to be moved from Place
8.an * .
8ti(l .

ut lfi dark Weather

hilt the^

, when

the Sea was rough

6^ ’

wou ld be as dark as Night in the Bell 3
the Doctor found he could keep a Candle burn-

|il[>j
“y£v . Pell , as long as he pleased; it being found'
the ^ eriment, that one Candle consumes much about
ah Quantity of confined Air as one Man does,

Ni .°ttn

a Gallon

per Minute.

N

The
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applied to any Part , the Spring of the A^
in the Flesh under the Glass does strongs
a<%
9 . The only Inconvenience the Doctor compl a,I1 jj
of Was, that upon first going down they felt a so?a
Pain in their Ears , as if the End of a Quill were so
cibly thrust into the Hole of the Ear . This may $^
ceed from its being some Time before the Air can |
from the Mouth , through the small Canal of the Erf ,
chidn Tube, which leads to the inner Cavity of the
where , when it comes , it makes an Equilibriumf" 1,
the outward Air , pressing on the Tympanum, and t •
the Pain , fora short Time , ceases 5 then descends,
lower , the Pain of the Ears returns , and is again aba^ 1
and so on till you come down to the Bottom , tvn?
the Air is of the fame Density continually .
;t
10 . One of those Divers (who thought to out' ^
Dame Nature for once ) put a Piece of chew ’d Pap^ jy
his Ears, which as the Bell descended, was so f° rC> ]ty
pressed into his Ears , that it was with great Difi' cU)]y
the Surgeon could extract it . Thus a Bottle with 0 ^
common Air in it, and cork’d down tight , if it h6 r
down to a considerable Depth of Water , will be so 1
upon drawing it up again , to have had the Cork so
in by the Pressure of the Water at that Depth.
xi . This Bell was so far improved by the V°
that he could detach one of his Divers to the D >>
of 8o or ioo Yards from it , by a Contrivance of a
or Head- piece , somewhat like an inverted
^
Basket , as at F , with a Glass in the fore
him to fee his Way through . This Cap was of *'
and made to sit quite close about his Shoulders ;
Top of it was fix ’d a flexible Pipe communicating
the Bell , and by which he had Air when he
kxr
In a- fko
U ^ n,l piece,
n "oai 3
*
^
by tiirn
turning
the Stop - Cock near his Headth"
was also another Cock at the End in the Bell t0^.
vent any Accident happening from the Person
out.
12 . This Person was always well clothed wstb ^ jest
Flannels , which were wsrm ’d upon him before n
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and by that Means causes the Flesh to
^end and swell into the Glass , while the
Pressure
t Sc -l], and would not suffer the cold Water to penefer e to hurt him. His Cap contain ’d Air enough to
e him a Minute or two ; then by raising himself
j,]e the Bell, and turning the Cock F , he could rewith fresh Air . This Pipe he Coil’d round
t0 which
served him as a Clue to find his Way
j Bell again.
fr0j 3' This Diving -Bell receiv’d its last Improvement
tKn' T' Martin Triewald, F . R . S. Captain of Me~
and Military Architecture, to his Swedijh Mathe Manner and Form whereof is strewn in a Plate
aC re of his own drawing . A, B, is the Bell, which, XXIX,
^bari r? ars the
Scale of Feet under it, is much less Fig . 5.
isj- JJr. UaUgy’s, and therefore will come cheaper. It
^ott With leaden Weights , D , D , appended at the
^nV 5the Substance of the Bell is Copper, and
Of^ within all over ; and as in the Rivers and Coasts
Iti^ j &dtic Sea, the Water is very clear, so he has 110 , Q3ted the Bell with three strong convex Lenses
j ' o , with Copper Lids H , H, H , to defend them,
I ron Ring , or Plate E , serves the Diver tcj
Vh uPpn when he is at Work ; and it is suspended at
the jy ^ ' stance from the Bottom of the Bell, that when
)Va,
.. Ivfr stands upright , his Head is just above the
'ater
ln the Bell, and it is much better there than
Sseq UP in the Bell, because the Air is colder, and
ts>e g"u®ntly more fresh and fit for Respiration near
lse g,Ujj ces° the Water , than towards the Top of
15. ti

•''holly•Ut Wl' en there is Occasion for the Diver to he
Ptrp^ ln ^the Bell, and his Head of Course in the up’ hlr . Trievjald has contrived, that even there,
v. ^ as breathed the hot Air as long as he well
<1
ose ¥ tneans of a spiral Copper Tube b, c, placed
N er
Inside of the Bell, he may then draw the
fresher Air from the lowermost Parts ; to
a flexible Leather T ube, about two Feet
N 2
long,-

^ th.
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Pressure of the Air on the Parts without

Glass accelerates the Motion of the Bl0^
and Fluids , towards the Part where it is
minilhed or taken oft by the Glass.
Since

we know that Heat augments

repellent Power in the Particles of a Fl^
and by that means increases its Elasticity
and thereby causes it to expand itself into
large Space ; and that Cold has a quite cot1
trary Effect ; we learn the Use of the TH^
mometer

in indicating the "carious Deg^
of Heat and Cold in the Air , by the disterT^

Altitudes of the Spirit of Wine in that W
strument (XCIII ).

^
i

t0 '

long, is fixed to the upper End of the Tube at vi
the other End of which is a turned Ivory Mouth -Pie. jf
for the Diver to hold in his Mouth , to respire the j
from below by ; and this he may do in any Posiufs
standing, sitting, bowing his Body, &c.
16. I must not omit in this Place to mention the
vention of a Gentleman at Neivton- Bujhel in DeV enJ^0\b
who contrived a large Cafe of strong Leather, .!0 qj/
about half a Hogshead of Air , and made it pel f
Water -tight , adapting to it proper Parts for his Legs f
Arms , with a Glass before ; so that when he put H
self into this Cafe, he could walk very easily about a1 (
Bottom of the Sea, and go into the Cabin , and ° ^ .
Parts of a Ship in a Wreck , and deliver out the C °° u
and this Method he practised forty Years, and the
acquired a large Fortune , and equal Fame.
, , 10
(XCIII ) i . A Thermometer
being desig0
indicate the various Degrees of Heat and Cold,f 0tU
•plastic or expansive Power of Bodies of the Fl ul“ qjpg
so many Ways, Methods
, and Forms of constt^ yd
such an useful Instrument have been thought ° ’ A

agggg^
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^Vented at several Times for this Purpose ; at first Ær,
^ en Os/, then Spirits of Wine, and lastly, Quicksilver
ave heen every Way attempted and tortur ’d in this
xP8rirnent.
tna ' ^ le spring os Air being sooner affected by Heat
^ " Cold than that of any other Fluid , was first thought
as the best.Expedient to answer this End ; and so
s rea]]y would be, were it not that the Weight or Pres-- - - - - *
iu re of affects it also at the same time ;
^ of
b the Atmosphere
y acting sometimes with , sometimes against it,
^ nders the Effect by Heat or Cold very uncertain , and
^before the Instrument useless. For Example : The Plate
^ 111 the Bottle A F will, by its Expansion, when the
gtows warmer, raise the Water higher in the Tube XXIX.
he Point H, and if the Air be lighter at this time Fig- J.
it 3n^
so Wl |l press less on the Surface of the Water at H, and
j^ dl suffer it to rife still higher. But if the Air be
h v‘er it will act against the Spring, and not permit
f, 0 raise the Water so high. The same may be ob^r' ed with respect to its Contraction by Cold ; where^ soch an Instrument for common or constant Use,
] n°t do at all, though perhaps none is better,ealCU
Jy ated sor some extemporaneous Uses, as measuring the
.ine| ree of Coldness in different Cellars, or of Warmth
iVe rs Rooms upon the fame Floor.
It was upon this Account found necessary to have
to s° me other Fluid , which , secured from the
rrelf
Ure of the Air in a Tube hermetically seal’d, might
ffJC'sd and contract solely by the Heat and Coldness of
are subject
it. And because- most Fluids
f r about it.
to jA
- -- - - me -,r about
sQo eeze or thicken in great Degrees of Cold, it was
C0c, ?’°nsider’d that Spirits of Wine , a little tinged with
Wj 'P^al, would best answer the Purpose, and accord^ bcrmomctcrs were generally made therewith,
^came of common Use.
doye d hough the Spirit of Wine Thermometers would
v/e ll to shew the comparative Heat of the Air,
)’et
. Is Was far short of the Virtuoso’s Views, who
\Vajjj
gre Es to explore the various and vastly different Dc0i4 of Heat in other Bodies, as boiling Water, boiling
Metals, and even Fire itfelfi, and Degrees
vf
d too, beyond what the Spirit Thermometer can

S

N 3
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shew. For Spirit in a moderate Degree of Heat Wiburst the Tube ; and in an intense Degree of Cold v"
freeze, as the French Philosophers found, who vr en
to measure a Degree upon the Surface of the Earth uir
der the North Polar Circle,
5. It having been found by Experiment , that LI’V
seed Oil required four times the Degree of Heat to ma-^
it boil as Water did, it was quickly substituted inft ea
of Spirits for Philosophic Uses, This Sir Isaac NeW 111^
always used, and by it discovered the comparative
gree of Heat which makes Water boil, which me
Wax , which makes Spirit of Wine boil, and
.
Tin and Lead ; beyond which we do not find the y •
Thermometer has been apply’d ; for which Reason ( ^
also for its sullying the Tube ) it has been less ufe^ 0
late , and given way to
6. The Mercurial
Thermometer
, which ^
sustain any Degree of Heat or Cold, as far as any
strument of this Kind can be expected to do. Mr . *
renhelt of Amsterdam
, was the Contriver of this
mometer, and though several Artificers made them
well as he, yet they still go by his Name , Dr . Boerh<ta .
used only this Thermometer , As the Mercury
J
freely and uniformly expands itself from hard Erou
the Heat of Summer, so one Sort of those Thermo^ 1
ters are contrived with a Scale, to include those E
tremes only, and the Beginning of the Divisions,
j
is fixed to that Altitude of the Quicksilver, as is obfe^ ,
when Water just begins to freeze, or Snow to tha
for which reason that is called the Freezing Point ih . a
Scale. This Thermometer is small, short, put >r>
neat Frame , and carried in the Pocket any where. .
7. But the Grand Thermometer of FarenHEIT 3
graduated after a different Manner , as destin’d t0^
more critical and extensive' Use. In this the Bulk’
on1'
large Part at the Bottom , is not sphericalas( in c°.,3t
mon Ones) but cylindrical, to the End , that the P as
may penetrate and reach the inmost Parts as s° 0lJ
possible, so that the whole may expand uniformly ,
gether . Hence it is, that in the cylindric Bulb, ^
Fluid will expand and rife immediately, whereas m spherical Bulb , it is seen first to fall (by the st*^
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^pansion of the Ball, before the Fluid is heated ) and
to rife, by the Expansion of the Fluid when heated.
j
have here given a Figure , both of Farenheit’s Mercu- Plate
, . Thermometer, and also of Sir Isaac Newton s made XXX.

Linseed Oil.
Fig. 3.
■ I take this of Sir Isaac’s to be the best fitted of
P for a Standard Weather Thermometer\ and even for
jj"y Degree of Heat which the various States of the
umari Body exhibit ; and also for those different Dethe Green -House,
|^ ees which Vegetation requires in
’tis necessary there
Cafes,
which
all
j^ ot ~Bed, (Jc, In
universal Meaand
,
unerring
,
common
one
be
i
su °ul<
and in every
,
Pj re> or Standard , which at all Times
by the same
Heat,
of
Degree
same
the
shew
£ aces will
jj^ Pansion of the Fluid , according to which the Scale
0Pld be made in every Standard Thermometer,
In order to this , the Tube proposed should be
y
NJ nicely weigh’d when empty , and then the Bulb,
it ^ ?hout a tenth Part of the Length of the Tube above
s .‘ Sto be fill’d with Quicksilver ; then it is to be
e‘gh*d again, and the Excess of this, above the forv tr Weight , will give the Weight of the Quicksilver
of ioodth Part,
^° Ur ’d in ; this will give the Weight
the Tube at the
upon
File
a
with
made
SiT/ Mark be
rLce of the inclosed Quicksilver.
Then weigh out 9 or xo Parcels of Quicksilver,
^j ^ siual to ioodth Part of that first put in the Tube,
after an^
cth ^av'ng pour’d the several Parcels in one
upon the inclosed Quicksilver , and marked the
V
be successively at the Surface of each Parcel , you’ll
if f ^ eTube divided into proper Intervals , which,
the same, will
-be ttle ® 0re of the Tube be every where
BUal to each other ; if not, they will be unequal j
0(it eac_h of these Intervals is to be divided into 10
Crs> increasing or decreasing as the Intervals do,
is iL. When this is done, the Capacity of the Tub?
‘tV>!ded ‘ nt0 Thousandth Parts of that of the Ball,
ihg 1U contiguous Part of the Tube reaching up to the
yl ^rk. The Tube is now to be put into a Frame,
hssx she Side of it is to be placed a Scale, divided.
Thousandth Parts , exactly corresponding to those
en

N4
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qn the Tube ; and writing 1000 over- against
the
Mark , you write 1010 over- against the second, io 2°
against the third , and so on, as you fee in the Figure*
12. The Standard Thermometer -Tube , and
Scale, being thus constructed, is then to be fill’d tvitn
some proper Fluid , as Linseed Oil, where great Degr eeS
of Heat are not proposed; and Mercury is to
used, when they are. When the Fluid is pour’d in, 1
is to be adjusted in such a Quantity , that it may st2"
just at the principal Point , marked iood , in Water jw
freezing. And here great Precaution is to be used ; f°r
many Trials must determine this Point to which the
Fluid must always rife by slow Degrees, and with 2,1
uniform Motion .
'
13. When this Point is well secured, all theTroub*
is over, the Bail being then immersed in boiling Wats*
Spirits, Oils, melted Metals,c& . in Snow, Freezing MW
tares, c & . the Expansions, by all the various Degre eS
of Heat and Cold, will be shewn by the ' Numbe rS
against the Heights to which the Fluid rises in
Tube in each Cafe, these are to be wrote on the Sw
of the Scale ; and since the fame Degree of Pleat W1
cause the same Expansion of the same Fluid at 2
Times , ’tis evident, if Thermometers were evcO
where constructed in this Manner , the Observati 0llS
made by them in any Part of the World , may be -cod1'
pared together, which cannot otherwise be done j
whence this Part of Philosophy would receive its
Perfection .
.<
14. By one of those Standard Thermometers
made, many more might soon be constructed with
expand ng Fluid , without the Trouble of graduates
their Tubes by equal Quantities of Quicksilver.
having fih’d the Balls, and a convenient Part of &
Tube , with the proposed Fluid , place them all WZeth^
in a Vessel of cold Water ; and while it is warming ^
gently as possible, when the Oil in the Standard Th es
mometer shall arrive successively at the several Di v‘^ 0lL
• of its Scale, at the fame Instant of Time mark the ne _
Tubes at the several Heights of their Fluids , and sot
1a Scale for every Tube , that shall correspond to thjso
Marks . Then , while the Liquors subside by cool'1’®

} creadft
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Gamine whether they nicely agree at the feve¬
rs 3 ar^S- To determine the Freezing Point in all,
§it] are to ^ ant^ together in the Water till it just heth a(
. to freeze : Or , having all the other Points duly,
M, - ay be deduced very exactly by the Rule of ProA Thermometer that shall vary very sensibly by
At,/ frtctl Variation of Heat and Cold, as those of the
n Pftere, must have a large Rail in Proportion to
sQotl ° re of the Tube ; and that the Heat or Cold may
^llV enetrate ^ ie innermost Parts of the Liquor , tha

5prnld
^°

not be

spherical
, but

oblong and flatted

like

U

Flask and
;
the Lengths of the Tubes should
^portioned to the Degrees of Heat they are into discover.
tisjjp
' ^fr Isaac Newton graduated his Standard Thertft
on both Sides, as shewn in the Figure . Those
lhofe C^
ght'
Hand measured the Heat of the Oil ; as
thei
0,1 the Left measured the Bulk thereof : But since
eUt
tjj
as well as the former, begins from a Cypher
Vrj feezing Point , and is regularly continued upV,)}
the common Divisions io , 20, 30, 40, &fc. it
stcuj
- V ^ ly serve both Purposes ; since the Degree of
jjie

always be proportioned to the Expansion of

of the Fluid above or below the Freezing

C
7'
iUlj'gPy this Division therefore on the Left Hand , I

Press some of the principal Articles of Sir Isaac
Ue'pn. SScale of the various Degrees of Heat, as in
v ab let below.
L ^

' °fHc fat.

0
r Water just freezing, and Snow just thawing.
to4 J The Heats of the Air in Winter.

to8 } The Heats of the Air in Spring and Autumn.

- .! | The
3l

Heats

of

the Air in Summer.

The greatest Summer-Heat.
The greatest Heat of the external Parts of
the Human Body,
, Water just tolerable to the Hand at Rest.
\
36I Water

It

86
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Heat.
36s Water hardly tolerable to the Hand in Motl<7P"
43 Melted Wax j ust grovdng stiff and opake51s Melted Wax just before it bubbles or boil 3,
54 Spirit of Wine just begins to boil.
72 Water begins to boil.
75 Water boils vehemently.
86 A Mixture of 15 of Lead, ~ of Tin , ^ *
Bismuth, melts.
^
103 A Mixture of equal Parts of Tin and BiW111
melts.
122 A Mixture of -j of Tin and f of Lead &e
154 The Heat which melts Tin.
174 The Heat which melts Bismuth.
206 The least Heat which melts Lead.
_ jjj
290 The Heat with which burning Bodies Ihihc
a dark Night.
410 The Heat of a small Coal-Fire.
450 The Heat of a fniall Wood -Fire.
of

18. Dr . Hales considers the Freezing Point 35
Boundary to Vegetation , viz. on the Side of Cold j .a
the other Boundary he fixes to that Degree of Heat
which Wax will begin tp melt, because a greater ^
gree of Heat will, instead of collecting and affirm3 -cJj
the nutritive Particles , dissipate them, even those
are most viscid and glutinous ; and therefore the f ,
will rather fade than vegetate in such Degrees of **.^ l
19. This Space the Doctor divided into 10O e^ ’i
Parts in his Thermometers : But his Numbers exp re ct
in those of the Standard Thermometer , are for *e g0(
Particulars mentioned by the Doctor as follows- ^
Myrtle, 4 ^ ; Oranges, 6f 5 Ficoides, 7j ; Indian *
; Aloe, IO ; Cereus, 11 ; Eupborbium, 12 } ^ Ad
to, 13 ; Ananas, 14 s ; Melon-'ThiJlle, i
; Alt'£ \i
the Glass of a Hot- Bed, 17 ; the Hot- Bed itself, if
the Hot - Bed exceed the Heat of 40 or thereabou *0(
will scorch the Plants and kill them. The
0f
Milk from the Cow is 28, that of Urine 29,
Blood in a Fever nearly 40.
focb
20. As Farenbeit’s Thermometer is come
general Use, I have here placed it by the Standard ^
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The Motjlure and Dryness of the Air are
, which is
ewn by the Hygrometer
ade several Ways , but that with a Cord is

^ .r common and useful ; for that by
^ inking with Moisture will turn an Inone way, and extending with Dryness
j turn it the contrary way , over the gra¬
ved Limb of a Circle (XCIV ) (XCV ).
I SHALL
that the Divisions on each may be reduced to
the
of^ ther ’s respectively by bare Inspection , and the Use
the^ be tbil1preserved. If the Reader would see all
djjj ' tTe nt Sorts of Thermometers , or rather all the
Methods of graduating them, he may be fully
this0 ^ by consulting Dr . George Martinet Treatise on

2; ubiect.

thep - io conclude this Head, it must be observed that
Hon . the Earl of Cavend/Jh has very lately inVentht,£
diffe a a curious Construction of Thermometers, of two
e^t Forms ; one contrived to strew the greatest Dehapp0 heat , and the other the greatest Cold, that may
^Pr .'n a Ferson's Absence at any Time . But this
ti0‘ 0v~rnent cannot be understood so well by Descripthe Instruments themselves.
r

i . An Hygrometer

, sometimes call ’d

°Met er, is an Instrument or Contrivance,
n'cb we can estimate the Quantity of Moisture or
VapQ
r®in the Air ; or by which we can compare the
V*ri
degrees
Agrees of its Humidity and Siccity at different
For this Purpose different Subjects have been
2t
e% ’d, but none as yet have been found fa• Th °r Ia^ n§hi Ce g bus Cotton , Spunge, &c. hung at the End of a
a an ce, in an exact Equilibre , will by contracting
_re, horn the Air become heavier, which will
erefU
^
W cr °rebe
Qstv dr:: strewn by its defcending ; and when the Air
ier, it ought to part with' th®Moisture and
becomq
hy ^? Ti

iZ8
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I shall

finish this Lecture
giving you an Account of the Struct1^
j is

Plate
XXX.

pig. 6.

become lighter ; but this it will not readily do, a!1u
therefore of little Use. Salts have been likewife u
this Way , but to no Purpose.
^
3. It would be endless to take notice of all the
thods that have been attempted by ' Philosophers, ^
most of them without Success. However, as some
better than others, and will endure for a consid®
1^
Time very well, I shall here give an Account of g
which is the best of any I have hitherto thought ok- |j
is made of a String either of Hemp or Cat’s-Gut (aSJ
the best Sort are) and shews the increasing Moift urly,
the Air by its ’Twisting and Shortening, and the P”
ness by Untwisting and Lengthening.
.
M
4. Thus let ABC be the lower Part of a ^ 0st
Line or Cord, hanging from the Height of the
against one Side thereof on the Wall or Wainscot'* 3
there be described a large Circle , graduated into j,
equal Parts , such as KLMN;
in the Centre of ^
is a Pin , with a small Pulley I B, carrying an Bjj*
OP . If now a Cord be put round the Pulley,
small Weight or Ball D be suspended at the lovvef ^
to keep it strait, then as the Cord gathers M01
from the Air , it will twist and become shorter >jj
C onsequence of which' will be, that in contract1•
will turn the Pulley I B, and this by its Index wiHP^ jll
to the Numbers on the graduated Circle,
shew the Degree of Moisture or Dryness by the v
traction or Relaxation of the Cord .
<•of
5. Again : If the Ball D hang over the Centres,
another graduated Circle C F G H placed horiz 0,lt L^
carrying an Index E F upon its Divisions, it vvi-' , tjie
the
fame
by the twisting
and„ uhtwisti
J1£,nay \)e
rv - .i v>o Thing
• ./
,
,
, .
Cord B C , as in the Circle above ; so that
this
looked upon as a Double Hygrometer, and so
fist
its Structure , that any Person may make it ; aI1 j
it will answer very well for a considerable Time , *ujjy
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Pneumatics.
the common Air - pump, and
of a new Invention of my own.

e of
Sd w<
°
fne

The

% r
by Experience : And I believe a better
fha^
^ ’■bis was never made.
°^ej In the Construction of my Aerometrum MagTlje ° r Tripple Weather -Glass, 1 have a Barometer,
anc‘ Hygrometer all in one Frame ; all of
ly , Sort ; which makes a Piece of Furniture equal’ & U »delcp „,
ticjWV ) i . There remains yet one more Pneuma5b|e \ Tc^’ ne to be described, which has made consiaerin the Philosophic World , but has never
^
oise
be Cri
Wient:
^ any Use in Civil Life ; I mean, the famous
-■lQn of the Air -Gun , of which there are two
ii'i,e’ one the Common Air- Gun, the other the Maga. : Of both which I shall give the followiti
t ^n

3. ^ Account.

le Common Air -Gun is made of Brass, and
; the Inside Barrel K A . of a small
Barrels
^hel ^rotn wbich the Bullets are shot ; and a larger
Syfj 1E C D R on the Outside of it. There is a
Hjcjp SJV1NP fixed in th? Stock of the Gun , by
\ p me Air is injected into the Cavity between the
The Ball K is
Putdaa rrels_through the Valve E P . Barrel
with the
’nto ’ ts P' ace i n tbe small
Hi^ ^ -as *n another Gun . At S L is another Valve,
^e ^ jr °e‘ng drawn open by the Trigger O , permits
^ tQ come behind the Bullet, to as to drive it out

Jjas*,
«o re

3^

Force.

^’ s Valve be open’d and shut suddenly, one
condensed Air may make several Discharges
.if the whole Air be discharged on one
j agle but >
drive it out more forcibly. This
.’ ^
Uwill
}VcHai/
's effected by means of a Lock k placed
n other Guns ; for the Trigger being
Vs’
k will go down, and drive a Lever a,
^
jj'st will 6ock
^ o?cn the Valve, and let in the Air upon the

4. The

19°
Plate
XXII.
Fig . 4.
Plate
XXX.
Fig . 2.
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The eomition or large Air -Pump is rep1^
fented where a a, a a, are the two ^

Larr^

4. The Magazine Air -Gun is the Invention °‘ ^
ingenious Artist, whose Name is L . Colbe.
^
Contrivance ten Bullets are so lodged in a
near the Place of Discharge, that they may be “r
into the shooting Barrel, and successively soot so ^
as to be nearly of the same Use as so many £qiiI>
Guns . In the Figure you have a Section of t^ie
as big in every Part as the Gun itself ; and so
of the Length as is necessary to form a compl eat
ef the Whole.
5. A E E is Part of the Stock ; G is the End 0 ^
!05^
Injection Syringe, with its Valve H opening i11
Cavity between the Barrels, as before. K K ,s^0iirt
small soooting Barrel, which receives the Bulled j,J
the Magazine E D , which is of a serpentine Eorso, ^
closed on the End D when the Bullets b, b,. b’S’-ad
lodged in it. .The circular Part s I s k M i is the &^ ji
a Cock, having a cylindric Hole through it I K, ^ t
is equal to the Bore of the small Barrel, and ma
p^ft*
Part of it in the present' Situation .
6. When the Lock it taken off, the sever*' , jc)i.
Q , R , T , S, W , &c. come into View, by pjjt
means the Discharge is made by pushing up so . tjjt
Py>, which raises and opens a Valve V, to let > jr5
Air against the Bullet I from the Cavity E,
which Valve is immediately sout down again by L
of a long Spring N N of Brass. This Valve {jjt
true
ing a conical Piece of Brass, ground very
Part which receives it, will of itself be sufficient so
sine the Air.
7. To make a Discharge you pull the Trigf^
which throws up the Seer y x, and disengages ' ^0'!^
the Notch #, upon which the strong Spring W W
the Tumbler T , to which the Cock is fix’dby its End u bears down the End v of the tl*
Lever R, which by its other End m raises at <■_
tzji
time the flat End I of the horizontal Lever

Pneumatics,
B:
^arr els, in which the Pistons c c, c c, move
^ Chains fasten’d to each of them , and
to

19 *

by .
W
hiMeans
«

, of Course, the Pin P ^>is pufh’d up,

stands upon it, and thus opens the Valve V , and
Ir. iar§
aro-espo*t,„
u>..n„p This is all evident from a bare
Yjl*
the Bullet.

dis >0

** of

Cut,
bring in another Bullet to succeed I instantai>v, *y > there is a Part called the Hammer H , Which
a sti
the jPDare Hole goes on upon the fame square End of
of the Cock , and turns it about so as to place
^ In dric Bore of the Key I K in any Situation re¬
st^ • Thus when the Bullet is in the Gun , the
the ly r fends
as in the Figure , where the Bore of
Mie^"ey coincides with that of the Barrel K K ; but Plate
h 0u st *e Ball is discharged, the Hammer H is instantly XXX.
Hot; *■^own to shut the Pan of the Gun , by which Fig . 3,4.
>i the
Bore of the Key is turned into the Situation
as to coincide now with the Orifice of the Maant^ upon lifting the Gun upright , the Ball
'"'o' s^e ^ eVtumbles into its cavity , ana rans ocmiia
J'i,!
Endsrr , of two fender Springs, which like
[sS®
*
nds
detain it . The Key in this Position is
,.t ^e Figure . Then opening the Hammer again
iet *s brought into its proper Place near the dif*
^ aF’c, and the Bore of the Key makes again
y >of that of the Shooting Barrel.
^is j 1 evidently appears how expeditious a Method
lbep of charging and discharging a Gun ; and wens
t°Mer Ce condensed
Air as great as that of Gunytid0^’ Gch an Air-Gun would actually answer the
rnany Guns , and prove the best Defence against
j^lisetnen
^
or Robbers that People are aware of ; bedgBt(-y n fbey have Reason to suspect them, they
a Cq etl ma ke five or six Discharges before the Thief
l0 Within
Pistol-shot.
run, antd in all other Cases where
the Air-Gun,
it 1S s e<
lu ired to be condensed to a very great De%e5, WG be requisite to have the Syringe of a small
n°t exceeding i- an Inch in Diameter ; beI
cause,
the

Pneumatics.
to a Wheel moving on the Axle f
the Engine is put into Motion by ^ .
Winch bb. FF , F F, are two Pillar9^
Pieces of Wood supporting the Fratfie
the Pump -Wheel , which is screw’d llP ^
them by Nuts under the little Pieces .
■ W
■
Tube or Pipe mat
Wood e, e e. The
.
hh is called the SiDan-Neck, made of
By this the Air passes from under the ^
ceiver o o, through a small Hole k iu ^
Middle of the Brass Plate i i i on the * ,
of the Pump , to a Brass Piece in the P
d c/, which being perforated length -^ ' ,
to the Middle Point under each Barrel? .
there , through a small Hole , by a Blad
Valve , transmit the Air from the Recel' |p
into each Barrel to be pump ’d out by f *
ing through the Hole in the deseed )(
• st

cause, as has been shewn, the Pressure again* ^ pH
square Inch is about 15 Ib. and against every circulf^ he
it is therefore about 12 Ib. If therefore the
'
one Inch in Diameter , when one Atmosphere is
there will be a Resistance of 12 Ib. against theP ^( e
when 10 are iirjecte ^ j 0
;
when 2, of 24 Ib. and
will be a Force of 120 Ib. to overcome;
Atmospheres act against the circular Half h lC
(whose Area is but I Part so big) with a'P? r^.eS
40 Atmofph'y .jj, $
;
' Part so great, viz. 30 Ib. or
be injected with such a Syringe, as well as 1° ^ \\\
other . In a Word , the Facility of worhMZ
(cœtcris paribus) inversely as the Squares of th1
icrs of the Syringe.
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piston. These Holes in the Pistons and
Bi°stoms of the Barrels are cover’d with
aRes, to prevent the Return of the Air in*° the Receiver . 111 is the Mercurial Gage,
common Barometer , immersed in a Ba0lt of Mercury m m fix ’d in the Bottom of
Frame, and at Top communicates with
Receiver, which therefore strews how
^tich the Receiver is exhausted by the Ris§ of the Mercury .in the Tube , by a
^ra duated Scale affixed thereto . The Stopjf0j communicates with the ReCo cb n a
^ lVer* and consequently with the Swanand Mercurial Tube : Its Use is, by
the Cock , to re-admit the Air,
lUr ning
^en there is Occasion . The Receiver is
^r°und true on the Bottom , and is fixed
wetted
^ the Pump at first by means of of
Ce. ’Others to exclude the Air , instead
eilt formerly used for that Purpose..
^ L:t with how much more G'onveniency,
less Expence , Pneumaiical Experi^
E^ts of all Kinds may be perform ’d, by
Elegants and Portable Air - Pump ,
; . lco I have lately contrived and made,
be easy to apprehend from a bare View

Plate

XXIi.
is Fig- 5*

^ the Figure thereof : In which AB
or Part containing the Wheel,
■fete
^h alternately raises and depresses the
Vc"ol. II .
Pistons
O
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Pistons C D in the Barrels E F, which
strongly press’d down by the said Part
supported on the two Pillars G H,
into the Bed or Bottom of the Machi 112
1 K L. On this Bottom stands the ReceW es
M N on a large smooth Brass Plate , in ^
Middle whereof is a Hole , by which
Air passes out of the Receiver into a
Tube on the under Part of the Frays’
and goes to the Piece O, which comtuuP1
cates with the perforated Brass Piece
, - ,
n_
t
,
, r_ tilCP
which the Barrel stands, and from wb ,c
0N
they receive the Air to be exhausted.
the middle Part of this Brass Piece lS
.11
Perforation , over which is placed a ^
Receiver P Q^, and under it a Bason ^
Mercury R , in which a small Tube •* ^
(hermetically sealed at one End , and u
tW e'
with Quicksilver ) is inverted ; and
fore as the small Receiver P Q^ is exham ^
(at the same time with the large one ^
the Approach of the Vacuum will be
g
by the Descent of the ^ uicksther in the 1
R 8 . By the Stop- cock T the Air is
let into the Receiver . I take this t0 b!6
the last Improvement this Machine is cap ^
of, as to its Form ; for it consists of
such Parts as are essential. And thus
structed , it may , together with ltS, &
cei ve

Si
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teiv,efs, be contain ’d in a Box of a small
Si
l2e> and comes to but a small Price in
c°nvparison of the other Forms (XCVI )»
^ (XCVI ) 1.1 shall conclude this Subject with a few
^ rt ‘cles relating to the Rarefaction of the Air in the
. eci pient in working the Machine ; for the Reader must
1Oppose that all the Air can be exhausted , if the
be ever so good , or worked ever so long . The
i5 a^°n is evident when we consider , that the Air which
^ austed is only pushed out by the Spring of that
■tyj
su lch remains behind : If therefore every Particle were
.PPosed to be exhausted , the last would be expell ’d
a ^ °ut an Agent , or there would be an Effect without
aufe, which is absurd.
tjj 'set the Capacity of any Receiver be to that of
of the
Air^ arr el as C to i . Also let the Rarefaction
Which remains in the Receiver be to- the common
s^ .as R to x, after any Number of Turns or ExN . Then , upon raising the Piston , the Air
1 rush into the Barrel , and so will now be rarefied in
C + x
^ ; and since
—
to
I
of
or
,
I
-fC
atio of C to
thi:
Ratio of the Rarefaction by every Exfuction,
‘tC ls.
] pV'^ent it will be the common Ratio of a GeometriCg
eries of Rarefactions produced by the several Turns
c + i|
C + i

th,

viz.

c

The Series i
&c.

to

c + TiN

: last Term of

eries, which therefore as it expresses the last RareN
C + i
—
R
is,
that
,
°n>Will be equal to R

3>U,
et)

ce from the known Property of Logarithms we

=
aVeL -R N
H,
‘ence,

XL. N
XL.
L. R

'L. C

X L .TJ + 7 — L . Cj
— N . Wherefore if C — x,
O 2

that

N E U M AT I C S'.
.4

that is, if the Capacity of the Receiver be e9u‘
to that of the Barrel, we shall have N

L - R

C° fl'

E .2 '

m

sequently, if R express any Degree of Rarity propo’eJ'
as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c, we have N the Numb er
T urns or Exfuctions to effect it,
\
4. And from hence the following Ttable -is c°.^
structed ; in which the first Column expreffes the
of the Air in the Receiver, and the second the N ulTl
ef Turns to produce it.
_

Rarity .
I

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
16
20

Number of

1Turns.
0.
1.
C585
2.
2,322
2,585
2,807

33ct 7°
3,322
44,322

Rarity,

Turns.

Rarity.

Num^1t
<fus*1'

60

5' 907

64
70
8©

6.

IOOO

9,9

6,129
6,322
6,492
6,644
77,644
8.

1024
20Q0

^ ' 9u
66
jo,

90
100
128
200
256

3°°
400
500
512
600

30
32

4 ,Y 07
5-

40

7°°
5,322
5,644 I 8oo-

50

Number of

8,229
8,644
8,966

900

2048
3000
4000
4096
5000
6000

i 1’

.j

Ii ,9
1

12,52

7000
8000

12,9

9,45 i

8192
9000
10000

i3 >*

9,644

16384

99,229

5* Front this Table we may observe,
c?J
Numbers in the first Column be taken in Geo^
Progression, the corresponding Numbers of the L,V
will be m Arithmetical Progression. Thus ag^ \ C0'
8, 16 in the first, you fee 1, 2, 3, 4 in the fee 011
lumn.
6. When the Capacity of the Receiver eX^ edSo'^
of the Barrel, then the Number of Turns N
duce a given Rarefaction R .will be greater that*
Therefore if the Number of Turns in this p3r -Q$ f
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us call », be multiplied by some NumV s let
'*■w ‘ll produce a Number of Turns N that shall
. Now
’■he Rarefaction R in any Receiver proposed
mX I/ . R
we {hall have n X m — L . 2
whence we have m
L .C

1r°m hence a Table of Multipliers expressing the
when the Receiver is in any given Propor(;-e of
Ofi larger than the Barrel , is easy to be constructed,
aich the following is a Specimen.
Capacity

Capacity

‘*er.
Ce

Re- Multiplier.
Multiplier- of Re¬ Multiplier. of
ceiwer*
ceiver.

20
1.
3°
1,710
2,409 ' 40
59
3,106
60
3,802
70
4,497
80
5,191
5 - 885

6,579
_ 7,2.73

9°

too
200

14,207
21,139
28,071

35,003
4 L934
48,866

55,79b
62,729
69,661
lZb -976

300
400
500
600
709
809
900
fO .OO

208,29 *1
277,605
346,920
416,235
485,549
554,864
624,179
693,494

’’tthi ' means of these two Tables , those who know
are ner
^lTarnS of Algebra may find how many Turns
given
any
to
T -gJ to rarify the Air in the Receiver
to
Capacity
’s
Receiver
the
of
that0f ’ ^ hen the Ratio
the
Let
:
Example
For
.
known
is
,
^
Barrel
v
^eCe;
’hjuj be xo tines as big as the Barrel , and let it be
hirifv7* to find how many Turns of the Winch will
that
j . A*r xoo times . First seek the Number
'►ill
Barrel;
the
to
equal
is
Receiver
the
rvhen
M]iCL°T
fiy the first Table is 6 Turns , and 644
♦’arts f
the
0 1oqo of another . Then , against xo in
second
O 3

Pneumatics.
second Table , I find the Multiplier 7,2.73, by wb*cj*
if I multiply 6,644 , I shall have a Product 4^’^ '
which will express the Number of Turns required. g
9. The Ascent of the Quicksilver in the Gage of ,f
Common Pump is proportional to the Quantity of ie
drawn out, either upon the Whole , or upon any
Turn of the Winch : And the Deficiency front ,
Standard Altitude of 29 Inches
+
is always proper* 10 ^
to the Quantity of Air remaining in the Receiver 5^
may be easily deduced from what has been said or
Density, Spring, and Prejsure of the Air .
$
10. The Gage of a Condenser will have the Sp®
unpossess’d of Quicksilver at the End decreasing in y
monical Proportion: For
since equal Quantities ot
are injected by the Syringe at each Stroke of the Vs $
the Quantity of Air in the Condenser will incre^sj
Arithmetical Progression, and so will its Density?/,*
of course the Density of that in the End of the GW.
because the Quicksilver is pressed on each Side eq u3 ^
but the Spaces diminish as the Densities increase, ^
have elsewhere shewn. Therefore the Spaces aft
versely as a Series of Perms in Arithmetical Progressed j. I
consequently are in Musical Proportion;for that t"
a Property of Musical Perms will be shewn m 4
CIX.
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vii.
of

Winds and Sounds.

^Wind
in general . The Theory
of
^inds by Dr. H ALLe y . Of the constant,
Cr General Trade
Winds ; 0/"/ ^ Mons°ons ;
Cause o/' Variable
Winds.
Q/" Aerial
Tides . Of the' Velocity

2/Wind . 0/ AMomentom

or Force

9s Wind . ^Calculation
thereof and
^Application
to theSMLsf
a Wind¬
mill . The best Form and Position
o/'
^ Sails . ^ Calculation
of the
s °RCE of Bellows
in impelling Wind.
new Invention of Wa t e r -Be l l ows.
Nature of Sound r /- general. The,
Sensation
o/Sound . The Organ of
U Ea r 1ng described. Of the Waves or
^ u Lses o/'Air . TAtt various ProperT1 e s explained.
The Newtonian
D o cr ElNE

o/ ’yiBRATIONS

bouNDi

NO BODIES

ctWTREMORS
explained

of

. The Waves

?/ Water
accounted for . Of the Velocity of Sounds . The Distance
to
’V
°hich they may be heard .

Q 4

Of Echo

8.

°f
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Of Winds

and

Sounds.

«/ the be/
Trumpet
Of the Speaking
Instruments?
Form. O/Otacoustic
or Tune o/’SouND 5*
Of ^Note,Tone,
; the
Discords
apd
Congords
Of
tionale
Music .
Musical
Proportions
brations

of the Diatonic
Mathematical

Fhe

Chords

Scale
Theory

, and op Harmon

°j
°f
1*3

. Of the Sympathetic W ””
, &n<*
Strings
of Musical

other Bodies.
N this Lecture I shall consider the
in general
ture of Wind andSouND
and of the Vibrations of Mis Al
Strings and Sonorous Bodies, with regard t0
the Science of MUSIC.
WI 'ND is a Stream or Current of A^ s
As the Air is a Fluid , its natural State 15
that of Res, which it endeavours always
keep or retrieve by an universal Equilibria
of all its Parts . When , therefore , this ^
tural Equilibrium of the Atmosphere hass
pens by any means to be destroyed in an/
Part , there necessarily follows a Motion 0
all the circumjacent Air towards that Parit’
to restore it ; and this Motion of the Ah lS
).
(
what we call Wind XCVII
(XCVII ) I . I shall Here give the principal
pena of the Wind , as they are deduced from j
Halhy 's admirable History thereof in the Philofop1'
Trans*# **5'
■ ‘
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e(^ t0 tha .t Place where

e Equilibrium of the Air is disturb ’d, we

fee

T
ffsstlions, and illustrate the fame by his Map of the
r*d drawn up for that Purpose.
The first is, That in the great Pacific or Western Plate
the Atlantic and Etbiopic Seas, there is a general XXXI.
f[h Wind all the Year long, without any consi1W Variation ; excepting that it is subject to be de¬
fy^ ,'1therefrom some few Points of the Compass tot)f the North or South, according to the Situation
w? lace. The Reason is, because the Parts under
are more heated and rarified than any
^ ^uator
Otj
as above mentioned.
k ah
is, That on each Side the Equator,
abi The Second
hor°ut 27 or 30 Degrees, the Wind does more and
decline from the East to the North -East on one
\ 5 and South -East on the other ; occasion’d by the
Contrary Motions of the Air, arising from Heat and
L ? as above explain ’d. These Winds are indicated
i® 6 Position of the Arrows in the Atlantic and Pacific
*n the Map.
^ Po wards the Caribbee. Islands , on the Americaff
V * the Atlantic Ocean , the aforesaid North -East
becomes still more and more Easterly, so as
>W* es to be East, sometimes East by South, but
0j. y Northward of the East a Point or two, seldom
>H
\fyrj T is likewise observed that the Strength of these
Sdoes gradually decrease as you fail to the WestSi(j^’
M),' ’

along upon the Coast of Africa on the Western

Wind sets in upon the Land

from

various

of the Compass, North -West , West , South by

'''arlj 5,^ 0u th- West , and almost South, especially , toCape of Good- Hope, all which is easily seen in
ste
. 6, r ?’
viftg " me Atlantic Ocean , towards the North of the
5H(j ’ between 4 and 10 Degrees of Latitude , and 20
West Longitude , there is a Tract of Sea
Here
Winds are not properly said to be constant or
e s for it seems to be condemned to perpetual
Calms%
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see the Wind may blow from
of the Compass at the same
those who live Northwards of
have a North Wind : those who

every F°‘sl*
time ; an
that Foi^
live $otdJ

wards , a South Wind ; and so of the *eI j
But those who live on the Spot , where a
those Winds meet and interfere , are opp?e*le
with turbulent and boisterous Weath ^ '
Whirlwinds and Hurricanes ; with
r
Temp eft, Lightning , Thunder, & c.
Sulphureous Exhalations from the Southyrl 0*
rents of Nitre from the Norths and a(l uSf
Vapours from every Part , are there confme ^
huddled and violently blended together ; ^
rarely fail to produce the Ehœnomena
*
rhentioned .
Calms, attended with terrible Thunder and
and Rains , so frequent that our Navigators from
call this Part of the Sea the Rains , as by othe rS
are called the Calms and Tornadoes , as in Jll° he,
cur common Maps . The Reason of this seem*
that this being the Place where the Easterly and Yf ^ jit
]y Winds commence, the Air is divided and he!" .{},
were in Equilibria between both ; by which mearlS fu'
render’d more rare than the rest, and too light t0 ^
stain the Vapours raised into it , so that it lets th^m ^
feend in continual Rains. Sec the Parting of th*
^
the Map .
7- In the Indian Ocean the Winds are Part
ral, as in the Atlantic and Ethiopic Oceans ; an ■sped
upOit
Periodical, that is, such as blow one Half of
0
one Way , and the other Half of the Year
the opposite Points : And these Points and ^
stiifting arc disterent in distereut Parts of this ^ge

3
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Many

are

the

particular

Causes

which

produce Wind by interrupting the Equi -,
P°ise of the Atmosphere ; but the most gee at, which,
j* er al Causes are two , viz. H
oy rarifying the Air , makes it lighter in some
^ aces than it is in others ; and Cold,
Mdch, by condensing it , makes it heavier,
Parts over the 'Torrid
it is, that
^once
• in. all
rhe Air being more rarified by a
j>re ater Quantity of the Solar Rays , is much
^hter than in the other Parts of the At¬
mosphere, and most of all over the Equa -*
j^ ial Parts of the Earth ; And since the
the Equator are most rarified
*^ rts at
Msich are near the Sun ; and those Parts
are, by the Earth ’s diurnal Rotation East^ ardt continually shifting to the West ; it sol-?
lows,
’J'sese Winds are called by Seamen Monsons or Monio and 30 Degrees, from Madagascar
t Between
§ New-Holland, the general Trade -Winds about
;^ Uth-Eafl. by East are found to blow all the Year long
!he^e ^ame M anner > and for the fame Reasons as in
-Other Oceans above-mentioned.
the Months of Alay, June , July, Augud, Sep~
■
IyOring
Ottober, the aforesaid South -East Winds e.;tend
^thin two Degrees of the Equator ; after this, for
jjj6 other six Months , the contrary Winds set in, and
j (.°'yfr° rri the North -West from the Latitude of 3 to
Agrees South.
an1®- From about three Degrees South Latitude , over
^oe Arabian and Indian Seas and Gulph of Bengals
Vj 111 Sunialra to the Coast of Africa, there is another
, blowing from 0 Holer to April on the NorthOsifoon

East
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lows, that the Parts of the Air which hs
on the Wf Side of the Point of greats

Rare-

East Points ; but in the other. Half-Year , from f "‘n.
to Oftober, from the opposite Points of South -t* e ^
and West -South-West , and that with rather ens
Force than the other, accompanied with dark tcW)
^
Weather , whereas the North -East blows clear.
ii . The Sea between Madagascar and Africa, 3,1 ^
®
Southwards to the Equator , is subject to the fameCha 11
of Wind , or Monsoons, whose Course from As 1'’
£
Oflober is South-South- Weft ; which , as you go 1110
3
Northerly , becomes more and more Westerly ,
last they fall in with the West -South-West Ysi"
mentioned in the last Articles . What Winds blow ^
other Half-Year in those Parts , the Doctor could
obtain any satisfactory Account of ; only that they
Easterly , and as often to the North as to the Sou
ward thereof.
12. To the Eastward of Sumatra and Malaccai
the North Side of the Equator along the Coast oi Ca
boia and China, the Monsoons blow, and change at ^
fame Times as before ; only their Directions are 01 ^
more Northerly and Southerly than the others, as is e^ s
to observe in the M aP* These Winds reach t0 , g.
Philippine Islands Eastward, and to sap an Northwat ’
and are not so constant to their points as the ot
- .je
above mentioned.
13. Between the fame Meridians , on the South 5 .
the Equator , from Sumatra to New Guinea East 's \f
the fame Northerly and Southerly Monsoons are oh ^
ved ; oply the Northerly are here North -westerly, ^al?
Th?y {
the Southerly bso'y frojrj the South -East. 1 “~{theY
not more constant than the others ; and besides, ^
keep not the fame Times , but change a Month °r
.
Weeks later.
9r
,
Winds
contrary
these
of
14. The Shifting
foons, is not all at once ; and in some Places the .tj,
of the Change is attended with Calms, in others ^
variable Winds, and particularly those of Cht»a^^
ceasing to be Wssterly , are very subject to be temp^ ;
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^' ar

and , by flowing towards it,
it, have less Motion than those Parts
on

efaSHon,

such is their Violence , that they seem to be
>
ifs and
-India Hurricanes , and render
the Nature of the TVeJl
e Navigation of those Parts very unsafe at that Time
^ the Year . These Tempests the Seamen call the
reoking up of the Monsoons.
, or periodical
^5 - The Cause of the Monsoons
^dsj is owing to the Course of the Sun Northward
of the Year , and Southward
11 Ise Equator one Half
j\.e other . While he passes through the six Northern
£§0s of the Ecliptic , the various Countries of Arabia,
s rslf!i India, and China are heated, and reflect great
of the
0 ^*0tit its of the Solar Rays into the Regions
'‘blent Atmosphere, by which Means it becomes
Equilibrium of course de| ea tly rarified > and has its, the
Air , as well from the
ctoyed - to restore which
, as
y‘Natorial Parts Southwards , where' it is colderhave
necessarily
must
,
Climes
Northern
colder
the
i 0tl1
prod e‘idency or Motion towards those Parts , and, so
six Months during
J? Ces the Monsoons for the first
lch Time the Heat of those Countries is greatest.
v6* * Then for the other six Months , the Sun tray ' ng the Ocean and Countries towards the Southern
^ r°pic, while in the six Southern Signs, causes the Air;
^ those Parts to be now most heated and rarified
consequently the Equatorial Air to alter its Course,
the Winds to veer quite about , and blow upon the
"P° site Points of the Compass.
7 - These are the general Affections of constant and
se*
jefll^ar Winds ; none of which are found not fubtlifft0 Lottie Variation and Exception , on account of the
Sitere.nt Circumstances .of Heat , Cold , Land , Water,
b ation, &c. concerning all which I shall refer the
’s own large historical Account of
*hei to Doctor
in Winds , published in the ‘Transactions, or Mifcel. Vol I. /
ffuriofa
r rom what has been said, ’tis easy to understand,
hnce so large a Portion of the Atmosphere as
is

\

20 %
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on the Eaji of the said Point , which
it ; and therefore the Motion of the EaJ

ern
in

js over the Torrid Zone , and Parts about it,
^
such continual Agitation and alternate Motion ,
>
Agitations in an elastic Fluid must extend everyJ 1',
to a great Distance , and produce Effects of the »a . s
Kind in a various Manner ; by which means the
in all other Latitudes and Climes will suffer a Pert to
ta
bation more or less and have a perpetual Tendency
Motion in various Directions , depending on the
tion of Country , the Degrees of Heat and Cold n\ ,.s
Climate , the Position of Hills , Vales, £sfr. beii J
what may be owing t®the Accension and Expl ° si 0l\ Meteors , the Eruption of subterranean Air ,
t0
hundred other Causes ; I fay, from all this it is ea ^
infer, that our Climate, wherever we live, must neCfj>
rily be attended with variable Winds, almost perpetu6'fjp
19. I shall only add farther , that since the A£ ft
phere is a gravitating fluid Substance, it must be ‘u ^iC\\
to the attracting Power of the Sun and Moon , aS 0(
as of the Earth : and therefore when the InsiueN
those Luminaries , either singly or conjointly , lS W0tf
site to that of the Earth , the fame Effects must
in the Body of fluid Air, as we have shewn tj,g
produced in the ambient Fluid of Water , viz- j . jjffe'
Atmosphere shall be of an oblong Figure , or of
fj
rent Altitudes in different Parts ; and that these a * of
Air have nearly all the fame Affections with th0 j, at
the Ocean before explain’d, excepting only in tb !flrftet
they must be as much greater as the Density of '
exceeds that of Air, viz. in the Ratio of 860
20. Now because of an Equality of Pressure orV ^ Ast
in the Atmosphere in unequal Altitudes of Air, 'd ^ ot
never be sensible of an Aerial Tide, either of ^
Flood, by the Barometer ; and can only know st . pj-O'*
Position of the heavenly Bodies. However as £"^ ,itl/
digious Protuberance of the Atmosphere is con
following the Moon , it must of course produce * ^ tO
tion in all Parts , and so produce a Wind more or
red
every Place, which , as it conspires with , or is °r to
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^ Air would prevail against that of the
sfiern Air, and so generate a continual
sfi Wind, if this were all the Effects of
we are to conRarefaBion, But
^
as all the Parts of the Almost^ Er,
|^ere are so greatly rarified over the
l ^ ator, and all about the Poles greaty condensed by extreme Cold, this heafrom either Pole is constantly
j, er Air
towards the Equator , to restore the
glance destroyed by the RarefaSlion and
)^ uy of the Air over those Regions:
^hce , in this respect alone , a constant
.stlj and South Wind would be generated
Kc VlII ).
Now
‘the

Winds arising from other Causes , makes them
or less. And I believe something of this may
educed from Observations made of the State of the
t(lis the Times of the New and Full Means. And that
h r Was the Cafe in respect to the two last great Storms,
(j ' Mead has observed in his Tract De Imperia Sells

^“Kae.
h ^ ^ VlII ) 1.1 find by Experience , that People have
p Cral but an obscure Idea or confused Notion of
V e„ au se of this perpetual Current of Air from East to
01 of a constant East Wind under the Equator ;
in order to elucidate this Matter , I shall repre¬
Plate
ss p lt; *n» and explain it by , a Figure . Let CBADE
a Section of the Atmoiphere over the .Equa - XXXII.
tor of
East, E the West , A the Point to which the Fig , j„
’S ver tical , and R the Point of greatest RarefacVi
(Wp ° r t^at w h ere the Air is most of all heated, and
gently lightest.
a . That
*
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Now it is easy to understand , that hy.
r th
Composition of these two Directions of A'
^r
2. That this Point R is on the Eastern Side of ^jS
Point A is not difficult to be conceived, when
said concerning the Tide in Annot. LXXXIW iSj; |
Plate
. And because the Air at R is by ^ P".t js
XXXII. considers
t :on lighter than where it is colder at C and IX , jCb
Fig . X. plain that,- in order to maintain an Equilibrium , v mI
is necessary in a fluid Body) the Air by its oX$
Weight will have a Tendency from C and D '& p,
R , and rife to a Height there greater than at C
in Proportion as its Density is less.
gu*
1
3. Now this being the Cafe, it is evidenf, f
be
being always between the Points R and D , 'vl,c-(
heating the Air on that Part ; and those Reg
Reg' 011
jll^
tween R and C , having been deserted by the Su|1>^ y
grow cold : Consequently, the Air between C
as it is colder, will likewise be heavier than that a
tef
R and D which is hotter , and so will have a Sp0jfli
Momentum, or Quantity of Motion , towards the ^
R ; and since this Point R is constantly m0^^ „
the Point A Westward , the Motion of the
towards it will b'e in Fart diminished by that
ot
and being also inferior in Quantity to
to the
the Eastern Air, the latter will prevail over it, ^ 0
constantly following the said Point R from
West , and tlius produce a continual Eajl tVwi- j \fcb'
4. It may perhaps be here said, that though t
«• ' ' r r
_ f0[n?U- III
tion of the Air be less from D to R , yet it is at lel>
i’J
and so the e ought to be a Western Wind, ' a'’, 0{! th5
some Degree, and to some Distance West' var of„ ^
Point R . To which I answer, That the ^ at^ 0sS^
Fluid will not permit two contrary Motions to ^
sustain an Equilibrium , (I mean in regard of c jetts
^
Body of it ) for wherever one Part of the Elu>
i^
mined to move, all the rest must necessarily
otherwise the Equilibre of the Air would be ^ pefe
in one Part , to make it good in another i fe£ f .
which Nature cannot be guilty of. T huS ^ rfi$

I
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^*r from the East and Norths a constant
frth -EaJi Wind will be generated in the'
frthern Hemisphere , and a constant South^ aJt Wind in the Southern Hemisphere , to
pertain Distance on each Side the Equator,
p round the Earth . And this Cafe we
to be verified in the General “Trade
rods, which
constantly blow from the
°rtb- EaJi and South-East , to about 30 DejHes on each Side the Equator , where those
j, ar ts are over the open Ocean , and not af^ed with the Reflection of the Sun -beanis
.r°rtv the heated Surface of the Land ; for
this Cafe the Wind will always set in up^ the Land , as on the Coast of Guinea, and
^her Parts of the Twrid Zoney we know it
°es (XCIX ).
As

siMes

]yj
-‘ues of the Ocean always follow the Course of the
from East to West , without any Motion of the
q astrs from the West towards the Moon , in the open. .
^ Ceans ; And the Point R can only be considered as .
the^ ericd “Tide, or Flood of High Air; and has nearly
larne Phænomena with aqueous Tides.
f0j?' Lists being clearly understood, all the rest is easy; .
4;rn° one can find it dilficult to conceive how the cold
b rrorn each Pole must necessarily set in towards the
tjjg at °r directly, where meeting, and interfering ,with '.
bir ^ stern Current , it does with that compound a new
the 1- on lot the moving Air , which lies between both
Side ° rrner Hz. a North East Current on the North
Hi v, 3nd a South East one on the South Side : All.
his nat urally results from the Dotirine of the Compodff oblique Forces.Sec(
Annot. XXIV .)
vA LIX ) Mr . Clare, in his Motion of Fluids, has a
■L Pertinent Experiment for illustrating this Matter.
V°CII .
P '
It
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As the Motion of the Air has a great#
or lesser Velocity , the Wind is Jlronge? ° r

weaker; and it is found from Observation,
that the Velocity of the Wind is various'
from the Rate of i to 50 or 60 Miles pet
Hour (G).
rsjJljS

It is thus : Let there be a very wide Dish or Vessel
Water , in the Middle of which is to be placed a tVste
Plate fill’d with warm Water ; the first will repress
the Ocean , the other an Island rarifying the Air 3*50^
it . Then holding a Candle over the cold Water , bl°
it out , and the Smoke will be seen to move towards t ^
warm Plate , and rising over it will point out the Uou
of the Air from Sea to Land . And if the ambient v*
ter be warmed, and the Plate fill’d with cold
and the fmoaking Wick of a Candle held over the Pla
the contrary will happen.
fg
(C) 1 . The Experiment to prove this, is to c ■
a free open Place, where the Current of Air, or W
is not at all interrupted , but slows uniformly ? °VjJ
much so as the undulatory State of the Atmosphere;
admit ; in such a Place, a Feather , or some ver LrJf'
Body, is to be let go in the Wind , and then by 3 t0
Second Watch , or Pendulum , you observe ni ce
what Distance it is carried in any Number of * ps’is
Seconds ; or in how many Half-Seconds it has P
over a.given or measur’d Space ; this will give they ^
of Velocity in the Wind per Second , and of Cour* t
Hour .
cU^
2. The late Rev . Dr . Derham, who was most ^ 0f
rate in making Experiments of this Sort, appr°Va(jctt
this Method before that of the Mala alata or pnc ur^
invented by Dr . Hookof( which fee an Account i n,.
Philosophical Transactions, N Q24 .) And he tells u,
N " 313 . ) that he thus measured the Velocity 0
Wind in that very great Storm of 1705,
at
and by many Experiments he found, that it s per
the Rate of 33 Feet per

Half-Second, or

of

45j^ ^ uri
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• *Thus much may suffice for a general
Account of the Nature and Origin of Winds:
We
jj

.

^Ur j whence he concludes, that the most vehement
^ *nd ( as that of 1703 in November) does not fly at the
jU^ of above 50 or 60 Miles per Hour ; and that at a
j e^ium the Velocity of Wind is at the Rate of 12 Or
^ Miles per Hour.
te a
s° met’mes the Wind is so flow as not to ex9tirl■t^le Velocity of a Person fiding or walking in it;
that Cafe, if the Person goes with the Wind,
no Wind at all, because there is no Difference
H *elocity, or no relative Wind , which is that only
J *"'e are sensible of whilst in Motion 5 the Reason of
n‘ch We see in Annot. XX.
The best Method , that I lcriow of, to bring the
0 sce of the Wind to a Mathematical Calculation and
rf ainty, is by the following new contrived Anemoof which I had the first Hint from the late inge- Plate
Dr . Burton. ABCDEFGHIisan
open Frame ' XXXII.
W
}nVood
' C_ , _firmly supported by the Shaft or Postern I . Fig . 2.
- lhe two Cross Pieces H K , L M , is moved an horie^ al Axis Q .M , by Means of the sour Sails ab , cd\
Ij’
in a proper Manner , exposed to the Wind;
-Axis*s fixed a Cone of Wood , MNO; upon.
4dch> as the Sails move round , a Weight S is raised by
t0.r ng on its Superficies, proceeding from the small
of he largest End N O . Upon the great End or Base
he Cone is fixed a Ratchet -Wheel i k, in whose.
5 h falls the Click X to prevent any retrograde Motom the depending Weight.
Si \ a rorn the Structure of this Machine , ’tis easy to
er ftand, that it may be accommodated to estimate
die -^ r>able Force of the Wind , because the Force of
e‘ght will continually increase, as the String adhj^ es ° n the conical Surface, by acting at a greater
from the Axis . And therefore, if such a
jiifl.?“t be put on, on the smallest Part at M , as will
tyj nd eeP the Machine in Equilibria with the weakest
» then as the Wind becomes stronger, the Weight
will
P2

2T2‘
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Wfe proceed now to the DoBrine of Sound5*

We know by the Experiment of the Be*
in
will be raised in Proportion , and the Diameter os* 1
Base of the Gone N O may be so large in Compar**0^
of that of the smaller End or Axis at M , that the siroNZ
est' Wind shall but just raise the Weight to the grC
End .
-S
6. Thus for Example , let the Diameter of the A*
be to that of the Base of the Cone N O as I 'to 2
then if S be a Weight of one Pound atM on the AX'S?
will be equivalent to 28 Ib. or *| of an' Hundred , ^ j
raised to the greatest End . If therefore, when *^
Wind is weakest, it supports 1 Ib. on the Axle, it 1?^
be .28 times as strong to raise the Weight to the
of the Gone- Thus may a Line or Scale of 28
Parts be drawn on the Sicje of the Cone , and
Strength of the Wind will be indicated by that Nu*11
therein from which the String shall at any time hamh
7. Furthermore , the String may be of such a b ^
and the Cone of such a Length , that there shall b®^
Revolutions of the String between each Division °L-A
Scale on the Cone ; so will the Strength of the **
be exprefs’d in Pounds and Ounces . And is Zy
Exactness be required , let the Periphery of the
Base be divided into 16 equal Parts, then whenever
Equilibrium, happens , the String will leave the
Surface against one of those Divisions, and thus
the Force of the Wind to a Dram A-verdupois
' -8. ' Having premised thus much relating to the Sf ^
ture and Nature of the Instrument , I shall now Pr° ' 0f
t8- a more particular Examination of the TheOv ^ jy
Wind -Mills , by re-assuming what we have
said' on that Head ( See Annotat. XLV .) There ‘s 0)e
/~»r ( parallel to the Axis QM ) —a, represent the ^ t„
Force of the Wind or. the Sail ; this Force is redec
hi, and this again to no, which acts normally
Axis , and turns the Sail. Also we have shevcn, ^
putting 7n n ir7x, this Force which turns the Sail* 51
di0’ !t
■aax—
, ,
,
.
pressed by - -a —; and that when it was a M
K
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the exhausted Receiver , that Sound has
a necessary Dependance on the Air ; and
if
. \/

aJj_— a

3

3

. antj the Angle Imn — 54 ° 44' .

• Hence we observe, that when the Mill is in its
latest

Perfection, In — \ / a ,

J-f3—
;

hence

the

whole

Force

in

the

Direction

ts to the fame reduced, in the Direction I n, as

2
to 172
7', or as a ~‘to — a 1 or as 1 to — , vtz. as 3
3
to 2.
, *0. Again , the whole Force in the Direction Im is
0 lhe fame a second Time reduced in the Direction n 0,
a, , axor as
tothat is, as a’’' to a
ltnx

“J

1 to

V

/

-

4 _ 200
5
-— = nearly ; or, the Force thus

27
519
13
/5
%ced is to the whole Force as 5 to 13, when the
“ails are posited in the best Manner.
^ U . Now in order to determine the absolute Force of
e Wind , we must compare it with that - of Water,
f°llc
lows. Since Air and Water are both Fluids-, if
7 move with equal Velocities, their Effects in
js' Ven Time will be as the Quantities of Matter , that
■ct
.(putting the Asms?? Fetters for those Particulars in
th ater’ and for
the fame in Air ) if V — V,
W8*1E : E M
::
: M. But
in equal Quantities of
S, atter, viz, M = M. their Effects wil! be as the
Juarez
- -->of' the Velocities , viz. E E V
.: 2 : VLSee
(
**°
^ir t. XLIX . 17. ) Therefore , when neither the Venor Masses of Matter are known , the Effects
bevi be in a given Time in a Ratio compounded " of
ottl; that is, E ; E M
::
V 2 : MV \
: :
j, But
we have shewn M : M D
:: B : D B, See
(
nn °t- LVI . 9. ) therefore E : E D
:: B V 2 : DB 7 Lin

P 3
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if we reflect on the Nature of the Particle
of a sonorous Body and those of Air>

shall

a given Time . Let us now suppose B = B then
;
j??,
cause D : D 860
::
; i , (See Annot. LXXXlX - *' •
we have E : E 860
::
V *= : F 2; and lastly, if we suP'
pose the Effects to be equal, viz. E — E, then we haV
860 V 2=F 2. Therefore if we put Y = r, we have 86?
— F 2;and so F = \ /86o — 29>3z6 J that is, ^
locity of Air ought to be somewhat more than 29
greater than that of Water to strike a given Surface
the fame Force.
,
.
13. Indeed Mr . Belidor makes V 25s
—
, beC.aUt0
he has strangely mistaken the specific Gravity of Ah
be - i - , instead of - i -, on which Account all b15
640
86o?
[CS
Calculations on this Head are very faulty. If V den®^
any equable Velocity of Water , the Height H of 3 *^
necessary to produce that Velocity is thus found,
32 : \/ \ 6 (= 4) V
:: : \/H or
; thus , As 1024 : ^
16 V 1 V 2 .
- ■
V 2H
: =
orputtingV = : x,wehaveD^
1024
64
r
0
£ . Now a cubic Foot of Water , whose Height is
strikes with a Force — 62,5 Ib. ; therefore the For^ f<
a Column , whose Height is H, striking against 3 y*
62 e
620^
face of one Square Foot is 62,5 H —
or = "^ 4
when the Velocity is not given,
14. But (by Art. 2 | .) V 1 =

V 1,
-, therefore "As
000

of62,5
X -v~~ — 62,5H — 0,976 Ib. the Force or a
.94
Column of Water whose Velocity is V — r , an“ , 0f a
whose Velocity is F — 29,3 , and Height H
^
F 2 he

'

3

Foot ; therefore — X 0,976 — 0,00113 F 2 W1‘
000

AblO 'f*

constant Multiplier to reduce the Force of Wind

jpg
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&all find that Sound is nothing but the
Propagation of the Tremors and Vibra¬
tions
ijg with any Velocity/ '", on any given N umber of square
i,eet or Area A, to Pounds Averdupois Weight . For

sample , suppose the Velocity of the Wind at the
20 , and Vx —
^■ate of 20 Feet per Second ; here V —
i °0, and 0,00113 ^ = 0,00113 X 400 0,452 of a
found on a square Foot ; and therefore on 10 square
eet it will be 4,52 Ib. ; on too square Feet it will be
iooo 452 Ib. ; and so on.
;
^5,2 Ib, on
~ I5, Hence, to compute the Force of Wind on the
^ails of a Mill , we proceed as follows : Admit the
^ngth of a Sail be 30 Feet , and Breadth 6 Feet , the
^ rea or Surface will be 180 square Feet , and 4 X 180
720 square Feet, the Area of the 4 Sails; then ad^ 'tting the Velocity of the Wind the same as before,
k *. 20 Feet per Second , the Force on each square
is 0,452 , and therefore 0,452 X 720 = 325,44 # .
.his is the absolute or whole Force of the Wind blow¬
ing directly on the Sails : But since when the Sails are
et tight , this Force is diminished in the Ratio of 13
X 325,44

0 5> therefore -

125,17 .st.

13

„ l6 . Suppose the Distance from the Axis Q_ to each
^ •il be 5 Feet , then will the Distance of the Centre of
^tavity PQ _be 20 Feet ; therefore 20 X 125, 17 =
*S?3,4 Ib, the mechanical Force of the Wind on the
ails7>er Second to produce the Effects within the Mill,
J^hich may be computed as in tht Example of the Water 'MilI , Anmt. XLtV.
. 17- To represent these Things more generally, let
^ ^ Area of all the Sails, V — Velocity of the Wind z
®est 0,00113 V1A = absolute Force , which multiplied
0,000435 VLA = Force reduced by the oblique
^
y is
? °sition of the Sails. Now suppose a Weight W
anging frorrI an uniform Axle , whose Semidiameter js
. > keep the Sails in Equilibria with the Force of the
'mnd ; then D being the Distance of the Center of
Gravity
P H

2l6
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lions of tlie former imprefs ’d on the latter?
to the ’Tympanum or Drum . of the Ear , by
the
Gravity of the Sails , we have D : d W
::

: 0,00043^

r *-A = F = ~
D
«
18 . But because , when the Machine is in its gref f
Perfection , the Weight it is charged with is but .? 0
W , ( See Annot. XL

.) therefore

-J W X

d

D—'

0,000193 ^ A = P ; then putting rr = 0,000193 , we
r V- A — P , the reduced Force for the greatest Eff c° ’
A
and
A , the Area or Surface of the Sails ;
rV 2
lastly,

\l

/

P
— F, the Velocity of the Wind , wb^
•A

therefore may be found by having A and P given . , . ,
19 . Let d W = w, the Velocity of which W e'§>’>
let be u then
;
\ V~ Velocity of the Centre of Gr aVl'
of the Sails:

then

X P — u X w, whence any ofle
3.
- 00
the four Terms may be found , the rest being
given.
3 uw
■aif*
r V 1 A , or 3 uw — rV 3A ; whence 0%
be

any one of the four Quantities A , V , w , u, j may/ . s
found , the others being known .
See farther on
Subject my New Principles of Geograph
y and ™
VIGATION
20 . Since

Plate
XXXII.

F 'g- 3-

.

■
the

Force

^
of the

Machine

is as A X

g

D , it will be a Maximum when A X D is greatest , ^
Velocity of the Wind Tremaining the fame ; and 1 ^
be given , the Maximum will be when D is greats
^
all . Hence it appears , that if we are not confined
given Distance from the Axis Q _for adjusting
ap
we may dispose the given Surface A into the Form ° \
‘ - Triangle’ in
■ each Sail , viz. luen
such as
; aA aBCD
Isosceles
v ' olj
stead of the equal Par , llelogram Sail abed in com
.
Use ■for in the Triangular Sail the Center of G ^ .
KeC'
is at P , and its Distance is Q ^P ; whereas in ^fie

tangu*as
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Cavities of the Ear, where the Audits
the Impression, and e5C
Nerve receives
cites

24. The Doctor measured the upper Surface of
Pair of Smith’s Bellows, and also the Space they ^
scended through in a Second of Time ; by whic
found the Quantity of Air expell’d in that Time j
495 cubic Inches in its comprefs’d State. Now to ^
what Degree of Compression it fuffer’d, he fix’d a
curial Gage to the Nose of the Bellows, and
Force of the comprefs’d Air sufficient to raise the
cury one Inch high , at a Mean . Hence it appears ^
the Force with which the Bellows impell’d Air in £0
. f0’
Fire was -3*s of the Weight of the Atmosphere.
^
driven
Air
the
that
follows,
it
also
Hence
25.
the Nose of the Bellows in one Second was mofe ^
cjjcS
495 Inches by Part of that Quantity , viz
Inches , which added to the former make 511
of common Air . To find the V elocity with
Air was impelled, he measured the Area of the
of the Nose, and by that divided the 49z Inches, '" f0(
gave for the Quotient 825 Inches , or 68,74 ff .s Sc'
the Length of the Cylinder of Air which rufh’d r^ Q^
cond thro’ the Nose of the Bellows ; which pt° fA
Velocity of Air acting constantly on the elastic r?'
$
Particles of Fire must immensely increase their
Motion , and proportionably augment the Heat, s o*
consists therein , and from which all bur Senfa£1
this Kind are derived.
:thts
26 . The Doctor concludes with a Query,
If the Force with which the Air is impell’d by £
lows into the Organ Pipes were taken in this i
we might not estimate the Velocities of the Hn ^u
of Air required to form the various Notes °£ . ter bc'
t0
The Velocity of undulating Air to that of ^ g£:
ing as their Densities inversely, nearly, viz- aS'
ci^ '
I , as will be strewn farther on .
27 . Mr . Martin Triewald of Sweden has la
bited a new Invention for producing a continua
of Air , to blow the Fire of great Forges, F 10 pgi ''

is'c. and which may properly be call’d WAT

Jt0

'
vi's >
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Cltes the Sensation in the Common
S°RY in the Brain

2ig
Sen-

(CI).

V°^ S5 f°r the Contrivance is two hollow Bellform
^ ehels5suspended from the Ends of a Lever, which
t Pht into Motion by a Stream of Water running into
g 0 Troughs , both uniting or joining rather at the
te re am, so that only one at a Time can receive the Wawhich running to the larger and wider End , laid
-r>
j^ er the End of the Lever , does by its Weight carry the
down on that Part , till by descending the Water
jjjjhins out ; and then the other Trough (which was
j) lng in the mean time ) preponderates, and forces
the other End of the Lever ; and thus the Mai,le is constantly kept in Motion.
k 't) ' When one Arm of the Levpr is raised, the Bell
t ®dlows hanging from it will be raised above the Surjt Ce Of the Water ( in which the Machine is placed ) that
^ be fill’d with Air . Upon the Descent of the Levay

n r» the Bell (by Weight astix’d to it ) descends into
<,e Water , by which Means the included Air is greatly
L ^Press’d, and thereby forc’d to pass through a long
Tube , going from the Top of the Bell
tQ^leathern
T ^ her metalline Tubes , which convey it to the Fire.
ft Us» by means of these two librating Bells, a conBlast of Wind is supplied, whose Velocity may be
tiffed or diminished by proper Contrivances , which
ader may fee in the Philosophical Transafiions, to,hj;r with a Print of the Engine,
akpl ) i . The Structure of the Ear, with its admir\fPP aratliS t0 constitute an Organ of Hearing, is well
i5^m the Attention of every Man . The external Part
A;rClaPted for taking in a large Portion of the tremulous
W ^ dich is reflected strongly by a fine, elastic, treden° Us Cartilage , and by this means it is convey’d more
the e and elastic to the interior Cavity , or Concha of
_ ■
°utward Ear .
’ hollow, elastic Aperture of this Cavity,
Nit ^ e f7ree
^rusted with proper Muscles, is by that Means ca*(ja e of being expanded, contracted , and every Way
fted to receive the various Tremors of the Air:
' And
.
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For the Parts of a sonorous Body , beifl£
put into Motion by Percussion, do vibra*j
e
forward
And moreover it is so disposed, that it is able more fi rn^
to unite and condense, or more laxly to disperse ot
rify, the same aerial Rays , so as to accommodate >
for attemperating a Sound too strong, and aug®e
ing it when too weak, as Occasion requires.
3. The Meatus Auditorius, consisting partly of a J
tilaginous and partly of a bony Pipe, convejfeJthe ho g
towards the interior Parts , and the Obliquity °* p
Canal increases the Superficies, and consequently ^ ^
tiplies the Points of Reflection. Moreover, the
gular cartilaginous Tongue , by its elastic tre®0*^
Texture , and erect Position in the Hollow of the Co# ^
just over the Orifice of the Auditory Passage, causeS’ J
an egregious Mechanism, that all the Rays of
which arrive at the Ear shall enter the said Passage;
■prevents their flying out again by any Reflections
5
soever. Its tubulous cylindro-elliptical Figure , >
serpentine Progress first ascending, then descending’ j,e
then ascending again till it terminates in the M e® J,
of the Tympanum,. increases the Reflection and
and causes that all the fonorific Rays shall atj a
united upon the central Point of its End ; ^ j fl g0'
at the same time all Sensation of a confused and
rous Sound.
g it
4. The Membrana Tympani, or fine Membra ^
"the End of the Meatus Auditorius, is so oblique 1
tended across the Passage, as above to make an ° ^
Angle , and below an acute one with the said ffl1 Qi.Hence the Surface is increased, and render’d m0tet ist$
pable of tremulous Concussions, and of concen
the Rays upon its middle Point .
, coT
5%
This Membrane being expanded upon
tl^
jiected with the bony Margin of the Meatus, >s 0 ^dfore Part (towards the Meatus) concave ,
f°t0 th6
behind or on the internal Part * where it is appl‘ ed
HandleTart of a little Bone, call’d the Mailed ot ^ 0jie
mer, whose Head is moveable in a bony Sinus 0
2
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^tWards and backwards through very
^11 Spaces, by their elastic Quality . In
this
Kr.

H" , and on the other it is articulated with another little
call’d the Incus or Anvil , which freely moves in
(j^ Articulation ; and oh the other End it is again ae¬
rated with a little orbicular Bone, and with the
or Stirrop , which on its Base Part is connected
(T Membrane spread over the Foramen Ovale or ellip' Bole of another bony Cavity call’d the Vejilbuluhi.
But as it will be impossible to give an Idea of this
°aderful Construction without a Print , therefore let Plate
XXXIII.
He' be the external Ear ; C its Concha, or Cavity ; D E
Tenths Fig . 1.
op fleatus Auditorius, which in Length is

3,
, Breadth
f Inch
in

and

in

4. G the
Depth
is

L^ brana Tympani, h the Handle of the Malleus ; k the
and i the orbicular Bone j n the Stapes, and r
sum, in the
^estibulum hollowed out of the Os Petrosu
sty of the Labyrinth
In the Vestibule we observe the following part|[ubr Construction of Parts . On the larger Part are
' which
C()tee semicircular Canals or Conduits O , P, QH,
yMstunicate by five Orifices with the Cavity of the
T 'oule ; they are of a bony Substance, and of an elThe 1ester Part of the Vestibule comnlu'i Cavity.
ideates with the Cochlea, or spiral Fabric S.
This wonderful Part merits particular Notice , and
is°in. before represented by itself in two Figures ; whereV0fs ^lewn the bony conical

Canal

S T , making

2 § Re -

,

F ufions round a bony Cone from the Base to the Apex
cjj' *' his spiral Cavity is, from the Base8 to the Top T,
a transverse Septum, or Partition , of a trianguljr by
9,^ .£4re, represented by Z X . This on its Base Part
the Cone is bony (which is strewn by a,a,a,) Fig . 2,3
f an elastic tremulous Texture , and exceeding
s^ IS°
°r polite. The exterior Part b, b, b, is of a,
^ib brana ceous nervous Texture , whose Chords or
\y;^ es Be as represented in the Cut : It is connected
Hi the bony Base on one Part , and with the Canal on
ostler, so that the spiral Duct of the Cochlea is di¬
vided

Of Winds and Sounds.
this Action they affect the Particles of
contiguous to them , and compel them

Air
up*1fi

^
vided into two equal Cavities without any Comn^11
cation with each other ; though the Orifice of th?
perior Cavity opens into the Vejlibuiwn, and the 0
is fliut close by the Membrane of the Foramen L
9. The Auditory Nerve V enters the Vestibu .^
several little Holes as at 8, and forms a curious I*1fl„:.
Vest*'
or Tapis all over the inside Surface both of the LZefi
bule and its Semicircular Canals O , P , Q . ^ eu
Nerves also pass into the Cochlea, and entering
the two Membranes of the triangular Zone , or ^ ^ 0
ZX , do there divide, and branch themselves out ^
an exquisite membranous Expansion on each Si^e aJj
fame, which thus becomes the more immediate
-tK
of Hearing .
10. This Cavity of the Vestibule is always fill’® ^
an elastic Air , though there appears no visible
which it can enter . Also the Labyrinth or Cavi l ^ e
the Drum is fill’d with common Air , by means 0 ^
Eujlachian Dust or Tube, as M N ; the Orifice M °^yy
ing into the Mouth , and N into the Cavity of ths
r&ve'
byrinth .
II. Having thus premised a Description of the
j5
hnW
annrphpnH
-pr apprehend
irfe , we shall f-Hp
how 2^
better
the lipH
ral Parts
are excited in the Mind . Thus the Pulses of
tering the Meatus Auditorius D E are condensed .Jgjj ce
rious Reflections through the Past’age to their Infi1^ gj:c
on the MembranaFympani at G , which is render d ^ 0f
or less concave, or lax and tense, by the Hand*
the Malleus, actuated by its proper Muscle.
Means the Air contain ’d in the Labyrinth is adu> ^
expell’d, comprefs’d, or rarified, according as th
, pte<f
Jlachian Tube is opened or shut .
<
12. The Membrana Tympant G being thus ajjes,
for receiving the Sounds of tremulous harmonic st
and modulating the internal Air of the Labyrso1
n,
easily communicate the Impressions to the Incus L
transmits them to the Os Orbiculare i, this to the at /
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^ the first Impulse to move forwards al» and those propel the next , and so on,
to
to the Membrane of the Foramen Ovale of the
"'Mum r.
H,l3. This Membrane , by such an Apparatus of Parts,
be intended or remitted in infinitely different DeSQres> so as to become adapted for the Tremors of every
t0 or
; Degree of Sound ; and for communicating them
ae internal
Air , which affects the Nerves every
Cji* expanded over its internal Surface , but more elpev the nervous Expansion of the Cochlea,
^or here, as we have shewn , the Fibres of the
Str:Hrn Transversale, b, b, b, are contrived like so many
^& s of an Harpsicord, of various decreasing Lengths,
illafferent
^'
Octaves , that so some or other of them
\ of
a proper Length to be in Concord with the
Body , or to tremble with the same Vibrations,
by means of the Nerves are convey 'd to the Com^ASensory in the Brain , where the Mind perceives
^j 'v.stinguilhes the infinite Differences of harmonious
j ‘Lording Tones.
\Kt ^ hus, tho ' we are admitted to view the amaz^t^Lchanifm of the Organ of Hearing , yet can we
a general Notion of the Manner in which these
Iktf tl°ns are produced , or of the particular Functions
tL^ ied by every Part, and the special Uses to which
%(-aire subservient , in the general Execution of this
5 With respect to which there remains many things
“e enquired after, even by the learned Boerhaave,
16
*n Page 2Z0 of his Institutes, which fee.
' f '°m this Account of the Ear, we have a Solu^0rn®Difficulties ; as, . Why the Ear- is affected
«5|] Iteat Pain in going down into the Sea in a Diving\ j. 'Why People generally open their Mouths when
r? * p ^ with great Attention : Why Deafness ensues
PbjkVsPture of the Membrana ‘lympani, or from an
V ^ ion of the Eujlachian Tube : Why we hear
Hit! e S ° und with two Ears , But how some People
5 Smoke into the Mouth can emit it by their Ears,

is
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to a very considerable Distance , accord! 11
#
to the Intensity of the percussive Force- ^
this Means the Particles of Air are col*1
press 'd nearer together , than in their
ral State.
But when the Particles of the sonor° 11
Body make the second Part of the Vibra -ti^ ’
by returning back again , the Particles of ^
also, by their repulsive Power , repel c$
other towards their proper Places, and 111
again expand themselves;.
IslNow since Motion once generated ia e
tic Bodies continues some time before st
be destroyed by the Resistance and C°l
teraction of contiguous Bodies, it ^° °
that the Particles of the sonorous Bod/:
iC
consequently those of the adjacent Air,
for some time a reciprocal vibratory
by going forwards and backwards thre j
very small Spaces in an indefinitely 11^
Particle of Time ; which Motion gracsi^
decreases, till it be totally destroyed
for st |0

is not easy to answer, there being as yet no Pe£.
of the Membrana Tpnpani discovered; though
a plain Demonstration that there is one or more, l
not perceptible to the Eye .
a jjits1'
(CII ) x. The Doctrine of Sounds is the
cate and perplex’d of any thing we find
d'
phy ; and perhaps this is the only Subject ^ j jji '
greatest of Men has (in his Prindfla) tresl
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.. J'rom the Nature of a Fluid, whatever
Potion is generated in any one Particle, it
is
k

anner not quite so physical and mathematical as the
ature of the Thing required . I shall refer the Reader
o the Commentaries of Mess. Le Seur and Jacquier oil
!je Principia, where they will find Sir Isaac Newton’s
Iypothesis relating to the Motion of the Particles of an
Mastic Medium to be fallacious ; and other Methods
Psopofed, by which the Newtonian Doctrine of Sound
Ji re ft° rcd. I stiall here add an Explication of such
hœnomena only, as are of principal Concernment , and
1the fame time pretty easy to be understood.
. 2. Let ABC be an elastic String or Chord , fixed Plate
? the Points A and C , and drawn out of its natural XXXIL
’ght-lin’d Situation ABC. Such a Chord , in its State Fig . 4*
J Tension , will , when let go, return to its natural
.Port, not only to its natural Situation ADC, but
the Motion it there has will go on to E , so that
^ E is nearly equal to B D ; and from thence it will
Esorn again nearly to B ; which Motion from B toar ds E , and from E towards B, will be reciprocated
great Number of Times before the Chord will come
to
n ®State of Rest : And each Motion through the Space
E is called a Vibration of the Chord.
jj 3; When the Chord begins its Motion at first from
’it strikes the Particle of Air contiguous to it in B,
" that will by its Approach towards the next affect
^ hy means of the repulsive Power , which keeps
%ertl at Esiual Distances from each other ; and so
{j. ’ through such a Number of Particles as can receive
a e Motion while the String moves from B to D . Let
E, C , D , E , F , G , &c. represent such a Series
p ,ar ticles of Air at an equal Distance , and the first
j^ tticle A contiguous to the middle Point B of such a
r'ng, Lnd agitated by it in its Motion.
The String beginning to move, all the Particles
{(jj tw C, will begin to move forwards also ; and since

^ Motion is propagated in Time, let E be the re-*
®st

Particle moved while the Chord is moving from
B to

Vqi. n ,
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is by that Particle communicated equally
to all around it,, as from a Centre ; conft^
quently
B to D ; during which Time the Chord , having a[*'
accelerated Motion , will cause the Particles to approac*
each other with an accelerated Motion likewise ; an .
because those accelerated Approaches begin at A allCl
'
reach to E , in the Time the Chord is going from B
I) , therefore the Distance A B will be less than B C, an.
this less than C D , and that less than D E , and the V1'
stance E F will begin to be lessen’d when the Strings
arrived to the Site ADC, and the Particles A, B,
D , E , F , &c. will have the Arrangement repreien te
in the second Line.
5. But now the Chord , having acquired the Sin13'
tion ADC, will be no farther accelerated, but on
contrary retarded, as it will now go on from D to £ »
the Effect of which upon the Particles of Air before m
will be as follows. They will all go on forwards tl
the Chord comes to E , and the Particle A to its Sit ua'
tion in the third Line : But since the Force upon A
gins to abate as the String begins to move from D , tP,
elastic Force*now between A and B will,, by acting b° j
Ways , continue to accelerate the Motion of B, aiy
retard that of A. Thus the Distance B C will still
nifh till B come to be nearly equidistant between A aiy
C ; and C Will be accelerated till it be equidistant b ^
tween B and D ; and so on. So that as the AcceMa
tion is continued forwards, the Distances will dimit*L
towards F and by the Time the Chord is arrived
the Particles E E-will be at their nearest Distance . A^
since the Motion of A is continually retarded, if ^ 1
lose what before it had gained in the fame Time J a 5
will therefore now be at the fame Distance from B j
at first nearly. So that the Particles from A to G ^
have the Situations as represented in the third Lin e, .^ gS
6. I he Chord now returning from E to D,
Liberty to the repulsive Power between A and B t0
parate them to a greater Distance than in their I)ata n$.
.State, and which they at present have. By this m£ qjl
all the other Intervals B C , C D , DE , El,
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Wntly the Tremors of the founding
°dy will be propagated all around from
the
flat‘ncrea l"
e » an^ become successively greater than the
^ aral Distance ; but that Excess will be lesser in
HCa till you come to F G > which will be equal to the
j^ Ural Distance , at present between A and B . The
fr otl °n at the same Time continuing in all the Particles
W*1^ t0
a^ move forwards , and the pre¬
tty1contracted Interval between H and I will succeed beflie all the rest, till it arrives to the Particle N , when
T .^ terval M N will be the same as at present is HI.
those Particles beyond N to S, will , by the preceding
3t\ -0’
Put tuto the same respective Distances , but in
Order , as those have between G and N . And
hr^ ole Series (now the String is atD )will have thelnof the Particles resembling those in the 4th Line.
The Chord not stopping at the Situation A D C,
^ ' 5°ing on towards ABC with a retarded Motion,
tC(Velocity of the contiguous Particle A will also be
t^ ^ d and become less than that of B ; upon which
^ " istance between them will be lessen’d,^ and the
l^ e so as the String approaches to B . Hence all the
V
n0W dilated beyond their natural State, will,
tojj
^ gtees , contract ; but gradually flower , till you
A to F , where the present largest Interval between
Ityg
will be found between F and G , and that bel»b n A and B will have acquired its natural Extent
t^le Chord is arrived at B . Then likewise the ParV ' ftom G toN will acquire the fame Situation as those
hijjg have between A and G ; and from N to S, the
as now is seen between G and N ; and from S for^sii
- S’ the fame as is now before the Particle N , the
being now the middle Point of Condensation ;
g tch is clearly seen in the 5th Line of the Figure.
Vp rh us the Condensation which began at A , by the
*5c0 art of the Vibration , was propagated to G by the
? by l ^ rom thence to N by the third, and lastly to
’*)goj e fourth Part of the whole Motion of the String
returning ; and this Extent of Air , thus
atedby the Chord in going and returning , is called
Q_ 2
by

Ns
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the Point of Percussion, as a Centra ^
concentric hollow Superficies or Shells of -d 'f.
which are not improperly called A^ rt
Pulses or Waves of Air: Analagous
^
■which are the circular Waves genera^
on the Surface of Water all around
Point where any Impression is made , isla '
Manner or Direction whatsoever (CHI)*

by Sir Isaac Newton a Wave or Pulse os Air. In fffi,
Wave the Particles from A to N are in a dilated d
and from N to X in a contracted or condensed
6
which two Parts of the Wave answer to the cor>c
and convex, or low and high Part of a watry
^
9. As the Chord goes on to make another Vi
it will not only continue to agitate the Air at W $
in Motion , but will spread the Pulsation of the
J
much .farther, and by the same Degrees as before , 0f
the like will happen after every compleat Vibr^ 1^
the String . Thus the Air being a fluid Body,
Impression made on any one Part affecting all
be
tides alike around it, ’tis plain, those Pulses ^
propagated in every Direction all around in coU0
Aerial Shells or spherical Waves of Air .
. jyfe'
10. That the Motion of the Pulses in an elalhc
dium is analagous to that of Waves generated in ^ jjjet
face of stagnant Water , is evident, when we c?n-^Jis'
that the Condensation of the Parts of the elaft lC' tj,e
dium is in Lieu of the Elevation -of the
clastic Force effects the fame in the Medium as pfi cS
does in the Water , and the densest Parts of
,ese'
correspond to the highest Parts of the Waves .
, ^
fore as there is so great an Affinity between ^
Phænomena , it will be requisite, before we
to explain the Nature and Properties of aqueous
,
which will therefore be shewn in the next Jnnofi {£ o>
Plate
(CIII ) 1. Sir Ijaac Nezvton explains the N a ^ fip
XXXII . Waves in Water after the following Manner .
aw
Fig -6,7.
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Pulses or Waves of Air are afThese
with the following Properties , viz.
^ed

I. They
C D be the Surface of Water quiescent in the upr'ght Legs K L , M N , of a recurved Tube . And if
Water be put into Motion , and ascends in the Leg
p L, to E F , it will descend in the Leg M NtoGH;
that EF = GH. Again , let P V be a Pendulumvi^ating in the Cycloid R P S ; its Length V P , from the
°*nt of Suspension to the Centre of Oscillation , is
?Hual to half the Length of the Water in the T ube ;
^ P be the lowest Point , and P Q^an Arch of the CycLid equal to the Altitude A E.
2. The Force by which the Water is alternately ac¬
celerated and retarded in its Motion in the Tube , is
Excess of the Weight of Water in either Leg above
vie Weight in the other ; and therefore when the Wa*er in the Leg K L ascends to E F , and in the other Leg
^scends to G H, that Force is equal to the Weight of
^e two equal Quantities of Water AEFB -f-CGHD
?~2AEFB ; and therefore is to the Weight of the whole
f ’Ater as E A to V P , or as P Q_to P R , because the
j ertii-cycloid P R is equal to the Length of the Pendu^ which describes it, from the Nature of the Curve,
p 3- Also the Power by which the Weight P is in any
. °int Q_ accelerated or retarded in the Cycloid, is to
Whole Weight as the Distance P Qfrom the lowest
j.°int P to the Length of the Semi-cycloid P R . Wherethe moving Forces of the Water and Pendulum , deCr ibing equal Spaces AE , PQ _, are as the Weights to be
^Ved ; and therefore, if the Water and Pendulum are
?*■first quiescent, those Powers will move them equally
^ Equal Times , and cause that they go forwards and
^kwards together , with a reciprocal. Motion . AH
is easily deduced from what has been said of the
ature of the Cycloid, the Motion of heavy Bodies,
M the Forces of Bodies in Motion.
i 4- Hence it follows, that whether the Distance AE
^ great or small, the Reciprocations of the Water will
in equal Times . Also it follows, that
. 'r.e performed
of the Water be 78,4 Inches, each
Length
'■sie whole
^ eci0.3 ,
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and Sounds,

I . ‘They are propagated all around in d
spherical undulatory Manner as (

I said but

now ;) and that not only from the tremU'
Jous Body, but from the Holes in an/
Obstacles they meet with : Whence ^
comes to pass, that one and the same Sound
10}
Reciprocation , or Ascent and Descent of the Wst er’
will be performed in one Second of Time ; because 3
Pendulum of half that Length vibrates in that Th®e!
Lastly , If the Length of the aqueous Canal be increaf®
or diminished , the Time of each Reciprocation wist ®
increased or diminished in the subduplicate Ratio ofso 6

Plate
XXXII.
Fig . 8.

Length.

5 . When the Nature of Waves in Water is con60 ®^
ed, it will be found to agree very nearly with the
tion of the Water in the Tube above mentioned ;
consequently their Motion will be similar to that of
Pendulum . For let E F G represent the level Surfe0^
of Water when it is not agitated so as to pro
nrodue
Waves ; when it is thus agitated , let A , B , C , D?
present the wavy Surface ' A , C , the highest Parts
the Waves ; and B , D , the lowest or concave
Then ’tis evident 'the Weight of the Water at A ab^
F G will cause it to descend as far below the L eve n(;
B ; and with the Motion acquired by that Deso®
it will again ascend to the same Height C , and so PF,
duce a cpnftant Succession of Waves in the watry °
face , after the same Manner as was shewn in the Tu £
6. Hence it follows, that, because the Length j.
the whole Water to be moved is from the highest F
A to the lowest Point B , if the Length of a Pendu ^
be 4 AB , it will oscillate once while the FVa te.r j |l
scends from A to B ; and in another Oscillation , st '!>
ascend from B to C , and so on . So that a Wave ^
pass thro5its whole Length in the Time of two OM j
tions ; and therefore in the Time of one QscillaU ?,
N Pendulum four Times as long , or equal to A^B ^W. e

Of Winds and Sounds.
^ay be heard by several Persons, in any dif^rent Situations with respect to the soundmg Body, if not at too great a Distance.
II . Phe Denfity of these aerial Pulses de¬
ereases, as the Squares of the Distances from
the sounding Body increase: Eor since the
^orce or Motion in each Shell is the fame,
lt must decrease as the Number of Particles
^creases in each Shell : But this Number
°f Particles is as the Superficies of the
^hell, which is as the Squares of the Dia¬
meter or Semidiaiueter of the Sphere , that
ls> as the Distance from the sounding Bo¬
dy. Hence the Distinction of Sounds in¬
to loud and low, strong and weak, according
*s we are nearer to, or farther from , the
sounding
7- Whence because ABC in very large and wide
leaves is nearly equal to the Brfeadth A C ; therefore
'''hen the Waves are 39,2 Inches broad, they will un¬
gulate in one Second of Time ; and consequently since
she Times of all the Undulations are equal, there will
°e 39,2X60 = 2352 Inches , or 196 Feet run thro’ by
j_Wave in one Minute , which is 11760 Fee.t ^rr Hour.
thnce also the Velocity of greater or lesser Waves will
. increased or diminished in the subduplicate Proportl °n of their Breadth ; that is, if V = Velocity of
of the
=
and v Velocity
tile greater Waves ABCD,
hffer Waves a, b, c, d, e, f, c & . then it will be V ;
: \ / a ,c. Because the Velocities and
\/AC
* "ties of Bodies moved in any Manner by Gravity , are
Pr°portional to the square Roots of the perpendicular
'latitudes ; and those Altitudes are as the Lengths of
endulums, and therefore as the Breadth of Wav,esP

J

0,4
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founding Body, The utmost Limits
audible Sounds are about 180 or 200 Mies.

<civ>

III . M
Plate
XXXIII.

fig - 4-

(CIV ) 1. Let ABC

represent the sonorous Bod/*

by the tremulous Motion of its Parts , it will agit at®
the Air contiguous to every Point as A, where it wiH
be condensed to a certain small Distance , and make U
Pulse or Wave of Air in the Manner as has been large¬
ly strewn (Annotation CII ). The first Wave or Pu*‘e
will by its elastic Power in expanding itself produce a

Second, that a Third , and so on ; till the imprests
Motion be diffused thro’ too large a Quantity of Air ta
be any longer sensible.
2. The Quantity of 'Motion produced by each Tre¬
mor of the sonorous Body, being communicated succy'
lively to larger Portions of Air , the Part thereof whff"
each Particle will acquire will constantly decrease
This Decrement of the Motion will be as the Incre¬
ment of the Number of Particles , which is as the Su¬
perficies of the spherical Shell ; and since all Supe*-'
fides are as the Squares of their Diameters or Semi-d,a"
meters, therefore the Force in the Particles of I'1
Wave or Shell at D is to that in the Particles of ^ e.
Shell at F as.AF 2 to AD «s that is, the Force of S° u11
decreases as the Squares of the Distances increase.
3. It is plain, the Distance to which Sounds rnaJ
be heard will be proportional to the Magnitude or I*V
tensity of the Stroke made on the tremulous
emitting the Sound ; for the greater that Stroke is,
greater will . be the Agitation of the Parts of the so p0'
sous Body, and of course the greater will be the Fo^
with which they will strike the Particles of Air . Lartip
the greater Force is upon the Air , the more fironA7
will it he condensed and expanded ; hence the gr eawill be the Stroke at any given Distance on the Drff
of the Ear , and consequently the greater will be tfieD
stance at which the Agitation of the Air will be felfi "
4. rThe
Experiments
are numerous
bv
which
st c
^
,
1 . 0
1 •
, , ,
J
-r ^ - ^ nre 01
been found, that Sound is audible to the Dist ance

50,
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^ 1- All the Pulses, ■:whether denser or rarer ,
f>
^ Ue with equal Velocities: This Sir Isaac
ffton has demonstrated a priori, and alj, that this Velocity is at the rate of 1142
eet in
one Second of Time ; which most
agrees with the repeated and most
ivCu tate Experiments pf the late Reverend
Pier ham. The
Velocity of Sound is
^efore near thirteen times as great as
*t of the strongest Wind : And since it
a. t
necessarily increase with the Air ’s Elait will be greatest in Summer
, eri the Air is most heated , and vice versa
^the Winter : Also, as the Motion of the
conspires with , or is contrary to

S.

^ °f Sound , thp Velocity of Sound will,
[j,. lri some small Degree augmented
or dijj.'^ siied thereby , though not discernible
Experiments.
The Interval or Distance of the
i^Pess rom each other is the fame among all
jiiT Qre exciied by the fame Stroke: For
Ce each Pulse is caused by a single Vi -^
bration
th^° ’ or Miles
; But Dr . Hearn , Physician
hing of Sweden, tells us, that at the Bombard-.
Aolmia, A. D. 165B, the Sound was heard to
Vsnce
^
of 30 Swedijb Miles , which make 180 of
f i)
*n hie Fight between England and Holland,
y«/e‘ I^72, the Noise of the Guns was heard even in
5Which cannot be less than 200 Miles.
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bration of the sounding Body, and
they all move with equal and uniform
locities, ’tis plain they must succeed
other at Intervals proportioned to the 'f 1^
of the Vibrations : but the Times of 1
Vibrations of the fame Body are all edl’a. 5
consequently , the Intervals of the
will be so too (CV),

^

(CV ) i . Sir Isaac Newton and other Mathe
clans have shewn (in a Method too prolix and iflt ^
to be here repeated) that if a Pehdulum were coo^ ^ e'
whose Length was equal to the Height of an h0® As
neal Atmosphere, whose Density is every
fame with that of the Air upon the Surface of the 0iie
in the fame Time that such a Pendulum wa ^^ S’
whole Oscillation in going forwards and hack cc
the Wave or Pulse of Air will pass through 3
equal to the Circumference of a Circle describe
L Radius

equal

to the said Pendulum

0('

2. Therefore while the Pendulum makes hal^
dilation , or one single Vibration , the Pulse W>
through a Space equal so half the Circu ® ^ yjrfl?
Whepce the Space described by the Pulse in th
of a Vibration

is to the Length of the Pendulu

cll iiV

Semi-circumference to the Radius, or as the (0 11
ference to the Diameter , that is, as 3,i 4i -59 fed’
Now the Length of such a Pendulum is 3oI ^ a|ceS^
(as we have elsewhere strewn) but Sir lfr aC . Tf
29725 Feet , whose Measure we shall here foU° ^ J*
Circumference of a Circle whose Radius is *1 pid*
186768, the half whereof is 93384
a
pastes through in one single Vibration : But s®^ , 311
1
dulum 39,2 oscillates in 'the Time of one 8cc ^ >>■
the Times of Oscillation in different Pendum' ^ (jitthe Subduplicate Ratio of their Lengths ; there
fas.
i"
m 2 97_25_Feet we have 356700 Inches, we
^ 39=2 : V/356700 :: i : 95| Seconds.
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The aerial Puses are propagated toge -,
in great Numbers from different Bodies
'without

ft;

at Time the Pulse passes over 93384 Feet ; conser ntly> 951 : 93384 :: I '• 979 Feet == Space pass’d
°ugh by a Pulse in one Second of Time.
tyF This then would be the Velocity of the Pulses,
{\ij5re the Particles of Air so very small as that their
LSnitude flxould bear no sensible Proportion to the
Hoetvals between them ; and also if the Medium had
Admixture of any other Particles but those of pure
Of; Neither of which is the Cafe ; for the Particles
are so gross that they will not pass through the^ es of Glass any more than Water ; and Sir Isaac
\f° n supposes them to be of the fame Magnitude
d the Particles of Water or Salt. If this be so, let
Diameter of the Particles , S — Space or Interval
CeWe en them ; then will S -f D = Distance of the
ft Jlf reg0f the Particles . Let N = Number of Particles
ftde Side of a Cube of Air, then will N S -{- N D =
°f the Cube.
if, Again, let M — Number of Particles of Water
fte o 8>de of an equal Cube , and M D — Side of
^ Uuhe of Water ; whence NSstND
^ MD,
if the Density of Air be to that of Water as 1 to
’ We ftall have 1 : A :: N 3M
: 3; whence 1 : A 3: :

N >ltyr
i
. . ’ ^ j consequently, M — N A 3. Wherefore since
Is

^Hnd

= md

= ND A 3,, it will be S + D

therefore D : S
A J, and 8 — D X A 31—
M _ . 1 ; whence D ; S X D :: 1 : A S
.S> If therefore A
860, ( as we have shewn) then
A ^
^
Vk" 9 nearly ; if we put A — 1000, then A 310.
—
ib; ®nce D ; S + D :: 1 : 9, or as 1 : iq ; whence the
fte Eter
>
of a Particle of Air will in such Cafe be to
fit}C£ nt®
rv al between the Particles as x to 8 or 9. And
the Motion is instantaneous through the solid Par¬
ticles
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•without Dijiurbance or Confusion;as
is
dent from Concerts of Musical Instruinest ts’
where divers Sounds , of different Inter vaf
Also

deles of Air, and they make up - or - Part of ^
whole -Space 979 Feet pafs’d through in one Secofl
a Pulse, therefore to allow for this we must add - ' T'*’
“ -

iog Feet to the former Sum; that is, 979 -p
1088 Feet , for the Velocity of Sound per Second- ^
6. But since the Atmosphere consists not of Puf5, Asi
but has an Admixture of Vapours of a different B 0{
city and Tone ; these Vapours will not partici?^ ;
the Motion of pure Air , by which Sound is prop^Sso 1
in like manner as an elastic String, if struck,
move another very near it, unless it be under
Degree of Tension , and of the fame Tone . * jifore the Quantity of Air producing Sound must " ^
minifh ’d in Proportion to the Quantity of Vapo^1"’^ $
given Space ; in which Sir Isaac supposes the A>r
the Vapour as 10 to 1. Whence the Air and s jl‘
together in a given Space is to the pure Ait
to Jto.
. W
7. But the Velocity of the Pulses will increase
Subduplicate Ratio of the diminifli’d Quantity °‘to 1°>
-0,
ter , that is, in the Subduplicate Ratio of I 1 fa 8*/ !>»
or in the entire Ratio of 21 to 20, ( as he has
^
Princip. Prop . 48 . Lib . II .) Therefore , if fgc ^f
As 20 : 21 :: 1088 : 1142 ; whence the real y e\f c
of Sound thus investigated from the Nature of e^e
Air by our great Author , is at length found t0
the Rate of 1142 Feetprr Second.
rsfr&rf
8. The Truth and Accuracy of this noble pfK
have been sufficiently confirm’d by Experiments’ 0
cularly,. those made by the late Rev. Dr .
v-'i
which I shall give some Account by and by >
first lay before the Reader a View .of the dist^ ^ pjjieP
piates made of the Velocity of Sound by several
Philosophers, as in the Table following,
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^nd various Coincidences ,
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strike the Ear

^ once , yet with Distinctness and agreeConsonance.
Vl . ss/je Particles
'
of Air , and consequently
Pulses, striking against an Obstacle, will
Le
restisied back under an Angle equal to that

the

°f
Feet

The Honourable Mr . Roberts,
The Honourable Mr . Boyle,
Mr . Walker, '
•Mersertnus
,
The Academy at Florence,
Royal Academy at Paris,
Sir Isaac Newton, Flamjiead,
^ Halley, and Derham,

per Second.
' 1300
, 1200

*338
1474

1148
1172
1142

.9 - As no Man ever had a better Opportunity , so
could improve it with greater Diligence , Assiduity,
{J*Accuracy, in determining and settling the various
k nomena
^
of Sounds, than the so often celebrated
‘lofopher last mentioned. He proved by Experiments
{j “e by the Strokes of a Hammer , and the Exploof a Gun at the fame time, at the Distance of a
that the Velocity of Sounds produced from diff, rent Bodies was the fame, or came to his Ear in the
^ Time.
so/0' ^ bat the Motion of Sound was equable and uni’se 'r °r t^at P'*• aTs’d through Spaces proportional to
t[j £ *mes’ be found by various Experiments made by
Explosion of Guns at different Distances, as aphy the following Table which he has given us :
q uere the first Column shews the Places at which the
0f Uns were

fired ; the second the Number

of Vibrations

vs an Half -Second Pendulum ; the third the Distance
by ^ Places in Miles and decimal Parts , as measured
by / r'g°nometry ; the fourth the Distances measured
op leelogity
^
of Sound, admitting it to be at the Rate
°ne Mile every g|- Half-Seconds.
At-

Of Winds and Sounds;
of Incidence; in the same planner as
be shewn in regard to the Rays of Ligh *-'
Hence a Repetition of the Sound, heard by

*<

dire#

At Hornchurcb Church,
North Qkendon Church,
Upminjler Mill,

Little

Warley

Church,

Rainham Church,
Alvel Mill,
DagenhaM Mill,
South Weal Church,
East shorn don Church
Harking Church,

Guns at Blackheaih,

— 0,9875 —
2,0°^
2,004
- 2,4
1
— 2,97
— 3,0
—
3>59
— 3>58
~ 3.58 — 3’51
— 3>85 — z,7?
— 4.59
— 5>°9 — $’°1
— 7,6*
— 7,7
—
— 12,5

9
-84.
s 2zf 7
123 j ■
27s
ZZh
33
35
45
46s
7°i

116

If

■ by
11. The great Exactness of measuring Distances^
Sounds appears from the above Table , as well as f
Equability of the Motion ; but to render this Ma£^ %
still more certain and indisputable, the Doctor too
Journey to Foulness Sands on the Coast of EJsex,^
^
form a large smooth Plain for Miles . On this Pl alRuJl
measured 6 Miles in a right Line , and causing a ^js
to be fired at the End of each Mile , he found th&£
former Observations were very just and true , and
Sound pafs’d the first Mile in 9J Half Seconds, J
Miles in i8 », three Miles in 271, and so on to the
of the six.
c{
12. The Academia del Cimento made Experiment.
this Sort, from whence they concluded, that the
city of Sounds was so far equable, as not to be acc^ t
rated or retarded by conspiring or adverse Winds ; ^
in this they led themselves and many others into a 8 0
Mistake, which was owing to their firing Guns a
near a Distance ; for in great Distances the DinfL 0(
is sensible, as will appear by the following
many Experiments which the Doctor made on the
fired at Blackheath, at the Distance ' of twelve
from his House at Upminjler.
p- el).
1704-

■Ji

U
It

\

\

M

h

tf
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£t Pulses, will be made by those which
reflected ; which is what we call aa
<lhe
D.

H.

Vib

rat.

6 to 12 N .— f I20 iJ 122 j
—
I 19 * ~
1ju 21’ n * M —
113 —
'War.$0. 10 M.
■Apr. 2.
ii 4i~
8J pM. —
ii6j —
3- ' 10 M. —
—
5- 1 pM. — rn
—
120 —
13- 81 M.
116 —
24. 5 P M- —
—
pM.
61
f
115 ~
V . n .—
nSl I7
112 —
ioj -M. —
29_
0 -S. 6. 10 M. -117 —
-115 —
^W . 30. Noon
‘ 116 —
^ ‘b. 15. 11-M.
116 —
M.
'.JL , „ 1f ist
^0<v.2g, 1( Noon
—
118 —
—
—
1 13
^eb, j. Noon
' Pei- lZ-

Wind.
N . E . by E . I
E. 2
8. W . 7
S. by W . 1
S. 4
8. W . by W . 7
N . by E . 2
S. W . by W. 0
W. 1
W . by N . 2
8. 8. W . 6
E . S. E . 1, 2
8. S. W . 4
S. by W . 1
S. W . 0
S. W , by 8. 1

8. W. by W. 4 ’

the first Column of this Table M denotes the
pM the Afernoon , and N Night : Also the
I , 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6 , 7, affixed to the Points of the

4f j W the third Column , denote the several Degrees
Mw ren gth with which the Wind blew at the Time
Experiments were made. From this Table
ij
*3 Vp/F to observe, that in this large Distance ( of near
VeIocity of Sound is sensibly affected
N 1tb )
1 Current of the Air or Wind ; for since Black¬

'sj

, we fee that
nearS. WbyW. from Upminjier

”fiil ^ 5) 1705, when there was a strong Wind con\J » 'yith Sound, it came in in Half -Seconds;
as in Feb, 13 , 1704, when the Wind was dic°ntrary , though but a gentle one, the Sound
NrItlUP no less than 120 and 122 Half-Seconds in
7

rhe fame Distance . The fame is confirmed also

A xPerirnent on dpril 13, 1705.

n d it is farther observable , that the Acceleration
■
^ depends on the Strengtli of the Wiind ; for on
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dnd

Bounds.
ll

'The

Locus

or audible Place of Sound, ^

be there where the Particles of Air hrll

g1*

jfpril 24 , 1705, a S. W . by W . Wind in the gj
Degree permitted the Sound to arrive in 116 Hab'

conds ; the fame Wind on Feb. 4 , 1706, biowingff jf,
4 Degrees of Strength , brought the Sound in 113
Seconds ; and on April 5, 1705, the fame Wind if.
7 Degrees of Strength brought the Sound in lit ^ o))
Seconds. The Winds which blow transversely C^Jo^
April p,, Feb. 15, . 1705. ) seem not to affect the js>
city of Sound, it passing then in 116 Half -Se^?
which is mean Velocity , as appears by the former 1
in Article 10.
15. The greatest Difference we here observe ifi 0{
Velocity of Sound, with or against the Wind , Is Lj?
II Half -Seccnds, or 51 Seconds ; whence 1142 X 5’' ^
6201 Feet , which is somewhat more than a M1
5280 Feet ; and therefore for every 10 Miles
allow Half a Mile , or 2640 Feet , when the
blows strongly against the Sound, and deduct f
when it sets with it ; and so in Proportion s il>
^
other Distance .- See a late Discourse on this Suhr ^ 7
a Treatise entitled , Observations Ajlronomiques ^
stques, jar Don George suan et Don Antoine Dt U, $
16. The Velocity of Sound being determine ’ $ j
Intervals of the Pulses are known by finding
Vibrations the sounding Body performs in one d gjv
Thus D . Sauveur found by Experiments , that
Pipe, whose Length was about 5 Paris Feet,
fame Tone with a Str
String that vibrates forwctd^
backwards 100-times in a Second ; consequents
consequently’’ us
Pulses made by sounding such a Pipe, there at? f
iop in the Space of 1142 Feet , or 1070 of
f cC
i
therefore a single Pulse occupies the Space of if ^° 1>0
English, or 10s Feet of Paris ; so that the fflf'
the Pulse was about twice the Length of * pvtfeS
Whence it is probable, that the Lengths of w1®
excited by the founding of open Pipes are in a 1_.
equal to twice the Length of the Pipes,
^
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to diffuse themselves in Form of Waves.

Thus a Person speaking in one End of a
Tube, or Trumpet, will be heard as speaklng from the other. And as in the Cafe
Light, we fee the Image of an Object
aWays in the Direction of the reflected
^ay ; so in Echoes, we hear a Person speak
^ the Place from whence the reflected
*^ave comes to the Ear (CVI).
Because
17- This was farther confirmed by the fame Gentle. ^ by another Experiment he made afterwards, in
j ^ ch he found that an openPipe of about two/W/r Feet
? Length , was in Unison with a String which vibrated
0t^ards and backwards 243 times in a Second ; where¬
forei £Z^ _ 4| nearly : that is, the Length of a Pulse
to 243
1
ofas about 4 ! Feet of Paris, or nearly twice the Length
the

Pipe
_ In order to account for the Nature of
t (,CVl ), >•

tOEs, we must consider, that Sound is perceived as
?fiug from that Place, from which , as a Centre , the

Cf

fj ‘es are propagated. This is well known by Expefsetlce : But to illustrate this Matter , Igt A be the Centre Plate
ftr4 "^ ence any Sound is directly propagated, and XXXII.
df * es against any plain Obstacle C B, sufficiently large; Fiis . g
so(V AF perpendicular to B C , and produce it to H,
aat it may be A Far F H ; the Sound reflected will
Perceived as coming from the Point H.
then *'°r * et AB be the incident Ray, impinging against
^ j^ ^stacle B C in the Point E ; from E draw the Ray
eqsj in such a manner that the Angle CED may be
% a t0 ^ le Angle EF A, or that the Angle of Incitojj^ ^ ay be equal to the Angle of Reflection ; then
dnc D
be the reflected Ray of Sound, and, if prospEi , will pass through the Point H ; for the Angle
- ^- CEDccFEA.
Therefore
in the Triangles
°I-. II.
R
AFE

Of Winds and Sounds.
Because the Sound is stronger in P*-0portion as the Air is denser, it must
A F E and E F H , since the Angles of one are resp6^'
tively equal to the Angles of the other, and the Sid
F E common to both , the Sides of one Triangle
be respectively equal to the Sides of the other , aIE
therefore HF - AF ; wherefore the reflex Souh
will be heard by a Person at D , as coming from ttie
Point H.
3. As the Place of the Auditor or Point D approach
towards A, the Cafe will constantly be the fame vrd
Respect to the Centre of Sound H ; the Triaslg'^
will still be equal, and all their Angles and Sides
fpectively ; therefore when D coincides with A, .
reflex Sound, or Echo , will be heard from the P° ,rl
^
H ; which was to be demonstrated.
4. The fame Sound therefore is heard twice by ®
Auditor at D ; first by the direct Ray A D , and second/
by the reflex Ray A E D ; provided the Difference b
tween AD and A ED be sufficiently great, that *
direct and reflex Sound do not in the same sensibleA .
ment of Time affect the Ear : For if the reflex Squ ^
arrives at the Ear before the Impression of the d!^
Sound ceases, the Sound will not be double, only re
I(J
der’d more intense.
5. We know by Experience , if more than 9 °r jjj
Syllables are pronounced in a Second, the Sounds v’
not be distinct and articulate ; therefore,,that the reI j
Sound may not be confounded with the direct SoUjl j
there ought to be at least the 9th Part of a SeC °j
between the Times of their Appulfe to the Ear . # ug0f
the 9th Part of a Second Sounds run through the Sp aC
—

=
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Feet ; the Difference therefore

be

tvV

must not be less than 12.7 Feet,
. of
6. Hence also it follows, that a Person speakings
uttering a Sentence in A aloud, in order to obsess
Echo by Reflection from the Obstacle B C, oU^^ aiid
A ?) and AED

the Echo to be distinctly heard in D .
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W , that the Voice passing through a Tube
°r Trumpet must be greatly augmented by
the
ftand at least 73 or 74 Feet from it, that is, AF —74.

*hd since, at the common Rate of Speaking, we pro-

^Qunce not above 3’- Syllables per Second (or read more
jl' an 20 Lines of Englijh Poetry per Minute ) therefore
hat the Echo may return just as soon as the three Syl-

are exprefs’d, we must have twice AF equal to
jhove 1000 Feet ; or the Speaker must stand about 500
?et from the Obstacle B C ; and so in Proportion for
other Number of Syllables.
7- In all the Experiments which Dr . Derbarn made
^' th the Guns at Blackbeath, there was always a Re¬
duplication of the Sound, particularly the first in the
?fe going Table , on February 13, 1704 ; where the
,re ct Sound came first in 120 HalfSeconds, and the
Sound or Echo in 122 Half- Seconds. The Diffr ence in Time , being a whole Second,
shews the Echo'
P^fa’d over 1142 Feet more than the direct Sound ;
Jjd that therefore the Phonocamptic Obje£i, or Obstacle
o’hch reflected the Sound, was very probably near the
^Uns • since after the Pulses had pafs’d a great way;
. ey Would have been too weak, when reflected; to have
j Uae an Echo as strong or stronger than the direct
u^nd, as the Doctor always found it was;
jj 8 . By some Experiments which he made
on Guns
on the River Thames, between Deptford and Gucy ' Point, he observed the Sound was not only doubut tripled , quadrupled , and sometimes repeated
more times, and each succeeding Echo was loudef
louder ; and often when he heard those Fragors of
^ ^ Guns , he observed a Murmur aloft in the Air,
dually if the Heavens were quiet and serene : And
e Pulses of Air he has observed to strike against a
of 1 d ^ ud, and produce in it a Murmur for the Space
J * - From hence he adjudged, that those Murmurs
in j"Air proceed from the vaporous Particles suspended
Atmosphere which resist the Undulations of
*Wes

R 5,

Sound,
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the constant Reflection and Agitatiost
the Air through the Length of the Tube>

by

Sound, and reverberate them to the Ear of the Ob'
server, in the Manner of indefinite Echoes.
9. Among the many pleasant and ludicrous Phseff®'
, or rep e3
men a Of Echoes,, those which are Palyphonous
divers Syllables or Sounds distinctly, and are therefos
call’d Tautological or Prattling Echoes, afford the m0'^
curious Amusement .. Of these there are several re'
markable in different Parts of the World , and parUcU'
larly here in England ; concerning which I refer t*1
uno®
Reader to Harris 's or Chambers's Dictionary
^ ’
GramM
Philosophical
my
the Word Echo, or to
10. Nor is this merry Phænomenon of Sound vfitb'
out its Use ; for by means of an Echo you may r°e^
sure inaccessible Distances, the Width of large Rivets
Dr . Derham standing upon the Bank of®
&c. Thus
Thames, opposite to Woolwich, observed that the Ec
of a single Sound was reflected back from the Ho" ,
in 6 Half-Seconds, or 3 Seconds ;, consequent ' *
1142 X 3 = 3426 Feet : the Half of which , viz.
Feet , is the Breadth of the River there ; which is 1110
0f
than a Quarter of a Mile, or 1320 Feet .
11. After the fame manner we find the Meases®.
any Depth , as that of a Well for Instance . To do ® 1
let a ~ Space an heavy Body falls freely in one SeC° ^
through which Sound moves ^
—
of Time , b Space
given in Seconds ^
—
the fame Time , and c Time
the first Descent of the Stone to the hearing
^
Sound, and * = Depth of the Well required .
to find how long the Stone is in desceI^/»
12. Then
ing to the Bottom of the Well , say, As a : * :: l> *'
of the Time t in which the DefceJ1
= —=
a Square
J* e
made, because the Spaces described by falling
as the Squares of the Times , (Anmt, XXV ’IO ^
fore

,=y

ar.
*3-

Ag»

irl*

Os
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, and its Action
hJ which it is condensed
on the external Air greatly increased at its
Exit
13- Again , to find the Time

t in which the

= ~b =
**°Und ascends, fay, As b : x :: i" : t" the
^me sought in Seconds ; but t f- - 1 =: c —
'V'i therefore x + b / — zzbc. But b / _ _ _ _ ^ a
—v a \ /a
and since * is the Square of \/x, the foregoing
j
S a Quadratic Equation ; and, by compleating the
bb
bb
_
, b
,
8n„
^ bc=
?«are, we have - + —
14 « 4a
a
Iv
ii (by putting s s ~ hb + 4 a b c).
Whence extracting the Roots on each Side we have \ / x

- =z, that is, V~ /= — ■= * But
— —± —S
2^ a
a
a
^nnot be a negative Quantity ; and therefore it can—b f- - s
_
— b— s
_
iim,
must be J x -=
°*he J x —-but
+

v 2

^

•‘■V

8

a

— the Depth of the Well retherefore x ~
4«
„.
^Uired.
. ^4- No «r « = 16,122 Feet , and b~ 1142 ; whence
64,488 , and bb — 1304164 ; also 4 a b~ 73646 j
we suppose c— 10" , then 4 abt— 736460, and
j
;
—
i '\ ' 4-ab < ~ s s — 2040624 . Whence s 1428,5
=
^ *— b— 286,5 ; and s — b 82082,25
;
ro x or
—
antly - ^ 1273
a
>4
S t2 73 Feet.
s— b

we
*5* Since x —-

4«

,

R3

.

Const¬

the Depth of the Well

s— b

shall

have s/*

—7=»
a
and
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Exit from the Tube ; which from hence
is call’d the Stentorophonic “Tube, or Speak*
ing-Trumpet.
For

the

fame Reason ,

those Funnel

like Instruments , which gather the larger
and more languid Waves of Air , do greatly
condense them , and heighten their Po^ f
and Action on the Drum of the Ear ; hy
which means Voices and Sounds are render ’d Jirong , loud, and audible, which we sg
not so before to a deafen ’d Ear ; and hen ce
these Instruments come to be call’d 0t a'
coujlics.
I SHALL only observe, in regard of th°^
Instruments which magnify Sounds , asta
aflist the Hearing , that the longer they
the greater is their Effect ; and that of a
the Forms or Shapes , none is so good
that derived from the Revolution of the
garitBI^
and

thereforev 'T.
:^7 ^ divid£«- by v/ -

t'T

that 15'

i

— 8,89 Seconds, the Tiai e
2- a- «
32,24
*
the Stone’s Descent to the Bottom of the Well.
*rt . 12.)

*

s^ b

16. The Time of the Sound’s Ascent is -g= " '

— MI of a Second.

73646

= 10", the whole Time ,

as it

But 8,"89 + 1?

ought to be.
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about its Axis.
From

(CVII ) I . The Stentoropbmic Tube, or Speaking- Plate
is used for magnifying of Sound, particularly XXXIII.
that of Speech, and thus causing it to be heard at a F ’g. 5*
great Distance ; how it does this will be easy to under¬
hand from the Structure thereof. Let ABC be the
Fube , BD the Axis , and B the Mou h-Fiece for con¬
veying the Voice to the Tube.
Trumpet,

2 . Then

’tis evident

when

a Person speaks at B in

the Trumpet the whole Force of his Voice is spent up¬
set the Air contained in the Tube , which will be agi¬
tated thro ’ the whole Length of the Tube ; and by vat' ous Reflections from the Side of the Tube to the Axis,

the Air along the middle Part of the Tube will be
greatly condensed, and its Momentum proportion ably in¬

cased ,

so

that when it comes to agitate the Air at the

rOrifi ce of the Tube AC , its Force will be as much
greater than what it would have been without the Tube,
Surface of a Sphere, whose Radius is equal to
as the
^he Length of the Tube , is greater than the Surface of
’■he Segment of such a Sphere whose Base is the Orifice
of the Tube.

Z. For a Person speaking at B, without the Tube,

'sell have the Force of his Voice spent in exciting conCe ntric Superficies of Air all around the Point B ; and
''’hen thole Superficies or Pulses of Air are diffused as

af as D every way, ’tis plain the Force of the Voice
Jj'dl there be diffused through the whole Superficies of a
Phere whose Radius is BD ; but in the Trumpet it
'V'll be so confined, that at its Exit it will be diffused
, ugh so much of that spherical Surface of Air as corpifonds to the Orifice of the Tube . But since the
orce is given, its Intensity will be always inversely as
. e Number of Particles it has to move ; and therefore
se the Tube it will be to that without , as the Superfi^‘ Cs of such a Sphere to the Area of the large End
the Tube nearly.
j 4- To make this Matter yet plainer by Calculation ;
Et BD = 5 Feet , then will the Diameter of the
R 4 Sphere
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From the
Pulses

fourth Property of the aerid

we have the Origin of the various
Degrees

Sphere DE = io Feet , the Square of which is ioQ>
which multiplied by 0,7854 , gives 78,54 square Feet
for the Area of a great Cirle AHEFC . And there¬
fore4 times that Area, viz. 4X 78,54 = 314,16 = square
Feet in the Superficies of the Aerial Sphere. If nov^
the Diameter AC of the End of a Trumpet be one
Foot , its Area will be 0,7854 ; but , 7854 : 314,
:: 1 : 400 , therefore the Air at the Distance of B P
will be agitated by means of the Trumpet , with *
Force 400 times greater than by the bare Voice alone.
5. Again , ’tis farther evident how Instruments of
this Form assist the Hearing greatly ; for the weak an"
languid Pulses of Air being received by the large En“
of the Tube , and greatly multiplied and condensed b/
the tremulous Motion of the Parts of the Tube and A**j
agitated by them, are conveyed to the Ear by the fin**
End , and strike it with an Impetus as much gre-tet
than they would have done without it, as the Area 0
the small End at B is less than the Area of the large
End AL .
.
.
.
n- a
6. From what has been said, 'tis evident the En e£
of the Tube in magnifying Sound, either for speaking
or hearing, depends principally upon tfie Length of
Tube . But yet some Advantage may be derived
the particular Form or Shape thereof. Some very etpiI
nent Philosophers have proposed the Figure which *S
made by the Revolution of a Parabola about its A*1®
as the best of any ; where the Mouth -Piece is place
in the Focus of the Parabola, and consequently the »0^
norous Rays will be reflected parallel to the Axis of 41
Tube . See the Figure of such a Tube in Mus "e11
Ircek’s EJsai de Physique.j
.
7. But this parallel Reflection seems no way eflenti*^
to the magnifying of Sound ; on the contrary , *t
pears rather to hinder such an Effect, by preventing * ^
infinite Number of Reflections and Reciprocations ^
Sound, in which , according to Sir Isaac Newton, ^
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Agrees of what we call the Note , Tone,
°r Tune of Sounds, in regard of which
they
segmentation does principally consist. For all reci°cal Motion , in every Return , is augmented by its
(•ner ating Cause, which is here the tremulous Mob°n of the Parts of the Tube . Therefore in every
^Percussion from the Sides of the Tube , the Agifc'?i>s and Pulses of the confined Air must necessarily
^ ln creased; and consequently this Augmentation of
^ Impetus of the Pulses must be proportional to the
^mber of such Repercussions, and therefore to the
H^ gth of the Tube , and to such a Figure as is most
f jussive of them . Whence it appears, that the PaTrumpet is of all others the mojl unfit for this Pur■A instead of being the best.
t0®‘ But there is one Thing more which contributes
Augmentation of those Agitations of Air in the
f
and that is the Proportion which the several
tt°ft *ons of Air bear to each other when divided by
Inverse Sections, at very small but equal Distances,
tb One End of the Tube to the other. Thus let
rf0e several Divisions be made at the Points s, b, e, Plate
&c. in which let the Right Lines ah , bl , cm, xxxnr.
W. &c. be taken in Geometrical Proportion . Then Fig . 6.
s, fte Portions of Air contained between B and a,
b and c, c and d,c & . be very nearly in the
% e Proportion , as being in the same Ratio with their
O , ^ hen the Points of Division are indefinitely near
*et her.
But it has been shewn already, that when any
entity of Motion is communicated to a Series of
V' CBodies, it will receive the greatest Augmenta"'hen those Bodies are in Geometrical Proportion,
lip^ fore since the Force of the Voice is impress’d
an(i gradually propagated through a Series of
Portions of Air in a Geometrical Ratio to each
it shall receive the greatest Augmentation pol¬
io . Now

2ZO
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they are distinguished into low and high*
grave and acute, by Musicians call ’d
and Sharps. Now
the Tone of a Sou0
depends on the Time or Duration of ^
Stroke made on the Drum of the Ear,
Wave or Pulse of Air ; for as that is lottK^
or shorter, the Tone will be more gratvi
acute: And since all the Pulses move eqU^
ly swift , the Duration of a Stroke will
proportional to the Interval between 1 j
successive Pulses ; and consequently , a
10. Now since by Construdtion it is B a — ab j
— cd, c& . and also a k : b I :: bI : c m :: c n : d^
so on ; therefore the Points k, I, m, n, <?, p, q, r,
will in this Cafe form that Curve Line which is ci $
the Logarithmetic Curve: Consequently , a Tr u^ ;j
formed by the Revolution of this Curve about lts '^
will augment the Sound in a greater Degree tha*1
other figured Tube whatsoever.
11. But to shew the Reason of the Nature and
of this Curve , suppose the following Series of QF a!J , '
in Geometrical Progression, viz. «Q: a' : a1a: 1 • a j
&c.then it is plain the Ratio of a1to a” is i , d>e ^
tio of az to
is 2, the Ratio of a 3to a” is 3,
on
;7want
whence
it appears, that . the 4HUILC
Indices0 of
VI the
1\y°.
Terms express the Ratios of those Terms ^eveS 0v/"
the first,
are
therefore
~- j v and
their
Logarithms.
mvu
t-ns/f **•
. . . ^ [t
in the above-mentioned Figure we put the Or 1
ak — a hzz I , blv =. a ' — a, c m ~ d1~
a
a, & cwill the intercepted Parts of the AbsciJJis be B ^ ‘
B b — 2, B c zz 3 , &c. and therefore the Logos ’ to
Exponents of the Ratios of these several
the first or Unity . Hence the Curve which c01 .01
those Ordinates is called the Logarithmetical or Lo&J
Curve.
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■s More or less Grave or Acute in Proportion
io the Length of that Interval.
Hence it follows, that all the Sounds
r°m the loudest to the lowest^ which at£
®*cited by the Vibrations of the fame Bolikewise follows,
dy, are of one Lone. It
^at all those Bodies whose Parts perform
[Jjeir Vibrations in the fame or equal
^Mes , have the fame Tone : Also, those
®°dies which vibrate stowest have the gravest
those which vibrate
;
°r deepest Lone as
sickest have the stoarpest or strillest Lone.
The Times of the Vibrations of Must^ Strings , and consequently the Tones,
respect of the Length, the MagniVa*7 in
and the Lenston of those Strings . For
* two Strings AB , CD , are of the fame
:!*gnitude , and stretch ’d by equal Weights pi ate
F, have their Lengths as 2 to 1, the ■Xxxiv.
Fig- i.
, lines of their Vibrations will be in the
Hence the Number of Vibra4lhe Ratio .
iiO'
tts of the two Strings AB , CD , perfc
°rrn’d in the fame Time , will be inversely
y their Lengths ; or C D will make two
^rations , while AB performs one. The
j.^ rations of two such Strings will tlicre°re co-incide at every second of the lesser.
two Strings of the fame kind Fig. 2.
:
. Again If
Ab,
to I,
CD , have their Diameters as
and
2
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and are of equal Length , and tended b?
equal Weights E, F ; the 'Times of the V1'
brations will be as their Diameters, viz- aS
2 to i ; and so the Vibrations in a giveI1
Time , and the Co-incidences , as before.
Lastly

: If the Diameters and Length

of the Strings be equal, the Times of ™
Vibrations will be inversely as the
Roots of the Weights whichf retch them.
the Weights E and F be as I to 4
Plate
Square Roots of which are I and 2)
XXXVI.
the Times of Vibration in AB and Cf
FiS- 3will be"as 2 to 1. Hence in confruH 1^
fringed Infruments, as Spinets , HaR psI
chords

, Ve . a skilful Artist will

c01^

pound these Proportions of the Lens *
Diameter, and Tenson of the Strings to V *
great Advantage.
In Wind- Infiruments, as the FiV 1"^
, &c. where the Sound is made
the Vibration of a Column of elafic Ait" c0 ^

Organ

tain ’d in the Tube , the Time of
tion or Tone of the Instrument will
vary with the Length and Diameter °J
said Column of Air , and Force of the y l ^
which compresses it ; as it will be ea /
.^
observe from Experiments .
found
to
made
If one Body be
another , their Vibrations will co-incid
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Sounds.

!er a certain Interval ; and the shorter the
^erval of the Co- incidence , the more
^peeable is the Effect or Consonance to
Ear ; consequently , those which are
^ °ft frequent produce the most perfect Con°aance or Concord, as it is commonly called.
**Vn the Times of Vibration , therefore,
is most perfect
?re equal , the Concord
more agreeable than any other , and
is called Unison.
If the Times of Vibration are as I to 2,
Co- incidence will be at every second Vi¬
sion of the quickest , and so this is the
perfect Concord , and is what we com^ °nly call a Diapason , or Octave.
If the Times of the Vibration be as 2,
?. 3» the Co-incidence will be at every
*rd Vibration of the quickest ; which
.before is in the next Degree of Perfecor
l‘°n> and this is called a Diapente,
are
the Times of Vibration
Ij, Th. If
^ 3 to 4, the Co-incidence will be at every
^

of the lesser; and this is called the
^Tessaron, or Fourth . But this,
the next which follow in Order , are
so agreeable and pleasant to the judi-

Ear, and
°pcords.
!tes

Nor

are therefore called

are

there

ImperfeSi

above seven

in all the infinite Variety of Tones,
which
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which can, merit a Place in Musical Corns0”*
sitions, and they are exhibited in F/gPlate
XXXIV. which represents the Strings in an
of a Harpsichord , with the Semitones of
Half - Notes, called Flats and Sharps-,
which the natural Notes are made half *
Note lower or higher , as the Air of ^
Song or Music requires . And this is cahe
the Diatonic
Scale of Music.
In this Scale, the seven natural N° te5
are marked on the Keys by the seven I>et/
ters C, D, E, F, G, A, B. The first °\
which is call’d the Fundamental or K $'i>
the rest in Order are the Second Gre
the Lhird Greater, the Fourth Greater -, ^
Fifth , the Sixth Greater , the Seventh Gre^ ^
and then the Eighth , which begins the ne
Octave . Between these are interposed 1
five Semitones, viz. the Second Lefer , _ ^
*Third Lefer , the Fourth Lefer , the
j
Lefer , the Seventh Lefer. These
se veI
"3^
Tones and Semitones have the Lertgth s
the Strings adjusted from the Division of 1
MonochoRd

, or Line divided

into i ° °

1000 equal Parts , as is very easy to appr
hend from the Figure .
-r0
The Number of those Divisions-are
shewn for each String , by the first
of Numbers on the Strings ; the next
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fliew the Proportion of the -Length of
String to that of the Key, or Mono(^°rd ; and consequently the Number of
^rations of the Fundamental and each
Mng respectively, performed in the fame
tles

Ve.

v Ox these twelve Intervals or Ratios of
Osteal Sounds , the OBaves and Fifths are
^ffeSl Concords', the third Greater , third
. fler, the Greater and Lesser Sixth are
^PerfeSl Concords; the Greater Fourth , the
^0 Seconds, and two Sevenths are Discords ;
Fourth is in its own Nature a perfect
fcord, but lying between the Third and
•Eth, it cannot be used as such, but when
Ned with the Sixth , to which it stands
All Melody
^the Relation of a Third
. " Harmony
are compos ’d of these
, elve Notes ; for the Octaves above or
^ *°W are but the Replications of the fame
jNds in a higher or lower Tone . Meis the agreeable Succession of several
jv^ fical Sounds in any single Piece of Mu' as Harmony

is the Effect

of several

Of
those Pieces or Parts of Music play ’d to-

H,

er (GVIII ).
Harmo-

i. In order to account for the Motion and Plate
M]) ®°f an elastic String, or Musical Chord A B, it xXXIII.
e Proper to consider it as tended or stretched by a v ’
Weight ,
lg ' 7'

2Z6
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HARMONICALPROPORTIONisthatwhick

is between those Numbers which afligst *

I.coL>b-

Weight , as F , according to its Length , and draWfl°
of its right lin ’d Position A B, into an oblique P0*1'^
A D B, *by another Weight , as E . The former
be call’d the Tending Force, and the latter the Inft*
t[,e
Force.
2. Now since the Tending Force F acts upon
String in the Direction D B, it may be represents s
the Line C D, which Line or Force may be rew
into two others, viz. CB and C D ; of which
Jj
former draws the String horizontally from D to
the other acts in drawing the String directly Up^ .a,
from D to C . Therefore the Part of the Force 'r,. (0
acts in drawing the String perpendicularly upwards j? q
the whole Force as C D to D B ; or, by supposing ^
to be indefinitely small, as CD to CB ; becaui® ^
that Cafe DB — CB nearly. But the Force tV^
rg,
acts in drawing the String upwards is equal to
flecting Force , because they balance each other. *■ f
fore the Inflecting Force E is to the Tending F°s
n
FXCD
^ ^
-— — D.
—C
as CD to CB , or — B
3. Therefore , putting C D — S, and 2 C By^ ^
the Length of the String , we shall have " T "” '
hence it follows, that if F and L are given, un |
if the Tending Force and Length of the String te ^
j;
the fame, the Inflecting Force E will be always
is confirmed by £ xp er,!”.
This
Line CDiS.
For if AB be a Brass Wire 3 Feet long, st r<\ . if
{e
over the Pulley at B by a Weight F = 3 Poun
then E be first £ an Ounce , it will draw the
through C D = | of an Inch ; if E be an Ounc
will draw it through C D = * of an Inch ; and p jj
4. The String being drawn into the Position
has an Endeavour to return , which is call’d ^ . £jpg
>
tutive Force, and which re-acts against the

and
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•Lengths of Musical Intervals , or the Lengths

E Strings sounding Musical Notes ; and of
three
•
is..
r orce ; it must therefore be equal to it, and confeS^ently proportional to the Line C D , Wherefore the
^oint D is carried towards C with a Force every where
Proportional to the Distance or Space passed over. But
have strewn, that the Spaces passed by Bodies in
"lotion are as the Times and Velocities conjointly,
is, S : TV ; ( See Annotation XXII .) also that the
force of moving Bodies is as the Quantity of Matter
jfd
8 Velocity conjointly, viz. M — Q_V ; therefore
TMM = S Q . But in the present
or T
'p = V =
^-•ase Q_ is a given Quantity , therefore T M is as S ;
because it has also been strewn that M is as S in
si>e present Cafe of the String , therefore T , or the Time
ln

which the Vibrations are made, whether through

heater or smaller Spaces* is ever the fame, or a given
Quantity.
5- The Restituent Force of the String , as it acts
Jj'tough very small Spaces, may be looked upon as uni°rrn; and then the Motion generated in the String
be as the said Force and Time of its acting , that is,
: E T . Now in all Cafes it is M : Q_V. ; but here
t ls Oct D 1L , (supposing D = Diameter and
^ ength of the String ) therefore M : ET : D 2 L V,
13

consequently T :
Js

]

zj j y

E

but before, we had E ;

■
which substituted in tbe above Ratio gives ss

x tnereV
_ _
.
_
— . But (since S : T V ) we have ^S ' T
D l L’
so.
ire -p
i that is, F T 2 DT. therefore F
FT
DL
L
th2 Time of
I ha'
f t consequently, T : £7
he String
9 fballon is as the Diamiti at \d T,; ngth of
Ci'i / tV if ) ,
S
VOL. II .
E- V
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three Numbers it is, when the Firji is to thi
'Third , as the Difference between the Fr 'ft
directly, and as the Square Root of the Tending Force&
verfely.„
•
6. Hence if D and F be given, T is as L ; that >•
if the Diameter of the String and its Tending f° rC
continue the fame, the Time of a Vibration will f f
with the Length of the String, or be always proportff
to it. Thus
\ of the Monochord vibrates in Jr °* , e
Time that it does, which is called an Octave;of ^ O
Monochord vibrates in ~ of the Time , and is called
Fifth vibrates
; |
in | of the Time , and is called
Fourth, and so on .
_ .
7. If F and L be given, T is as D ; that is, id^h
Tending Force and Length of the String remain
fame, the Time of a Vibration will vary with, ana
proportional to, the Diameter of the String.
%
8. If D and L be given, then T is inversely as r ’
that is, if the Diameter and Length of the String p
given, then the Time of a Vibration will be as the SqUa
Roots of the Tendhig Force. ,
9. Now as the Tone of a String depends entity
upon the Time of a Vibration , it is easy to underft an ’
that whatever the founding Body be, or how tr>a^
soever there be together , if when they emit a Sound
Vibrations in each are of the fame Duration , they 'f 1.
all be of the fame Note , Tone , or Tune , which
called Unison.»
10. In a Drinking -Glass, if a Person pastes his V
ted Finger briskly round the Brim of the Glass, Pre^1
it at the lame.time, he will by Degrees raise Trjm 0I”S
Vibrations in the Parts of the Glass, which wist Px0°'l JiS
alone or Sound, which will be constant so
the Action of the Finger is continued , and wof a^emore intended or heightened' : So that if the
continued long enough, the Agitation will be so %l. ■
as to disengage the Particles, or break their
and thus reduce the Glass to Pieces, if not too
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Second is to the Difference between the
Jfond and ‘Third, as the Numbers 3, 4 , 6.
/ " us if the Lengths of Strings , be as these

^Umbers, they will sound an OBave, 3 to
**a> Fifth, 2 to 3 ; and a Fourth , .3 to 4.
Again:
Harmonical Proportion, between
^Ur Numbers is, when the Firji is to the
Fourth
The Sound excited in the Glass seems one entire
ect, whereas it is in reality an Aggregate or Assemblage
an indefinite Number of Sounds, each effected by
single Vibration of the Glass ; but as the Times
y ’sie Vibrations are so quick and short, their Intervals
J *' be imperceptible, and consequently the Distinction
(i the particular Sounds, which will therefore be lost, and
f e whole will appear but one entire Sound. After the
Manner a red hot Coal wbirl ’d about makes the
^Pearance of a fiery Circle , because the Coal succeeds
^ ev ery particular Point of the Circle so quick , that
Impression is made upon the Retina before the
L
of the last is obliterated, and so the Coal appears
ey ery Part of the Circle.
j- *2. The Tremors of the Glass are made extremely
^ ,' ble by putting a little Water into the Glass ; for the
stations of the Glass will by Degrees give Motion to
tjjj Water , which Motion will continually be increased

5|j

11 be

thrown up from the Surface in Form of a Mist

^ °Ver the Glass, and to a considerable Height above
Very way. It is remarkable that the Motion of the
t}jeaW is in Form of a Vortex, circulating round by
mdes of the Glass, and raging with impetuous
3Ve
s like the Sea after a prodigious Tempest.
ijjct
.3* Or otherwise these Vibrations of the Glass are
of^ sensible by'adjusting a Screw very near the Rim
inj?e Glass ; then upon striking the Glass, it .will iirihe heard to strike against the End of the
’ wbich vvill Ihcw not only the Vibration of the
$ir y but also that in vibrating , the Form is alter’d from
to elliptical.
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.Fourth as the Difference between the Firs ^
Second is to the Difference between the 'Pbtrt*
and Fourth, as in the Numbers 5 , 6, 8, I0 '

For Strings of such Lengths will found al1
OSlave, 5 to 1o ; a Sixth Greater, 6 to *° *
a Third Greater , 8 to 10 ; a Third Lef er’
5 to 6 ; a Sixth Lesser, 5 to 8 ; a Fourth
r
6 to 8.
It

may be here observed , that a Series V

Numbers in Harmonic al Proportion are
procally as another Series in Arithmetical P1®'

grejjion,
CHarmonical 10 : 12 : 15 : 20 : 30 : f>° \
CArithmetical 6 : 5 : 4 : 3 : 2 : 1'
for here 10 : 12 :: 5 : 6 ; and 12 : 15 ' ' ?
\
: c ; and so of all the rest. Whence th0 d
aP
Series have an obvious Relation to,
Dependence on, each other ; which in s0lf
Problems of speculative Philosophy wid
^
very useful to know (CIX ).
(CIX ) 1. Let A, B, C, be three Numbers ist
sical Proportion; then because we have A : C •:Rq j
B B: — C, therefore A B — A p = A C — * is
whence if any twp of the three be given, the
'
immediately found by the following Canons, s-’255
A it
Canon I. If A andB be given, thenC ; 2 A " ,
2A

Canon II. If A andC

be

given, thenB =

CjL- .

Canon III. If B andC be given, thenA = q C"-ss
2 . T1 -U--
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If

the

three

AD

Lines

BG , C H , be
,7 YYYV

Plate

, or as the j- ^
taken in Musical Proportion
Numbers
2. Thus , for Example , suppose you would find a
Musical mean Proportional between the Monocbord 100
^ A , and the Octave 50 = C ; then by Canon II . we

haveB —

S :— —— — 66,6, which

is the

Length

r^o
A -f- C
°f that Chord which is usually called the Fifth.
3, Again , If there be four Numbers in Musical Pro¬
portion , as A , B , C , D ; then , since it is A : D : :
A -^ b : C — D, we have AC — AD = AD — DB,
-tom which Equation we have the following CanonS r

p
Canon

A, ==
Ir.DB

2D ■

Canon II . B = 2 D — C X
zAI?

Canon III . C = -

Canon IV . D = -

2A— B
4 . Hence , when any three of those Numbers are
| |ven , the fourth may be found by the above Canons,
Thus to the three Numbers 10 , 8, 6, we find a fourth
barmonical Proportion , which is 5, the Octave ; for
thus the Theorem

■„

AXC

n J

will stand , ■: —

10 X

6 __

5. But to carry this Harmonicas, Theory farther , and
^ender it more general:
the Terms of an Harmonic 1 A B,C,D,E,F,fyV.
3
series be denoted by
, ^

o,P,0

. , £* ,

ed l et the vist -erenee between j
'
'
,each two be denoted by
6 . Then will the Product of the two first Terms,
A X B , be to the Product of any other two Terms
succeeding each other as C X D , in the
^mediately

S3

seme
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Numbers 6, 4, Z ; and in the Line A D
we take A E equal to BG , A F equal to

C Hr

f^me Ratio with their respective Differences M %n' ■
O . For by the Definition of Music«tl Ratio
h lB
: D :: N : O
Therefore AXB : CxD :: MXN : NXO :: M : 0 .
(A : C :: M : N
Also ] B : D :: N : O
. { C : E :: O : P
Therefore AXBXC
: CXDXE
AX B : ^
X E ) :: M X N X O : N X O X P :: M : P . That:
is5AB : DE .. M : P ; and so on universally.
7. Again ; the Difference between the two
Terms M is to the Difference between any other two*
as O , in the Ratio of B — 2 M to D ; or M : P :: ®
— 3M : E ; or M : Q . :: B - 4M : F*; and so
continually . For , by the Nature of the Progression,
is A : C :: M : N ; and it is also A
B — ]Vf, (h*'
cause B — A = M ) therefore it is B — M : C ::
N ; or, to put it in Form , we have M : N :: B— l ^
: C . Again ;. B — M : M :: C : N , and by Divisi 011
B - 2M M
:
:: C — N N
:
:: B : N; but
(by th?
Definition , Art. 1 . ) it is B : N :: D : O , therefo^
M : O :: B — 2M : I) . Again ; B — 3 M : hd ••
D — O : O :: C : O :: E : P ; therefore M : P ::
3 M : E . And universally, let n — Number of T erl1^
in the Series between the first and the last, and le't the las
Term be Z , and let the Difference between it and th®
next preceding Term be 8 ; then will it be M : "
B — » M : Z.
8. Because ( by Art. 6 .) it is M : S :: AXB :
;
supposing Y , Z , the two last Terms of the Seri eS’
therefore A X B : Y X Z : : B — n M : Z .
__
9- „Because the first Term of the Series is A ""
AXB
AXB
B ’’ and the second Term B — A ’
B -— M; therefore

the second.Term is B
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C H , then will the Line AID be divided in Har ->
Conical Proportion , in' the Points A, F, E, D ;
'te . AD : AF : : DE : EF . And in this
banner is the Axis of a convex and concave
Mirrour divided by the Object, the Image,
the
hi the fame Mariner it is shewn, that the third Term is

AXB
, _
. .
n AXB
and unithe fourth Term
B— 3M ’ '
. .
B — 2lM’
vtrfally, sinceA X B : Y X Z : : B—n MZ , or, di¬
viding the consequents by Z , A X B : Y : : B—n M : x j
AXB
— : and since n — Number of
thereforeY = —-B — nM
Perms between A and Z , it will express the Number
°r Place which the Term Y holds in the Series. There¬
fore any Tirm Y is equal to the Product of

the

first and

second Perm B of the Series divided by the Difference bet^ een that second Term B , diminijhed by so many times its
difference from the first, as is equal to the Number of the

^erms from the first to the given Term Y.
10. All the Terms in a Mufical Progression are among
. Reciprocals constitutea Se'enfelves as Quantities whose
ri£s in Arithmetical Progression, Thus the Terms of the
SeriesA, B,C,D,E,f

9.) as —
AXB
to
B—nM

3c. are(by

A x B AXB
B— 2M

B— 3M

tries divided by A X B gives the Series
-j . But the Reciprovj , to -r- -r
ttr
B — nM
° — 2M B — 3M
^ of this Musical Series are B, B — M, B — 2 M,
"~y 3As, to B — n M ; which Terms are all in Arith¬
the Harmonic Series had been de¬
metical Progression. Is
gasing , Vi%A —B = M, B — C = N , &c. we
ft buld have hadA — M —- B, viz. the Signs of M an4
- - else the fame,
, 'but- every thing
a changed

Ii
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the Vertex of the Mirrour, and the Centra,
as may be easily Ihewn by Experiment.
Also

the Limits

of the Colours

of Light*

as separated by the Prism, fall us on the st*
yen Musical Divisions of the Monochord; aS
will be farther taken notice of, and exefl1*
plified in the next Lecture.
I shall
conclude this with taking No*
tice of one singular Property of a Musics
Chord , viz. that
it will be put into a vl"
bratory Motion by the Pulses of the Air'
proceeding from the Vibrations of another
very near it, and in Concord with it : ^
the vibrating String be Unison with it, the
other will tremble through its whole Length ,’
if 'an Octave, it will vibrate by the Hals'
Lengths only ; if the String which cop1*
municates the Motion be a Doubk - Ocl
above, or one Fourth of the Length of the
other , the Motion will be still corresp0^
dent in that other String , for it will vi¬
brate only by the Fourths of its Length f r0lTl
one End to the other . Thus if AB he
Plate
of
XXXIV.
String four Feet long , and C D another
Fig . 6.
one Foot ; if the latter be struck with f
Quill , the Vibrations will be common 1
cated to the former in such a Manner th at
it will vibrate only by a Foot- Length at tM
same time through the whole String ; vvhic •
BlU
\Vl
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be evident by the small Pieces of Paper
fc f h, hung upon the Middle of every
°°t-Length , suddenly leaping off ; while
%
e other Pieces a, c,. so g, r , remain un^oved upon the String at the End of
ry Foot, where the Vibrations sevefyll
f begin
and end, and consequently
^bere the Line has no Motion at all

3t)jj^ X ) j . What is here said relating to Mirrours,
i* the Colours of Light , will be explained and dei ^ rated in its proper Place . That one String A
t|j yQ be put into Vibration by another B, by means of
.Air, is not strange, because the Air will affect the
A with the same Impulses it receives itself from
^ String B. If therefore the String A be under the
iKe Circumstances with the String B otherwise, (z. e. is
He e of equal Magnitude , and equally tended) it must
(siarily
^
move in a similar Manner , or vibrate in an
Time.
fc2- If the String A be twice the Length of B, then
^
paribus) the Air by its Impulse received from B
w ^ot so affect A as to cause it to vibrate through its
°‘e Length ; but it will so affect each Half of A as
(Induce a similar Effect, or equal Vibrations . Hence
Wiring A will become divided in the middle Point,
*ch Will be at Rest.
&A. And if the String A were three times as long as
^ould be for the fame Reason divided into three
^ith’ whose Vibrations are synchronous to those of B,
Ckl hvo Points of Rest between ; and so on for any
3tor length . Also, if the Lengths of A and B are as
the ^ en if they are Concords, and one be struck,
W*U he put into, Motion by Degrees, and in
Manner that will alter the Vibrations ' of the first
and each will vibrate by their aliquot Parts,
^erefore in equal Times ..
I
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LECTURE

and Properties ofhio ^ j
thereof how discoveredA11
computed. Of the Nature 5/' He at , Fi ^ ’
. Of the
and Burning
Flame
, natural and arts'
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/A? Velocity
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ture and Effect of Burning
whether Mirrours

or
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- Glass^

A CaUw
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and Heat
tion of the Light
Moon . Of the Cause of TranspaR^
in Bodies. Of the
c y and Opacity
0^’
of Light ; of its Inflect*
flection
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Refraction
of
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of var l°
Power
different Refractive
Substances, she Ratio of the Sines of^ Gi'
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True
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several Kinds
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different Refrangibility
JA “
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Of the various Colours
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Of Light

and

Prism ; the Harmonic
linear

Extent

Colours

of

Colours,
Ratio

of their

in the Sun ’s Image .

Natural

The

Bodies thence ex-

plain 'd. Of the different Reflexibili
TY
tf the Solar Rays , and Experiments re¬
tting thereto .
The Manner and Cause
thereof enquired into . Of Rings of co^our ’d Light
between Glass Planes,
^Bubbles
of Water
. The different
ORDERS and Degrees
of the several Co-

Virs explain'd.
flection

The Fits of easy

and Transmission

Re¬

explain 'd.

Artificial Composition
s/ ’Colours.
0/ the Rainbow ; its Cause explain'd -

The

Calculations relating thereto . The Phœnoroena of Halo ’s confdered and accounted
for,

p
<

HAT

Light is not a mere Quality of
some Bodies, but is itself a real Body,

y distinct Species of Matter , and , endued
all the natural Properties thereof,
I prefiame, be sufficiently manifest
the following Experiments relating
U*eto.
therefore , at present,
it for granted , that Light conffls of inff

of Matter of disAent Magnitudes , which are emitted or reed from every Point in the ,Surface of a
luminous.
ei

Vably small Particles
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luminous Body in Right Lines, and in all D 1'.

reciions, with an unparallePd Velocity, af!
whose Power orlntenjity decreases as the Squash
cf the Distances increase,
the Particles of Light are fe*
That
fracted through the Humours of the
to the Retina , or sine Expansion of ^
Optic Nerve over all the interior hist^ es
Part of the Eye ; and there , by paints
the Images of external Objects , beco^
the immediate Means of Sight , will D
fully strewn in the next Lecture.
We shall now consider Light under
various Characters and Qualities of a
st¬
tural Body, and point out those rem aPP
able Affections and Properties so pectf
<1
■e
to itself, and the Causes of so many ve‘is
curious and extraordinary Phænomesta
Nature,
That the Particles of Light are
ceivably small\ is evident from hence , * .
the greatest Quantity of Light , in the * ^
.
of greatest Density , or Flame, is fPu jjt>
have scarce any sensible Gravity or
which , we have shewn, is always Pr°^ ^\\
tional to the Quantity of Matter i11 ,
Bodies : Also, because those Particles P
vade the Pores of all transparent Bo
however hard or heavy , as Glass and ^
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biant. But we know it more especially
^r°in hence, that the Stroke we receive by
b Particle of Light has no sensible Force
°r Momentum, which , on account of its
^odigious Velocity , would be very great,
^d insufferable, were it of any assignable
°r considerable Magnitude.
Yet , small as they are, we find the Rays
*°nsist of different Sorts of Particles iii
^ght emitted from all Bodies ; and that
'•bis Difference of the Rays of Light arises
ft
foiii the different Magnitude of the Par¬
oles , seems most evident from the different
sections the several Sorts of Rays move
lrb after they have pass’d through a Body
Glass, Water , &c. of some special Figure,that of a Prism especially.
That the Particles of Light are emitted
ft
fotn every Point in the Surface of a Body,
Is evident from hence, that any given Point
^ that Surface is visible to the Eye in any
Ration , from whence a Right Line can
e drawn
from the Eye to that Point;
^bich could not be, if the Light were not
f^opagated from that Point in all Direc¬
ts.
^ THAT they proceed from the Body in
^ght Lines , is clearly, seen by Experiments
the Sun -Beams, Candle -Light , &c. in
a darken ’d

2 JQ
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a darkcn ’d Room ; also from the Shadow®
which Bodies of every Figure cast, heinA
such as would be determined by Righ®
Lines drawn from the luminous Poio*
touching the Extremities of those Bodic®
(CXI),
TtfS

,

(CXI ) i . before S.ir Isaac Newton’s Time , sca^
any thing of the Nature or Properties of Light
known . It had been esteem’d a mere Quality or M0'
dification of Matter , and was propagated by PrelB 01)’
and I know not what of such Kind of Stuff and sensed5
Jargon ; than which nothing can be more tiresomes
read, or irksome to repeat. Leaving therefore the is e
Reveries of the Cartesians, we stiall contemplate th1*
glorious Phænomenon in the Newtonian Manner , wh>e
diffuses Lustre over the whole Face of Nature , and a“
new Splendor even to Light itself.
2. That Light is a material Substance, and what'
properly call Body, is not to be doubted ; because s,
find it is something that has Motion , or is propagate^ 1
T 'ime ; something that acts upon Bodies,- and produe^
great Alterations and Changes in their Natures aIL
Forms . It is something that Bodies act upon, by 1^.
stecting, inducting, and refracting it on their Surfa cej’
and in their Pores : And it would appear to ha
Weight , and all other sensible Qualities of comm°
Matter , were it not that the Smallness of its Quant**?
renders them entirely imperceptible by us.
^
3. Nor are we to consider Light only as a Body,
as the most active Principle or most general Agent 1
Nature . I greatly question if it be not the true Brit’s
Mobile in Nature , or the Spring of Motion and A^ *"
n all other Bodies. Were the Particles of Light to ,
annihilated , we should fee no Marks or Footstep®
Fire or Heat remaining^and therefore no Power of 1 0
%pn in Bodies, but all Things would put on the ApP^ j
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The Velocity of the Rays of Light fur¬
zes that of all other Bodies we know ou
By
of lifeless inert Matter , rigid and inflexible, as it
u'd be absolutely cold and dark.
1^4' The Divine Wisdom,and Providence appears perofP®in nothing so remarkably as in the extreme Subtilty
^ Particles of Light ; without this Qualification it
not have pervaded the Pores of Bodies, and so we
Gr have had none of those which we call diaphanous
k^ Qnfparent Substances, and every thing but the SurSj,
a Body would have been concealed from the
% 1Mankind.
Again ; the Velocity of a Body is
L
as the Quantity of Matter inversely ; and there-1
Q soe smaller
the ~
Body, the greater Velocity it is
ji5|.ePtible of from the same Force ; whence it comes to
that Light is thus qualified to be transmitted thro’
^ ense Distance in a small and insensible Part of Time;
s^ch Thing was quitenecessary according to the preh'rame and State of Nature,
tiq’ But lastly, it was absolutely necessary that the Par°f Light should be so exceeding small, that when
with its Velocity it should produce no
Hi u Porce, as it must otherwise have done, and
by a therefore could not have been born by the tender
by a cate Texture of the several Parts of Vegetable
'mal Bodies. To give an Example : The .Ve¬
ts ^ of a p ar ticle of Light is found to be at the Rate
It ^97600000 Feet per Second ; suppose its' Matter to
jj Ut one Millionth Part of a Grain , then its Force td
6an Object would be as .^ 97^ OQ9£ £ — 807,6 Feet
1QOOOOO
J

^ ^ nd for one Grain ; or it would strike with the
Ht^ r ^ tce that one grain Weight would do falling.
Nih
that Height , viz. through 448,8 Feet ; which
^ ij^ Id find to be very great, were the Experiment to1
6, <<p.e ° n the sensible Goats of the Eye.
Xi)ahl.lllce the Weight of Bodies is proportional to the
\ flt' of Matter , it follows, that
‘ where the latter is'
1hed indefinitely, th.e former will be so too ; there¬
fore)
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By observing the Times of the Eclipses of
Jupiter 's Satellites when the Earth is yoakelb
fore the Weiglit of Light must be insensible in ev er ^
great a Quantity of it. Dr . Boerbaave caused a G>° j
t>f Iron 12 Inches in Diameter to be heated red-hot,
suspended at the End of a very exact Balance, and cou^
terpoised by Weights at the other End very nicely,
thud let it hang till all the Particles of Heat or LZ
were escaped, when he found the Equilibre of the tV,
lance no ways alter’d j Which plainly proves the d°°j/
,
Thesis ;
A
^
only
not
have
Light
7. That the Particles of
3■
hitude , but that in different Degrees also, is anothert M,
* Sv
perhaps the most subtle Discovery of the Newtonian
losophy. The comparative Terms of Greater and
are now as applicable to the Particles of Light,
any ether Bodies. This is absolutely proved by ^
ferent Refrangibility they are found to have in Pa f|)5
through a Prismatic Figure os Glass or Water;
Power of the Prism detains the issuing Particle,
draws it a little towards the Surface ; and since
Power is the fame, it would have the fame Effect
the Particles of Light , if they were all of an equal h
nitude , because they have all an equal Velocitysince this Effect is different among the Particles, ' ce
being detained and drawn aside to a greater D ‘y j
,
Athan others, it follows, they must be less in Mag 111
the
of
Influence
the
to
subject
more
to become
ing Surface ; in like manner as the electric Ejfluvia
1>
act upon and agitate very small and light Bodies, ^
/
sooner and more easily than they can move those
are larger. But of this more when we come to sp^
the Manner in which this Power acts refracting tbe
of Light.
8. If Light were not reflected from every * yfzp,
ci
the Surface of a Body in all Directions every
a
where
Space
of
Point
a
’d
assign
be
might
there
Light from such a Point in the Surface does not c
and there the said Point of the Surface could not

gas

H&
000

t-ssTfi
■

^
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and again when it is farthest distant
from that Planet , we shall find, that in
*he former Case those Eclipses happen too
s°°n> and in the latter too late, by the Space
8 Minutes and 13 Seconds ; which shews,
in that Time the Light passes over
Semidiameter of the Earth ’s Orbit*
^hich is about 82,000,000 Miles 5 which
ls at the rate of 1Jo,000 MileS in a Second
^ Time , and which is therefore nearly
80,000
of

times

greater

Sound (CXII).

than

the ' Velocity

Again :

^le, but .because the Eyfe can find no Point of Space in
■J the visible Hemisphere respecting that Point , bus
^here it is visible, therefore a Ray of Light is reflected
b? 1T1that Point to every Part of Space, from whence a
^ ‘gbt Line to that Point can be drawn;
That the Rays of Light proceed in Right -lined
p. lre ctions, is evident from hence, that whatever the
j/Sure of the Body be, if it be held perpendicular to
j. e Rays of Light , it will always cast a Shadow of the
Figure against a parallel Plane . Thus a Circle
h ^ produce a circular Shadow, a Triangle a triangular
and so on. Which plainly (hews, that the Rays
jp Right pass by the Extremities of those Bodies in
^fiht -lincd Directions , excepting those only which pass
li 'fguous to the Edges of the Body, for they will be a
j inflected, which will cause the Extremity of the
tyy ° w to be not so distinct and well defined as it otherJjge would be ; of which we shall take farther Notice
Rafter.
j . As all the other Affections of Light , so
L , ° fV elocity, was utterly unknown to all the ancient,
•p- Ntost of the modern Philosophers, who, before the
of Mr . Reaumur, were of opinion that the MoII ;
T
. tion
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: Since Light is propagated h*
Again
st
Right Lines, its Power or Intensity wl
decrea;se

tion of Light was instantaneous,, or that it was
gated through immense Spaces in an instant. ' But
Reaumur and other Philosophers about this time, , ,s
ing frequent observations on the Eclipses of Jup^ eir
pot
Moons, found that the Time of those Eclipses did ^
correspond to the Calculations founded upon the An d
nomical Tables ; where the Times are all calculi
for the Distance of the Centre of the Sun, and con
quently , where the Eye of the Spectator must be
posed to be in viewing the laid Eclipses, Occultati 0
of
&c. of yfi^ rrer's Moons .
Plate
2. To illustrate this Matter ; let S be the Centtf ,
XXXV. the Sun, A B the Orbit of Mercury, C I) the Or^ , g
Fig . I. Venus, E F that of the Earth, and G H a Part of ^
Orbit of Jujiter. Let I be the Body of Jupiter ^J
K L its Shadow, O M N the Orbit of one of J u^!d 0<ft
Moons M just entering the Shadow of 'Jupiter.
a Spectator at S would observe the Moon M to ent?t ^
Shadow just at the Time which is calculated frotJl0y
Tables ; but a Spectator at the Earth at T always ^
serves it to happen sooner, and when the Earths [ e
the opposite Part of its Orbit R , he will always oh ^ ^
it to happen later, by the Space of about 7 Min u Y ^ .
ur gs
both Cases. This Observation gave the first
Light was progressive, and took up about 14 M1 s
to pals over the Diameter of the Earth 's Orbit n ° ^
to R, or 7 Minutes to pass from the Sun S i0
proof
Earth T .
3. But this, though a sufficient Discovery °r p *of the progressive Motion of Light , was yet but an ^
periment in the Gross, and not accurate enough
termine or define the true Rate of Velocity %vf- t
really belong to Light . The Metnod by which ‘
been more nicely determined, was his upon in *’ 0^
^ r:
lowing Manner : Though Sir Isaac Newton had of^
ftrated the Motion of the Eartls from the Laws rhon
vM
vity, yet as his Book was understood by
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(^crease as the Squares of the Distances
^crease j and therefore the Light and Heat
of
f could
not comprehend his Method were willing
j? i>e satisfied of the Truth thereof otherwise, and
jJ&htly judged ; that if the Earth did move about the
u,1> it must: necessarily cause an apparent Motion in
ny fixed Object at a Distance from it.
Plate
3 4- Thus if ABCD represent the Orbit of the Earth, XXXV;
y ? A and C the Place of the Earth at two opposite
jA^ es of the Year ; then a fixed Object at E will be Fig . 2;
en from the Earth at A in the Line A E , which will
°lnt out its apparent Place at G in the Concave Exyatl se of the Sky H I . But at the opposite Time of the
p,e*rj it will be seen from the Earth at C in the Line
jj which will project its Place in the Heavens at F.
that while the Earth has passed from A by D to C,
Object (though- in reality fixed) has appeared to
°ve through the Space G F ; and the Angle which
^asures this apparent Motion of the Object , viz. the
(J'Sle A E .C is called the Paralladtic Angle or Parallax
Annual Orbit-, because it measures the visible Apar ance of the Diameter A C of the Earth ’s Orbit at
he Object E.
jj $• This being the Cafe, it was applied to the fixed
j ars, which they conclude would certainly have an
^Parent Motion , or Parallax , provided an Instrument
be made sufficiently exact to observe it, and this
^°u|d be a satisfactory Demonstration of the Earth ’s
stL ti0nAccordingly several Persons addressed them\ £v t0 d ‘fcover a P ara-liax of the fixed Stars ; and in
'Vi.v ar 172 -:, the late Hon. Samuel Molyncux, Esqj
be^u an Instrument made by the accurate Mr . Graham*
it
to observe the bright Star in the Head of Draco as
Ptty e.^ ncar the Zenith . Professor Bradley also ob't along with him ; and from many Observations
^tb great Care, it appeared that the Star was
tL s.Northerly 39 Seconds of a Degree in September
tti
March, just the contrary Way to what it ought
PPear by the annual Parallax of the Stars. That is*
T 2
the
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of the Sun at the Distances of the six
''
nets , Mercury , Venus, Earth , Mars , J up1
tef

the Observers, who in September saw the Star at F , F
in the March following observe it at K , in the R'Sj*
Line A K parallel to C F , and not at G where it ong"
.,
to have appeared by the parallactic Motion .
U
the
perplexed
Pbænomenon
unexpected
6. This
servers very much , and Mr . Molyneux died before t
.
true Cause of it was discovered. After this, Dr .
)
accurate
and
exact
more
Instrument
another
ley, with
adapted for this Purpose, observed the same Appe?* .
ances, not only in that , but many other Stars ; and b ,
ing by many Trials fully assured that the Phænome<,_°>
was not owing to any Error in the Instrument or Oblfg
vation, applied himself to consider what might be '■
Cause thereof, and after several Reflections and HyP.
theses, which he still found insufficient to account f°r ^
he at last found, that it was really owing to the PJ ^
greffive Motion of Light , and the sensible Propofb
wnich the Velocity thereof bore to the Velocity
, ,,.
annual Motion of the Earth .
at
Rea^
true
the
was
assured
y. This he v/as fully
not only because nothing else could be thought of ^
would account for it, but because such an Appeaf^ ,.
must necessarily result from the above-mentionedeH}r
sestf
'
■
Plate
thesis, as may -be thus Ihewn. Let AB repre St»s
XXXV. Part of the Earth ’s annual Orbit , and let C be 3
Fig - 3- observed by a Spectator at the Earth at A ; wb eI* q,
Earth arrives at B the Star will not be observed ^q .
as before, but at D in the Line BD parallel to y
for let A B be divided into the equal Parts ha , a y- neS
c d and d 11, then through those Points draw the L ^
th
a e, bf .\ cg, dh, parallel to A C and D B.
,■
A
as
Light
of
that
to
be
Earth
the
cf
the Velocity
C B. When the Earth sets out from the Point A,
i
pose the Ray of Light commences its Motion frortl
;Ae
to
perpendicular
B
C
Direction
the
in
C
at
Stat
then ’tis plain when the Earth is arrived at a, the P ^ £
^
©f Light will be got to i, the Point where ac
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and Saturn, will be nearly as 700, 200,
*°o, 43, 3, 1, supposing their Distances
as the Numbers4, 7, 10, iy , 52, 95.
tcr

From
the Star will be seen in the Direction a z, and ap¬
at e. In like manner , when the Earth is at b, the
Article of Light will be come to k, and will appear at
■si and so on ; when the Earth is at c, d, B , the Par¬
ole will be at I, m, and B , and the Star will appear
andD.
^g,h,
8. If therefore the Line C A represents the Axis of
with the Di¬
a Telescope , making the Angle BAC
vision of the Earth ’s Motion A B ; when he comes
B he will fee the Star at D , which he could not do
1* the Telescope was directed in the perpendicular Line
7C ; but the Difference of the Positions of the Lines
B B and B C , or the Angle DBC, is so very small,
gives
as to amount to no more than 2o ' is "', which
Proportion of the Sides B C to C D or AB , as
pear

;
1q2.xo to i which

shews

that

the Velocity of Light is

ten Thousand two Hundred and ten fimes greater than
'>e Vilocity of the Earth in her Orbit.
. 9. But the Velocity of the Earth is known , which
Miles in 365 Days , or about
ls about 500,000,000
5b,Qllo Miles per Hour, whence the Velocity of Light
^>11 be found to be such as carries it through the Space
Miles , or 897,600,000 Feet in one Se0f 170,900
^nd ; and therefore it will pass from the Sun to us in
and 13".
j . *<>. If a Cannon will throw a Ball 1 Mile perpen. ‘cuiar Height , or 5280 Feet , the Velocity with which
^ goes from the Mouth of the Cannon is the uniform
d ° city of 10,560 Feet per 18 ) '" (which is the Time
? the perpendicular Ascent or Descent ) and therefore
of the Cannon - Ball is 578 Feet per Seae Velocity
S?‘id. 'Whence the Velocity of Light is to that of the
Unnon-Ball , as 897,600,000 to 578 , or as 1,550,000
0 t nearly,
c lj - The Debtor found that the Parallax of the fixed
tars» instead of amounting to many Seconds, as many

T g

'

have
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From

the

stupendous

Velocity

of lumi¬

nous Particles arise their prodigious Effects
in regard of Heat , Flame, Burning , Melt*
ing, c & . Thus when they are confide-'
rably dense, they act very forcibly on the
Parts of an animal Body, and raise the
Sensation of Heat , by the great intestme
Motion which they produce in every Past*
Hence all other Bodies are hotter or .coldest
as they contain a greater and lesser QuaO'
tity of ignitions Particles , and so have 3
greater or lesser Degree of intestine Mo¬
tion of the Parts.

p

have deduced from their Observations, does not m^ e
one Second ; and from thence it follows that the ah oVe'
mentioned Star in Draco, is above 400,000 Times f3*"'
ther from us than the Sun ; and consequently, that th
Light takes up above 493" X 400,000 — 197,200,0°^
Seconds, (which is more than fix Years, ) in com>p£
from that Star to us. In the mean Time we may re'
fiect how different are the Places of the Sun, M° o11
’

and Planets in the Heavens from those in which the/
appear. Thus setting aside the Refraction of the
mofphere, when the Centre of the Sun is really ascend'
ing in the Horizon , it will be 8' 13" after, that f
observe it there ; in which Time the Sun will be
advanced in the Heavens.
12. The Motion of the Earth is by this Method M
folutely demonstrated, and therefore put beyond 3
Doubt apd Objection ; they who deny it now mustcome
themselves wholly ignorant of one of the finest and m°
important Discoveries that was ever made in JJlronoi^l^
and which was finished in the Year 1728 ; concern 11’^
which , sec Dr . Bradley&own Account in Phil . 2^ ^ '
N ° 406 , which we shall farther explain in a future
of this Work.
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If these lueific Particles are sufficiently
Imbibed or generated in any opake Body,
they cause it to shine , • or glow , or be¬
come red-hot ; and by their prodigious
Activity will in Time disunite , dissolve,
And destroy its natural Texture , and thus
change its Form , and reduce it to another
Species of Matter ; even the AJbeJios not
Excepted (CXIII ).
are only
(CXlll ) i . That Heat, Fire, Flame, &c.
Particles
the
of
Modifications
and
Effects
different
*he
Light , is, I think , very evident ; and the Particles
°f Eight themselves depend entirely on Velocity for their
by many Experiments we know
;
( uality since
^cific Q
that the Particles of Bodies become lucid, or Particles
°f Light , by only .producing in them a requisite Degree
Velocity ; thus the Particles in a Rod of Iron , be*ng hammered very nimbly , shine and become red-hot;
thus also the violent Stroke of the Flint against the
of the Steel
Steel, in striking Fire , puts the Particles
tvhich it takes off" into such a Motion as causes them
to melt, and become red-hot , which makes the Sparks
°f Fire produced by each Stroke . The fame Thing
you may observe in many other Cafes.
2. As Fire consists in the great Velocity of the Par¬
in
oles , so it may be communicated from one Body
lame
the
after
,
nbt
is
it
which
in
another
to
is
it
Msich
Planner that one Body in Motion will communicate
Motion to another Body that has none. Fire differs
P'° m Heat only in this, that Heat is a Motion in the
Particles of a Body with a lesser Degree of Velocity ;
Fire a Motion with a greater Degree of Velocity,
t’i~. such as is sufficient to make the Particles shine,
Heat as will
^ugh we often, call such a Degree ofshine
; and we
, Urn, Fire , though it does not actually
toldorn call those lucid Bodies Fires which only shine
T 4 and
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If the ignific Particles of Light are suf¬
ficiently condensed? as the Rays of the Sun

by
and do not burn . These are a Sort of Phosphori, which
though they have no Heat, yet seem to owe their Lu¬
cidity to the Motion of the Parts.
3. This I think will appear for the following Rea¬
sons ; ( 1. ) We observe several of those Phosphori
owing to Putrefaction , as rotten Wood , very st3^6
Meat , especially Veal, some Sort of Fish long kept,
as Oysiers, Lohjlers, Flounders, Whitings,c & . wh>eh
Putrefaction is the Effect of a slow and gentle permed'
ration , and that consists in the Intestine Motion of the
Parts , as we have formerly shewn. (? .) Most of thpfe
Phosphori have their Light so very weak as to shine only
in the Dark , which seems to indicate a lesser Degree of
Velocity in the Parts than what is necessary to produce
Heat ; for such a Degree of Velocity will cause Bodies
to shine in open Day -Iight. ' ( 3. ) Some of those Noc"
tilucœ, or Bodies which shine in the Dark ', are the F'C tS
of animated Bodies, as in the Glow- Worm, a small S°J’t
of Centipede, &c. but all the Parts of an Animal Ce
undoubtedly in Motion . (4.) Other Phosphori put °n‘
the Appearance of Flame, as the Ignus Fatuus, h * e
Writing of common Phosphorus made from Urine*
Flushes of Lightning , isc. but all Flame is notsisoS
but a kipdjed Vapour , whose Parts are
ip Motsohj
but may be too weak to cause Burning . all(5.)
Sevef3
of those innocent lambent Flames may have their M3t'
ter so agitated, or the Velocity of their Motion so s"
creased, as to produce Heat and burn ; thus the WritsoZ
pf Phosphorus on blue Paper, sufficiently rubbed,
immediately kindle into an ardent Flame, and burn th
Paper . (6.) Those Phojphort seem to have the effeso1^
bfature of Fire , because they are so easily susceptibso0
a burning Quality from Fire j -thus common
Fhosph°rs^
is immediately kindled into a most ardent and •hextl !’e
guifhable Flame by common Fire . (7.) In stroking tn^
Back of a black Horse, or Cat , in the Dark , vve
duce innumerous Scintilla?, or lucid Sparks ; in the
•
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b-

J a Lens or Burning - Glass, they become
nrdent, and burn with an Intensity propor¬
tional
fanner as rubbing a black Piece of Cloth , which has
j,Utlg in she Sun to dry, will cause it to throw out the
guides of Light which it had imbibed from the Sun ;
J ^ reas a white Piece of Cloth , which reflects most of
*5

Sun’s .Rays, emits no such lucid Sparks in

the

Dark.

ariy other Reasons might be urged to strew that Light
a every Kind is owing to one and the fame Cause in
heater or lesser Degree, viz. to the Velocity of the
' ay"tf of the lucid Body ..
,j 4- It has been justly observed by some of our mo- '
nlf Philosophers, that aBual or absolute Heat is to senf e or relative Heat the same as Motion is to Velocity ;
j?r absolute Heat is nothing but the whole Motion of all
V Parts of the ignited Body, and sensible or relatke
sat respects only the comparative Velocity of the Parts.
j^ Vs equal Bulks of Mercury and Water set in a Sand^t , where the Heat of the Fire may be uniformly
jjMnunicated to both, will acquire in equal times equal
fyStees of absolute Heat , but the relative Heat of the
ne3ter’ or that which is sensible to the Finger , will be
,.nar 14 times as great as that of the Mercury : because
k.^Water having 14 times a less Quantity of Matter,
1*
admit of Velocity so much in Proportion greater.
] 5. Again, if Mercury and Water have the fame ref ? e or sensible Heat, that is, if both are heated in
R " a Manner as to cause an equal Ascent in the
j 'sonometer ; then a Quantity of Mercury will heat
fy Times as much Water as the fame Quantity of
cQia.ter will do ; or it will make the lame Quantity of
li ^ Water 14 times hotter than the fame Quantity of
pe .Water can , All which is easy to be shewn by Ex^ "tient, and abundantly proves the Truth of the fore^8 Theory , viz. That Heat and Fire are wholly ow¬
ls to. ’ .
’ ~
. .
his7-0 the Velocity of the parts of the heated or ardent
of

F ' The various Phænomena of He<‘ and Cold, Fire,
S»c. aye rationally accounted for on this Thc9r>\

Os Light

and

Colours.

tional to the Density of the Rays in
Focus , or Burning - Point

of the Glass ; which

Densi^
r>ry. For first, we are to consider that Cold and
are only comparative Terms , or that the fame Th 11
’0
may be either hot or cold according to the relative
or Standard Degree ; thus Ice or Snow is said to
cold with respect to the Finger , but Ice or SnoV'i.
warm if compared with a freezing Mixture . Sot*1
if (as we commonly do) we make the Hand or a I
Part of the Body the Standard of Heat or Cold, or
If tb?
Term of Comparison ; then ’tis evident, ( i)
Parts of any Body applied to the Hand have the sa’’
Velocity as the Parts of the Hand , such a Bod/
naturally pronounce is neither hot nor cold. (Z-) X'
the Particles of the Body have a greater Velocity ss.
those of the Hand, we pronounce it warm, if the P
cess be small ; but hot, if it be great. (3.) If the
locity of the Parts of the Body applied be less than f ^
in the Hand , the Sensation then is what we call t>5j,.
which also may be in various Degrees. (4.)
is plain there can be no such Thing as absolute b ^
but where the Particles of Matter are absolutely si u
escent or at rest. (5.) Hence also there can be no *
Thing as absolute Pleat, because no,Degree of
city can be assign’d, but a greater is assignable, td* j
come to Infinity , where we are quite lost, as having
Idea of Infinite Velocity or Heat ,
w
7. From this Theory of Pleat and Cold, wCpsr tS
conclude that there is no Body Jn Nature whose P3 j
are not in Motion in some Degree, since we hav'e ■s
been able to discover no ultimate Degree or
Cold ; and if any such Thing were to be found in ,
ture, I believe it would be as impossible to bear
^
dure the Test as any extreme Degree of Heat ; both
and Cold naturally tending to destroy the animated ‘ g
or Test , in the extreme Degrees ; Cold, by defli -0? ^ ;
the vital Motion , and fixing the Part rigid and >n ^
ible ; but Heat , by putting the Parts in too gif 1^ jC
]
Agitation , causing a greater Velocity in the^ d^ui^ ,^ ,
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density of Rays in the Focus is always as
the Area of the Burning - Glass diredlly, and
. ..

1

tl JS

dissipation, and a Force of Tension in the Solids bey°nd what the natural State of the Body can bea ' j
^rd therefore it will inevitably destroy it.
8. Whatever be the acting Principle in Freezing or
tis’ certain, the Modus Agendl, or Manner
Congelation,
*1 Operation, must be to diminish the Velocity of the
f ar ts of the congealable Substance to a proper Degree,
?y which means the Fluidity will be lpst, and the Parts
®eCorne rigid and fixed. Thus if the Intestine Motion
the aqueous Particles be abated by the Admixture
any extraneous Body, the Parts will be no longer
but remain to Appearance fixed in a Congelation,
^nd become a Body of Ice . Whatever this Principle
°s freezing be, it i's certainly of a saline Nature, be¬
muse it is well known Salt will greatly increase the
^ ° ldnefs of Water , Ice, or Snow ; and freezing MixOres are always made therewith , by equal Quantities
of
each.
» Y- On the other Hand , fitted Bodies are rendered
?oid by Heat , only by increasing the Velocity of the
. ar ts ; thus Ice becomes Water , thus Metals are put
"sto Fusion, and a greater Degree of If eat gives a still
^atef Degree of Velocity to the Parts , and throws
?etn off jn the Form of a Steam or Vapour . This
^eam or Vapour , if it consists of such Particles as will
j ^ it of a proper Increase of Velocity , will conceive
very readily, apd kindle into a Flame, at the Apr
.5°ach of a Body whose Parts are thus in Motion;
at is, of fire or Flame.
There seems to be no other Difference between
and Flame than this, that Fire consists in a glow§ Degree of Velocity in the Parts of a Body while
the
^ subsisting together in the Mass ; but Flame is and
Degree of Velocity in the Particles dissipateda
pfng off in Vapour ; or to use Sir Isaac Newton s Exf vision, Flame is nothing else but a red-hot Vapour.
ii. The
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the Square of the focal Distance inverses
Thus suppose the Surface or Area °*
one Glass contained 12 square Inches,
its focal Distance were 8 Inches ; and th®
Area of another Glass were 9 square Inched
and its focal Distance 4 Inches ; then th®
Effects or Intensity of Burning would be aS
44 to 4-61 or as 12 X 16 to 6 X 64 , viz.
19710576 (CXIV ).
11. The Effect of Fire in burning consists in th>^
that the Velocity of the Particles of Fire so far incrca*y
the Velocity of the Parts of the Body to which >*■
applied, as to cause a separation beyond the Spheres
corpuscular Attraction , by which means the Body
be dissolved, and the Particles which are vosotilev'rJ
fly oss in the Form of Steam, Smoak, Fume , ™£
while that which remains appears in the Form
Coal, Calx, AJhes, Caput Mortuum, &c.
.
12 . The

Parts

of some

Bodies

are extremely

v°; „

tile, and will most of them be dissipated by the A<m s
of Fire ; but others again are to be found whose Q
are of such a Nature , or so fixed, as not to y>d°
the Force of Fire , or the Velocity communicated
them will not be able to dissolve the corpuscular AtQ
tion ; but when this glowing Velocity of the P^P'
pbated, car, in other Words , when the Fire in T
Body is extinct , the Parts (and of course the wh°
Body) appear unalter ’d. Of which Sort of Substjd)
we have a noble Instance in that Fossil call’d the
S
tos or Amianthus Stone. This
Stone is found in
Parts of the World ; particularly in Wales a great
may be seen adhering to, and growing up with
Stone of many of their Quarries .
0(
(CXIV ) 1. In order to account for the N ature vl,e
Burning -tGi -asses, whether Mkrours or
^
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When Rays of Light fall on the Sur^ce of an opake Body , Part thereof are
reflected
consider the Area of their Surfaces, and the focal
Plate
Instance ; because both these Quantities enter into the
XXXV.
and
,
B
A
Let
.
Burning
of
Power
their
of
Expression
. 4,5I K, be two Mirrours exposed directly to the Rays of Fig
all the
Ijie Sun CD , E F , and L M , N O ; then will
Eays, falling on the Surface of these Mirrours , be re”ected to the Focus of the Glasses, where they will be
c°ncentered, not in a Point of Space, but into a small
r°und circular Area G H , and P Q.
, 2. Now this circular Spot is the Image of the Sim
’Averted, in both Glasses ; and the Angle under which
Image of an Object appears from the Centre of the
Class R and S, is equal to the Angle under Which the
Object appears ; all which will be shewn hereafter,
therefore the Angle G R H — P S Q_, and conse¬
, and
quently the Cones G R H and P S Q_ are similar
site Areas of their Base G H and P Q_Will be as the
squares of their Heights R H aud S Q , that is, as the
“siuares of their focal Distances directly.
3. Let A — Area or Surface of the large Glass, a ™
, and P
*hat of the lesser, F and f the focal -Distances
, since
Then
each.
in
Burning
of
Power
the
9r>dp
Burnof
Power
the
,
remains
Distance
focal
^hile the
solar
the
in
Rays
the
of
Density
seg (P ) will be as the
Spot H G , and this Density of the Rays will be as the
ctumber of Rays reflected thither by the Glass, which
y umber of Rays will be as the Surface of the Mirrour
; therefore P will be as A directly in a Mirrour of
fame Concavity , that is, P : p :: A : a.
4. Again , if the Area of each Glass be the fame,
fame Quantity of Rays will be collected, and con>
v®rged to the Focus ’s G H and P Q_, and consequently
greater , the less the
*Ue Density of those Rays will be
A>ot is in which they are contain ’d ; consequently the
the
^ o\Ver of Burning (P ) in this Cafe is inversely asArea
■
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reflected to the Eye , which render it visible?
the other Part is transmitted , and variously
reflected
Area of the solas Spot^ or the focal Distancej that is>
P will be as ,4 - ; orP : 6 :: =L • —t
rb
2 f' 2

f 2 F: 2.

5. Consequently when neither the Area ds the Glast
nor focal Distance is given* we have the Power ot
Burning compounded of the direct Ratio of the A^
and inverse Ratio of the Square of the focal Distance 0
the Glass ; or we have P : p A
:: f 2 a: F 2; which &
the Rule above laid down.
6. It has been shewn (Annot. XCIII .) thai the H e3 *j
of Wood Fire is about 35 times greater than that 0*
the Summer-Sun (because it raises the Fluid in th6
Thermometer 35 times higher nearly) ; therefore th^
a Glass may be able to condense the Rays sufticienty
to burn , or to have the Heat of common Fire , the Sun
Image, or solar Spot in the Focus , ought to be at &° ,
but x. Part of the Area of the Glass j and as rhuch as 1
is less than a -jV-Part of the Glass, so much the strongs
in
will it burn . In this Case, if it be desired to know
what Part of the Pencil of Rays the Density is 35 t>n^
greater than the common Density , and where the P .f
of Burning is equal to that of common Fire, st ,
found as in the following Example . Admit a (d ®’
be 9 Inches in Diameter, and let the Diameter vs £^
required Circle be (a) ; then since circular Areas are ^
the Squares of their Diameters , Wd have 35 : 1 :: 91 : a ’
Consequently—- a- a1, and soa zu

— 1,5 ncL-^D

whence that Part of the Cone or Pencil of Rays, vv'h0^Diameter is I 1-Inches , has the Density and Power
Burning required ; and that this is Fact , and that ^
Density Of the Rays but a little less than that wist st.,
burn , I know from repeated Trials with ,such a (d 3 ’
or concave Mirrour .
_
7. Of Burning- Glasses we have some extraordn) K
Instances and surprizing Accounts of their prodigy
*
EstcSs'
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eflected through the Pores of the Body,
*"
it becomes totally suffocated and lost
therein;
Effects. Those made of reflecting Mirrours are more
P°
b( Werful than those made with Lenses, (cater is par thus)
ecaufe the Rays from a Mirrour are reflected all to
Point nearly, whereas by a Lens they are refracted to
'j'fferent Points , and are therefore not so dense or ar®estt. Also the whiter the Metal or Substance is, of
^jhch the Mirrour is made, the stronger will be the
j^ffect and it is observable, that the great Mr . Boyle
*ia
°Mng made a very large Mirrour of black Marble, it
w°uld not so much aS set Wood on Fire, though exb°seda long Time in the Focus , so small a Quantity
Rays are reflected from black Surfaces, the Reason.
^ Which we shall hereafter explain.
8. Among a great Number of Mirrours made for
, and vitrifying Bodies , that
bilr ning, melting, calcining
Mr . IVilktte is worth our Notice ; it was 3 Feet 11
ln °hes in Diameter , and its focal Distance was 3 Feet
? Inches. The following Experiments were made with
by Dr . Harris and Dr . Defaguliers.
1. A red Piece of Roman Patera began to melt in 3",
and was ready to drop in 100".
2. Another black Piece melted at' 4' and was ready
to drop at 64/k
3- Chalk taken out of an Echinus Spartagus, fled
away in 33" .
4- A Foffile Shell calcin’d in j ".
’s Pillar at Alexandria vitrified
5- A Piece of Pompey
in the black Part in 50", and in the white Part
.
. .
,^ 54 ' y Copper-Ore vitrified in 8" .
?• Slag, or Cinder of ancient Irqn -Work , ready to
fun in 29k" .
*• Iron -Ore fled at first, but melted in if ' i
9- Talc began to calcine at‘ 40", and held in the
Focus 64" .
10- Calculus huntanus was calcined in 2' ', and only
dropped off in 60" .
D . A great Fish’s Tooth melted in 321"" .
12. The
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therein ; and since none of those Raf®
come from the interior Parts to the EJe\
\ }S

i

,

12. The Asbestos seem’d a little condensed in 28", 3sl!
Mr . Villette says, the Glass usually calcines it13. Marcasite of Gold broke to Pieces and began
*
melt in about 30".
14. A Silver Six-pence melted in 7T' .
1
15. A Copper Half-penny ( of King William's,) meh
in 20" , and ran with a Hole in 30".
16. A King George’s, ditto, melted in 16" , and 1
in 34" .
17. Tin melted in 3" .
18. Cast Iron melted in 16" .
19. Slate melted in 3", and had a Hole in 6".
20 . Thin Tile melted in 4"* had a Hole and ^
vitrified in 80T
21 . Bone calcined in 4", and was vitrified in 33 .'
22. A Diamond weighing 4 Grains lost {- ot- *
W eight.
^
9. The Power of Burning * in Villette's Mirrour , n17
be computed, and compared with the Heat of Wst®g
Fire , as follows : Since the focal Distance R X 's 3{
Inches , and the Angle under which the Sun’s Ima£e ^
the Focus appears at R , is equal always to 3^ 0
Degree ; therefore if we fay,
As Radius ■ —>
— 90 ° 00^ — 10 , 000 ° ° ^
°f ] HRX = Q0°
= 7,667^
So is the focal Distance RX 3
38’ =: 1,5^ '
To 'the Semidiameter 1
,
9,2
of the solar Spot 3
•
0,I 79
I
Whence 2 HX == 0,358 of an Inch , the Diame f/1 ^
the solar Focus 5 but the Diameter of the Mirroui" ,v g
47 Inches ; now 47 X 47 = 2209, and 0,358 * ’ 3^
= 0,128 , &c. wherefore 2209 is to 0,128 , as the D
fity of the Rays in the Focus to their common H en
but fc,i28 ) 2209 ( = 17257 ; which shews that
Mirrour condensed the Rays Seventeen Thousand*
Hundred and Fifty-seven times,
■
IS
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can see nothing of the internal Sub¬
stance of such a Body , which therefore is
strict to be opake.
But
lo . Since "Rays but 35 times denser than in their na¬
tural State with us, have a Power of Burning equal to
^ood -Fire , if we divide 17257 by 35, the Quotient
hull be 493 ; therefore such a Mirrour will burn with
M Intensity of Heat 493 times greater than common
' •re. No wonder then that Bodies which remain un^ter ’d by the Force of our greatest common Fires (as
jhat of a Glass-House, where Gold has been found to
de several Days in Fusion, without any sensible Loss of
Weight ) should immediately become fused, fume away
'h part, part be dissipated and driven away in large Par¬
oles , and part remain in the Form of a Caput Mori’tuiti; all which Phænomena have been observed of1
p °ld in the Focus of a large Burning -Glass. And
how rudely such a Glass would treat the Principles of
Chymijis, and what Confusion it would induce in
yieir Arithmetic of Elements , they will be better cersisied of, when they shall attempt to analyse Nature,
reduce Substances to their original Principles , by
^Qre active and effectual Means than Laboratories at
Hesent afford.
v. 11. Notwithstanding the prodigious Density of the
. ays in the Focus of those large Burning Glasies, yet
!*has been always observed, that the Rays reflected to
J,? by the Moon when at Full , and concentered in the
. °cus 0f those Glasses, produce no Heat that is sensible
the least Degree , as is demonstrated by holding . a
f 1r -rmometer in the Focus of lunar Rays, which alremains without the least Appearance of Motion,
he Reason of this will appear by the following CalRation.
Let ABD be the Earth , C its Centre , MO
o
j, e Moon , N the Centre , N e the Semidiameter of the
o °°n, which is equal to 1087,5 Englisn Miles ; the
e!)ddiameter of the Earth .D C — 4000 Miles ; the
Distances
Ftzj,. l [_U
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But when Rays of Light fall on trans
parent Bodies, part is reflected at the first
Surface r

Distances of the Centres of the Earth and Moon N C
Plate
= 240000 Miles. Then since the Rays of the Sun’s
XXXV . Light at the Moon are of the fame Density as with uS
Fig . 6.
(as being Parallel ) ; and since the lunar Rays are onst
the solar Rays reflected to us by the convex Surface oj
the Moon ; and lastly, since parallel Rays are reflected
by a spherical convex Surface, in such a Manner as tP
go after Reflection diverging from a Point which is;
the Semidiameter of the Sphere distant from the Verted
(as will be shewn hereafter) ; therefore supposing tbe
Surface of the Moon to be perfectly spherical and po¬
lished, we may compute the Density of the solar Raf S
reflected from the Moon to the Earth as follows..
13. Let at , c d, be two parallel solar Rays fallitfo
on the Surface of the Full Moon , these Rays will b®
reflected to the Earth in the Directions bg and d h di'
verging from a Point f in the Radius N e, half vftf
between N and e. Now the Density of the Rays sals'
'
ing on the Moon will be to those reflected at the Earth s
Surface, as the Square of gh to the Square of b d, &!
as the Square ofy D to the Square of fe ,- but fe ^
544 Miles, and / D ( = NC — CD — N/= 24000°
— 4544 = ) 235456 ; and the Square of 235456 is ^
the Square of 544, as 187400 to 1 nearly ; const'
quently the Density of the lunar Rays is to that °*
the Solar Rays at the Earth ’s Surface as 1 to 1874®°
nearly ; therefore a Burning -Glass must condense the
lunar Rays 187400 times to make them have the He at
1of
the common Sun-Beams. But this is 10 times m° re
than Villette ’s Mirrour can effect..
14. Now this is all upon Supposition that the M-°°n
is a Sphere, and its Surface a perfect. Polish, wher eilS
neither ot these Things have Place in Nature ; for th?
Moon is not a Sphere but a Spheroid, and her Sur&°e
very unequal or uneven, on both which Accounts th®
Reflection of Light must be many times weaker than vVy
have supposed it ; and accordingly Mr . Bonguer, by F x'
perim eIltS

!►
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surface , and part is transmitted into the
^ody, which is refracted in right Lines to
lhe second or lower Surface , where it is
fgain partly reflected and in part refracted
ll Ro the Air , arid coming to the Eye , sen¬
ders the internal Parts of those Bodies
Vl fible, which
for that Reason are said to
he diaphanous or transparent CXV
(
),
When
^ ■"irnents, has found that it is about 17 times less, or
j at the Density of the lunar Rays is to that of the soar as 3000000 to 1 ; wherefore a Burning -Glass must
^ndenfe the Rays of the Moon near 3000000, t. e.
f'tee Millions of times, to make them warm enough
0 raise the Liquor of the common Thermometer ;
j'hich is an Effect almost 200 times greater than Vilcffe ’s Mirtour can produce.
^. (CXV ) 1. The Opacity and Transparency of Bo^ Plate
* - in general is thus occasioned: Let AB be theSur- XXXVI.
of an opake Body A BCD , a Ray of Light GH Fig . 1.
j* htig thereon in the Point H will in part be reflected
nto the Ray H I, and by this reflected Ray the Point
js .^ comes visible to the Eye at I ; and thus all the
y.'jittts, and consequently the whole Surface, is made
1‘
Me by that Part of the Light which it reflects.
2- But the other

Part

of the Ray

entering

into the

jt^y , being irregularly refracted and reflected through
* sternal Substance of Particles and Pores, becomes
f ‘ded, dissipated, absorbed and lost therein ; and there-

p e as none of the Rays can come from the internal
^
to the Eye, so none of those Parts can be visible,
d {he Body is in that cafe said to be opake.
In order to this we must consider, that though the
5te °'e Body be opake, yet the Particles of such a Body
^ s,ng*y opake, but freely transmit the Light with¬
in teflectjng any Part between the Surfaces, and. are
before in themselves transparent ; and were those
U 2 Particles
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When

a Ray of Light

HC

falls on any

plain , convex , or concave Surface , as A 8,
Particles contiguous to each other, the Light would pa!*
from one to another (and so through the whole) with'
out Reflection , as we find by Experiment it will pa*s
through several contiguous Pieces of polished Glai *»
and thus produce Transparency.
4. But if the Particles do not touch in such manN^
as to leave the Interstices or Pores exceeding sinaso
there will be a Reflection of Light at every Pore froi®
the Air which it there meets with , as being a Mediu 111
of different Density . For it is known by Experiment
that though a Ray of Light will pass from one Piece ot
Glass to another, that is contiguous without Reflection
yet will it not pass from the Glass through the cop'
tiguous Air without being in part reflected ; corde'
quently where the Pores are large and very numeron-)
up°^
there the Reflection of the Light will be so great
the whole, as to cause a total Diflipation and Loss 0
the Light that enter’d the Body, and so render 1
opake.
5. This is confirmed by taking ten Pieces of cle^
Glass , and laying them one upon another over a Lea
of Print , quite dry, and having only Air between the 111j
then taking ten other Pieces of the fame Glass, aL
putting them into Water , so that it may fill all thc^
Interstices , and then laying them on the same prin^
Paper by the other, a Person looking through each ^
fee the Print or reading much more distinct, clear, a)1
bright , through the latter Pieces than through the >° ^
mer ; the Rays being more regularly transmitted thro1^
them where the Density of the Parts is not so uneci l,a ’
and also with much less Reflection than through j
other , where the Light undergoes a considerable!
flection at every Interstice or Plate of Air between f
,r
Glasses. _
6. ’Tis hence also that transparent Bodies are
dered opake by separating their Parts and rendering ^ ^
more porous ; thus Beer before it is raised into f s0jS
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F G, in the Point C, the Angle HCK,
^ade by the incident Ray HC and the
P6rpenIs transparent , but the Froth , by reason of its Pores,
Peonies opake ; thus dry Paper is more opake than
'hat which is wetted with Water or Oil , because more
Porous. Thus the Oculus Mundi Stone is more opake
^hen dry than when steeped in Water ; and Glass re¬
cced to Powder is no longer transparent,
k 7- Hence it follows, that the Parts of Bodies and their
"res must not be less than a certain definite Bigness to
sender them opake. For the opakest Bodies, if their
s^rts be subtilly divided, become perfectly transparent.
. hus Copper dissolved in Aqua -fortis has all its Par¬
oles pellucid , and the whole Solution is transparent,
Pfius a Bubble blown of Soap-Water may become so
*hin on the Top as to reflect no Light , but will trans¬
mit the whole. Thus Water , Salts, Glass, Stones, Vr.
yet their
though they are as porous as other Bodies,
Parts and Interstices are too small to cause Reflections
111their common Surfaces.
BE FC , a Plate
y, 8 . Therefore in all transparent Bodies, as
in the XXXVI.
Surface
its
of Light , as K L , falling on
"mt L , will there be in Part reflected ( as before) into Fig . 2.
t!le Ray L M j the other Part will go regularly on in a
^ctilineal Direction from the upper to the lower Sur-a
at N , where meeting with the Air (a Medium of
Afferent Density ) it will be in Part reflected again into
p,
P16 Ray NO ; the other Part goes out to the Eye atthat
°y which Means all the internal Parts from whence
? ay comes will be rendered visible to the Eye ; and
.' Hce this may be conceived of every Point in the Body,
^ is easy to understand how the whole becomes trans¬
ient.
reflect with great
-8 Y. I have often found Gentlemen
Bodies neUr prize on the exceeding great Porosity of
, and
Light
of
Transmission
the
Ce ssarily required for
i at the same Time on the Hardness and Firmness of
Parts of such Bodies, as Glass, for Instance , and
°mers. But Sir Isaac Newton has put us into a Method
U 7 by
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Perpendicular K C, is always equal to the
Angle KG I, made by the said Perpendi¬
cular
by which we may conceive this with as much Ease a®
it produces Surprize ; and it is this ; Suppose a
be composed of such Particles , and of such a Figu re’
that when laid together, the Pores or Interstices may be
equal to the Particles themselves; how this may ^
done, and the Body hard and firm, is not difficult &
conceive ; such a Body then will be half solid and hah
porous.
io . Now if each of these constituent Particles , lir
stead of being solid, should be supposed to consist of
other Particles , equal in Bulk to their Pores betw eel1
them , then would the solid Part of the whole Body
but half of what it was before supposed to be, that iS>
it will be but j Part of the whole Bulk. In like maNs
ncr if these Parts are supposed not solid, but to cons"
of other Parts with equal Pores between them, ’tis th eI\
manifest the solid Matter will be but -J- of the wh<y
Bulk of the Body. And thus by continuing this Subd>'
vision of the Parts , you diminish the Quantity of th
solid Parts , and increase that of the Pores , till it sha
be in any Proportion greater than that of the solid ^A il'
ter, and yet the Parts , and consequently the wh°*
Body, shall be every where compact and hard.
_.
XI. Hence it follows that the least assignable Partis
of Matter may be conceived to be so minutely divid e<b
that it shall be diffused through any assignable Sp ace’
how great soever, in such a manner, as to be in
tact, and to constitute a hard and compact Body, who
Pores shall be less in Diameter than any affig naa
Length ; or, in other Words inversely, the solid Mat
ter in the Globe of our Earth , yea of all Bodies )f>
the Universe, may be no more than what may be ie
duced within the Compass of a cubic Inch , or be c0'na
rained in a Lady’s ’Thimble. They
who would sss
Mathematical Demonstration of this, may consult Ib'
KsilTs Introduction to Natural Philosophy.
J * .r ,
12 .

He
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and

cular and the reflected Ray CI : Or the
Angle of the Incidence is equal to the Angle
of Reflection in every Inclination of the
Ray of Light . This is evidently shewn by
Experiment ; and it is very well worth our
Observation, that in this Case only , the said
Ray takes the Jhorteji Way pojjible from
any Point H , to any other Point I, if it
«uist, in its Passage, touch any of those Sur¬
faces (CXVIj.
The
12. Hence we fee the Possibility of Bodies being so
Exceeding porous, as to be rare enough to transmit
■Light with all that Freedom pellucid Bodies are found
to do. Though what their real Structure or inward
frame may be, is yet unknown to us.
(CXVT ) 1. The Demonstration of this is as sol- Plate
lows : Let A C be the incident Ray , and C B the re- XXXVI.
flected one ; from A and B let fall the Perpendiculars Fig . 3.
A E, B D , and let A E = a, B D = b, E D — r, and
aa- f- xx,
X , and AC —
f L — .V; then -CD — c—
and also CB = \ / b'b + cc — zcx st- xx . Then
f nee A C -{- C B is to be a Minimum, we must
soake the Fluxion of its Expression y / a a i_ _ ^ x
V bb -^- cc — 2cx -\ - xx equal
XX

t X

X—

ex

to nothing ,

viz.

— 0 ; whence
- 1-= H
\y~
bbc c— Zcx -\ - xx
y aa ' \- xx
O'viding by x, and multiplying crofs-wife, we have x X
bb -\ - cc — 2 ex xx j- - x — cX %/ aay -xx, conse¬
quently XX \/b b -\ - cc—2 ex- j- xx ~ c—x X \/aa -\ -xx,
and so we have
= CDXAC;
.^ at is, ECXCB
f C ; AC :: C D : C B. Consequently ( by Euclid, 6
and 7.) the Triangles A EC and B D C are equianguar, and therefore the Angle of Incidence ACE = BCD
*ae Angle of Reflection.
2- ? ince
U 4
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The Rays of Light reflected from the
first; Surface of a Glass are in a much less
Quantity than those reflected fi;om the se¬
cond Surface , as is evident from hence, thai
the Image formed in the first Cafe is less
bright and splendid than that of the latter j
and if the second Surface be contiguous to
any transparent Medium, as Air , Water,
the Rays will be reflected from thence in
greater Plenty , as the Medium is more rare;
whence the Image by Reflection from th e
second Surface is brighter when that Surface
is contiguous to Air , than when it touches
Water ; and most bright when it is contigu¬
ous to a Vacuum.
If the second Surface of Glass be cover’<3
'with an opake Body impervious to the Rays
of Light , they will then be reflected in
much greater Abundance from the second
than from the first Surface, and the Image
'will be proportionally more bright than that
formed by Reflection from the first Sur2 - Since the concave Plane F C 6 , and convex
D C E , do both touch the Plane ^ B in the same smgle
Point C on which the Ray of Light is supposed to fall'
the same Law of Reflection must hold with respect
all the Planes equally ; because the Situation ys ah/
Other Particles have nothing to do in the Cause of R e'
flection of Light , but that on which the Ray
ately impinges.

face;
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face ; which is the Cafe of all Glasses soliated or quickfilver ’d. Whence it appears,
that the Light reflected from the first Sur¬
face bears a very small Proportion to that
^hich is transmitted into the Substance of
Glass.
a Ray of Light , as HC , passes Plate
XXXIV,
^ut of Air into a denser Medium , as ABFO,
Fig. 8.
When

will be strongly attracted by the Particles
°f the Surface of the Medium A B a little
Vvay on each Side ; the Consequence where°f is, that its Motion will be accelerated at
the Entrance of the Medium , and its Di¬
rection somewhat altered ; for since the At^action of the Medium is perpendicular to
"8 Surface, it will deflect or bend the Ray
of its first Direction H F, into a new one
E E (through the Medium) which lies nearer'
to the
Perpendicular KD , drawn through
*he Point of Incidence C : And this is called
the Refraction
of a Ray of Light ; HCK
the Angle of Incidence , and D C E the
^Rgle of Refraction.
If on
the Point C be described a Circle
^HRG, and from the Points H and G
Inhere the Circle cuts the Incident refracted
be drawn the Lines H L, GI , at Right
Angles to the Perpendicular K D, they will
the Sines of the Angles of Incidence and

Refraction
,
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Refraction, And

it is several ways demon¬
strable, that in every Inclination of th®
Ray of Light H C to the Surface of th®
Medium AB , those two Sines HL and G I
will always have one certain or constant
Ratio or Proportion to each other : An^
that HL : GI :: 4 : 3, if the Refracti° st
be out of Air into Water ; but H L : G 1 r:
17 : 11, or 3 : 2 nearly , if out of Air int 0
Glass ; and in general , the denser the M®"
dium , the greater its refractive Power , &
Disproportion of the Sines ; all which Pat"
ticulars are render ’d very evident by Exp ®"
riments.
If a Ray of Light , as E C, pass out
a denser Medium into a rarer , as WflA
or Glass into Air, it will , upon entering
the rarer Medium at C, be refracted fro*1*
its first Direction E N into a new one C
which will be farther off from the Perp es
dicular KCD; and in this Cafe, I G
be the Sine of the Angle of Incidence , an0
LI L that of the Angle of Refraction ; an<j,
all other Particulars just the reverse 0
what they were before under the fa 11
*6
Names.
Hence

it follows , that if any Object k®

placed at E, and, covered with Water t0
the Height CD , it will be seen by an E/ 0
placed
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placed any where above the Surface A R*
in a Situation lower than would be other¬
wise possible,; and thus Objects which are
invisible may be render ’d visible by the In¬
terposition of a denser Medium , as is well
known by a common Experiment . On this
Account it is that we fee the Sun and other
Luminaries , while they are yet below the
Horizon , in a Morning before they rife,
and in the Evening after they are set, by
the Refraction of the Atmosphere . Hence
also the Difference in the Diameters of
the Horizontal Sun and Moon, and their
eUiptic Figure , by the greater Refrac¬
tion of the Rays coming from the lower
Limb.
Again

; it follows , that if an Object

he viewed which is part in one Medium
and part in another , as a Staff represented
hy N E, it will not appear strait, but crooked;
for if the Eye be in the rarer Medium , the
hart of the Staff in the denser, CE , will
he refracted into the Line CF , and the
Whole Staff will appear in the crooked Form

Ncf.
Hence also all Objects in a denser Me<hnm appear raised or elevated above their
the Part of the Staff
re al Situations : Thus

LE is raised into the Situation CF ; and
the
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the Bottom of all Vessels , if covered with
Water , appear raised, or higher by a fourth
Part of the Depth of the Wate/ , than what
they really are (CXVII ),

The

(CXVII ) I . If Bodies, on which Light falls, were
supposed to affect it no other Ways than by giving Ad'
mission to the Rays , or permitting them to pass through
their Substance, they would then persevere in the sain®

Right Line after their Immersion, as before ; and
Course' there could be no such thing as the Refraction
above defined. But Bodies are not passive to the Rays
of Light , but act upon them with a real and determi'
nate Force, as is evidently proved by Experiments.
Thus if a very small rpund Hole be made in a thin
Piece of Metal , and the Light of the Sun transmitted
through it into a dark Room ; if the Metal acted noc
on the Ray passing through the Hole, the Spot of L >g^
' would always be of the fame Size with the Hole at ah
Distances from it ; but because we always observe th6
luminous Spot is larger than the Hole, and the m° re
so as it is farther distant, is a plain Proof that the Ppr'
rides of the Metal in the Periphery of the Hole act with
an attracting Force on the Rays of Light , and inflep
them in such a Manner as to cause them to proceed d>*
verging from each other,
2. In like manner, if the Rays of Light are made
pass between the parallel Edges of two Knives place
at the Distance of T‘o of an Inch , we shall observe 0,1
each Side the transmitted Beam a Glare of Light 1*^
that of the Tail of a Comet, if the Beam be recei ve
on a Sheet of Pap :r, at the Distance of about j °r j
Foot from the Knives . And if the Knives are p
with their Edges about TLo of an Inch apart, instead ®
the Light above-mentioned, you’ll observe on each pi
the Beam of Light , three Fringes of colour’d Lig*1
parallel to the Edges of the Knives, which are
distinct as the Hole of the Window or Beam of Lig>
rf
is less.

3■1
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The Sun *s Rays , as I have said, are not
homogeneous , but of different Kinds ; and
each

!
■

j
I
i

3. If the Edges of the Knives be brought within
of an Inch , no Light will appear on the Paper be¬
tween the said Fringes , so that all the Light which
Passes between the Edges is inflected on either Side,
"soich plainly Ihews that Steel acts at the Distance pf
Ts<j Part of an Inch upon the Rays of Light , by an
°ttra (Jive Force which is increased as the Distance of
the Knives is diminished.
4. On the other Hand , the Shadows of all Bodies
Placed in the Beam of Light in the dark Room are
larger than they ought to be, were the Rays of Light
to pafs by them unaffected by any Power from them ;
for then the Shadow would be at all Distances of one
and the fame Bigness, viz. equal to that of the Body ;
hut since we observe the Shadow always larger than the
body, it follows, that the Rays must proceed diverging
from the Surface of the Body, which they could not do
hut by virtue of a repellent Power, which causes them
to separate to a greater Distance after they have pass’d
by the Surface of the Body ; thus the Shadow of a Hair
bas been observed 35 times bigger than the Hair it¬
self.
5. This attracting and repelling Power in the Par¬ Plate
ticles of Bodies, by which they inflect the Rays of XXXVI,
bight , is the Cause of all Reflection and Refraction Fig . 4.
Light , of which we shall now treat more particuVly . Let there be two Mediums( suppose of Air and
^ater) and a Ray of Light H G in the-rarer Medium
( Air) tend towards a Point K in the. Surface of the denfrt Medium (Water ) A B ; the attracting Power of the
“articles in the Surface of the denser Medium extends
fr>a certain small Distance , as to the Line E F ; as soon
fr>en as the Ray is arrived at the Line E F , it gets into
Attraction of the Medium , which acts perpendiCu lar to the Surface,
, 6. The Particle of Light in the Point G , begins to
na¬
acted upon by two Forces ; one derived from itstural
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each Sort has a different Degree of Refrangibility , that is. In passing through a dense
Medium*
tural Velocity in the Direction G K , the other derived
from the attracting Medium in the Direction G 1 ; let
then the Parallelogram GKMI be compleated, and
’tis manifest (from what . we have shewn already) that
the Ray will move in the Diagonal of this Parallelo¬
gram , viz. in the Direction G M , and impinge pn the
Surface at L.
7. Now since the Ray of Light , after it comes to G>
is influenced by the attracting Virtue of a Number of
Particles continually increasing till it comes to L , the
Force therefore by which it is urged in the Direction
G I, is a Force uniformly increasing, like that of Gra¬
vity ; its Motion therefore will be constantly accele¬
rated , and its Direction G L not a Right Line , but a
Curve . But since the Distance G 1 is indefinitely small*
the Curvature of its Path for so short a Space is not
sensible, and may therefore be represented by a Right
Line.
8- Let N O be drawn parallel to the Surface A B, at
the fame Depth below as E F is above it ; and then i£
is evident that since the Particle of Light is attracts
every way equally within the Distance of IG all round*
the Attraction will be greater towards the Line N O as
it approaches nearer to it ; consequently its Motion
will still be accelerated from L to the said Line , and
will also be a Curve ; therefore the Particle will not g°
on to M in the Diagonal G M , but will go to a Point
P in the Curve L P, nearer to the perpendicular Line
9. After it is arrived to the Line N O in the Point
P , the Attraction will be on all Sides equal, its Motion
or Velocity uniform, and its Direction a Right Line»
till it comes within the fame Distance G I of the undet
Surface of the Medium C D , where its Path will again
begin to be incurvated into R S, and every thing w’ 11
be the Reverse of what we have now observed at its Im'
mersion*
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tedium , they are differently disposed to
refracted , being bent or turned out of
their
rsion, thatjs . R S will be similar to G L , and S V
^ VSY.
lo . The denier any Medium is, the greater -will be
l*so Number of attracting Particles in a given Space,
4t)d so the greater will be the Force G I, or the refracl've Power of the Medium ; thus Water is less dense,
therefore has a less refractive Power than Glass, and
t*' afs less than Diamond . But Oils, though less dense
t'an Water , have vet a greater refractive Power, as con^soing a greater Proportion of Sulphur than other Bo?les; for since Action and Re-action are mutual and,
ssoal between all Bodies, and since we fee that Rays of
pght congregated by a Burning Glass act most upon
j!*‘phureous Bodies in turning them into Fire and Flame,
I®°n the contrary , Sulphurs , Oils , Spirits, £5Y. ought
1(1act most upon Light , as we constantly find they do ;
^ Sir Isaac Newton thought it reasonable to attribute
j, e refractive Power of Bodies chiefly, if not wholly, to
e sulphureous Parts with which they abound,
j *I. Since the Velocity of Light in different Medi¬ Plate
cs is different, let its Velocity in the rarer Medium XXXIV.
{ro so H to C be to that in the denser Medium from C Fig . 8.
? E, asatos;
and since the Spaces described are as
*j>? Rectangles under the Times and Velocities, the
j*soles will be as the Spaces directly, and the Velocities
vsosely ; whence the Time of describing the Line
jL will be to the Time of describing the Line C G,
j yX H C to m X C G . Let L I — <r, CL = i , HL
5 and
IG — ^ ; then will HLzif — x>
^Consequently C G = ^/aas - xx, and HC =
+ rr — 2 ex xx ,■whence the Time in which
ll,e

parallel to H G , or the Angle HGX

Vcj -C G is moved through is m \ / a a -s x xf- n
+
- 2 cx + xx. .
Now admitting that Nature does every thin
1

JNay,

we

have the foregoing Expression of
so its Fluxion eqtial to No¬
thing,

*Unea Minimum
, and
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thefr first Course to different Distances fro#
the Perpendicular : And these several Sof#

ot

.thing, viz.,

I
m xx

■nix

-Z.&1

\Z aa -\ - xx ^~\/bb -\ - cc — 2xc -\- xx

hXc-

whence we havev/ aaf -xx

mX I G
hXHL
is, —rTrr
~
=L
it rC ~" Ifence
C vj n

Plate

xxx vr.

Fi g- 5

th**

s/ bbfcc —2cx-\ -xx
, making HC =: C^

we have wzXlGaa : » XHLj and consequently, M"
j: HL : IG.
13. But the Ratio of m to n, that is, of the VeloC^f
before and during the Refraction , is constant, or alwf
the fame in the lame Media therefore
;
the Lines H F
and I G are in a given or constant Ratio , Hence ^
have this fundamental Law of Refraction , Lkat the Sltl
of the Angle of Incidence is always in a constant Ratio ^
the Sine of the. Angle of Refaction , in all inclination 50
the incident Ray whatsoever.
14. Since the Proportion of these Sines is cOhst?‘n/
it remains that we determine what that Ratio is iny*
ferent Media and
;
for that Purpose there are vari®u
Methods , one of the best of which I shall here defci'ibfj
but must first premise the.following Lemma. Let G f*
be an equilateral Triangle , and let the Angle D be b
fected by the Right Line DO ; let A KMC be dr5^
parallel to the Side G H, and through the Points
draw I K N cutting Q D in N ; then is the Angle A hj’ •
= NKB, as being vertical to each other . Alf« c ,
Triangle NKD is divided into two similar and equ|31
gular Triangles N K B and B K D , by the Perpend'^
lar K B ; and therefore the Angle NKB is equal kM
Angle K D B. All which is evident from Euclid *s
ijrents.
of
15. Suppose now that G FID be the Sectihn
Prism ot Water or Glass, or any pellucid Medium, a. ^
K M a Ray of Light passing through it parallel t0 6,
Side G H ; and let it go out of the Prism and be ^
fra&ed into the Air on each Side into the Direction 5 ^
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of Rays have each a peculiar Colour , viz.
those which are least refrangible are red;
the
&ndM E ; upon the Point K describe the Semicircle
D B) = r A K I, the Angle
(=
PlQj then isNKB K
of Incidence out of the Prism into Air, and F K I is
the Angle of Refraction ; consequently, A R and F S
are the Sines of the Angles of Incidence and Refrac¬
tion out of the Prism into Air.
x6. On the contrary, we may consider F K as the
incident Ray falling upon the Prism in the Point K , and
refracted in the Direction K M parallel to the Side G H,
tvhich at the Point M emerges again into the Air in the
direction ME , making the Angle EML with the
Perpendicular M L , equal to the Angle F K I . In this
Cafe the Angle F KI is the Angle of Incidence, and
Ps K B is the Angle of Refraction in the Prism ; which
Angle of Refraction is therefore given, or constant, as
it is always equal to the Angle KDB, or half the
Angle of the Prism.
17. The Angle of Incidence F K I consists of two Plate
Parts, viz. of the giyen Angle AKI (=; K D B ) and XXXVI.
the additional Angle A K F . Now the Angle AKI Fig . 6.
as being equal to half the Angle of the
,s known ,
Prism ; and the Angle F K A is known by placing the
Prism by the' Centre of a graduated Semicircle, as ABC,
Carrying an Index , whose two Arms F K and K E are
Cqually elevated above the horizontal Line AC, ' and
Correspond to the incident and emergent Ray F K and
AdiE in the other Figure . For here his evident, if an
Pbject be placed on the End of the Arm F , it will be
ky an E ),e looking through the Sights at the other
End of the Index E ; and when the Object is thus
t?en, the Angle AKF is known by the Number of
ELgrees which each Arm cuts upon the Limb of the
“cmicircle.
^ 18. This Number of Degrees, added to the constant
Lumber 30° , which is equal to half the Angle of the
tisin, gives the whole Angle of Incidence FKI; and
*" Us the Angles of Incidence and Refraction being
found,
Voi . II,
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the second Sort, Orange ; the third Sort,
Yellow; the fourth Sort, Green ; the fifth
Sort,
found, the Proportion of the Sines FS and AR will be dis¬
covered, which Ratio is always the fame while the Mat¬
ter of the Prism remains the fame, as was before fheWJJ
from the Theory , and may by this Instrument be proved
by Experiment . For Example , let the Prism be
Watery it will be necessary to elevate each Arm 12 De'
grees upon the Limb , before the Image of the Object a*
F can be seen by the Eye at E ; then 12 + 3° =
= F K A + A K I = F K I, the Angle of IncidenceBut the Sine F S of 420 is to the Sine A R of 30° as 4
to 3 very nearly.
19. Now it is plain, if the Ratio of the Sines A st
and F S were not fixed, since F S might be in any Rati^
greater or lesser than A R , the incident Ray F K m2/
make an Angle F K I greater or less than 420, and y6*"
the Object at F be seen by the Eye at E ; but this ^
find by Experiment to be impossible, becaiife there is
other Elevation of the Arms of the Index that will e3£
”
hibit the Appearance of the Object , but the one aboV c>
mentioned.
20. If G PI D were a Prism of Glass, as that <s ^
denser Body than Water , so its refractive Power wist *
greater, and consequently it will act more strongly 11
P
on the Ray K M at its Exit into the Air, and cause ^
so be refracted farther from the Perpendicular I K/f
M L . Therefore the Angle of Incidence out of A
Into Glass, viz. the Angle F K I, ought to be greats
and so to require a greater Elevation of the Legs of t£1
Index than before in the Prism of Water : And this ^
find by Experiment is the Cafe ; for then the Elevati0’1’
instead of 120, must be about 22° or 230.
$
21. Hence ’tis plain, the Sine of Incidence F S rnu
be in a constant Ratio to the Sine of Refraction A j* '
because, since the Angle AKL is invariable, (f ’p
always equal toGDO)
and in the fame Medium "
H
,
the
Angle
F
K
I
must
^1_
_ T>_
7 . always
> be r.the fame,
.1_ Crbec^j1
.re- tuthe refractive Power is every where so ; therefore les'
Ang
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Sort, Blue ; the sixth Sort, Indigo ; and the
are most re¬
seventh Sort, Violets which
frangible , or refracted to the greatest Dis¬
tance from the perpendicular.
To illustrate this Matter , let GF repre¬
sent a Parcel of the solar Rays entering
through the Hole H of a Window -Shdtter
lnto a darken ’d Room ; and there let
them fall on the Prism ABC, in the Point
^ : In pasting through the Prism they will
he severally refracted in a different Degree*
^nd thus separated from each other , so
that at their Exit on the other Side at E,
they
Angles being constant, the Sines will be so too, or
lheir Ratio to each other always the fame.
22. As by this Instrument the Angles of Incidence
Refraction are discovered, the Ratio of their Sines
^s‘ll be known of coutfe, for each respective Medium,
t'hus in Water the Sine of 42° is to the Sine of 30°
9s 4 to 3 very nearly ; and in Glass the Sine of 46 ° is to
Sine of 30° as 3 to 2, or more nearly as 17 to xr.
PJt some Experiments it has been found, that the Sine
Incidence is to the Sine of Refraction in Diamond
S to 2.
„ 23. But since in Physical Matters we have no Authocomparable to Sir Isaac Newton, I shall here give a
f able (from his Optics of the Proportion of the Sines
Incidence and Refraction of Yellow Light (that
jctrtg nearly a Mean between the greatest and least refangible Rays , as we shall fee farther on) . This will be
stained in the first Column ; the second expresses the
Tensities of the Bodies estimated by their Specific Gra•lties ; and the third the refractive Power of each Body
ltl refpect of its Density.
X 2

I

24.
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they will proceed at different Distances
from the Perpendicular EP to the other
Side
The Refracting Body,

Res.
Proportion of The
the Sines. Density.Power

Air — — 3201 to 00 0,0012 IJ208
Glass of Antimony
17 to
9 5,2800 4864
A Pfeudo-Topaz
23 to
14 4,2700 397?
A Selenites 6l to 41 2>Z$ZO 5386
Common Glass
3 - to 20 2,5800 5436
16 2,6500 545b
Crystal of the Rock
25 to
Island Crystal 3 2,7200 6536
5 to
Sal Gemmæ 11 2,1430 6477
17 to
Alum 35 to 24 1,714° 657°
Borax 22 to
15 1,714° 6716
Nitre
3° to 21 1,9000 7079
Dantzick Vitriol
3° 3 to 200 1,7150 755 1
Gil ol Vitriol
12 to
7 1,7000 6124
Rain - Water >
529 to 396 1,0000 7854
Gum Arabic 31 to 21 i, 375° 8574
Spirit of Wine rectified 100 to 73 0,8060 10121
2 0,9960 12551
Camphire
-.
3 to
Oil Olive 22 to
15 0,9130 12607
Lintieed Oil40 to 27 0,0120 12819
Spirit ot '1‘urpentine
25 to 17 0,8740 1322a
Amber —14 to
9 1,0400 13654
A DiamondIOO to
41 3,4000 1455 b.

25. The Refraction of the Air in this Table is &e'
termined by that of the Atmosphere observed by Astr°'
nomers ; for if Light pass through many refracting Su^
stances, or Mediums , gradually denser and denser,
terminated with parallel Surfaces, the Sum of all *•.
Refractions will be equal to the single Refraction ^
would have suffered in passing immediately out of
strst Medium into the last ; because the immergent
will be parallel to the incident one in every
singJy (by Art. 9 .) if they were separated; and the’
being contiguous can make no Alteration . Hence, *
Plate
XXXVI. A A be the Medium of Air interceding two differs
Media, as B B of Water , and CC of Glass ; then tb^
•Fig . 7.
emergent Ray

ei

out of the Water

is

parallel to thes n't
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Side of the Room , where they will make a
Jong and various -colour ’d Image of the
Sun
cident Ray ac, and the emergent Ray lo out of Glass
’tis plain,
;
is parallel to the incident Ray e i whence
the Refraction of the Ray i I is the fame as if the two

Media B B and C C were contiguous , the Ray e i in
that Cafe being lost, which makes no Difference.
26. Hence , if the Sine of Incidence out of Air into
Water be to the Sine of Refraction as (a b : de) I : R,
and that of Incidence to the Sine of Refraction out
n0—
of Air into Glass as (no : i k) I : R ■,then
/C

^ = ab =

K.

; whence RX/X

*T = AX

AX d e ; but when the two Media B B and C C are
out
Contiguous, de = ■cf will be the Sine oftheIncidence
Sine.of Re¬
of Water into Glass, and i k = ml
: A X I :: the
::
faction ; therefore cs : ml RXI
Sine of Re¬
the
to
:
Water
of
out
Sine of Incidence
faction in Glass.
Plate
27. I cannot here omit to mention the accurate Me¬ XXXVI.
the
at
Hawkjbee,
.
Mr
thod which was made use of by
Appointment of the Royal Society, to determine the Fig . 8.
Refractive Power of the Air , which was thus : He made
Choice of a distinct erect Object P, at the Distance of
2S88 Feet ; a Prism ABC was exhausted of its Air, and
applied to the End of a 10 Foot Telescope with a Hair
In its Focus . The Object was then viewed through
the Vacuum by the Ray P E S ; then admitting the Air
into the Prism, the Object was seen to rife above the
the
flair gradually , as the Air entered ; in the End , Feet
flair was found to hide a Mark in the Object io '
helow the Mark , as at P , so that PM = 10‘ Feet.
28. This done, the Condenser was applied, and one
Atmosphere injected into the Prism, which was applied
out the Air,
to the Telescope , as before, and letting
same Space
the
through
descend
to
seen
was
the Object
of x0 t Feet . Now since the Radius PI — 2588, and
the Angle' P I M — 68
f M z= 10,25, we hnd
the Angle Q_D I, which
for
34"
gives
which
of
half
the
X 3

taken
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Sun X Y, which is, perhaps , one of the
most surprizing and agreeable Spectacles of.
Nature.
THE
taken from the Q_D K or QJ 3 D ( — 32° = half the
Angle of the Prism) gives the Angle K D I or L D S
— 310 59 ' 26" , and so the Sine of the Angle of Inch
dence in Vacuo(
32 0) is to the Sine of the Angle of
Refraction into Air (31° 59^ 26" ) as 1000000 to
999736 . (See Mr . HawkJbee s own Figures in Platf.
35 . Fig. 7 , 8, 9.)
29. In order to understand the Difference between the
true and apparent Places of Objects , seen through a
Medium of different Density from the Air , let the
Scheme be constructed as in the Figure , where the Sines
Plate
of Incidence and Refraction are H L and G I ; and
XXXIV. these are in a given Ratio of A to B, that is, H L •
Pig . 9. G I :: A : B ; but because of parallel Lines N Q_K C
we have HL = NK ; therefore NK : IG :: A : Bu
NC : IC = HC ; but N C : H C :: C E : C M , be¬
cause P E is parallel to K D , therefore C E : CMr
A : B.
30. Now since the Ray E C coming from an Object
at E is refracted in the Air into the Ray HC ; if H C
be continued to F , the apparent Place of the Object
will be in the refracted Ray at M in the Perpendicular
E P , and projected to F on the horizontal Plane O P *.
but the Point M will always be the visible Place of the
Image ; therefore when the Angle C E O is indefinitely
small, or the Point C coincides with O , the Lines Cb
and C M will become O E and O M ; and in that cd er
OE : OM :: A : B :: p 3, in Water . Whence ’t>®
evident that the apparent Place of an Object immersed
jn Water , and view’d in the Perpendicular , will be
3 of the Depth of Water.
31. But if the Medium be Glass, then O E : O
3 : 2, or more nearly as 17 to u ; so that Jj - O E
O M , or the apparent Place of an Object seen through
a Medium of Glass, will be at the Distance of i7 ° the
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they
The several Sorts of Rays, after

proper
are refracted , appear in their own Colours

would

In Diamond , it
the Thickness of the Glass O E ,
, and soon for all
he at the Depth of } of the Thickness
Table.
foregoing
the
in
the other Bodies mentioned
recedes from
C
Point
the
as
,
Hand
other
32. On the
is etjual to the
the Point O , the Angle CEO, which
, and there¬
greater
becomes
,
D
Angle of Incidence E C

or the re¬
to the
Inclination
fracted Ray H C , will have a greateralso C F ; on which
therefore
and
B,
A
horizontal Line
the apparent Place
Account ’tis evident the Distance of
will decrease, and
,
M
O
of the Object , viz. the Line
in the Perpendi¬
rise
to
seem
will
Object
of course the
so great , that
is
CEO
cular . And when the Angle
or be¬
Horizon
the
to
parallel
the Ray C H is refracted
become
will
M
C
then
,
C
A
comes coincident which
Bottom at E will appear on
C O , and the Object at the at
the Surface of the Medium O.
Water , we have
33. In this Cafe, if the Medium be find OE — 2,65
shall
we
whence
C E : C O :: 4 : 3,
Width is 2 C O
nearly ; therefore in any Veflel, whosefill’d with Water,
when
,
6, and Depth OE — 2,65
viewed in the
any Object placed at the Bottom , when
E to M , \ of the
from
raised
appear
will
,
Perpendicular
the Perpendicular
Depth ; and as the Eye recedes from
will appear to
Object
the
,
C
A
Line
to the horizontal
O ; all which
at
Fluid
the
of
rife from M to the Surface
a common
into
Water
May be confirmed by pouring
, isc.
Flower
the
viewing
and
,
Bason
or
Tea -Difh ,
Painted at the Bottom.
straight Stick , as
34. Hence appears the Reason why a in Water , will
E
C
N C E , when placed with one Part
Form N C M , the
always appear crooked, viz. in the into the apparent
Refraction
by
raised
Part C E being
Water will always
Situation C M ; and the Part under
into C M.
contracted
be
will
C
E
Appear shorter , for
Experience.
All which is known by common
35- Also,
X 4

HCK,
fore also the Angle of Refraction
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Colours in Order as follows, viz. Those
are least refracted , or fall nearest the
Perpen-

■which

35. Also, since EM , the Difference between the true
and apparent Place of Objects , seen through a Medium,
is always greater in Proportion to the Depth O E , and
the Obliquity of the Rays refracted to the Eye , it will
follow, that any circular Body immersed in Water,
in a Position perpendicular or inclining to the Horizon,
will luffer a greater Refraction of Rays from the lower
Parts , than from those above ; and consequently the
lowermost Semicircle will put on the Appearance of A
Semi-eliipsis; and also the upper one, but not so much
so, the Refraction being less than below. The Confecine; e of which is, that the Circle thus viewed in the
Medium will appear elliptical, as having its vertical Diameter shortened by the Refraction ; whereas the hori¬
zontal Diameter will remain of the fame Length , be¬
ing . only railed apparently above its real Situation,
whence the Reason of the Figure of the horizontal Suit
and Mcon above- mentioned,
36. From what has been said, ’tis easy to understand,
that when the Ray E .C in the Medium is refracted into
the Air nearly parallel or coincident with the Horizon
AC , in which Cafe (if the Medium be Water ) the
Line CEmAC
being Radius , we have the following
Analogy ; As 4 is to 3, so is Radius AC or C E to
the Sine of the Angle of Refraction COorDE;
which
Angle is therefore nearly 48° ; I fay, ’tis easy to under¬
stand, that if the Ray of Light E C fall on the Sur¬
face of the Medium with a greater Obliquity than what
is here specified, that is, so as to make the Angle ECO
greater than 48 ° , the Ray will be wholly reflected back
again to the lower Surface, and none will go out into
the Air at either Surface of the Medium.
37. Again, if the Medium be Glass, since the Sme^
pf Incidence and Refraction in that Cafe are as 11 t0
17, the Angle E C D will be about 41° , when the re¬
fracted Ray C H becomes coincident with the horizon¬
tal Line AC ; and therefore when the Angle is greater,
' "
a
the
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Perpendicular PE , are Red, and make the

sed Part of the Spectrum at R ; the next
are the Orange at O, the Yellow at Y, the
Qreen at G, the Blue at B, the Indigo at I,
at*d the Violet at V : And these Seven are
the original Jimple Colours in Nature *
aNd of which, by various Mixtures, all
in the common
ot hers are compounded,
Refractions and Reflections from natural
bodies (CXVIII).

Since

jj*e Light will be wholly reflected from one Surface of
‘"e Glass to the other ; and never let out into the Air ;
Whence it follows, that though the Particles of Matter
j? Bodies be in themselves-transparent , yet if they are
0 disposed one among another as to reflect the Light
obliquely, ’tis plain , the Light in such a case will
®lost by various Reflections within the Body, and
"Us prove a Cause of the Body’s Opacity.
(, (CXVIII ) I . This different Refrangibility of the
pjtps Light proceeds from hence, that the Particles of
^'ght are of different Degrees of Magnitude ; for if
Power act upon a Body, so as to give it a particuDetermination or Direction of Motion , that Deter¬
mination or Direction of the Body’s Motion will always
^ the fame, while the Energy of the Power and the
Hi>antity of Matter remain the fame, and will be va"hle in Proportion as either of these is so.
But the refracting Power of the Medium will be
,
jj^ ys the fame while it is homogeneous or all of one
ti° rt of Matter , therefore when a Ray of Light pastes
5 r°ugh a Substance of Water , Glass, Crystal, is' c. and
^ifferent Direction of Motion is thereby communicated
dift'erent p arts of the Ray , it follows, that the Particles
t jjkh constitute those Rays, which have a different Di- ^ ion? ipust be among themselves unequal in Quantity
of

ZrZ
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Since a Lens does in the manner ,of 3
Prism , more or less separate the Rays of

Ligh£
of Matter , and consequently in Bulk ; and since th®
Quantity of Motion is in the Ratio of the Bulk an®
Velocity , ( in this Cafe) ’tis plain, the greater the V®'
locity is, the less will be the Bulk ; and therefore thol®
Rays of Light which suffer the greatest Refraction
less in Bulk or Magnitude than others which are not >®
much refracted, the greater Particles being not so muty
subject to the Povyer of the Glass ; as a large Needle )S
not so easily moved by a Loadstone, nor at so great a
Distance.
3. This being the Cafe, ’tis easy to be understood’
that when a Beam of Light , as PI F , is let into a day
Room, through a Hole in the Window -Shutter , and **
made to fall on a Prism A C B at F , it will be attract®
by the Surface of the Glass at F in a perpendicular
rection , and cause the several Particles to deviate fr° .
their right -lined Course to T , (which they before ha '
and decline towards the Perpendicular a b, that is,
wards the Parts F a within the Glass ; which Deviat*0^
or Refraction will be greater in Proportion as the Pas
j
tides of Light are smaller.
4 . Hence the several Particles of Light will Pr0^e£^
from the Side A C to the Side D C in different D*rf^
tions j where, when they arrive, and go out again 1
to the Air, they will be again affected by the fame ®
tracting Power of the Glass, which will here pro® ^
the fame Effect as before, that is, it will cause e®
Sort of Ray to incline towards the Side of the G 1® ’
and consequently to be refracted from the Directions t
severally had in the Glass, and from the Perpendis®
IT .

est}

5. Thus those Rays, whose Particles are
will deviate least from the Perpendicular , and wiH ^
fore go to R , and make the lowest Part of the c0rj° 'j1s
o(c
Spectrum, and these will appear pf a Red ColourParticles next less in Magnitude will be somewhat tn^
refracted, and will go to O , and be of an Oru»i e
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ht passing through it, it follows , that

fill the several Sorts of Rays will have
their

h'°ur the
-

next Size less will be still more refracted,
9-Ud appear Yellow at Y , and thus the Refraction will
Proceed in the Green at G , the Blue at B, the Indiga
?t I, and the Violet- coloured Rays at V ; which as they¬
're most refracted, are thereby proved to be the least
Pf all in Magnitude.
6. I shall now proceed to shew, since the Sun’s
Fight is variously refrangible, what the particular DeHtec of Refraction is which every Species of Rays unP^rgoes, and the Sines of those Angles respectively. In
°rder to this it must be considered, that the Sine of InFdence is the fame in all ; and that when the Inci¬
dence is such as that the Ray F K , upon the first Re¬ Plate
faction , shall pass in the Direction parallel to the upper xxxvi.
Side of the Prism G H, the Refractions made at each Fig- 9*
?>de of the Prism are equal, and equal to the refracting
^tigle of the Prism GDH; all which is evident from
hhat was demonstrated in Annot. CXVI.
. 7. Also it is known by Experience , that when the
1rifin A B C is held with its Axis perpendicular to the
jUn-Beam, and then turned round upon its Axis, the
■rtiage or coloured Speftrum will first descend to a cer■Wn Limit , where it will become stationary, and then
a( cend to the fame Place as at first ; whence it appears
^ ain, that since the Altitude of the Image above the
**ace where the Sun-Beam would fall, were the Prism
^ay , is owing to the Sum of the Refractions made at
~ach Side of the Prism, while the Image descends the
llrn of these Refractions decrease, and when the Image
^ Ce nds the said Sum must increase,
j. 8. Consequently , since the Image falls twice upon the
Place in one Rotation of the Prism, there are two
,°sitions of the Prism wherein the Sum of the Refrac'°ns at its Sides are equal ; and these happen when the pig . ^
/•^ gles of the incident Beam HDL and O D L are
iUc si as will cause the refracted Parts D G and D F to
,e esluaily infclined to the Sides of the Prism, but contrary
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their proper Focus's, or be convened to
many different Points in the Axis of the
Lens*
trary Ways ; that is, so as to make the Angle D G B
= BDF , and G D B = D F B, and therefore th®
Triangles DBG and DBF equi-angular . For in th®
Position of the Ray H D G the Refractions at th®
Angles D and G are respectively equal to the Angl®5
E and D in the other Situation of the Ray ODE'
and therefore the Sum of the Refractions on each Si^e
in each Cafe must be equal, and cause the Image to ap¬
pear twice in the fame Place.
9. While the unequal Refractions at each Side th®
Prism, at D and G , or D and F , are approaching to¬
wards Equality , the refracted Ray D G or D F is con¬
tinually approximating to the Situation D E ; whcts
when it arrives, the Angles at D and E being the*1
equal , the Refractions at each Side will be equal aff®>
and the Image in that Cafe be brought to its Limit 0
lowest Site. Then R D will be the incident Ray , ah
.
E P the emergent one.
xo. Produce R D and E P till they intersect each *
I, and any horizontal Line in M andN ; then let th
Angle R M N be the Altitude of the Sun, and P N ^
that of the SpeSirum at P ; which Angles are east1
measured with a Quadrant . Their Sum is equal to tP
external Angle P I M , which is again equal to the t^
internal Angles of Refraction I D Q _and I E Q_; and, h;
what has been now shewn, IDQ _—IEQjpQDK ; wh^ j'
N + M . Hence ; N + ^
fore Q_D K = DBK i=
L , the Angle of Incidents
D
R
or
K
D
I
-p ID Q_~
11. We shall give Sir Isaac Newton’s Example in th'
Affair. The refracting Angle of his Prism was A B g
— 62° 30' , the Half of which is 31° 15' , whose S*h
is Z188, the Radius being 10000. When the
was in its Limit , or stationary, he observed with a QF,
drant the Angle P N M of a mean refrangible Ray &j ,
that is, of one that went to the Middle of the colou ^
Image at P ; and by adding this to the Angle R J* ^
of the Sun’s Altitude taken at the fame Time , he ,
tain

tu
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Lens , and not all to one Point only , as is
Necessary for a perfect and uniform Repre¬
sentation
the Angle PI M to be 44 ° 40' ; whose Half 22°
2o', added to Half the Angle of Refraction 310 15 ' ,
53 0 35 ', whose
’tiakes the Angle of Incidence RDLn
Sine is 8047. The Sine of Incidence , therefore, is to
the Sine of Refraction of a mean refrangible Ray , or
that of yellow Light , as 8047 to 5188, which is as
Gained

3l to 20. ( See the Table,

Annot.

CXVII . 24.)

12. If there were but one Sort of Light , it then
^ould be equally refracted, and the Image of the Sun
^ould not then be long, but round ; and if the Rays
^ere first received by a Convex Lens , they would all
Pass to its Focus , and there represent the Sun’s Image
t’ery distinctly in a circular Spot, which Image would
^btend the fame Angle at the Lens as the Sun itself does,
t>r half a Degree, at a Mean . All this will be demonLrated hereafter.
13. If these Rays , aster having pafs’d through the
Lens, were received by a Prism, since the Sum of Re¬
factions at the Sides of the Prism are equal , ( as we
^ave (hewn they are when the Image is stationary, Art.
8.) the Rays will have the fame Inclination to each
other after Refraction through the Prism as before;
Whence the Angle is not changed , but gives the Image
the Sun still equal to 30' . But to illustrate this, let
Mjq be the Section of the Window - Sbutter in a dark
Loom, in which , through a Hole O , a Pencil of Rays
L O L is transmitted to the Lens K L ; which would
c°nverge them to a Focus at H , were they not inter¬
rupted by the Interposition of the Prism ABC, by
^hich means they are refracted to I . And since the
of the Refractions at E and D is equal to that at
£ and G , the Angle FIG will be equal to the Angle
LH G ; and if the Sun were but a Point , its Image at
" and I would be a Point also.
*4. But since the Sun has the apparent Magnitude of
, let the Angle M Q_N be the Angle under which
Sun appears ; that is, Jet M Q _be a Ray coming
from

'

Plate
xxxvir.
Fig . 1.

p.
®*
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sentation of the Image of any Object : Fot
the Red Rays proceeding from the Object
wih

from the upper Limb of the Sun, and N Q_ another
from the lower Limb . These crossing each other
the Center of the Lens K L , at Q , make the Angfe
D QJE — M Q_M ; nor is this Angle altered by the
Refractions through the Prism, as being equal on each
Side ; therefore the Image at I will be subtended under
,
an Angle of 30 Minutes .
15. And since this will be the Cafe of every Sort of
Rays contained in the Sun’s Light , if that which tve
have been considering be a mean refrangible Ray * then
the least refrangible Rays will form an Image in V&6
manner at R ^ the most refrangible Rays another at Pt
and the intermediate Rays their several Images refpec'
tively. So that the coloured SpsSirum P R consists of
as many circular Areas as there are different Sorts ot
Rays ; and is every where of an equal Breadth , w*'
half a Degree.
16. Now his evident, that if the Sun be supposed*
Point , each of those Circlesj being the Images of the
Sun and similar to it, must also be contracted into a
Point , and so the coloured SpeSlrurn P I R would in th*!?
Cafe have no Breadth ; and its Length would decr ea
at each End by the Semidiameter of the Circle P and R*
and therefore would subtend an Angle of 30' less than l(:
now does.
17. In order to determine the Angles of Refracti0?
of the least and most refrangible Rays, we must fin
Plate
determine the Angle P I R , which the Image Pf
subtends at the Distance it is formed from the Prim1
xxXvi.
^
Fig . io. ABC. The Sun being supposed a Point , let S P le
the Incident Ray , which continue out to V ; and
L D K be perpendicular to the Side A B in the Point 0
Incidence D . The Ray S D at its first Refraction **
within the Prifi 11 j
diffused through the Space ODE
D G is the least refrangible Ray , D F the greatest,
D E (parallel to A C ) the mean refrangible Ray . T .
Sine of the Angle of mean Refraction E D K to th*
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^ill be converged to a Focus at a greater
distance from the Lens , than the Indigo
or
Incidence I D K has been already ihewn to be as
Si88 to 8047, or as 20 to 31.
18. We are now to find the Quantity of the Anodes
CrDK and F D K . Since each Ray will suffer^the
bine Degree of Refraction at the second Surface as at
first very nearly ; let the refracted Rays F P, ET,
be
and they will intersect each
lr> the Point I, making I F , I E , I G severally very
pearly equal to D I, and therefore the Angles I F D —
F&F , and IGD — IDG ; therefore PIV — 2 FDV,
bid RIV = 2 GDV. Hence PIV — RIV = PIR
ba 2 FDV — 2 GDV j consequently, \ PIR — FDV
S'GDV
= FDG.
19. The Angle PIR st discovered by measuring the
length of the Image PR , and its Distance from the
*Wm ABC. This
Sir Isaac Newton has done with
&reat Exactness. The refracting Angle of his Prism
^as ABC — 62° 30', the Distance of the Speilrum
Feet , the Length
or 10 Inches , the Breadth 2^
Fhches. This subducted from the Length leaves 7*
br the Length of the Image were the Sun but a Point,
bid therefore subtends the Angle which the most and
bast refrangible Rays P F and R G do contain with one
Mother after their Emergence from the Prism.
20. But at the Distance of 18,5 Feet , the Length
Inches is the Chord of an Arch equal to 2° 0' 7" —
JR ; therefore k PIR — FDG — i ° 0 3V ; whence
*jE>G i ( = FDG) o= ° 30' 2" = FDE. But the
^gle EDK — DBR 31
— ° if o" . Wherefore
+ EDG = 31° 45' 2" = GDK, the Angle
‘ Refraction of the least refrangible Rays ; and EDK
J^ DF
30 0 44 ^
— EDK, the Angle of Re¬
action of the most refrangible Rays.
q, 2! . The natural Sine of 31 45' 2'' is 5262, (as per
Fable, Annot. XLVI .) also the Sine of 30° 44^ 58 ' is
ati2 ' . The common Sine of Incidence being IDK
r S D L = 530 35 ', and Sine 8047 ; this compared

9 R,

produced
,

other

witR
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or Violet Rays ; and so the Image will be
coloured and confused in every Point be¬
tween

Plate
xxxvi.
Fig . II

with the Sines of Refraction of the most, mean, an
least refrangible Rays , will stand as follows.
CThe most refrangible Rays FU>
j as 8047 to 5112.
The Sineof Incidence J The mean refrangible Rays E ” *
is to the Sine of
j as 8047 to 5188.
n
j The least refrangible Rays GVf
I as 8047 to 5262.
22. I have hitherto considered the Refraction nE
out of Air into Glass, after the common Way.
as Sir Isaac Newton has proceeded in a contrary
thod, and stated the Proportions of the Sines of Re'
fraction (as they are out vf Glass into Air ) to the cofl1'
mon Sine of Incidence in Qlafs, I shall for the fut uf^
follow his Steps ; and therefore supposing a Beam 0
common Light within the Prism, as D E , shall con
sider its Refraction into the Air at the Side B C in '^
Point E . The common Sine of the Angle of Incident
KED or IEL = 319 15 ', was found to be 518“ ’
and the Angle PER z : i ° o' 37", the fame as besorf
Also the Angle of the mean refrangible Rays T E
being 530 35 ' , we have the Angle of the least ^
frangible Rays REL = 53 4' 58", and the Anglff
the most refrangible Rays PEL — 540 5 ' os' . ^ *
Sines of these Angles are 7995 and 8099 ; the Sine
Incidence , therefore, and of Refraction into Air , in * j
least and most refrangible Rays, are in the least roU 11
Numbers as 53 to 77 and 78.
23. Now if you subduct the common Sine of ln c‘
donee 50 from the Sines of Refraction 77 and 78, *■
Remainders 27 and 28 shew, that in small Refract^0/1J
the Refractions of the least refrangible Rays is to f j
of the most refrangible as 27 to 28 very nearly;
that the Difference of the Refractions of the least
most refrangible Rays is about the 27I Part of the st
fraction of the mean refrangible Rays.
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tWeen those Extremes , except just in the
iniddle Point , where the several Sorts of
Rays
24. Now in order to determine the Refrangibilityof
the several intermediate Rays of Light , Sir Isaac took
the following Method . He caused the Spectrum to be
Well defined, and delineated upon Paper its Perimeter,
as FAPGMT ; this he held in such a Manner , that
the Spectrum might fall upon and exactly agree with the
delineated Figure ; this done, an Assistant drew the
Lines a b, cd , es, c & . across the Figure , very nicely Plate
Upon the Confines of the several Colours , that is, of XXXVTl.
the Red M ab F , of the Orange abcd, of the Yellow Fig . 3,
( def\ and so of the rest ; which Operation being
divers times repeated, he found the Observations agreed
Very well, and that the Divisions made by the Cross
Lines were those of a Musical Chard.
25. That is, if G M be produced to X , so that it
be G M = MX , then the Line XM = f XG will be
the Octave. The Line a X ; XG :: 9 : 16 ; therefore
a X will be the Lesser Seventh. The Line c X will be f
of X G , and therefore the Sixth Greater, e X will be
I of X G , which is the Fifth , g X is | of X G , a
Fourth, t X is 4 of X G , a Third Lesser. IX is 5. of
X o , the Second Greater. So nicely has Nature ob¬
served an harmonical Distribution of Colours in the Solar
spectrum.
26. If then the Difference between the Sines of 77
*nd 78 be in like manner divided, that is, as the Line
MG is divided, we shall have the Sines of Refraction
so the several Red Rays extend from M to a, or front
77

to 77 • ; those of the Orange Colour from a to r, or

Lorn 771 to 77i » those of the Yellow from 77! at r,
so 771 at c ; those of the Green from 771 to 77J- at g ;
those of the Blue from 77-' to 77^ at i ; those of the
mdigo from 77^ to 77^ at / ; and from thence the Yi.
°kt to 78 at G .
L7. This Discovery of the Harmonic Proportion of
Lolours in the Sun’s Light has suggested the curious
flint or Idea of a Visual Music by means of an Ocular
Harpsichords
Y
Vol . II .
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Rays all intersect each other , and exhibit
the Image tolerably distinct and colour¬
less. To this different Refrangibility os'
the Rays is owing the Imperfection of the
common refracting Telescope , as will be
but too easy to experiment.
Hence also Objects of any of the simple
Colours , though contiguous to each other?
yet if viewed through a Prism appear
separated , and at a Distance from one ano¬
ther : And those Objects will have their
Images formed by a Lens at very different
Distances in its ;Axis , especially in Expe¬
riments of the deepest Red, and Violet, or
Blue Colours;as a Card painted half with
Carmine, and half with Ultramarine, made
).
(
deeper with a little IndigoCXIX
Harpjichard., which iliall entertain the Eye with the Suc¬
cession of harmonic Colours , as the common Harpsichord
does the Ear with musical Sounds. Yea , some have
carried this Matter so far, as actually to attempt tb®,
making of such a Harpsichord, with full Assurance oI
being able to play Tunes to the Eyes. It were greatl;
to be wished this Chromatic Music could be made as
effectual to give Pleasure to our Eyes, as common M u'
sic does to the Ears . We should then have Harmon/
the Subject of two of our Senses : And who can tel
but we may have musical Eyes, as well as musical Eds*’.
could they be exercised by proper Objects ? Nay , v‘^a
can tell what may be the Consequence of this Discovers,
in regard of our other Senses in the Ages to come •
They who would be farther amused with this chime¬
rical Subject may consult ■Voltaires Philosophy 311
. .
Algarotti on Light and Colour*,
Oik
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Sir Isaac Newton found , by a very curious
and convincing Experiment , that the Rays
of
(CXlJf ) i . Let f) E KI be a double Convex Lens, Plate
N its Centre , and N D the Radius of Convexity at D ; XXXVIIE V its Axis, andH E a Beam of the Sun’s Light inci¬ Fig . 4dent on the Lens parallel to its Axis in the Point F.
Let AB C be a Prism touching the Lens in the Points
E and D , and it is evident the Law and Manner of Re¬
fraction of the Beam at E will be the fame, whether
We consider it as made through the solid Glass Prism
ABC, or through the Lens DEK, because the Point
of Incidence E is the fame in or common to them both.
2. The Beam being refracted at D , it is plain the
Refraction will be there also made into the Air in the
fame Manner from the Lens as from the Priftn , suppos¬
ing them to touch in the Point D . Let ND be con¬
tinued to L , then will L D be perpendicular to the
Lens in D ; and the Refraction being made into the
Air, (a rarer Medium ) the refracted Rays will tend toWards the Axis, and meet it sooner or later as they are
More br less refrangible. Thus the most refrangible
Rays D W will cut the Axis in G , the least refrangible
Rays D T in Qj , and the mean refrangible Rays in O ;
2nd the others in the intermediate Space between O and.
G , and O and G- The fame is to be understood of
the Beam I K on the other Side the Axis;
3: Hence we fee, that in the Axis of the Lens the
Images Of an Object will be formed in several Parts
Lom G to Qj by which means the Object will appear
Red at G , Violet- colour d. at Q_* and of other Hues irt
the Parts between. Nor are we to understand that
Rven Images only are formed by the seven Sorts of
Rays ; but each particular Sort of Ray , according to
the Intensity of the Colour ^ from the strongest to the
Lintest Part , consists of an indefinite Number of dift'eWntly refrangible Rays, each of which will form an
ynage 'of the Object in its proper Focus ; And there-stre we may conceive as- many Images formed in the
“Pace fromG to Qp as there are Points in the LineG Q.
Y 2
4 . The
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of Light were as variously reflexible as re¬
frangible ; and that those which were most

os

4. The Object seen by such a Refraction of Rays.
in such an Infinity of Images , must necessarily appear
the
very indistinct , confused, coloured , and obscure ; and
be¬
Telescope
Dioptric
common
every
of
Object -Glass
ing of this Sort, is the Occasion why they will not bear
an Eye Glass of so deep a Charge , or so short a focal
Distance as is requisite for great Degrees of magnifying*
This put Sir Isaac upon inventing another Sort of Tele¬
scope by Reflection , of which we shall speak largely
hereafter.
5. Suppose D E parallel to the Axis of the Lens.
and produced to Z ; then is ZDL —EDN the Angl®
of Incidence , and P D L , O D L , M D L , the Angl eS
of Refraction in the least, mean, and most refrangible
Rays ; and consequently the Angles ZDP , ZDO.
and ZDM will shew the Quantity of Deviation °c
respective Refraction of those Rays from the first Direc'
tion EZ . Whence ZP : ZM :: 27 : 28 ; and ZP :
the who'*
~ZO,
ZO :: 27 : 27s . Also PM = 27^
Refraction of the mean refrangible Rays.
6. But the Angle ZDP — DQX , and ZDO - DOX , and ZDM = DGX. Now the Sines of Q®
Angles D QX and DOX or DOQ _, are as the>
opposite Sides O D and QD , that is, nearly as X
and X Q For the same Reason the Sines of the Angle
D O X and D G X are nearly as G X and 0 X. Whets'
are as G X , OX, and CL* j
fore ZP , ZO,ZM,
whence PM : Z M :: QG : QX ; and therefore G O-Q
QX . But QO is nearly equal to OG , when Q-,
is very great ; and QO : QX ;: PM : DY :: I ; 5 *
because QX — 28 GQ , or 56 QO.
7. Or thus more accurately , without regard to
focal Distance QX or O X . Let I , L , G , be as
Sines of Incidence , and of the least and greatest R e*rQ
tion, or as the Numbers 50, . 77, 78 ; (See

Of Light and Colours.
©r least refrangible were also most or least
reflexible : And farther , that Rays of Light
were
CXVII . 22.) then will ZP = L — I , ZM = G — I,
and PM = G — L ; whence PM : Z P :: G — L :
L — I; and doubling the Consequents , we have PM :
?ZP ( = DY —PM ) :: G — L : 2L — 2I. Then
conjointly , PM : DY :: G — L : G -f- L — 2 I :: 78
“7-77 : 78 + 77 — 100 1:: : 55 3 or PM = ,vDY,
the Aperture of the Glass.
8. From hence it appears, that the Ratio between
P M andD Y is constant, or always the same, what¬
ever be the focal Distance of the Lens . It is also very
Evident, that P M is the Diameter of a Circle , in which
Will be a Mixture of every Sort of Rays, from the least
to the most refrangible . This Circle therefore is that
in which the Light is white, or not tinctured with the
Colour of any particular Sort of -Rays ; for the Rays
being here promiscuously thrown together , the Light
compounded of them must be nearly the same with that
of the Beam before Refraction.
9. By the same Rule we may find the Diameter of
the least Circle that receives the Rays of any single Co¬
lour, or of any contiguous Colours . Thus all the Yel¬
409th
low is contained in a Circle whose Diameter is a
Part of the Breadth of the Aperture of the Glass , (which

suppose a Piano Convex, because of D E parallel to
the Axis ) for in this Cafe G — 77s, L = 77s, and
50. ( See Annot. CXVII . 26. ) 'Whence by the
Analogy we have PM : DY :: G -^- L : G -j- L —>
:: 0,133 : 54,533 : 1 : 409 . Thus for two con¬
tiguous Colours , the Orange and Yellow; the Sines on
cach Side being 771, 77, , give the Diameter of the
Circle in which both these colour’d Rays are contain ’d,
a 260th Part of D Y.
10. From hence it is plain, that when the Sun’s Rays
are received upon a large and very convex Lens , the
cOnic Superficies of the converging Rays DP MY will
e°nsist of the Red-colour ’d Rays ; and if received
a white Paper, held perpendicular to the Axis , the
Circumference
y 3

Vve

3=1
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were not reflected by impinging on the
solid Parts or Corpuscles of Bodies, and
rebounding

Circumference of the circular Section or Area will be
remarkably tinged with a reddish Colour inclining to
Orange , by the .least refrangible Rays DP and YM.
On the contrary , the diverging Rays will , in the conic
Surface RP MW , have all the Violet and Indigo Ray*
N P R and D M W , and will therefore exhibit such a
colour'd Circle about the Light received on the Papef
held any where in that Cone of Rays.
11. Since G is the Focus of Violet Rays , that is the
Place where any Body of a Violet Colour will be seen
distinctly, because the Rays of that Kind , passing from
that Point to the Lens , will after Refraction pass paral¬
lel to the Eye ; which is a Condition absolutely neces¬
sary to distinct Vision, as will appear hereafter. For
the fame Reason Q_will be the Focus or Place where
Objects of a red Colour will be most distinctly seen.
Whence it appears, that in viewing Objects through
Glasses (as Spectacles for Instance ) the Distance of the
Glass from the Object will be variable according to its
different Colour.
Plate
12. Hence a varieus-colour’d Object ABEE will
xxxvii . have its Image formed in Parts by the Lens H I . Thus
Fig . 5. suppose
A B C D be a Red Part , andDCEF a deep
Blue; if this Object be well illumined , and black
Threads or Silks laid across those Colours , they wiH
appear distinctly in their respective Focus 's, viz. the red'
Part AB C D will have its Image distinctly formed at
X, ' and the blue Part at L ; the former will be repre¬
sented by ah cd, the latter by dees ,- and these Images
will be at very different Distances from the Lens . Thus
if the Lens HI be of 3 Feet focal Distance, and the
Object be placed at the Distance of 6 Feet from it, the
Images on the other Side, at the Distance of 6 Feet,
will be so med one Inch and a half from each other j
that is, the Red at X will be if Inch beyond the Blue
,
at L,
13. Anothct
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rebounding from thence like a Tennis- Ball,
but from some other Principle depending
on
13. Another Consequence of this different Refratlgibility of the Rays of Light is, that if two Objects,
of different Colours , as Red and Bly.e, be view’d thro'
a Prism, they will be refracted to different Heights;
and though they were contiguous before, or Parts of
, or
erne end the same Object, yet will they appear separate
as two distinct anddiftant Objects. Thus suppose D H EI Plate
be an Object whose Part D G is intensely blue, and the xxxvn.
other Part FE intensely red ,- if this be viewed by a Fig . 6,
Prism BAC bac, with the refracting Angle or Edge
A a upwards and parallel to the Horizon and the Sides
D I and HE of the Object , the Image of this Object
Will appear at d e, with thz blue Part d g refracted higher'
than the red f e. On the contrary , if the refracting
Angle of the Prism be turned downwards , the Image
wilf be refracted downwards to d e, the blue Part lower
to dg, and the red higher at se.
j4 . We also fee the Reason why Objects appear dif¬
ferently coloured when the Eye is held near the Prism,
as at D , to view them, viz. because the Rays of every
Colour are there so very near together , that they can be
all received by the Pupil of the Eye, and will therefore
paint the Image in all its proper Colours on the Retina.
Whereas if the Eye be removed to a greater Distance
from the Prism, as to a, b, e z there, because the Rays
spread through so wide a Space, but few can enter the
Eupil , perhaps only one particular Sort, and then the
Object will appear of that particular Colour only ; as
Violet- colour1d at a, Green or Yellow at b, and Red at c.
15. The Rays of the Sun ’s Light , once refracted ,
•
of
and
Prism,
second
a
by
Refraction
Undergo no farther
course exhibit no other Colours : For let an Hole be made
at g in the Board de, on which the coloured Spectrum
Is made in the dark Room , by Rays which come thro'
a Hole G in a Board D E placed just before the Prism
ABC; by turning the Prism ABC flowly about its
Axis, the Image will be made to move up and down

Y4
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on the Size of the Particles of Light , and
the Thickness or Density of the Particles
of the Body reflecting it, which are all
of them , in the most opake Bodies,, trans¬
parent in themselves , as is easy to be shewn
in the thin hamellœ or Plates , of which an
Oyster - Shell doth consist.
It will be thought very strange to astert,
that a rare Medium is more impervious to
the Rays of Light than a denser one ; and
yet nothing is more certain , or easier proved
by Experiment : For Example , a Beam of
Light is much more copiously reflected from

the

on the Board d e, by which means each colour’d Ray
will pass singly through the Hoje g successively; and if
these Rays be refracted a second time through the Prism
abc placed just behind the Hole g, they will go from
thence tp the opposite Wall at M or N , and there ap¬
pear just as before in their proper simple Colour ; the
Blue will appear Blue, the Red wijl be still Red, and
the Violet the fame Violet as before,
16. But though the Rays are not any farther refrain
gible by the second Prism a b c, yet it appears that those
Rays which are least and most refrangible by the first
Prism are likewise so by the second ; for the Boards D E
and de being fixed, cause ,the Incidence of Light ofl
the second Prism to be always the fame : Yet by mov¬
ing the first Prism ABC about its Axis , the RedUgW
would go by a second Refraction to M , but the VioUi
Light would go higher to N . Which plainly and un¬
deniably shews that some Sort of Rays will always be
more refracted, and! are therefore more refrangible than
others . And hence this decisive Experiment has gain’d
the Title of Experimentum Cruets.
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Z29,

^ie Second Surface of a Piece of Glass when,
contiguous to the Air, than when it touches
still more, if contiguous to Wa¬
;
Water and
ter, than when it is contiguous to Glassy in
Mlich Cafe the Rays are totally transmit¬
ted.
Hence

, wonderful

as it may seem , ’tis

Necessary, in order that a Body may be trans¬
parent , that its Substance should be very
dense, and its Pores very small ; and that
Opacity results chiefly from the Largeness of
the Pores of a Body , occasioned by its Par-,
ticles touching in but very few Points : Be-,
cause, if the Pores of such a Body be fill’d
Vsitha Substance nearly of the same Density,
h becomes in some Degree transparent , as
Paper wetted with Water or Oil; And on
the contrary , Water blown up into small
its Density diminished , and
bubbles, has
its Porosity increased, and thus becomes
Opake (CXX ),

If

(CXX ) 1. The fame great Author of the Doctrine
the different ResTangibility of the Sun’s Rays ( as dej leered in the last Annotation) found also by other Ex¬
periments, that they were in the fame Manner differently
*eflexihle;or that those Rays which were least and most
infrangible were also least and most reflexible. This
*le jproved in the following Manner.
k 2. prom a Hple F in the Window -Shutter E G , a pj ate
■'eam of the Sun’s Light F M pass’d to the Base B C XXXVII
g '
^ a Prism AYC, whose Angles B and C were equal

I

and
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If the Object - Glass of a large Telescope
be laid with its convex Surface on a plain
Glass*
and half right ones, and the Angle A a right one. Th^
Light was-first refracted ai: M into the diverging Beast*
M G H , of which M G was the least refrangible Part*
and M H that which was most so- M N js the Light
reflected from the Base through the other Side to a se¬
cond Prism V X Y , by which the reflected Beam is re¬
fracted to t and ji ; Nt being the less, and N p the more
refracted Part.
3. When the first Prism ABC is turned about i£S
Axis according to the Order of the Letters ABC, the
Rays H M emerge more and more obliquely out of the
Prism , till at length they become reflected towards N*
And it was evidently observed, that as the Pritm AB 0
was slowly moved about it? Axis , all the Rays frost1
MHtoMG
became successively reflected towards N*
4. The Consequence of this was, that the V iolet Co'
Ipur p received an Addition to it? Strength and Bright¬
ness upon the first Reflection of the Rays M H, beyost®
any of the other Colours towards t\ but as the -Prif**1
ABC continued its Motion , and the other Ray be¬
tween H and G became reflected, so the other Colou*S
from p to t, became more intense and vivid, one astct
another , by the new Accession of Light to the Beast1
M' N.
, 5. sn this Experiment no Notice has been taken of asty
Refraction made at the Sides of the first Prism AB ^ ’
because, the -Experiment was made in such. Circut**'
stances that . the Beam F M enters it perpendicularly
at the first Side A C , and goes out so at the feed*
AB ; and therefore can suffer no Refraction , or so li t£‘e
that the Angles of Incidence at the Base are not ien'
sibly alter’d by it. In order to this , the Angle F M
should be about 45 Degrees ; and then a small Md* 0.1,
of the Prism , to make the Angle EMC— 49% w'
cause the Beam F M to begin its Refraction . Or if 111
Aheles B and C were each of them 41 0, the Sun-BeafF M making an Angle EMC — 49 ” will begin to ,
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^lass, the Light falling on the thin Por¬
tion or Plate of Air contained between
the
Inflected at the fame Time that it contains a Right
Angle with the Side AC (by \Annot. XCVII . 37. )
6. The Reason of the different Reslexibility of the
Rays of Light is the fame as was before assigned for their
different Refrangibility , viz. the different Sizes or Mag¬
nitudes of the several Rays ; for when the refracted Beam
MGH approaches very near the Base of the Prism B C,
the attracting Power of the said Base will sooner affect
the Particles of a lesser Size than those of a larger,
even though they were at an equal Distance from it;
and therefore the most refrangible Rays M H will be
hrst within the reflexive Power of the Surface B C , on
Account of the great Tenuity of its Particles , as well
as on account of its greater Proximity than the other
Rays M G ; 011 both which Accounts therefore the Ray
JdM will be first and most easily refracted.
7. ISiow though in Refraction the Sine of the Angle
Pf Incidence is different from the Sine of the Angle of
Refraction, on account of a smaller Particle being at¬
tracted more out of its Way towards the Perpendicular
than a larger one, whereby a Separation of the Rays is
Produced; yet because in Reflections every Particle
Whether great or small must necessarily be reflected un¬
der an Angle equal to that of Incidence , it follows, that
aH the Rays after Reflection will have the fame Incli¬
nation to each other as before, and so no Separation
Can be made among them , and consequently no differont colour’d Light will be produced by a total Reflec¬
tion of the Sun’s Rays.
. 8. What has been said of the Manner in which Light
ls reflected is in the gross only, and true but in Part;
t°r though in Reflections the Angle of Incidence be
ever equal to the Angle of Reflection, yet the Reflec¬
tion of the Particles of Light is not made by their imsinging on the solid or impervious Parts of Bodies,
?s is commonly believed. This our great Author proves
the following Reasons,
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at several Distances

alternately

transmitted
and

y. Firj% That in-the Passage of Light out of Glass
into Air , there is a Reflection as strong as in its Passag®
out of Air into Glass, or rather a little stronger, an®
by many Degrees stronger than in its Passage out of
Glass into Water . And it seems not probable that Ais
should have more strongly reflecting Parts than Water
or Glass : But if that should be supposed it will avail
nothing ; for the Reflection is as strong or stronger when
the Air is drawn away from the Glass by an Air -Pump,
as when it is adjacent to it.
10. Secondly
, If Light in its Passage out of Glal*
into Air be incident more obliquely than at an Angle
of 40 or 41 Degrees, it is wholly reflected ; if less ob'
liquely , it is in a great Measure transmitted . Now l£
is not to be imagined that Light at one Degree of Ob'
liquify should meet with Pores enough in the Air t0
transmit the greater Part of it, and at another Degree
of Obliquity should meet with nothing but Parts to re¬
flect it wholly j especially considering, that in its Pas'
sage out of Air into Glass, how oblique soever be ijf
Incidence , it finds Pores enough in the Glass to tram'
mit a great Part of it.
11. If any Man suppose that it is not reflected by
the Air , but by the outmost superficial Parts of tb®
Glass , there is still the fame Difficulty ; besides tb^
such a Supposition is unintelligible , and will also app ear
to be false by applying Water behind some Part oftb e
Glass instead of Air ; For so in a convenient Obliq u'£/
of the Rays, as of 45 or 46 Degrees (at which they 3rC
all reflected where the Air is adjacent to the Glass ) the/
shall be in great measure transmitted where the Wat e£
is adjacent to it ; which argues that their Reflection ®
Transmission depends on the Constitution of the A1
and Water behind the Glass, and not on the strikin&
of the Rays on the Parts of the Glass.
,
12. Thirdly, If the Colours made by a Prism pla®^
at tste Entrance of a Beam of Light into a darke^_
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and reflected . In the Centre of the Lens,
Where it touches the Glass , it will be trans¬
mitted,
Room be successively cast upon a second Prism placed at
2 greater Distance from the former, in such a manner
that they are all alike incident upon it ( as they will be
When trajected through the Holes G and g in the two
Boards mentionM in Art. 15 . of the last Note ) the se¬
to the incident Rays,
cond Prism may be so inclin ’d Colour
shall be all re¬
that those which are of a Blue
co¬
flected by it, and yet those of a Red Colour pretty
by
caused
be
Reflection
the
if
piously transmitted . Now
same
the
at
why,
ask
would
I
,
Glass
or
Air
of
the Parts
Obliquity of Incidence , the Blue should wholly impinge
on those Parts so as to be all reflected, and yet the Red
?
find Pores enough to be in a great measure transmitted
another,
one
touch
13. Fourthly, Where two Glasses
there is no sensible Reflection ( as will be strewn Annot.
CXXI . 7. ) yet I fee no Reason why the Rays should
con¬
Not impinge on the Parts of Glass as much when
Air.
to
contiguous
when
as
Glass,
tiguous to other
14. Fifthly, When the Top of a Water -Bubble (as
sub¬
Will be shewn Annot. CXXI . 24. ) by the continual
thin,
very
grows
,
Water
the
of
siding and exhaling
there is such a little and almost insensible' Quantity ot
Light reflected back from it , that it appears intensely
hlack ; whereas round about the black Spot, where the
Water is thicker , the Reflection is so strong as to make
the Water seem very white . Nor is it only at the least
Thickness of thin Plates or Bubbles that there is no ma¬
con¬
nifest Reflection , but at many other Thicknesses
Superficies
the
in
yet
And
.
tinually greater and greater
one Thickness,
Of the thinned Body, where it is of any
and the Rays are transmitted , there are as many Parts
fi>r them to impinge on , as where it is of any other
Thickness where the Rays are reflected.
15. Sixthly, If Reflection were caused by the Parts
for thin
of Reflecting Bodies, it would be impossible
the
Blates or Bubbles at one and the fame Place to reflect
as
,
another
of
those
ons Colour , and transmit
Rays
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misted , and so cause a dark Spot to appears
At a small Distance from thence , all around*
the
is known by Experiment they do : For it is not to be
imagined, that at one Place the Rays, which , for Itf'
stance, exhibit a Blue Colour, should have the FortuM
to dash upon the Parts , and those which exhibit a Rt"
to hit upon the Pores of the Body ; and then at anothef
Place , where the Body is a little thicker or a little thin'
iier, that ( on the contrary ) the Blue should hit upon
Pores, and the Red upon its Parts .'
. r
16. Seventhly, and lastly, Were the Rays of Ligh*
reflected by impinging on the solid Parts of Bodies, theis
Reflections from polished Bodies could not be so regulaf
as they are : For in polishing Glass with Sand, Putty
or Tripoli, it is not to be imagined that those Sub'
stances can, by grating and fretting the Glass, bring
all its least Particles to an accurate' Polish, so that alj
their Surfaces shall be truly plain or truly spherical, aii“
look all the same Way , so as together to compose oiiS
even Surface, The smaller, the Particles of those Sub'
stances are, the smaller will be the Scratches by whsey
they continually fret and wear away the Glass until i£
be polish’d ; but be they never so small, they can vveas
away the Glass no otherwise than by grating and scratch'
ing it, and breaking the Protuberances , and therefor3
polish it no.otherwise than by bringing its Roughness to
a very fine Grain , so that the Scratches and Fretting?
of the Surface become too small to be visible : An®
therefore if Light were reflected by impinging on the
solid Parts of Glass, it would be scattered as much b/
the most polished Glass as by the roughest. So then i£
remains a Problem , How Glass polished by fretting Sid“
Jiances can resets Light so regularly as it does?
j
17. And this Problem is scarce otherwise to be solved
than by saying, That the Refettion of the Ray is effeR1*
not by a single Point of the resetting Body, but by fi r!ie
Power of the Body which is evenly diffused over all its Suf
face, and by which it ath upon the Ray, without inimt'
diate Cant ah. For that the Parts of Bodies do act upod
3
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the Light will be reflected in variouscolour ’d Rings : In the next Distance k
will
Light -at a Distance , has been already observed, and
way be seen more at large in the Third Part of our Au¬
thor’s admirable Treatise of Optics.
18. Now (continues Sir Isaac) if Light be reflected,
hot by impinging on the solid Parts of Bodies, but by
some other Principle , it is probable that as many of its
Rays as impinge on the solid Parts of Bodies .are not
reflected, but stifled and lost in the Bodies ; for other¬
wise we must allow two Sorts of Reflections. Should
all the Rays be reflected which impinge on the internal
Parts of clear Water or Crystal, those Substances would
rather have a cloudy Colour than a clear Transpa¬
rency.
19. Concerning this Power by which Light is re¬
flected and refracted, Sir Isaac understands it to be of
an attractive and repulsive Nature ; for he reasons thus:
Since Metals dissolved in Acids attract but a small Quan¬
tity of the Acid, their attractive Force can reach to but
a small Distance from them . And as in Algebra, where
Affirmative Quantities vanish and cease, there Negative
°stes begin ; so in Mechanics, where Attraction ceases,
there a repulsive Virtue ought to take place.
20. And that there is such a Virtue seems to follow,
(l .) From the Reflections and Inflections of Light , as
before observed. (2.) From the Emission of Light ;
the Ray , so soon as it is shaken off from the shining
Rody by the vibrating Motion of the Parts of the Body,
and gets beyond the Reach of Attlaction , being driven
avvay with exceeding great Velocity . For that Force
Which is sufficient to turn it back in Reflection may be
sufficient to emit it. (3.) It seems also to follow from
the Production of Air and Vapours ; the Particles when
they are shaken off from Bodies by Heat or Fermenta¬
tion, so soon as they are beyond the Reach ©f the At¬
traction of the Body, receding from it , and from one
another, with great Strength , and keeping at a distance,
R as sometimes to take up a Million of times more
Space
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will be transmitted, and in the next to that
reflected ; and so on alternately to a considerable Distance from the central Spot.
we take the Distances as the Numbers o, I,
2 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, &c. then at the
Distance o, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, &c. the Light wi^
be transmitted; and at the Distances 1, 3, 5’
7, 9, be . it will be reflected in coloured
Rings : And this alternate Disposition oi
Light to be reflected and transmitted, Sis
Isaac Newton calls the Fits of easy Resell iont
).
(
CXXI
and Fits of easy'Transmission
AS
Space than they did before in the Form of a den^
Body.
21. To this repulsive Power he ascribes the Refia"
turn of Rays , and to the attractive Power the Refrs'
tion ; as has been before described. But how the Lig^
is partly reflected and partly refracted at the Surface®
of Bodies, and what Phænomena do thence arise,
shall shew from the same illustrious Author in the
lowing Annotation.
(CXXI ) 1. Concerning the particular Manner
which Light is reflected from natural Bodies, whether >
be by a repulsive Power before it arrives at the Surfac'e’
or by an undulating Virtue every where diffused ove(
,e*
the Surface, and causing a Reflection by the rising Wa'
and a Transmission by the subsiding Wave ; or lastly®
whether the Reflection be occasioned by the Vibration*
of the Parts of Bodies, or the Mediums next the refle^T
ing or refracting Surfaces, it will not be worth wh>
since Sir Isaac
here to spend Time in examining , determine
the Mw u
ton has confessed himself unable to
egendi, which Nature makes use of in this Affair. .
2. Nor is his Doctrine of the Fits of easy Rs ^ s
tnd easy Transmijston to be esteemed a mere Hypothest»
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As Light , falling upon this thin Plate
of Air between the Glasses, is variously dis¬
posed
much ckgg’d with Suppositions, as to be dissonant
from that Simplicity, Uniformity and Regularity , with
Which Nature is every where observed to act ; since no¬
thing can be more certain than that Light is at one
Distance reflected, at another refracted, and that this is
by a,continual Alternation at exceeding small Intervals
through the Substance of various Media or Bodies ; and
the Experiments which he made were many, and most
:
convincing Proofs of the Thing .
3. And his Vibrations in the Parts of Bodies, and
the elastic Medium which every where surrounds them,
arising from thence , is very consonant to the Process of
Nature , in propagating Sounds by the Undulations of
the Air, arising from the Vibration of the Parts of Bo¬
dies agitated by Percussion. Nature in each Cafe seems
very consistent with herself, and to act with a wonderful
Uniformity , and equal Simplicity. Nor can I see any
Reason to hope for (much less to promise) a Solution
of this Phænomenon from the ambigeneous Principle
of Attraction , whose Action is well known to be always
the same to a certain' Distance or Limit one Way , and
beyond that as constantly the reverse ; such a circum¬
stance little favours the Prediction of an easy and simple
Solution . See Rowning’s Compendious Syjiem, Part III,
Pag . 167.
4 . I shall therefore proceed to give an Idea of one of
the most beautiful , delicate and important Discoveries
that was ever made ; and that as nearly as may be after
the Manner , and in the Words of the Author , by the
Experiments which he made, and his Observations and
Reasonings thereupon.
5. The first Experiment he mentions is the Com¬
pression of two Prisms hard together , whose Sides were
a little convex, by which Means they touched by a
stnall Part of their Surfaces, and contain ’d every where
klsea thin Plate of Air, as it may be properly call’d,
Whose Thickness did every where gradually increase
7 from
Vol . II .

Or so
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posed to be refleBed or transmitted., accorcting to the several Degrees of Thickness;
so
from the touching Farts . He observed the Place where
they touched became absolutely transparent , as if they
had there been one continued Piece of Glass.
6. For when the Light fell so obliquely on the Plate
of Air between the Prisms as to be all reflected, it feem’d
in that Place of Contact to be wholly transmitted , inso¬
much , that when looked upon, it appeared like a black
or dark Spot, by reason that little or no sensible Light
was reflected from thence, as from other Places.
7. When he looked through the Prisms, this Place of
Contact seemed ( as it were) a Hole in the Plate of Air,
and through this Hole Objects that were beyond might
be seen distinctly, which could not be seen through
other Parts of the Glasses where the Air was interjacent.
By harder Compreflion, the Spot was dilated by the yield¬
ing inwards of the Parts of the Glasses.
8. When the Plate of Air , by turning the Prisms
about their common Axis, became so little inclined to
the incident Rays, that some of them began to be trans¬
mitted , there arose in it many slender colour’d Arches,
which at first were shaped almost like the Conchoid , as
Plate
xxxvnr. in Fig. 1 . and by continuing the Motion of the Prisms,
these Arches increased and bended more and more about
Fig - i.
the said transparent Spot, till they were compleated into
Circles or Rings encompassing it ; and afterwards con¬
tinually grew more and more contracted.
9. These Arches and Rings became tinged with va¬
rious Colours , as the Motion of the Prisms was conti¬
nued, being at first of a Violet and Blue ; afterwards o*
a White, Blue, Violet; Black, Red, Orange, Tello zf.
White, Blue, Violet, &c. After this, the colour’d
contracted , and became only black and white: s ^
Prisms being farther moved about, the Colours all be¬
f
gan to emerge out of the Whiteness , and in a contrary
Order to what they had before.
10. But to observe more nicely the Order of t '
Colours which arose out of the white Circles , as t
Rays became less and less inclined to the Plate of Ts’
2

‘
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so when it falls on the Surface of natural
Bodies , it is as variously reflected from the
Pores
Sir Isaac Newton made use of two Object -Glasses, one
a Plano -Convex , and the other a Double -Convex,
of the fame Sphericity on both Sides, of 51 Foot focal
Distance ; and upon this he laid the plane Side of the
other, pressing them slowly together to make the Co¬
lours successively emerge in the Middle of the Circles,
and then slowly lifted the upper Glass from the lower
to make them successively vanish again in the same
Blace.
11. Upon Compression of the Glasses, various Co¬
lours would emerge and spread into concentric Circles
Or Rings of different Breadths and Tints encompassing
the central Spot. Their Form , when the Glasses were
tsiost compressed, is delineated in the 2d Figure , where

p]

from thence outwards as follows.

Fig . 2.

a is

the central black

/' Violet.
Purple,
Blue.
, Blue.
Green.
Green,
h isellow.
Yellow,
Red.
p Red.
Green.
f r, Greenish Blue.

~b, Blue.
r, White.
J, Yellow.
Red.

f q,

F,
h,

U

4-U , Red.
I *,

ate

Spot, and the Circuits of Colours xxxviir

Greenish Blue.
Pale Red.

11, Red.

7•{

Greenish Blue.
Reddish White.

12. To determine the Thickness of the Plate of Air,
. '''here each of the Colours was produced, he measured
Diameter of the first six Rings at the most lucid
^art of their Orbits , and squaring them found those
squares to be in the Arithmetical Progression of the odd
^umbers , 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 ; and since one of those
^lasses was plane, and the other spherical, their Inter^8 at those Rings , must be in the fame Progression,
^jfo he measured the Diameters of the dark or faint
^ *ngs between the more lucid Colours , and found their
Z 2
Squares
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different Thicknesses ist
those Bodies ; and according to the different
,

Pores of Air

of

Squares to be in the Arithmetical Progression of the
even Numbers 2, 4 , 6, 8, 10 , 12.
13. All this follows from the Nature of the Circle;
let the Circle E F G be the Section of the Sphere
for
Plate
XXXVIII. whose Convexity is equal to that of the Double - Config . Z- vex above -mentioned , and the Line A B a Section of the
plane Surface of the Plano - Convex touching the other
in the Point D ; then supposing D r, D/ , the Semi'
diameters of two Rings , the Thickness of the Air be¬
tween the Glasies at those Rings will be r £ and fit
which are equal to Os and D L, respectively . If there¬
fore , as usual, we put DG = «, D a — x, D b — %j
; then by the
)
Y
(
ac —D( e — ) y, and bd —D/=
— xx, an®
ax
—
yy
have
we
Circle
Property of the
; and therefore y\ : Y x :: ax — * *
—
~ XX
YY — a K
x : -— - X X . But when a or D j?
a— x
very great with respect to x and X , or D a, D b, then
: sX — XX

- — ~ — x nearly ; consequently , in the present Cas3
; or the Squares of the Semidiamet erS
;
y^ Y: * :: x X
of the Rings Dr , D f, are as the Intervals e £, fd , °{
Thicknesses of the Plates of Air in those Places ; an
therefore the Squares of the whole Diameters are in ths
fame Ratio.
14 . Sir Isaac measured the Diameter or the 5th dat^
Circle ( suppose 2 D/ ) and found it equal to 4 of as
Inch ; but then viewing it through a Glass \ of an Inch
thick , and nearly in the Perpendicular , it must by
fraction appear diminished nearly in the Proportion 0
yg to 80 ; so that, As 78 : 80

—= 2D/therea 1
79

Diameter between the Glasses .

8

Whence

D f ■

7?

h?,v .
and in this Experiment D G = 182 Inches , vee
D G '
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of
rent Texture of Bodies', and Magnitude
the Particles of Light , it will be either
transmitted
or , in Numbers,
DG : i/ ( = D f) : : bf : Y>h ~ fd;
ioo
8
8
32
„ — fd ,- and
-or
—- - ,
As 182
1774784
79 . 79 567931
Ring is to
since the Thickness of the Air at the 5th
Art . 12. )
(by
1,
to
5
or
2,
that at the first as 10 to
— ,r^ — Part 0/ an Inch , for
therefore j of —
1774784 88739
Ring.
the Thickness of the Air at the first dark whose Dia¬
15. By another Object -Glass (of a Sphere
Dimension or
meter D G — 184 Inches ) he found the
to be —d—
Thickness of Air at the fame dark Circle
88850
Observa¬
these
both
in
Eye
the
Part of an Inch : But
Glass , and
tions was not quite perpendicularly over the
of 4
Angle
the Rays were inclined to the Glass in an the Rays
had
)
Article
Degrees ; therefore (as per next
of the
been perpendicular to the Glasses, the Thickness that in
and
less,
Air at these Rings would have been
of 4 De¬
Proportion of the Radius 10000 to the Secant
in this
diminished
found
Thicknesses
The
.
grees 10024
nearest round
Ratio will be -r—— and -—L—, or in the
89063’
'88952
Part of an Inch . Now half of this, viz,
Numbers
89000
;
is the Thickness of the first colour ’d Ring
178000’
7
5

-7
, — ^— ,
- -— , — -and of the rest as follows , —
178000 178000 178000

— , — — , &c. are the
-f — ,5
&V. And 178000
178000 178000
Thicknesses at the several dark Rings.
when the
16. The Rings were observed to be least
in the
Eye was held perpendicularly over the Glasses
oblique¬
viewed
were
Axis of the Rings ; and when they
as the Eye
ly, they became bigger continually , swelling
Z 3

was
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transmitted wholly or in Part ; and that
which is reflected will be all of one Sort of
Rays,
was removed farther from the Axis . And by measur¬
ing the Diameters of the fame Circle at several Obli¬
quities of the Eye , and by some other Methods , Sir
Isaac found its Diameter , and consequently the Thick¬
ness of the Air at its Periphery in all those Obliquities,
to be very nearly in the Proportions expressed ih the
following Table ; where the first Column expresses the
Angles of Incidence which the Rays of Light make with
the Perpendicular in the Glass ; the second Column ex¬
presses the Angle of Refraction into the Plate of Air ;
the third Column strews the Diameter 'of any coloured
Ring at those Obliquities expressed in Parts , of which
ten constitute the Diameter when the Rays are perpen¬
dicular ; and the fourth Column strews the Thickness
of the Air at the Periphery of that Ring expressed in
Parts , of which the Diameter consists of ten also when
the Rays are perpendicular.
Angle of In¬ Angle of Re¬ Diameter
cidence on the fraction into
of the
Plate of Air. thePl . of Air.
Ring.
Deg.
oo
o6
12
13
24

29

33
35
37
38
39
40
40

Min.

Deg.

OO

OO

26

10
20

45
49
30
37
58
47

30
40

5°
60

65

33

70
75

27

80

OO

85

19

11

90

Min.

Thickness
of the
Air.

•

00
00
00

.IOtV
IOi

?o|

'00

I° i

I ' 4

1 if

13

00
00
00
po
00
00
00
00
00

10

IO
IO T\

I 2i

Mi

14

20

-5i
164

23s

19 \

22 f
23

35

285

37

52t
84A122b

18. By looking through the two contiguous ObjectGlasses or Prisms it was observed that the Rings °f
Ipolours appeared as well by transmitted as by reflected
Light,
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and
Rays, or of several Sorts promiscuously
Whence
unequally, or of all Sorts equally.
it
white and trans¬
Light . The central Spot now became
Yellowijh Rid ,was
parent . The Order of the Colours
Violet, Blue, Plate
;
Red
,
Yellow
,
White
,
Black, Violet, Blue
written in the 4th xxxvm.
Green, Yellow, Red,c& . as they are Colours by Reflec¬
the
being
Fig . 4.
Figure below, those above
of the Glasses
tion ; AB and CD being the Surfaces
strewing the In¬
contiguous at E , with Lines between
Progres¬
Arithmetical
in
Air
tervals or Thicknesses of
you observe that
,
Colours
the
comparing
sion. Where
Blue , Yellow to
White is opposite to Black , Red to
and refracted
Violet , Green to Red , &c. in reflected
were very
Light
Light : But the Colours by refracted very obliquely,
viewed
when
faint and dilated, except
for then they became pretty vivid.
their Edges , the
19. By wetting the Glasses round
and the Circles
,
them
between
slowly
in
Water crept
faint . Their
more
thereby became less, and the Colours
to
Proportion
in
found
were
Diameters being measured
therefore
and
8,
to
those of the Rings made in Air as 7
as 7 X 7 — 49 to
the Thickness of Air at like Circles , which is the Ra¬
nearly
very
4
to
3
as
or
8 X 8 = 64,
out of Wa¬
tio of the Sines of Incidence and Refraction
Sir Isaac) may be
ter into Air . And this perhaps (fays
interceding the
Medium
other
any
a general Rule for
Water.
than
Glasses more or less dense
Air became much
■ 22. The coloured Rings made in
Number , when'
greater
far
a
to
visible
and
more distinct ,
of the colour ’d
viewed in a dark Room by the Reflection
by Reflection
made
Rings
Light of the Prism. The
those made
than
bigger
manifestly
were
of Red Light
to fee
pleasant
very
by the Blue and Violet; and it was
the
as
according
contract
and
them gradually swell
was
Motion
The
.
Colour of the Light was changed
the Violet; and by
quickest in the Red, and slowest in of the Rings , the
an Estimation made of the Diameters
the Rings are
Thicknesses of Air in the Places where
Red, Orange,
,
Colours
sjade by the Limits of the seven
Yellow,
Z 4
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it will follow , (i .) If the Light be wholly
transmitted , the Body will appear black,
which
Ydlow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet, successively in Or¬
der, were to one another as the Cube Roots of the
Squares of the 8 Lengths of a Chord which found the
Notes of an Otiave, that is, of the Numbers i , §, ■
§,
41391
V
T

5> ~TS’

21. These Rings were not of various Colours , as
those made in the open Air, but appeared all over of that
Prismatic Colour only with which it was illumin ’d ; and
by throwing the colour’d Light directly on the Glasses,
that which fell on the dark Spaces between the Rings
was transmitted through the Glasses without any Varia¬
tion of Colour . This appeared by placing a white Pa¬
per behind, on which the Rings were painted of the
same Colour as those by reflected Light , and of the Big¬
ness of their immediate Spaces.
22. Hence the Origin of these Rings is manifest;
namely, that the Air between the Glasses, according to
its various Thickness , is disposed in some Places to re¬
flect, in others to .transmit the Light of any one Co¬
lour ; and in the fame Place to reflect that of one Co¬
lour , where it transmits that of another ; in the Man¬
ner as you fee represented in the 5th Figure : Where
Plate
XXXVIII. AB , C D , are the Glasses, as before ; and a, c, e, g,
Fig . 5- i, /, n, p, the Parts of the Beam transmitted ; and b,
d, f , h, k, m, 0, the Parts of the Beam reflected, mak¬
ing the colour’d Rings.
23. The Squares of the Diameters of these Rings
made by any Prismatic Colour , and consequently the
Thicknesses of the Air at each, were in Arithmetical
Progression, as in the Rings of common Light ; and
the Dimension of the Rings made by yellow Light the
same as specified in Article 14 . These Observations
were made with a rarer thin Medium terminated by a
denser, viz. Air and Water between Glasses. In those
which follow are set down the Phænomena of a denser
Medium thinn ’d within a rarer, as Plates of Muscovy
Glassy

Of Light and Colours.
'Which is the Absence of all colour’d Light.
(2.) If the Light reflected from the Bodies be

all

i;

Glass , Bubbles of Water , &c. bounded on all Sides
With Air.
24 . In the Experiment made with a Bubble of SoapWater covered by clear Glass , and exposed to the white
Light of the Sky, it was observed, that as the Bubble
grew thinner by the continual subsiding of the Water,
it exhibited Rings of Colours slowly diluting , till they
overspread the whole Bubble , and vanished at the Bottorn successively. The Bubble was black at Top , and
this central Spot was surrounded with Rings of the fame
Colours
, and in the same Order as those of Air in Art.

i

J I , but much more extended

!

j
’
j
;

and lively.

|
!
I
|

25 . As the Thickness of the aqueous Shell diminislied, the Colours of the several Rings by Dilatation were
succeeded by others in Order from the Red to the Purple.
Thus the Red of the second Ring from the Top ( or
sixth from the Bottom ) was at first a fair and lively
; Scarlet, then became of a brighter Colour , being very
Pure and brisk, and the best of all the Reds . Then
after followed a lively Orange , which was succeeded by
the best of Yellows , which soon changed into a greenish
Tellow , and then into a greenish Blue . Afterwards a
Very good Blue , of an azure Tint , appeared ; which
Was succeeded by an intense and deep Violet . And so
l it happened in all the other Orders of Colours , only
j Pot in so regular and perfect a Manner , the Colours in
them being more compounded and less distinct,
j
26 . These Rings of Colours , viewed in various Po‘ htions of the Eye , were found to dilate according as
; the Obliquity of the Eye increased, but not so much as
those of Air in Art. 16 . For by the Table , Art. 17,
lt appears they expanded to a Part where the ThickPess of the Air was to that where they appeared when
Tewed perpendicularly , as 122I to 10, or more than
j D to 1 ; whereas Sir Isaac found , by measuring the
! thickness of the Bubble at the several Rings , as they
I appear
at the several Degrees of Obliquity mentioned

I

jst
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all of one Sort, that Body will appear all of
one Colour , which will be most simple and
intensely
In the Table below, that the greatest was to the least
only as 15 ,\ to 10 ; which Increase is but about a 24th
Part of the former in Air.
27. The Angles of Incidence on the Water , and
tho Refraction into the Water , are shewn in the two
first Columns , and in the third the Thicknesses of the
aqueous Shell corresponding thereto.
Incidence on Refra &ion in¬ Thickness of
the Shell.
to the Water.
the Water.

Deg. Min.
OO

OO

'5
3® OO
45 OO
60 OO
75 po
90 OQ
OO

Deg. Min.
OO

OO

ro

I

11
01

lo?

22
32 0?
40 30
46
48

ZS
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28 . The Sines of these Angles out of Watering
Air are assumed as 3 to 4 ; and Sir Isaac has collects
(with a prodigious Sagacity) that the Thickness of W.
Plate of Air or Shell of JVater, requisite to exhibit onean*
the fame Colour at se veral Obliquities of the Eye, is pr°',
portional to the Secant of an Angle whose Sine is the fiw
of 106 mean Proportionals between the Sines of Incident
,
and Refraction.
29. As in Art. 18 , so here the Bubble by transmit
Light appeared of a contrary Colour to that which 1
exhibited by Reflection : Thus that Part which l°°^ j
j
Red by reflected Light looked Blue by refracted,
the Part which was Blue by reflected Light was Re
by Rays transmitted. These Rings appear much
numerous , and more dilated, when viewed through
Prism than to the naked Eye ; and by means of
Prism several Rings may be discovered between
Glairs
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intensely deep. (3.) If the Rays are pro¬
miscuously reflected, but one Sort more
than
Glasses or in the Bubble when none appear to the
bare Eye.
30 . The colour ’d Rings now described appear also
in thin Pieces of Muscovy Glass ; which when they were
Wetted on the Side opposite to the Eye exhibited still
the fame Colours , but more languid ana faint . Whence,
and by Art. 19 . it evidently appears, that the Thick¬
ness of a Plate requisite to produce any Colour depends
only on the Density of the Plate , and not on that of
the ambient Medium . And upon the Whole , if the
Plate be denser than the ambient Medium , it exhibits
ftiore brisk and lively Colours than that which is so
niuch rarer.
31 . The Colours which arise on polifh ’d Steel being
heated are of the fame Kind with those in the Rings of
the Bubble , emerging one after another from Red to
Blue or Purple successively ; and like the others will
change in being view ’d at different Obliquities of the
Bye , but not in so great a Degree,
32 . That we may be able to stew how the Colours
in the several Rings are produced , we shall a little il¬
lustrate Sir Isaac &Invention for that Purpose. In order Plate
to this , Let there be taken , in any Rsoht Line Y H,
XXXIX.
the Lengths YA , YB , YC , YD , YE , YE , Y G,
V H , in Proportion to each other as the C ube Roots Fig - I;
},
°f the Squares of the Numbers i , i -'g, 1■
that is, in the Proportion of the Numbers 6300 , 6814,
D14 , 7631 , 8255 , 8855 , 9243 , 10000 . See Ar¬
ticle 20.
33 . In the Points A , B , C , D , E , F , G , H , erect
the Perpendiculars A a, B b, C r, tsV. by whole Inter¬
vals the Extent of the Colours wrought by them wist
be represented. For if at the Thickness Y A the Vi°!et Colour begins , and the Indigo at B , the Extent A B
^ist represent the Breadth of the Violet ; and so of
*he rest,

34. Then
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than the rest, the Body will appear of the
Colour proper to that Sort of Ray , hut it
will
34.. Then let the Line A a he divided into equal
Parts , and number ’d as in the Figure to 43 ; and
through those Divisions from Y draw the Lines 1 I, 2K5
3 L , 5 M , 6 N , 7 O , (Ac. Then will the Parts A 2,
A 6, A 10, A 14, (Ac. be in Proportion to the odd
Numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, (Ac. or as the Thicknesses
of the Air at the several Rings . See Art. 12.
35. Therefore since A 2 represents the Thickness of
any thin transparent Body, at which the Violet of the
first Order or Ring is most copiously reflected ; then
WillH K represent its Thickness where the Red of that
Order is most copiously reflected : Because, in the simi¬
lar Triangles A *Y 2 and HYK, we have YA : Yfi
A 2 : H K . But YA and Y H are as the Thicknesies of the Plate of Air at these Colours, and there¬
fore also A 2 and H K . See Art. 32.
36. Again 1; because ( by Art. 12 .) A 6 is the Thick¬
ness where the Violet of the 26 Ring is most copiously
reflected, and ( by Art. 20 .) the Ratio of the Thickness
of the Air where Violet and Red are reflected is the
fame as of Y A to YH ; therefore since YA : YHA 6 : HN , the Line HN will represent the Thick¬
ness of the Plate where the Red of the second Ordef
is reflected most copiously. Thus also A 10 and H Qwill represent the same for the Violet and Red of the
third Order , and so on.
37. And the Thicknesses at which the intermediate
Colours will be reflected most copiously will be defined
by the Distance of the Line A H from the intermedia^
Parts of the Line 2 K , 6 N , 10 Q_, (Ac. against which
the Names of the Colours are written j which is easy
,
to understand .
o
Breadth
or
38. But farther to define the Latitude
the Colours in each Ring , let A 1 denote the lea
Thickness , and A 3 the greatest, at which the extreffl®
Violet in the first Series or Ring is reflected ; then st*3,
H I and R L be the like Limits for the extreme R esl»
Also
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Will be not so pure and strong as before.
{4.) If three or four Sorts of Rays are
promisand the intermediate Colours will be limited by the in¬
termediate Parts of the Lines 1 1 and 3 L , against which
the Names of those Colours stand ; and so on. Note,
The fame Latitude is assigned to every Series of Colours,
AHL 3, 5MO 7, 9PR . 11, &c. because the Diffe¬
rence of the Breadths of the Rings in the Plates of
Air and Water were insensible to the Eye in the Expe¬
riment.
39. From hence it is easy to observe, that the Spaces
A 1 IH , 35 ML , 79PO, &c. are those at which
the Rays are transmitted, and the dark Circles appear.
And therefore we may know from this Scheme what
Colour must be exhibited (in the open Air ) at any
Thickness of a transparent thin Body : For if a Ruler
he applied parallel to AH , at the Distance from it by
which the Thickness of the Body is represented, the
which it crosses,
alternate Spaces 1 1 L 3, 5 M O 7,
will denote the reflected original Colours , of which the
Colour exhibited in the open Air is compounded.
40 . Thus , for Example , if it be required to find
what is the Constitution or component Colours of the
Green of the third Order or Series, apply the Ruler as
to A H ) and by its Passage
(
you fee at rstuw, parallel
through some of the Blue at s, and Yellow at u, as well
as through the Green at t, you may conclude that the
Green exhibited at that Thickness of the Body is prin¬
cipally constituted of original Green , with a Mixture
of some Blue and Yellow.
41 . By this means also you may know how the Co¬
lours front the Centre of the Rings outward ought to
succeed in the Order as they have been described in Art.
H . For if you move the Ruler gradually from AH
through all the Distances, having pafs’d over the first
Space A j , which denotes little or no Reflection to be
Made by thinnest Substances, it will first arrive at 1 the
Violet , and then quickly at the Blue and Green , which
together with .the Violet compound Blue ; and then at

35 °
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promiscuously reflected more than the reft*
the Colour of the Body will be Mixed or
Compound,
the Yellow and Red, by whose farther Addition that
Blue is converted into Whiteness , which continues
during the Transit of the Ruler from I to 3 ; and after
that , by the successive Deficience of its component Co¬
lours, turns first to compound Yellow , and that to Red,
which ceases at L . Thus are the Colours of the first
Series generated.
42 . Then begin the Colours of the second Series,
which succeed in Order during the Transit of the Edge
of the Ruler from 5 to O , and are more lively than
before, because more expanded and severed: And here,
because the Ruler arrives to and passes over the Point 7
before it comes to M , there cannot be a Reflection of
all the Colours at the fame Time , and therefore no
Whiteness between the Blue and Yellow , as before;
but there will be a Reflection of original Green , with
Yellow and Orange on one Side, and Blue and Indigo
on the other, which together make a compound Green.
The Violet will here first appear at 5, before it comes
to be reflected with Indigo and Blue.
43 . So the Colours of the third Series happen in Or¬
der ; first the Violet at 9, which as it interferes with
the Red of the second Order is thereby inclined to a
reddish Purple . Then the Blue and Green , which here
are less mixed with other Colours, and consequently
are more lively than before, especially the Green . Then
follows the Yellow , some of which towards the Green
is distinct and good, but that Part towards the succeed¬
ing Red , as also that Red , is mixed with the .Violet and
Blue of the fourth Order ; whereby various Degrees of
Red , very much inclining to Purple , are compounded.
44 . Hence the Violet and Blue, which should suc¬
ceed and begin the fourth Series, being mixed with and
hidden in the Red of the third Order , there succeeds
a Green , which at first is much inclined to Blue, but
socn becomes a good Green , being the only unmixed
and lively Colour of this fourth Order ; For as it verges
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Compound , inclining to the Tint of the
naost predominant Colour . (5.) When all
Sorts
towards the Yellow , it begins to interfere with the
Colours of the fifth Series, by whose Mixture the suc¬
ceeding Yellow and Red are very much diluted and
Wade dirty , especially the Yellow , which being the
Weaker Colour is scarce able to Ihew itself ; so that this
Order consists of Green and Red only.
45 . After this, by passing the Edge of the Ruler
along parallel to A H, it will cut the Colours of the
second, third , and fourth Series at once ; which will
shew those Colours become more and more intermixed,
till after three or four more Revolutions ( in which the,
Red and Blue predominate by turns , making the fifth,
sixth, and seventh Rings ) all Sorts of Colours are in all
Places pretty equally mixed, and compound an even
Whiteness . Thus the Line xy passing through the Red
of the yth Series, the Yellow and Green of the 8th,
the Blue of the 9th , and the Purple of the roth , shews
Whiteness at the Thickness of A x or H 4 must necessatily result from the Mixture of so many original Co¬
lours.
46 . Since (by Art. 20 , 21.) the Rays of one Colour
ate transmitted where those of another Colour are re¬
flected, the Reason of the colour’d Rings made by trans¬
mitted Light is from hence manifest ; because what has
Reen said with respect to the Colours made by Reflec¬
is equally
tion from the Spaces 1 L , 5 O , 9 R ,
applicable to account for the Colours made by Refrac¬
tion through the Spaces A I , 3M , 7 P , n S, CV.
47 . Not only the Order and Species, but also the pre¬
cise Thickness of the Plate at which any of those Co¬
lours are exhibited in Parts of an Inch , may be ohtain ’d.
Since (by Art. 14 , 15, and 23.) we have
as follows.
the Thickness of the Plate where Yellow Light is re¬
"
F rn Plate
flected already measured, viz. F / —
-qc, &c. and since XXXIX.
—
t ?soibc, F ®— TT¥©ooj F*0 ttss
— 0,0000056 , or 56 Parts of Ten Million of Fig . 2.
Inch ; if the Scale of equal Parts be constructed such
of
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Sorts of Rays are equally reflected from
Bodies, those Bodies appear white, or of
the
of which F I — 56 , it is plain any other Thickness of
Air may be immediately measured thereon by means of
a Pair of Compasses, or by a parallel Ruler . Thus G i/f
rz 0,0000254 ; A 2 = 0,0000040 ; HK = 0,0000065 i
A 6 = 0,0000119 ; HN = 0,0000194 . And thus an/
other Thickness for any proposed Colour or Series is
evident almost by Inspection to the Ten Millionth Part
of an Inch.
48 . Since by Art. 19 . it appears that the Thicknesses
of Air and Water , exhibiting the fame Colour , are as
4 to 3 ; if the Thicknesses in Air are known for the
several Rings , you ’ll have the Thickness of the Bubble
of course where the several Colours appear ; and thus
the Table in Art. 27 . was made. Also hence the Thick'
nesses of thin Plates of Glass producing the Rings of
Colours will be known , being to those of Air as 20 i0
31 , viz. in the Proportion of the Sines of Incident
to Refraction out of Glass into Air for Yellow Light}
and the Difference of the Proportion of the Sines f°r
the other Rays is not considerable.
49 . These are the Measures nearly , which Sir lfa &t
has express’d in the following Table , where the Num'
hers are so many Millionth Parts of an Inch for the
Thicknesses of the Plates of Air , Water , and Glass*
which exhibit the various Colours of the several Or¬
ders.
"Very Black,

Black,
Blue,
First Order. { White,
Yellow,
Orange,
.Red,

Colours

of the

Air. Water. Glass‘
*
i
y
1
if
lx
1*
14
2!

5i
7%

3?
5i

8

6

9

61

3f
4f
5*

st
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the Colour of the Sun ’s Light . (6.) Where
there is no Light at all incident on Bodies,
those
Air.
“Violet,
Indigo,
1
Blue,
Green,
Of the Second Order . ^ Yellow,
Orange,
Bright Red,
l_Scarlet,

1 is
14
151

164
17v

i8|
I9l
21

“Purple,
Indigo,
Blue,
Of the Third Order , -i Green,
I Yellovv,
Red,
LBlueilh Red,

z 5s
27?

Green,
Of the Fourth Order , -j Blue,

35/
4° 3

I

2 2 1-5
23 I
29

32

Water. Glass.
77
8|
sA
9J
i 6%
9
us
9t
I2|
1 of
11 J
D
Ii4
13 !
I2|
nl
Di
I6tI7b
r8 Sz
20f
2l|
24

13+
Hi
i Si' s
16 b

17*
184
20j

261

22|

30?

26

Greenilh Blue, 46
52 s
Of the Fifth Order , j Red,

34i
39l

29l
34

Greenish Blue, 58!
65
Of the Sixth Order ; | Red,

44
481-

38
42

Greenish Blue, 71
Of the Seventh Order , -j; Ruddy White, 77

53+
57i-

45f49!

50 . These are the principal Phænomena of thin Plates
or Bubbles, which follow from the Properties of Light
by a mathematical Way of Reasoning ; whence it fol¬
lows, that the colorisi? Disposition of Rays is connate
with them, and immutable, there being always a con¬
stant Relation between Colours and the Refrangibility
and Reflexibility of the Rays . In this respect the Sci¬
ence of Colours becomes a Speculation as truly Mathe¬
matical as any ether Part of Optics-, and consists of two
Vol . II .

A a

Parts,
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those Bodies can have no Colour , which
is a Property of the Rays of Light only
(CXXII ).
Let
Parts , one Theoretical, which delivers the Properties of
Light , and the Principles on which the various Phænomena of Colours depend : This Part we have hither¬
to been treating of : The other is Practical, and con¬
sists in applying these Principles to account for the per¬
manent Colours of Natural Bodies ; to which we shall
now proceed in the following Note.
(CXXII ) i . As I here intend to deliver the whole
Newtonian Doctrine of Colours, it will be necessary to
begin and proceed with the Definitions and Precautions
which Sir Isaac Newton himself has made use of, and
which are as follow.
2. His general Position is, That if the Sun’s Light
confifled but of one fort of Rays, there would be but one
Colour in the whole World ; nor tvould it be possible to pro¬
duce any new Colour by Reflections and Refractions; and
by Consequence that the Variety of Colours depends upon the
Composition of Light. All
which is evident from the
Subject of the foregoing Annotations on the Properties
and Phænomena of Light by Reflection and Refraction.
3. His Definition of Light is as follows : The Light
whose Rays are all alike refrangible he calls Simple,
Homogeneal, and Similar ; and that whose Rays are
some more refrangible than others he calls Compound,
Heterogeneal, and Dissimilar.
4. The Colours of Homogeneal Lights he calls Pri¬
mary, Homogeneal,
and
.
Simple;and . those of Heteroge¬
neal Lights he calls Heterogeneal and Compound, because
these are all compounded of the Colours of Homoge¬
neal Lights ; as hath been in part already, and will be
farther strewn in the Sequel of this Annotation.
5. The Homogeneal Light and Rays which appear
Red, or rather make Objects appear so, he calls Rubrifie
or Red- tnaking Rays ; those which gives Objects a Yellow,
Green, Blue, or Violet Colour , he calls Yellow-making,
Green-
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falling Rain , and A N a Ray of the Sun
falling Fig . 2.
Green-making, Blue-mak'tng, Violet-making Rays ; and so
of the rest. And therefore whenever he speaks of Light
and Rays as coloured, or endued with Colours, he would
be understood to speak not philosophically and properly,
but grossly, and according to the vulgar Notion of
common People.
6. For the Rays, to speak properly, are not colour’d ;
in them there is nothing but a certain Disposition and
Power to excite a Sensation of this or that Colour . For
as Sound in a Bell or musical String is nothing but a
tremulous Motion , and in the Air nothing but that Mo¬
tion propagated from the Object in aerial Undulations ;
tis a Sense of Motion under the
and in the Sensorium’
Notion of Sound : So Colours in the Object are no¬
thing but a Disposition to reflect this or that Sort of
Rays more copiously than the rest ; in the Rays they
are nothing but their Disposition to propagate this or
that Motion to the Sensorium by the Optic Nerve ; and
in the Sensorium they are Sensations or Ideas of those
Motions under the Forms or Notions of Colours.
7. Every Ray of Light in its PalTage through any
refracting Surface is put into a certain transient Consti¬
tution or State, which in the Progress of the Ray re¬
turns at equal Intervals , and disposes the Ray at every
Return to be easily transmitted through the next re¬
fracting Surface, and between the Returns to be easily
reflected by it. This is manifest from Art. 21 , 22, of
the last Note. These Returns of the Disposition of any
Ray to be reflected he calls its Fits of easy Reflection,
and those of its Disposition to be transmitted its Fits of
the Space it pastes between every
;
eafy Transmissionand
Return he calls the Interval of the sits,
8. This Alternation of its Fits depends on both the
surfaces of every thin Plate or Particle , because it de¬
pends on its Thickness ; and also because, if either Sur¬
face be wetted, the Colours caused both by Reflection
and Refraction grow faint , which shews it to be affected
at
A a 2
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falling upon it in the Point N , which Ray1
suppose refracted to F, from thence re¬
flected
both .' It is therefore performed at the second Surface,
for if it were performed at the first, it could not depend
on the second ; and it is influenced by some Action 02?
Disposition propagated from the first to the second, be¬
cause otherwise at the second it could not depend on
the first.
9. This Action or Disposition, in its Propagation,
intermits and returns at different Intervals in different
Sorts of Rays , emerging in equal Angles out of any
refracting Surface into the fame Medium . Thus in the
Experiment of Art. 20 . and 21. of the last Annotation, ’tis
plain , the Violet Ray being in a Fit of easy Transmis¬
sion at its Incidence on the Plate of Air, was again in
that Fit at the farthest Surface, in passing through a less
Space than that which the Red pafs’d through in the
Interval of its Fits ; for those Spaces were as the Thick¬
nesses of the Glasses, and consequently the Intervals of
these Fits were as the Numbers 63, 68, 71, 76, 82^,
88 -J , 92^, 100, for the Rays respectively from Violet
to Red . See Art. 32 . of the last Annotation.
xo. Hence when a Ray of Right falls upon the Sur¬
face of a Body, if it be in a Fit of easy Reflection, i£
shall be reflected ; if in a Fit of easy Transmission,
it shall be transmitted : and thus all thick transparent
Substances are found to reflect one Part of the Eight
which is incident upon them, and to refract the rest.
11. The least Parts of almost all Natural Bodies are
in some measure transparent . This is well known t0
those who are conversant in Experiments with the com¬
mon and solar Microscopes : As also by the Solution
of dense and opake Bodies in Menstruum *; for then
their Particles being so minutely divided become trans¬
parent . And therefore, considering the inconceivable
Smallness of the Particles of Light , even in Comparison
of the smallest Parts of Natural Bodies, we may con¬
ceive them as always incident on the Surface of trans¬
f
parent Substances,

at
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in
flccted to G, and there again refracted
a Specta¬
the Direction G R to the Eye of
tor ;
, that those Su¬
12. I have observed (briefly) before
greatest Quan¬
the
reflect
Bodies
perficies of transparent
Power.
refracting
tity of Light , which have the greatest
, at a
Light
of
Reflection
total
Thus Glass produces a
Air than Water ; for
less Angle of Incidence on the
, but in Water it is
10'
in Glass that Angle is but 40°
refractive Power
whose
,
48 ° 35' . Thus also Diamond
is found to re¬
,
nearly
26
to
34
as
is
to that of Glass
Glass.
than
Light
flect a much greater Quantity of
Reflection
no
be
can
there
,
13. Hence ’tis obvious
. For Plate
Mediums
refracting
equally
of
at the Confines
denser xxxix.
a
of
out
passing
Light
of
let H I be a single Ray
be Fig . 3.
will
Cafe there
Medium AC into a rarer DE ; in this HIK , in which
Incidence
of
a certain Limit or Angle
the Medium AC
the Ray will be reflected into IG . If
, then the
be supposed to have its Density decreasingincreasing ;
continually
be
Limit or Angle HIK will
have a greater
or, which is all one, the Ray HI must
be reflected. There¬
may
it
that
HIK
than
Obliquity
A C becomes
fore when the Density of the Medium
will become
HIK
Angle
the
,
E
equal to that of D
the Perpen¬
to
equal to DIK ; and so no Ray inclined
reflected.
be
possibly
Case
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14. Hence the Reason why uniform
no sensible
have
,
ums , as Water , Glass , Crystal
they
where
,
Superficies
external
Reflection but in their
of different Densities , is
are adjacent to other Mediums
have one and the fame
Parts
continuous
because all their
Degree of Density.
common Sub¬
15. Hence also st is, that since in, or Interstices,
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stances there are many
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Reflections
various
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Densities
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the Bodies
, Water between
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tor ; and let I G be perpendicular to tbe
Point G : Then will the Beam by its Re¬
fraction at G, be separated into its se¬
veral
nated ; Air between the aqueous Globules which con¬
stitute the Clouds or Mist ; and Water , Air , and per¬
haps other subtil Media between the Parts of solid Bo¬
dies, give' them their proper Colours and Degrees of
Opacity , by a confused and promiscuous Reflection and
Refraction of Light.
16. The Parts of Bodies and their Interstices must
not be less than of some definite Bigness to render them
opake and colour’d : For , as was said before, the opakest
Bodies, if their Parts be sufficiently attenuated by Splution , become transparent. Thus the Top of the
Water -Bubble being very thin made no sensible Reflec¬
tion , and therefore exhibited no Colours ; but , tranftnitting the Light , appeared black . Hence it is that
Water , Salt, Glass, Stones, (Ac. having their Parts and
Interstices too small to cause Reflections, become trans, parent and colourless.
17. The transparent Parts of Bodies, according to
their several Sizes, reflect Rays of one Colour , and
transmit those of another, on the fame Grounds that
thin Plates or Bubbles did the fame ; and this is un¬
doubtedly the Ground and Reason of all their Colour.
For if such a thin Plate should be broke into several
Fragments , or flit into Threads of the same Thickness,
they would all appear of the same Colour ; and by con¬
sequence, an Heap of those Threads or Fragments
would constitute a Mass or Powder of the fame Colour
the Plate exhibited before it was broken ; and the Parts
of all Natural Bodies, being like so many Fragments
pf a Plate, must on the fame Grounds exhibit the fame
Colours.
18. And that they do so will appear by the Affinity
pf their Properties . The finely colour’d Feathers ot
some Birds, as of Peacocks Tails , do in the very fame
Part of the Feather appear of several Colours in lever
’ :.l Positions of the Eye, in the fame manner that thin
Plates were found to do in Articles 16 and 26 of the
.
last
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veral Sorts of Rays , which will paint their
respective Colours in that Part of the Drop;
of
therefore their Colours arise from
;
last Annotationand
of the Feathers , that is, from
Parts
the thin transparent
the Tenuity of the very fine Hairs or Capillamenta,
which grow out of the Sides of the grosser Parts or la¬
teral Branches of those Feathers.
19. And hence it is, that the Webs of some Spiders
being spun very fine have appeared coloured ; and that
the coloured Fibres of some Silks, by varying the Po¬
sition of the Eye , do vary their Colours.
20. Another Circumstance in which they agree is,
that the Colours of Silks, Cloaths , and other Substances,
which W^ater or Oil can intimately penetrate , become
more faint and obscure by being immersed into those
Liquors , and recover their Vigour and Vivacity again by
being dried, in the fame Manner as was observed of
thin Bodies in Art. 19 . and 30. of the last Annotation.
21. A third Circumstance , in which Natural . Bodies
agree in their colorific Quality with thin Plates, is, that
they reflect one Colour and transmit another . Thus
Leaf-Gold looks yellow by reflected Light , and of a
blueilh Green by the transmitted Light . Also an Infu¬
sion of Lignum Nephriticum reflects the Blue and Indigo
Rays, and therefore by Reflection appears of a deep
Mazarine Blue ; whereas by refracted Light it appears,
of a deep Red . , And the fame Thing is observable in
several Sorts of painted Glasses.
22. Again ; as thin Plates and Bubbles exhibit dif¬
ferent Colours in different Thicknesses, so the Parts of
Natural Bodies are observed to undergo a Change of
Colour in some Degree from Trituration , and a Com¬
minution of their Parts . Thus some Powders which
Painters use, by being elaborately and finely ground,
have their Colours a little changed . Thus Mercury by
as
several Chymical Operations has its Parts so altered
to look Red in one Cafe, Yellow in another , and White
in a third. Thus Copper in the Mass appears Red, but
having
A a 4
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of which that next the Perpendicular I G
will be red, as being least refracted , and
the
having its Parts attenuated by Solution in acid Medi¬
ums, appears intensely Blue. Hence the Production and
Changes of Colours by the various Mixture of trans¬
parent Liquors . Thus Clouds receive their different
compound and beautiful Hues and Tints from the diffe¬
rent Sizes of the aqueous Globules of which they
Consist.
23. The Sizes of the Particles of Bodies, on which
their Colours depend, are indicated by those Colours l
Thus the least Particles of Light exhibit the VioletColour, and the least Thickness of the Plate of Air or
Water exhibited the same Colour in the several Rings.
Again : The largest Particles of Light exhibit a Red
Colour, and Red is produced by Reflection and Refrac¬
tion in the thickest Part of the Plate in each Ring;
and the intermediate Colours, Blue, Green , Yellow,
are produced from Particles of a larger Size in Order.
24. The Magnitude of the Particles of colour’d Bor
dies may be pretty nearly conjectur ’d by the Colours
they exhibit : For ’tis pretty certain they exhibit the
same Colours with the Plate of equal Thickness , pro¬
vided they have the same refractive Density ; and since
their Parts seem for the most Part to have much the
same Density with Water or Glass, as by many Cir¬
cumstances is obvious to collect, we need only have
Recourse to the Table or Scale (in Art. 47 , 48, 49,
of the last Annotation) by which the Thickness of Wa¬
ter or Glass exhibiting the same Colour is shewn.
25. Thus if it be desired to know the Diameter of
a Corpuscle, which being of equal Density with Glass
shall reflect Green of the third Order ; then in the said
Table you see under Glass, and opposite to Green of
that Order , the Number 16L which shews the
Cor16'
'
puscle to be —-of an Inch . But here the
1000000 Parts
'
Difficulty is to know of what Order the Colour of any
Body is : But for this Purpose we may be assisted by
viewing
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the rest in Order above it.

Now it is found

by Computation , that the . greatest Angle

Se 0 .

i

:
I
*
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viewing the Scheme of the several Orders of Colours ;
aud by laying the parallel Rule across them severally,
you will observe those which are least compounded with
others in every Order , and consequently are most vivid
and intense.
26. Thus Scarlets and other Reds, Oranges, and Yel¬
lows, if they appear pure and intense, you may con¬
clude they are of the Second Order . Good Greens may
be of the Fourth Order , but the best are of the Third.
'Blues and Purples may be of the Second or Third Order,
but the best and least compounded are of the Third.
Whiteness, if most intense and luminous, is that of the
First Order ; if less strong and bright , it is that arises
from the Mixture of the Colours of several Orders.
27. The Reds'therefore of Carmine , Cinnabar , Ver¬
milion, of some Roses, Pinks , Peonies, &c. are of the
Second Order . The Green of all Vegetables is of the
Third Order ; Ultramarine is a Blue of the Third Or¬
der, Bife a Blue of the Second Order , and the Azure
Colour of the Sky seems to be of the First Order,
Gold is a Yellow of the Second Order . The White -;
ness of Paper, Linen , Froth , Snow, Silver, t£ c. is of
the First Order . Concerning all which fee more in Sir
Jfaac Newton’s Optics, p . 230— 237.
28. It has been observed, ( See Art. 41 . of the last
Annotation) that Whiteness arises from a promiscuous Re¬
flection of all the Colours together ; and this is proved by
several Experiments . Thus the Colour ofthe (sun’s Light
b White inclining a little to Yellow , as being a Com¬
position of all the different colour’d Rays, among which
the Yellow being the brightest is most predominant.
Thus also the Rays when separated by the Prism, if re¬
ceived by a broad convex Lens of a large focal ’Dista nce? wjU all be thrown together in a small round
Spot in the Focus , and appear of a white Colour . Thus
?lso a Powder compounded of Orpiment , Purple , Bise
.
and
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S e O , or E O P, (drawing O P parallel to
S E) under which the most refrangible Rays
cast
and Verdigrease, in proper Proportion , appeared of a
perfect Whiteness in the Beams of the Sun.
29. But the most curious Experiment for Proof of
this is as follows. Let any circular Area be divided on

p.
YYYfX

p.

'
4'

its Periphery into such Parts AB , BC,CD,DE,EF,
^ 6 , and G A , as are proportional to the Differences
of the Lengths of the Musical Strings in an Octave , ot
the Numbers 4-, ■
& , h b b f >1j then striking a Circle
a b c d ef g at a small Distance from the Periphery, the
several Divisions of this Annulus or Ring are to be laid

over with the primary Colours proper to each, that is,
.Red from A to B, Orange from B to C , and the rest
in Order as they are wrote in the Figure . Then mak¬
ing all the internal Space very black, let this Area with
its painted Ring be whirl’d or spun round in the manner
of a Top , and the Ring will appear very white , eispe¬
cially in the Sun-Beams : For in this Cafe all the Co*lours are blended together in the View, and must there¬
fore exhibit Whiteness.
30. On the other hand, Blackness is the Absence of ah
Colours ; for it was observed, that in the Middle or
Centre of the Rings of Colours , both in the Plates of
Air and Water , there was a black Spot, which was oc¬
casioned by a Tranfmilsion of all the Light in that Part,
and consequently by a total Deficiency of Colour.
31. But this happened in that Part of the Plate ot
Air , and Water Bubble, where it was thinnest ; and
hence we ary taught that the Corpuscles of black Bo¬
dies are less than any of those which exhibit ColoursHence we fee the Reason why Fire , and the more subtil
Diffolver Putrefaction , ,by attenuating the Particles 0
Bodies, turn them black : Why a Razor , while setting*
turns the Oil upon the Hone black : Why a small Qu a11
'
tity of a black Substance will tinge so great a Quantity
of any other so intensely : Why black Substances soon6 ^
of all others do become hot in the Sun’s Light -M
burn : Why being soft, and stroked hard with the
’
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can come to the Eye of a Spectator at O, is
40 Deg . 17 Minutes ; and that the greatest
Angle
they scintillate, or emit Sparks of Light in the dark:
Why a black Cloth will, if wet, dry sooner than a
white one : Why most Blacks are a little inclined to a
bluish Colour : With various other Phænomena of
this kind.
32. From what has been said, the Newtonian Method
of compounding and decompounding Colours may be
easily understood, if we only first premise, that the Co¬
lour resulting from a Mixture of any primary Colours
is an Bisect in which each primary Colour has a Share
in Proportion to its Quantity ; therefore this compound
Colour is analogous to the Common Centre of Gravity
beween two Powers acting against each other : For as
this Centre of Gravity will always be nearest to the
greatest Power, so the Hue of the compound Colour will
.always approach nearest the Complexion of that pri¬
mary Colour which was largest in the Mixture.
33. 'Wherefore to know what Colour will result from
a Mixture of two Parts Yellow , and three Parts Blue;
from the Middle of the Yellow Arch at H to the Middle
of the Blue at I draw the Line H I , and divide it in-,
to five equal Parts , three of which set from the Point
H, or two from the Point I , will give the Point K,
through which if you draw the Line N L , it will point
out the Colour of the Mixture at L , which is Green ;
but because the Point L is so much nearer the Blue than
the Yellow , it will be a blueifli Green.
34. Again : If it be required to know what Colour
the Mixture shall be of that has two Parts Yellow,
three of Blue, and five of Red ; then since we have
already determined the Point K for the two first Quan¬
tities, which arc five Parts ; also since there are five
Parts of Red, if. we draw the Line M K , and divide
it into two equal Parts in P, and through P draw the
Line N O , this, as it falls upon the Orange , but near
the Red, shews the Compound will be of an Orange
Colour
2
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Angle FOP, under which the least refran *gible Rays come to the Rye at O, is 42 Deg.
2 Minutes.
Colour inclining to Red . And thus you proceed in
ether Cafes.
35 . It must be farther observed, that the Colour will
be less or more broken or imperfect as the Point of
Intersection K or P falls nearer to or farther from the
Circumference towards the Centre N , where White is
represented : That is, the farther the Point K is situ¬
ated from L towards N , the less pure and intense , or
the more broken and mottley , the Green Colour will
be.
36 . Hence , if it be required to find (on the other
Hand ) what Colours must be taken , and in what Quanr
tity , to exhibit by their Mixture the broken blueiih
Green at K , let the Line H I be any how drawn through
K , and it will shew that if you take such Quantities of
Yellow and Blue as are in Proportion to I K and K L,
they will when mixed produce the given Green at KAlso the Line L N , passing through the same Point K,
shews that a Quantity of pure Green and White , h1
the Proportion of N K , L K , will in the Mixture pro¬
duce the same Green Tint at K as required.
37.. What has been said relates to Theory , and to
the Colours of the Sun ’s Light ; and therefore in Prac¬
tice we must not expect so great Accuracy on several
Accounts ; as, (i . ) Because the Powders made use ° *
in artificial Mixtures have different Powers of reflecting
Light: Thus lighter Materials reflect more, and darker
ones less ; and therefore their Quantities must be U?
Proportion . (2 . ) Different Bodies , being mixed , ope'
rate upon each other ; and thereby , either by attenuat¬
ing the Parts, or by incraffating them , produce Colour 5
quite different from what we might expect tfom a MW
ture of Bodies or Particles which do not affect or 3
one upon another . (3 . ) Because all artificial Colo urS
are in themselves more or less compounded , and th erej
fore cannot produce the Effects of pure, unmixed,
primary Colours . Yet notwithstanding these Exc £P
■

j

■ ■ ■

■

o
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L Minutes . And so all the Particles of
Water within the Difference of those two
Angles
tions , this Theory , when well considered and under¬
stood, will be of the greatest Service to Painters.
38. Lastly, I fliall apply this Theory to explain and
account for several other Phænomena of Colours. Thus
in examining Mineral Watersj it is usual, in order to dis¬
cover whether the Salts contained in them are of an Acid?
Alcaline or Neutral Sort , to mix Syrup of Violets with
them ; because then , if there be an Acid, it will change
the Syrup Red by attenuating its Parts ; so that if the
Syrup be a Purple of the third Order , the Acid will
change it to a Red of the Second Order , the Particles
Which reflect that Colour being of the Size next less.
39. Again : If an Alcali abound in the Water , the
Mixture will turn Green ; for the Alcali by incrastating
the Particles will increase their Size to those of the
Green of the Third Order ; therefore the Syrup, and
consequently the Mixture will appear of that Colour.
Eut if there be neither ail Acid nor an Alcali in the
Water , it will neither turn Green nor Red.
40 . Hence also it is, that when even the Fume or
subtil Vapour of a strong Acid, as Aquafortis,. reaches
a Green Cloth , it changes to a Blue, because that in the
same Order results from the next less Size of Palticles,
If the Acid be dropped on the Cloth in Substance, it
acts more violently in attenuating the Particles , and
thereby produces a Yellow of the next preceding Or¬
der, whose Particles are less than the aforesaid Blue.
And after a like Manner may this Theory be extended,to account for other Phænomena of the fame Kind.
41 . To conclude : Since any Object becomes visible
when it subtends an Angle of one Minute, and also be¬
cause Objects are distinctly viewed in the Focus of a
Lens ; therefore supposing the Focus of a Lens were
is of an Inch , ( as they have been made thus small) it
will be found by Calculation , that an Object in the
Focus of such a Lens subtending an Angle of one Mi¬
nute will be equal to 0,0000097 Parts of an Inch in
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Angles E F will exhibit severally the vari¬
ous Colours of the Prism, and constitute
the interior Bow in the Cloud.
If the Beam go not out of the Drop at
G, but is reflected (a second time ) to H»
and is there refracted in the Direction H S,
making the Angle S Y A with the incident
Ray A N , it will paint on the Part PI the
several Colours of Light , but in an inverse
Order to the former , and more faint , by
reason of the Rays lost by the second Re¬
flection. It
has been found also, that the
least Angle 8 0 0 , or G 0 P, under which
the least refrangible Rays can come to the
Eye at O, after two Reflections and two
Refractions , is 50 Deg . 57 Minutes ; and
the least Angle HOP, under
which the
most
Length . Therefore the Diameter of a Particle less
than the Diameter of any coloured Particle (except
those of the First Order ) will be visible in the Focus of
such a Lens : And therefore the Particles of all colour’d
Bodies would become visible by such a Lens , were it
not that Particles equally thick appear of the fame Co¬
lour, and all so very small are transparent ; whence,
though they are big enough to be visible, yet we may
want a Difference of Colour , and some other Means , to
render them distinct, and capable of being viewed soparately from each other. Sir Isaac Newton thinks the
Discovery of those Corpuscles by the Microscope will
be the utmost Improvement of this Science : For it
seems impossible to fee the more secret and noble Works
of Nature within the Corpuscles, by reason of their
Transparency.

4/ n.
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most refrangible Rays can come to the Eye
in this Cafe, is 54 Deg . 7 Minutes . Whence
all the Colours of the exterior Bow will be
formed in the Drops from G to H , which
is the Breadth of this Bow, viz. 3 Deg.
10 Minutes ; whereas the Breadth of the
other , viz. E F, is but 1 Deg . 45 Minutes,
and the Distance between the Bows, viz.
F G, is 8 Deg . 55 Minutes . And such.
Would be the Measures of the Bows, were
the Sun but a Point ; but since his Body
subtends an Angle of half a Degree , it is
evident, by so much each Bow will be in¬
creased, and their Distance diminished
| (CXXIII ).
Halo

I
!
i
|
j

’s

(CXXIII ) 1. Having explained the Doctrine of the
different Refrangibility of the Rays of Light , and the
'Theory of Colours consequent thereupon , it will now be
easy to explain and understand the natural Cause of the
Rainbow, which is wholly owing to the above,mention’d
Property of Light . For though it was, by long ObNervation, known to proceed from the Sun’s shining upvn the falling Drops of Rain ; and even before Sir Isaac
Newton’s Time it was discovered to be the Effect of the
Sun’s Light several times refracted and reflected in the
Aqueous Globules ; first of all by Antonius de Dominis,
Archbishop of Spalato, in a Book published in the Year
l 6li , and after him by Descartes: Yet no one could
ev er account for the Diversity of Colours , and their inVe rfe Order in the two Bows, or give a direct Method
Calculation , before Sir Isaac Newton,
2. To apprehend rightly the different Affections of
fois remarkable Phænomenon , we must attend to the
following Particulars . Tits, That though each Bow
be
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’s are formed by Rays of Light
to the Eye after two Refractions
through

be occasioned by the refracted and reflected Light of the
Sun falling On the Drops of Rain j yet neither of them
is produced by any Rays falling on? any Part of the
Drop indifferently, but by those only which fall on the
Surface of the Drop B L Q_G in or about the Point N>
as the Ray A N 3 those which fall nearer to B, or far'

ther towards L , being unconcerned in this Production3. Secondly, The internal Bow is produced by tvf°
Refractions and one Reflection. The first Refraction
is of the incident Rays extremely near A N , by which
they proceed from N to one common Point or Focus a£
F , from whence they are reflected to G , and are there
a second time refracted towards R , and produce th®
various Colours of the said Bow.
4. Thirdly, There is a Necessity that several Raj'5
should be refracted together to the PointF, that beinA
reflected together from thence to G they may there g°
out parallel, and so come in Quantity sufficient to exest0
the Sensation of Colours in a strong and lively Mann er'
Now those Rays, and those only which are inciden
on the Globule about the Point N , can do this, as 'W1'
appear from what follows : For,
5. Fourthly, The Point F makes the Arch Q. F
Maximum, or the Distance Q_F from the Axis of t‘1
Drop S Q_ is greater than any other Distance fr0?1
y*
whence any other Rays nearer to the Axis, as S ■
L E , or farther from it, as S H , S I , are reflected; ye
cause those which are nearer after the first Refract 10.
tend to Points in the Axis produced more remote th3
that to which the Ray 8 N tends 3 and therefore ^
their Distance from the Axis increases, so likewise
the Distances of their Points of Reflection QP , Q- ^
till the Ray becomes S N 5 after which the Rays m°^
remote from the Axis, as S H , S I , are refracted toW 31^
the Points X Y , which are nearer and nearer to
Axis j and this occasions the Points of Reflection^
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the farthest Side of the Drop to decrease again from F
towards Q.
6. Fifthly, Hence it will necessarily happen, that
some Rays above and below the Ray S N will fall up¬
on the fame Point as O or P, on the farthest Side ; and
for that Reason they will be so reflected from thence as
to go out of the Drop by Refraction parallel to each
other * Thus let S E below, and S H above the Ray
S N be refracted both to one Point O ; from hence
. they will be reflected to M and L , and will there,
emerge parallel, ’tis true , but alone ; being divested of
their intermediate Rays S N , which going to a diffe¬
rent Point F will be reflected in a different Direction
to G , and emerge on one Side, and not between those
Rays , as when they were incident on the Drop . All
which is evident from the Figure.
y. Sixthly, As this will be the Cafe of all the Rays
which are not indefinitely near to S N , it is plain, that
being deprived of the intermediate Rays, their Density
will be so far diminished, as to render them ineffectual
for exciting the Sensation pf Colours ; and they are
therefore called Inefficacious Rays, in Contra -distinctiori
to those which enter the Drop near S N , and which,
having the fame Point F of Reflection, are not fcatter’d
like the others, but emerge together at G , so as to
constitute a Beam G R of the fame Density with the ■
incident Beam 8 N , and therefore capable of exhibiting
a vivid Appearance qf Colours , and for this Reason are
called Efficacious Rays.
8. These Things premised, we shall now shew the
Mathematical Principles on which the Calculations re¬
lating to this Phænomenon depend, according to Dr.
ex¬
Halley s most elegant and easy Constructions a little
plained and facilitated by Dr . Morgan, late Bishop of
Ely. Let S N , sn, be two of the efficacious Rays in¬
cident upon a Drop of Rain ; these when xefra&ed to
the same Point F - and thence reflected to G , g, will
Itave
Bb
You, IR
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at the Distance of about 26 Degrees front
the Sun or Moon , or somewhat less, if the
said

have the Parts within the Drop on one Side, N F,
n F , equal to those on the other Side, F G , F g, from
the Nature of the Circle and the Angles of Incidence
C F N , C F n being equal to the Angles of Reflection
CFG, CF ^ . Since the Parts within the Drop are
equal and alike situated, they will also be so with it;
and therefore as the incident Rays S N , S n, are sup¬
posed parallel, the emergent Rays G R , g r, will be
so too.
PI . XL .
9. From C the Centre draw the Radii CN , Cb,
Fig . 2.
C F ; then is C N F — CF N the Angle of Refraction,
and the small Arch N n is the nascent Increment of the
Angle of Incidence BCN ; and as it measures the Angle
at the Centre N C n, it is double of the Angle at the
Circumference NF n, Which is the nascent Increment
of the Angle of Refraction NFC.
jp- _
10. Again : Let the Ray S N enter the lower Part
■*'
of the Drop , and be twice reflected within the Drop at
F and G ; then is the Ray NF — the Ray F G , and
the Arch N F =2 to the Arch F G . Drawy g parallel
to F G , and it will be the reflected Part of some Ray
s n, whose Obliquity to the Drop is such as obliges it,
to cross the Ray N F in its Refraction, as it must do st
it be a little more oblique than S N , ( by Art. 6 .) Then
also will the Part nf —fg , and the Arch nf —fg, and
the small Arch F f = . Gg.
n . Therefore , 2 F f —Fy(
-j- G g — the Arch
F G — the Arch fg — the Arch N F — the Arch nf
~) N n—F f ; consequently N n —3 Ff. That
the nascent Increment of the Angle of Incidence
equal to three times that of the Angle of Refraction.
Aster a like Manner you proceed to shew, that after
4 , 5, iAc.'Reflections , the Increment of the Angle o*
Incidence will be 4, 5, 6, tsc. times greater than that
©f the Angle of Refraction.
12. Hence, in order to find the Angle of Incidence
©f an efficacious Ray, aster any given Number of Re¬
flections
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said Hail -ftones be a little flatted, as often

they are.

These Halo’s, if

the Hail be
duly

flections, we are to find an Angle whose nascent Incre¬
ment has the fame Ratio to the Increment of its cor¬
responding Angle of Refraction , generated in the same
Time as the given Number of Reflections («) increased
by Unity has to Unity ; that is, in the Ratio of n i-[to 1. Now those Increments are as the Tangents
of the respective Angles directly ; as is thus demon¬
strated.
13. Let ACD , ABD, be the Angles of Incidence
and Refraction proposed ; and if we suppose the Line
A C to move about the Point A in the Plane of those
Angles , the Extremity thereof G will describe the cir¬
cular Arch C c and
;
when A C is arrived to the Situa¬
tion A c, the Line B D will be thereby removed into
the Situation B d. Draw c D ; then is the Angle A C D
= ABC + CAB, and the Angle Aci = ABt -f< AB. Wherefore
the Excess of A cd above A CD,
or the Increment of A G D , is equal to both the Angles
CBc and C A r. But since the Angle A c C differs in¬
finitely little from a Right one, a Circle described on
the Diameter A C shall pass through the Points D and
r ; and therefore the Angles GAf, C D c,insisting
(
on
the same Arch C c of the said Circle ) will be equal.
Wherefore the Increment of the Angle A C D is equal
to CBc -|- CDt = Dcfii. But
the nascent Angles
ID cd and D B c are as their Sines, that is, as their op¬
posite Sides B D and D c — D C, because of the Angle
CDc infinitely small. But BD : CD :: DE : DA
(the Line B E being parallel to A C :: Tangent of the
Angle (EBD = ) ACD Tangent
:
of the Angle ABD.
Therefore the Increment D c d of the Angle A C D is
to the Increment CBc of the Angle ABD (gene¬
rated in the fame Time ) as the Tangent of the former
to the Tangent of the latter directly.
14. Hence, having given the Ratio of the Sine of
Incidence I, to the Sine of Refraction R , we may find
the Angles of Incidence and Refraction of an efficacious
Bb 2
Ray,

Pi , XLBig. 4.

__
F.lg. 5.
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duly figur ’d, will be colour’d, and must
then appear red within by the least re¬
frangible
Ray , after any given Number (n) of Reflections thus :
In any Right Line AC , let there be taken A C : A D
: : I : R ; and again, A C : A E
i : i . Upon
the Diameter E C describe the Semicircle E B C 5 and
on the Centre A with the Radius A D describe the Arch'
D B, intersecting the Circle in B. Draw A B and B C;
then let fall the Perpendicular A F on C B continued
out to F . So shall ABF and ACF be the Angles of
Incidence and Refraction required.
15. For drawing B E parallel to AF , the Triangles
ACF and E CB are similar. Now the Sine of the
Angle A B C or A B F is to the Sine of A C B as A C
to A B = A D , that is, as I to R ; therefore if A B F be
the Angle of Incidence , ACF will be the Angle of
Refraction . Moreover, the nascent Increment of ABF
is to that of A C B (generated in the fame Time ) as
C F to B F , ( by Art. 13 . ) that is, as CA to A E , (by
similar Triangles ) that is, as nj - - x to 1 by Construc¬
tion . The Ratio therefore of the nascent Increment of
the Angle of Incidence ABF , to that of the Angle of
Refraction AC B, is that which is required in the Angles
of Incidence and Refraction of an efficacious Ray , after
a given Number of Reflections, (in Art. 12 . ) Conse¬
quently the Angles ABF and ACF are those required.

E - E: D.

16. From this Construction we easily deduce Sir Isaac
Newton’s Rule for finding the Angle of Incidence A B F
in p. 148 , 149. of his .Optics, thus . We had A C :
A B :: I : R , whence A C = L X A B.
K.

Also C F :

B F :: » -f- 1 : 1 } therefore CF = » -fiXBF,
or
(putting n
1 —m) CF - nXBF and
;
because of
the Right Angle at F , it is AC 1—
CF
J = AB 1-'
II
BF 1, that is^
AB *—FB
l AB
=
* — BF *i
and
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frangible Rays , and blue without
most refrangible ones.

by the
The

A B1_AB 1;
and therefore mz FB z—FB 1= JLL
/ II — RR
FB
.
,
=
^
and consequently
the Ray emerges
17. Hence , because in the first Bow rnr=
4,
. %, m%—
,
=
1
n
have
we
,
after one Reflection
II — R iTTa ' B
^ — 1 = 3 ; therefore 3 R R : \ /
of Incidence . In
Angle
the
of
Sine
: B F :: Radius : Co, m1—
.Reflections
two
are
the second Bow, where there
: BF.
AB
~
RR
i - 8; whence / 8 R R : \ / I I —
15 ;
1
-—
m1
,
Reflections
In the third Bow, after three
II — RR : AB :BF; and so on
and y 15 R R •
for any given Number of Reflections.
, it must be re¬
18. To find the Values of I and R
Incidence and
of
Sines
the
membered, that the Ratio of
XCVII.
Annat.
('in
constant
be
to
Refraction was strewn
of Me¬
Sorts
divers
in
Excesses
their
13.) and therefore
shewn,
was
it
Thus
.
Ratio
diums are also in a given
out
77,
;
50
::
R
:
I
Rays
refrangible
that in the least
27.
here
is
1
above
R
of
of Glass into Air ; the Excess
Air,
into
-Water
Rain
ot
out
If the Refraction be made
the least refran¬
then it is I ; R •" 3 : 4 very nearly for
3 — 1. Wherefore
gible Ravs ; the Excess here is 4 —.
Whence it appears,
.
108
:
4
fay. As 1 : 27 :: 3 : 81 ::
into Air are as 81
that the Sines I and R out of Water
: And if to the
Rays
to xo8, in the least refrangible
between those
Differences
given
lesser Sine you add the
other Sorts of
Sines out of Glass into Air for all the
Zfh 28 ; we shall
Rays , viz. 27s , 27b 277, 27 i, 27s , Rays , viz. ioSB
those
for
R
of
Values
have the several
io8j > 108b 108b 108% 1085, xog.
is not out of Wa¬
ig . But since the Refraction hereshall
have the Va¬
we
,
contrary
the
but
ter into Air,
stand for
wstl
they
or
lues of I and R interchanged ;
below.
jhe several Sorts of Rays as
For
Bb ^
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The Reason why there is always a de¬
terminate Angle for exhibiting the Bows,

or

For the Red,
I : R : : 108 : 81 Extreme.
For the Orange , I : R : : 108s : 81 Beginning.
For the Yellow, I : R : : 1084 : Si Beg.
For the Green , I : R : : 108s : 81 Beg.
For the Blue,
I ; R : : io8f '• 8i Beg.
For the Indigo , I : R : : io8 | : 81 Beg.
For the Violet, I : R : : io8j : Si Beg.
For Violet ,
I : R : : 109 : 81 Extreme.
LO. Wherefore in the least refrangible Rays, since I “
108, H — 11664 ; also R — 81, and RR — 6561, and
V—
R 1—
5103 ; %/ 3 R R = . 140,3 , and
11—R 3!
= 71,4 . Therefore fay, ( by Art. 17 .)
As
\ / 3 R R 140,3
—
= 2,147045
Is to
n/l— R *= 71,4 = 1,853913
So is Radius
= 90° 00' — 10,000000
To the Co - Sine of the 1 t , A1? _
_ '_ „
Angle of Incidence } B A F = 30’ 37 = 9,706868
21. Hence the Angle of Incidence ABE is 590 23',
in the Red or least refrangible Rays. Wherefore in the
Drop of Rain whose Axis .is S Q_, if we make the Arch
BN = 590 23 ' , we shall have S N the least refrangible
Ray . Having given the Angle of Incidence, and the
Ratio of I to R , we have also given the Angle of Re> fraction : For fay.
As
I — 108 — 2,033424
Is to
R — 81 — 1,908485
So is the Sine of Incidence
50° 23' = 9,934798

PI. XL.

Fig. 6.

To the Sine of the Angle of Res. 40 ° 12' — 9,809859
22. Therefore , making the Angle C N F = 40 ° 12',
. N F will he the refracted Ray ; which at F is reflected
into F G , and at G emerges in G R . Produce the in¬
cident and emergent Rays S N and R G till they inter¬
sect each other at X ; and as C F bisects the Angle
N F G , so when produced it will bisect the Angle S X R.
Then

Wmm

\V ' W 'o
N\ w' \',\ .i3
o'jf ' .'O” ' ' ' \ " ' VW

n,i‘>>h >>!>'!
>,>‘‘11i hill1,
^n' 1<»)»
•

'/iii/it'l.f' sj}

mm?
' /A
' '//// ' ' ' '/ ’'t ' /s

k j:$ ;j:> ::.v Si ^
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par^
or Halo ’s, is because there is but one
Drop
ticular Point N in all the Part of the
between
CNG
Then CFN = CXN + F.NX , but FNX
-(CXN
=
— CNF or CFN; therefore CFN
CXN.
=
CNX
—
aCFN
is,
CNX — CFN ; that
therefore
Or 80° 24 — 59° 23' — 21° oi ' rCXNithe Measure of
is
which
02',
2CXN = SXR = 40°
Rays , which,
the Angle that the incident and emerging
other.
each
are the least refrangible, contain with
take that
yve
,
8r
to
108
23. If instead of the Ratio
and
3RR
y'
of
of 109 to 81, we shall find the Values
Incidence
of
\/ P — R? such as will give the Angle the Angle
and
BCN, or the Arch BN — 58° 40',Cafe for the most
the
be
will
which
17',
S X R ~ 40°
refrangible, or extreme Violet Rays.
F and G,
24. If the Ray be twice reflected, viz. atand emerges
,
Bow
as in the Production of the exterior
incident Ray
atH in the Direction HA intersecting theAY 8, which
Angle
the
find
may
we
then
;
Y
S N in
thus . Produce
those Rays contain with each other ,
in the Tri¬
then
;
R
in
produced
X
A H , till it meets G
HGX = HRG -(angle HGR, the external Angle
of Reflection at
Angles
equal
of
G H R. But because
H G X—
F and G , it is G H R = F G X ; therefore
And
CNF.
or
2CGF
=
FGX = HGF = HRG
NXj
C
—
2
4CNF
(in Art. 22 .) we had S X R =we have the two inter¬
YXR
Triangle
the
in
therefore
ex¬
—
the
nal Angles R -fX = 6 CNF —?2CNX
N,
ternal Angle at Y , viz. AY
and
25. In this Case to find the Angles of Incidence
Radius
::
R?
Refraction , we have y/ 8 R R : \/ P — ; whence the
: the Co-Sine of the Angle of Incidence
71° 50' -CNX.
said Angle of Incidence will be found
Sine of 45° 27' —
:
50'
71°
of
Sine
81
:
And as 198
45° 27"X 6
C N F the Angle of Refraction ; therefore
its
therefore
and
— 2 X 71050' = X29° 02' = AY N ,
for
,
required
Angle
the
58'
50°
Complement AY S =
the least refrangible Rays.
26. But
Bb 4
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between B and L, where the Rays A N can
enter , so that after a second Refraction at
F for
26. But for the most' refrangible Rays, where I : R ::
109 : 81, we have the Angle of Incidence yjo 26' , and
the Angle of Refraction 440 47 ' ; and therefore the
Angle AY S — 540 10' . After this Manner yeu pro¬
ceed to calculate the fame Angles after three, four, or
more Reflections ; but because the Beam in being sq
often reflected loses so many of its Rays, that the re¬
maining refracted Part is in general too faint to excite
the Idea of Colours, we pass it by, and proceed to ap¬
ply what has been said to account for the Phanomena of
the Bows, which so strongly strike the Eye ; the prin¬
cipal whereof here follow.
27. The First is , That each is variegated with all the
Prismatic Colours. This is a necessary Consequence of
the different Refrangibility of the Rays refracted and re¬
flected in Drops of falling Rain , Let A be such a Drop,
S N a Ray entering it at N , which is refracted to F,
from thence reflected to G , where, as it emerges, it is
refracted into all the several Sorts of Rays of which it
is composed, viz.. G R the least refrangible or Red-making Ray , G O the Orange, G Y the Yellow
, G G the
Green, G B the Blue, G I the Indigo, and G V the
Violet or most refrangible Ray.
28. Now we have shewn (Art. 22 , 23.) that the
Angle S F R is to the Angle SFV as 42° 02' to 40° 17' $
Pi . XLL the Difference whereof is the Angle Y GR - i ° 45'.
Fig . 1. Through this Angle all the original Rays are diffused;
and though the Angle be small, yet at a great Distance
it spreads to a considerable Width ; and therefore by
coming from the Drop A to the Eye of a Spectator at
A , they will be sufficiently separated, and fall upon the
Eye singly, each Sort of Rays by themselves alone.
29. Hence, were there only one Drop A, the Eye at
A would fee only one Colour in that Drop , viz. the
Red, by the least refrangible Ray GR ; the others,
G O , G Y , (Ac. being refracted above it, as is evident
enough in the Figure . If now we suppose this Drop to
descend
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F for Halo's, or Reflection at F and G for
the Bows, there can enough go out toge^
ther
descend to the Situation B, then would the Orangemaking Ray GO fall upon the Eye continuing in A*
and then the Drop would exhibit an Orange Colour . If
after this it should sink down to C, the Yellow-making
Ray G Y would enter the Eye at A, and excite the
Idea of Yellow in the Drop at G . And so continually,
if we suppose the Drop to succeed to the several Situati¬
ons D , E , F, G , the other more refrangible Rays GG,
GB , GF , GV , will fall upon the Eye successively,
and raise the Sensation of their proper Colours, Green,
Blue, Indigo , and Violet when the Drop is at G.
30. The Truth of this may be easily proved by Ex¬
periment, by suspending a Glass Globe filJ’d with Wa¬
ter in the Sunshine, and viewing it in such a Position
that the Rays S N which fall upon it may emerge to the
Eye at A, under the several Angles from S F R to
LEV; which may be easily effected by letting the
Globe descend from A to G by a String going over a
Pulley . And this was the famous Experiment of Anto¬
nius de Dominis and Des Cartes, who by this means con¬
firmed the Truth of their Doctrine of the Rainbow,
which had been demonstrated mathematically. The
fame Thing may be also shewn, if the Globe be at Rest
at A, and the Eye be raised siom R to V.
31. If now, instead of depressing the Drop from A
to G, we supposea Drop placed in each Point A, B, C,
these will severally send an original
;
■D, E , F , G then
Ray to the Eye, according to their Situations in respect
of it. Thus the Drop in A will refract the Red-making Ray GR ; the Drop B will refract the Orange
G o ; the Drop C the Y ellow G y ; and so the other
Drops D , E , F, G , will by the Rays G g, G b, G i,
G v, excite the several Colours, Green , Blue, Indigo,
Violet , all at the fame Time ; and therefore all that
Part of the Rain from A to G will appear variously co¬
loured, as is represented in the Scheme.
31. Now
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ther at G or H , to form a strong and dis*
tinct Image of the Sun ; which Rays,
therefore,

31. Now let S P be a Line drawn through the Spec¬
tator ’s Eye at A, parallel to the Sun’s Rays S N , and
conceive the several Rays G R turning about the Line
) A P as an Axis, and always under the fame invariable
Angle GRP; tis’ evident, the Extremity of each Ray
would in the Cloud or Rain describe a Circle which
would be the Base of a Cone whose Axis is A P, and
its Vertex A ; and for the same Reason that the Drop A
excites the Sensation of Red, every Drop in the Circle
described by the Extremity of the Ray G R will excite
the same Sensation ; thus will a red circular Arch AH
be formed as far as the Rain extends. Next to that the
Ray B A, by revol ving, describes the Arch of an Orange
Colour , as BI; the Ray CA will in like manner trace
out the Yellow Circumference, as CK ,- and so of all
the rest, as represented in the Figure .'
32. Hence the Second Phanomenon, viz. the circularsForm, is accounted for ; and also the Third, which is
that will be equal to the
;
the Breadth of the Bow for
PI XLI Angle / RG = RGV = i ° 45' , where the Ray , as
Eia; 2 ' here, Emerges after one Reflection. These Particulars
’ are represented more compleatly in the Figure, where
B G D is the red Circumference formed by the Rctaticri
of the Ray A G , that can first come to the Eye at A}
and C g E is the Violet Arch formed by the least re¬
frangible Ray g A ; after which the Rays are all re¬
fracted below the Eye. And thus by the interme¬
diate Rays and Colours the whole interior Boyy is pro¬
duced. ‘
33. The Fourth Phanomenon is the Appearance of TvJO
Bows. This follows from hence, that after an efficacious
Ray of Light S N , entering a Drop of Rain , has been
twice reflected on the farthest Side at F and H, it wiU
emerge refracted into all its simple or constituent Rays at
G upon the upper Side of the Drop , so as to make with
the incident Ray the Angle GYN or 8 YA — 54° 1° »,
if that Ray be the Violet Sort, or most refrangible, (by
Art. 26 .) but if it be of the red or least refrangible
'

Sort,,
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Sort, then the said Angle is but 50° 58' = ; Sy A (by
25 .)
34. Therefore all those Drops which are so situated
around the Eye, that their most refrangible Rays shall
fall upon it, must with those Rays make an Angle with
the Line A P passing through the Eye parallel to the
Sun’s Rays, viz. the Angle GAP , equal to the Angle
S YA , or GAP — 54q io These
Rays therefore
will every where exhibit a V iolet Colour in the Arch
P G L . For the same Reason those Drops whose least
refrangible Rays fall upon the Eye at A, make the
Angle g A P = 50° 58' ; and so the Ray A g, revolv¬
ing about the Axis A Q_, will describe the circular Arch
Mj -K , which will exhibit the deepest Red ; and all the
Drops between G and g will paint the several other colour ’d Peripheries, all which together will compleat the
exterior Bow.
35. The Fifth Pbeenomenon is the greater Breadth of
the exterior Bow. Thus , if from 54 ’ 10" we sub duet
50° 58', we shall have 30 if G
=
^ — the Width of
the outer Bow ; which therefore is almost twice as wide
as the interior Bow.
36. The Sixth Pbeenomenon is the Distance between
the two Bows, which is thus determined : From the
Angle which the least refrangible Ray in the upper Bow
makes with the Axis AP , viz. 50 0 58 ' subtract the
Angle 42 ° 02' which the most refrangible Rays make
therewith in the lower Bow, apd the Remainder 8o°
56' — g A F is the Arch of Distance between the
Bows.
37. The Seventh Pheenomenon is the inverse Order of
the Colours in the two Bows. This
follows from the con¬
trary Parts of the Drop on which the Ray is incident,
and from whence it emerges and is refracted. Thus
because the Rays S N enter the upper Part of the Drop
and emerge from the lower, ’tis evident the Rays re¬
fracted in this Cafe (viz. in the interior Bow) will have
a Situation quite the reverse of those which enter on the
lower Part of the Drop , and are refracted from the
Upper, as in the exterior Bow, whose Colours are Vio¬
let, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and Red ; whilst
those of th? other are Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,
Indigo,
Art.
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from the upper Parts
Indigo, and Violet;counting
downwards in both.
38. The Eighth Phænommtm is the Faintness of the
exterior Bow in Comparison of the interior one. This is
the Consequence of the Rays being twice reflected with¬
in the Drops which form the outer Bow. They who
make the Experiment in a dark Chamber may wonder
when they observe how large a Part of the Beam (that
enters the Globule at N ) goes out at F , that there
should be enough in the remaining Part F G to exhibit
the Colours so strong and vivid irj the first Bow as they
appear ; but then considering how much of this residual
Ray is refracted at G , ' tis rather Wonder how the very
small Part reflected to H should there when refracted be
•in Quantity sufficient to excite any distinct Ideas of Co¬
lours at all.
39. The Ninth Phœnomena is, that sometimes more than
two Bows appear ; as in a very black Cloud I have my¬
self observed four, and a faint Appearance of a jfifth:
But this happens rarely. Now these spurious Bows, as
I may call them, cannot be formed in the Manner as
the two principal Bows are, that is, by Refraction after
a third., fourth , fifth , &c. Reflection; for the Beam is
by much too weak to exhibit Colours by Refraction,
even after the third Reflection only, much less would it
after a fourth or fifth. Besides , though after a third and
fourth Reflection of the Rays they should be supposed
capable of sinewing their Colours, yet the Bows made
thereby would not appear at the fame Time with the
other two, nor in the lame Part of the Heavens, but in
the Rain between us and the Sun, and must be viewed
by the Spectator’s Face turned towards the Sun, and
not from it, as in the other Cafe.
40 . To account for the Appearance of these colour’d
Rings within the interior primary Bow, we shall here
transcribe what the learned Dr . Pemherton has wrote up¬
on the Subject. He observes, that Sir Isaac Newton
takes notice, that in Glass which is polilh’d and quicksilver’d there is an irregular Refraction made, whereby
some small Quantity of Light is scattered from the prin¬
cipal reflected Beam. If we allow the same Thing to
iSa
happen in -the Reflexion by which the Rainbow
Ann
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causeJ, it seems sufficient to produce the Appearance
now mentioned.
41 . Let A B represent a Globule of Water , B the
Point from whence the Rays of any determinate Species
being reflected to C , and afterwards emerging in the
Line C D , would proceed to the Eye , and cause the
Appearance of that Colour in the Bow which appertains
to this Species. Here suppose, that besides what is re¬
flected regularly, some small Part of the Light is irre¬
gularly scatter’d every Way ; so that from the Point B,
'besides the Rays that are regularly reflected from B Plate
to C, some scattered Rays will return in other Lines, XLII.
as in B E , B F , B G , B H, on each Side of the Line Fig . 1.
BC.
42 . Now it has been observed (Annotat. CXXI .)
that the Rays of Light in their Passage from one Super¬
ficies to another, in any refracting Body, undergo al¬
ternate Fits of easy Transmijston and Reflection, succeed¬
ing each other at equal Intervals , insomuch that if they
reach the farther Superficies in one of those Fits , they
shall be transmitted ; if in the other, they shall be re¬
flected back. Whence the Rays that proceed from B
to C , and emerge in the Line C D , being in a Fit of
easy Transmijston, the scatter’d Rays that fall at a small
Distance without these on either Side ( suppose the Rays
BE and BG ) shall fall on the Surface in a Fit os easy
Reflexion, and so will not emerge ; but the Rays nekt
to these, viz. B F and B H , shall arrive at F and H in
a Fit of easy Transmission, and so be refracted in the Rays
FI and H K.
43 . Now these Rays will emerge, so as to contain
a lei's Angle with the incident Beam S N than the Ray
C D , which was shewn to make the greatest Angle
therewith of all others whatsoever : ( See Art. 5 , 22,
23 .) The Colours therefore which they exhibit must
appear within those of the primary Bow. And if we
suppose other scatter’d Rays without these to emerge
(having the intermediate Rays intercepted by Reflection)
they will contain Angles still less with the incident Ray
S N , and will therefore form colour’d Arches still with¬
in the former : And this may be conceived for divers
Successions.

3

44. Now
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44 . Now as the scatter’d Rays by various RefleSiioni
aud Refractions form Arches variously mixed together,
some of these by the lighter Colours may be lost in the
inferior Part of the primary Bow, and may contribute
to the Red Tincture which the Purple of that Bow Usual¬
ly has; The darker Colours of those refracted scatter’d
Rays form the Arches which reach below the Bow, and
are seen distinct ; of which the first has a light Greeny
dark Green, and Purple ; the second has a Greek and
Purple ; the third afaint Green and vanishing Purple.
45. The Distances between the Bow and these secon¬
dary Arches depend on the Size of the Drops ; to make
them in any Degree separate^ ’tis requisite the Drops
should be exceeding small. It is therefore most likely,
that they are formed in the Vapour of the Cloud, which
the Air, being agitated by the Rain , may carry downs
with the larger P)rops ; and this may be the Reason why
they never appear but under the upper Part of the Bow
only, this Vapour not descending Very low; As a Con¬
firmation of thisj these Arches are seen strongest when
the Rain falls from very black Clouds, which cause the
fiercest Rains, and therefore produce the greatest Agita¬
tion of Ait ; Thus far Dr . Pemherton.
46 . But to return : The Tenth Phestiotnenon is, the
Appearance of the Bows in that Part of the Heavens oppa~
fte io the Sun. This
necessarily happens from the inci¬
dent and emergent Ray being both on one Side of the
Drop , for ’tis evident that in order to fee the Colours,
We must look to that Part against which the Sun shines.
47 * The Eleventh Phanomenon is, that they never ap¬
pear but when mid where it rains. This
is because Rain

affords a sufficient Plenty of Drops , or aqueous Sphe¬
rules, proper to reflect and refract the Light fit for this
Purpose, which cannot be done without a requisite Size,Figure , and Disposition of the Particles, which the Va¬
pour of the Cloud does not admit, and therefore Clouds
alone exhibit no such Appearance.
48 . T he Twelfth Phœnotnenon is, the Dimenfon of the
Bows. This is determined easily, for continuing the Axis
PI . XLI * A P to Q^the Centre of the Bows, we have the SeiniFig . 2. diameter of each Bow in the Angle Q__A ^ , or Q^AG .j
the double of which gives the Angles which the whole,
Diameters
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Diameters of the Bows subtend, and are therefore the
Measure of their Magnitude.
49 . The Thirteenth Phænamenon is , the Altitude of the
is
Bow above the Horizon or Surface of the Earth. This
equal to the Angle GAT, which maybe taken by a
Quadrant , or it may be known for any Time by having
given the Sun’s Altitude , which is equal to the Angle
T A Q_; which therefore subducted from the constant
Angles Q_A F , or Q_A Y , will always leave the Angle
of the apparent Height of the Bow;
50 . Hence it follows, that when the Sun is in the
Horizon , the Lines Q_A and T A will coincide, and
therefore the Points Qand T ; whence* in this Cafe,
the Bows will appear compleat Semicircles ; as on the
other Hand, when the Altitude of the Sun is equal to
the Angle Q^A F =z 42 0 02 ' , or to Q_A Y = 54° 10',
the Summits of the Bows will be depress'd below the
Horizon , and therefore within a certain Interval in
many Days, in the Summer-Time , no Rainbow can
appear.
51. We have hitherto considered the Bows, and
given their Dimensions, such as they would have were
the Sun but a Point ; but because the Sun subtends an
Angle of half a Degree, or 30 Minutes at a Mean,
therefore the Breadths of the Bows will be increased,
and their Distance decreased by half a Degree , and so
the Breadth of the interior Bow will be 2" 15' , and that
of the exterior one 30 42 ', and their Distance 8° 26' .
also the o-reatest Semidiameter of the interior Bow 42 ’
17' , and&the least of the exterior Bow 50 ° 43' .
52. For let S F A be the Angle of any one particu¬
lar colour’d Ray coming from the Centre of the Sun,
and reflected from the Drop to the Eye at A. In the Ray
S S take any Point S at Pleasure, and make the Angles
FSN , FSM, each equal to 15' , as also the Angles
FAM and FAN; then will SN be Part of a Ray
wN coming from the lower Limb of the Sun, S M a
Part of a Ray m M coming from the upper Limb ; and
— , the Sun’s
so the whole Angle NSM = thS« 30
apparent Magnitude.
53. Join SA ; and since the Sums of the Angles at
the..Base SA of the several Triangles A S N , ASF,
AS M,
1

3
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ASM, are equal among, themselves, their vertical
Angles at N , F , M , are also equal to each other.
Wherefore the Angle S M A will be that which the
emergent Ray makes with the incident Rays S M of the
same Colour , as before, coming from the highest Point
m of the Sun, and SNA of that which comes from
the lowest Point of the Sun n. Therefore , if all the
Rays of the Sun were of one Sort, the apparent Breadth
of the Bow, measured by the Angle MAN, would be
but qo/ dr half a Degree,
54. But since the Rays of the Sun are differently re¬
frangible , conceive the Drop F to be placed any where
in the inward or outward Verges of the Bows (above
described) and then it is manifest that the Angle FAM
must be added to the Inside, and F A N to the Out¬
side of the Angles, which the Breadths of those Bows
subtend at A, to obtain their apparent Breadths ; which
therefore will be such as are defined in Article 51.
55. I designed here to have added Dr . Halley’s Me¬
thod of discovering the Ratio of the-Sine of Incidence
to that of Refraction , by having given the Angle which
an efficacious Ray , as S N , contains with its emer¬
gent Part G A ; but as this Angle is determined only
by Experiment , and the Calculation brings us to a Cu¬
bic Equation , I think it a Matter of too much Intri¬
cacy to trouble the Reader with in this Place, especi¬
ally as it is so easy to determine the refractive Power of
any transparent Bodies, by the experimental Methods
before deliver’d . (See Annotat. CXV 1I. )
'
56 . I have often taken Notice (with Mr . Whflon)
of the Silence of Authors concerning the Reason why
the Iris , or rather a strong and deeply colour ’d-Corona
does not appear about the Sun in the falling Drops of
Rain , at the Distance every way of about 25 Degrees;
because at that Distance from the Axis, the efficacious
Rays S N , s n, po, after Refraction into the Drop are re¬
fracted a second Time at F towards the Eye at I . For
if S B Q_be the Axis of the Drop , we have Ihewn the
Angle B N — 59° 23' ( Art. 21 .) and the Arch NFs
99 0 36 ' ; therefore rhe Arch F Q_— 21°, wherefore in
a Glass Globe of Water , held in the Sun’s Light in a
dark Room, we fee a colour’d Circle or Corona ADF
of
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bf about 42 Degrees in Diameter , and the Superficies
within it extremely luminous , as containing all the SunBeams that fall on the fore Parts within 60 Degrees all
round the Axis.
57. But because the Rays are there promiscuously
blended together , they produce only a white Light j
whereas on the Circumference FDA, where the effi¬
cacious Rays fall, there all the Colours of the Bow ap¬
pear ; and from thence many. have wondered why we
lee not a Circle coloured With stronger Tints than even
the primary Bow itself, from this Refraction of the effi¬
cacious Rays in all the Drops of Rain between us and
the Sun from the Circle FDA. But we are to observe,
with Mr . Whijhm, that the efficacious Rays S N , s n,
p 0, which are parallel when incident on the Drop , are
riot so when refracted at their Emergence at F ; for be¬
ing there refracted to one Point , they are not parallel
within the Drop , and therefore cannot be so after their
Emergence , but will proceed diverging to the Eye at I
in the several Directions F I, F r, F q, and therefore
will not be sufficiently dense, and at the same time too
much blended with others to excite any Sensation of

Colours.

58 . But why it should be said, this variegated Circle
ought to appear at the Distance of about 26 Degrees
from the Sun, I do not fee ; for the refracted Ray F I
Pi.XL II,
contains an Angle F M G with the incident Ray S N
Fi g- 3°
(produced toG ) of 38° 22"; for ’tis plain thatN 'M —
_
N
MF
MF , and therefore the Angle MNF

CNM — CNF = 590 23' — 400 i 2' =Ig «. Ix7~
but the external Angle IMG = MNF -f MFN = .
38° 22', and consequently this is the Angle-of Distance
at which such a Bow must appear all round the Sun,
Scholium,

!S tlslertsd , that the efficacious
59. In Article 5*
Ray S N makes the Arch Q_F a Maximum by its re¬ pi Vf t
fracted Part N' F . To prove this, let Radius CN “
*
= ^ and CD = a, and p :' ' JL
CB — i , the versed Sins
3"
.
AB
:
BN
;
:
BN
:
Q_B
by the Nature of the Circle
Ratio of the
, let
therefore B N — V / Again
Incidence
C c
Vol, II .
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Incidence and Refraction ; then because I : R : : ND:
CI ) , we haveND = - CD = az ; likewise from
the similar Triangles B N D and F Q_D , we have N D:
1:
Q _D : QjF j that is, a %\ \/ 2 # : : z
NB
„ r,
%— 1 / —
= _F.
- az v 2 x Q
60 . This Value Q_F is to be determined to a Max¬
order to this we neglect the given Part
;
imum in
i X \/ x
take the variable Pa rt ~
and
2 -,
z

— >/ * _

z v'

.-

— v/ x -

-z

-

z

( multiplying

T*

— —;
— x\z zthen

z £
*x —

making its Fluxion | a*
2 x z z — 0 \ or

Vs * _

x a **

by 2 z z x z } z a x -r—%x

Whence 2 xz =zzx — z z x, and « —

-j- 2 * zC : 0.
X

% X --

2 X*

61 . We must: now find another Value of z in order
to exterminate it, which we find from the right -angled
A D *; that
1-[=
■Triangle N AD , where N D 1 AN
2 z — 2 x z f- - 1, which in Fluxions is
is, zz n z 7'+
* z — zxz ,- therefore z —
2
z sa— 2 z sa -f- 255—
-

-- ZX

%— a z — x —. l

m z-

X-

2x

Zz X ,

: whence z — az

= oj now by Means of this
—
i
— x z -{■az zx
■
and the preceding Equation a- z 1= zzf- - 2 z — 2 x z
-pi , if we throw out a-, we shall get this cubic Equation
f - 3 z f- - 3 = o ; whose Roots
z 3— a zz 3— az z zf - - z xwill be found z

J'

of which the two first being negative, are

of no Use ; therefore the Arch Q_F is a Maximum when

62 . By
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therefore , entering at the Point N , are called
Efficacious Rays, to distinguish them from
the rest which are ineffectual (CXXIV ).
62 . By inserting this Value of %, into the Equation
(f %%—zz~i~2z —2 .vz -f-i ; we get this Equation x =
' f
- + -=

* JTTT'

1^ 1

And

j
in Cafe of the least refrangible Rays, we have a — —

3

/~r

~pyp = 1,964 = CD ; and ABaro,4908
therefore
the versed Sine of the Angle BCN = 590 23 ', the
same as was found before in Article 21. Also if we put
Art. 19 .) we shall have the Angle BCN
(
=
a See
81

0

= 58° 40' for the most refrangible Rays , as in Ar¬
ticle 23.
a x \ v/Tir
63 . Also we get the Value of Q _F — - ~
= 0,3648 , which is the Chord of 210 02 ^= Q_C F,
as was before (hewn , Article 56 . Hence all the Parti¬
culars relating to the principal Bow are easy to be under¬
stood ; and this is an egregious Instance of the extreme
Usefulness of the Fluxionary Calculus in Natural Philo¬
Mr.
sophy . This ncjble Theorem was first given us ’sbyQua¬
Stewart in his Comment on Sir Isaac Newton
dratures.
64 . If B N Q_ were a Globe of Glass, then a —
—
-5-, C D —.z 1,5492

, and the Arch B N — 490 48;

also the Arch QjF ” i l ° 22' . Some other considerable
Uses, which may be made of this Theorem , will be
considered in the next Lecture of Optics.

(CXXIV ) i . Concerning the Production of Ha¬

lo ’s, our illustrious Author has left us to make the best

Shift we can in accounting for it ; having said nothing
of
C c 2
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of this Phænomenon that can be of any Service to help
us in this Disquisition . He intimates , indeed, that Ha¬
lo’s are formed by the Light which comes through the Drops
( . at N and F ) without any
of Rain by two Refractionsviz
Resection;but how this can be is npt easy to conceive.
\ Ve have shewed that a Rainbow or deeply coloured
Ring might have been expected at the Distance of about
38 Degrees from the Sun, and also why it cannot hap¬
pen.
2. For the fame Reason we should also not expect an
Halo to be formed by the same refracted Rays, viz. on
Account of their not being refracted parallel to the Eye,
and consequently not entering it dense enough to render
that Part of the Heavens more luminous than the rest,
or to produce the lucid Ring we call by this Name.
Again , Sir Isaac fays , it ought to appear Jlranges at the
Dijlance of about 3,6 Degrees from the Sun ( viz. when
the Angle IMG —26° ) and to decay gradually both ways.
But though our Author .did not undoubtedly assert any
Thing without very great Reason, yet this does not ap¬
pear to us.
3. For that the Angle IMG may be 26 Degrees,
the Angle of Incidence B C N must be about 46 , and
then the Angle of Refraction CNF will be near 33
Degrees ; but why such an Incidence and Refraction
should cause the Rays to be refracted in greater Plenty
to the Eye than any other , does not appear to me, nor
can I find it by any Experiment , On the contrary , as
the Angle IMG increases with the Angle of Incidence,
and consequently with the Angle of Refraction , it is
evident that with respect to heterogeneal Light , the
greater the Angle IMG is, the more will it be refracted
and scattered ; and consequently, the farther the Drops
are situate from the Sun, the less dense will be the Light
transmitted by Refraction to the Eye, which therefore
pught to decrease as the Distance from the Sun increases.
4. As Sir Isaac Newton' has said but little , so his Ex¬
positors, Dr . Pemberton and Dr . s’Gravefande, have
thought sit to be absolutely silent on this Head. Mr.
Hugens has advanced an Hypothesis by which the Pha.xntcy be solved, if we grant him all his Peti¬
tiomenon
tions . And since none of our great Philosophers, not
pven Sir Isaac himself , have undertook to disprove it,

KM
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but on the contrary seem rather to approve of it, as
Sir Isaac in his Optics, and Or . Smith in his, has
adopted the fame entirely ; I think upon thele Accounts,
and considering the Character of the great Author , the
Reader will be pleased to have the fame in a very con¬
cise Manner represented to him.
5. His Pojlulatum is, That there
'are certain Globules
in the Atmosphere consisting osa Goat or Shell os transparent
Jce or Water, containing an opake Nucleus or Kernel with¬
in ; and that these are made from Particles of Snow,
(which is in itself opake) attracting the aqueous Par¬
ticles in the Vapour or Exhalation by which it is sus¬
tained , which gathering together form the pellucid Shell
of Water , or are frozen into a crystalline Shell of Ice j
and this he thinks is proved to be Matter of Fact by the
Hail - stones which fall to the Earth , for these ( says he)
when broken do discover some Snow at the Centre.
6. These Things premised, he addresses himself to
the Solution as follows : Let ABCD represent such a
Globule , with the opake Nucleus E F in the Middle of Plate
it ; and let us suppose the Rays coming from G , H , to XLIVfall on the Side AD . It is manifest they will be re- Fig . 4,
fracted inwards from the Surface A D ; from whence it
follows, that a great Number of them must strike upon
the Kernel E F.
7. Let G A and HD be the Rays which after Re¬
fraction touch the Sides of the Kernel E F , and let
them be refracted again at B and C , emerging in the
Lines B K , C K , crossing each other in the Point K,
whose Distance from the Globule is somewhat less than
its Semidiameter.
8. Wherefore , If B K and D K be produced towards
M and L , it follows that no Light coming from the
Sun through the Globule can proceed to the Eye any
where placed within the Angle L K M , or rather in the
Cone which that represents, supposing that the Obli¬
quity of the Incident Rays H D and G A is such as
shall make the Arch Q_C and Q__B the greatest possible;
(seethe last Note , Art. 5.) for then all the Rays exte¬
rior to H D , G A, will be refracted nearer to Q _, and
after Emergence cross each other in a Point k nearer the
Globule than the former, and therefore cannot come at
the Eye placed within the said Cone L K M.
9. Sup-
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9. Suppose now the Eye placed at N ; and let N R,
N Q_, be drawn parallel to L K and M K ; then ’tis
plain , none of the Globules (the fame as ABCD)
within the Cone R N Q_can come to the Eye at N.
Thus the Globules at O and P have their refracted
Rays a k d and c k d including the Eye in the Cone of
Obscurity : But other Globules , which lie without the
Cone Q_N R , as S and T , do not involve the Eye N
therefore some
;
by the shady Cones Ik e and fk m and
of those Rays, which are more refracted than k e or if,
will fall upon the Eye , and produce a luminous circular
Ring or Corona, including a dark Area within , and
whose Light outwardly decreases as it is more remote
from the Centre.
10. Much after alike Manner this great Man under¬
took to account for the Appearances of Mock- Suns and
Mock- Moons, called Parhelia and Paraselenes or Coronee ;
which I shall not here detain the Reader with , because I
cannot help thinking the Whole is but too much like a
mere (though ingenious ) Hypothesis ; having never ob¬
served in any Hail -stones any such opake Kernels , so
regularly formed, and surrounded by such regular Shells
of pellucid Ice as is here supposed. However the Reader
will be agreeably entertained by perusing Mr . Hugens s
learned Dissertation on this SubjeSi, printed at the End of
his Dioptrics in his Opufcula Pojiuma.
N . B . I have let the Account of the Ablerraticn of
Light in the fixed Stars stand here, both in this and the
following Volume , as it was in the first Edition ; tho’
the Methods of Reasoning and Demonstration by which
it is supported are such as upon a more nice Examination
are by no Means satisfactory to myself, at least I cannot
reconcile them to the Notions I have cf the Nature of
Vision, the Lav/s of Optics , nor the Accounts which
have been given of Experiments made on this Subject by
Persons of no small Character , who seem to be as little
inclined to take upon Credit , the Truth of this,univer¬
sally celebrated Doctrine ( vel jurare in Verba) as myself.
(See Annot . CXII . and CXLV . Art . 19, &c. ) The
Arguments which render this Discovery suspected, I may
take an Opportunity one time or other to declare.
End of
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